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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The teaching of subject matter, or intellectual' 
development, has until the past half century been the focus 
of the classroom teacher's attention. Of recent years, how-
ever, educational psychology has broadened the educator's 
view by placing a new emphasis on personal-social growth. 
Intellectual growth, it is said, must be accompanied by 
personal-social development if a personality is to maintain 
balance. The inference is, then, that the classroom teacher 
must have knowledge about personal-social adjustment, and 
about techniques for nurturing this· area of development. If 
this is true, experimentation is needed to determine what 
techniques the classroom teacher can use effectively for 
this purpose • 
Purposes 
The study described in this thesis was an evaluation 
of two techniques for sixth-grade group guidance discussions, 
'emphasizing personal-social adjustment. There were two major 
purposes of the investigation. One was to discover the 
general effectiveness of group guidance discussions in helping 
sixth-graders in their personal-social adjustment. The other 
-l-
was to compare the effectiveness of a non-verbal stimulus 
with a verbal one. 
2 
Minor considerations were also involved: (1) How 
did differences in adjustment seem to be related to differ-
ences in socio-economic status? (2) to differences in sex? 
(3) to differences in reading power? (4) How much helpful 
information about pupil adjustment was revealed during the 
discussions? (5) To what degree was the spirit and 
philosophy of the experiment possible in the usual classroom? 
Scope 
Twelve sixth-grade classes were selected~ a hetero-
geneous sampling of 38] pupils with no experiences in 
organized group guidance discussions. Four classes were 
assigned by lot to discuss pictures~ four to discuss short 
stories~ or "thumbnail sketches~" and four to continue their 
' 
assigned classes as control groups. 
Procedure 
There were ten discussions~ each focused on a 
personal-social adjustment theme~ with periodic reviews~ and 
continuous behavioral applications. The atmosphere of the 
discussions was one of permissiveness~ and pupils were 
encouraged to project themselves into the thematic situations 
and interpret them associatively. 
The pupil-evaluation program included two sociometric 
procedures, standardized testing with three personality 
3 
instruments 1 and evaluation of achievement in Arithmetic and 
Social Studies~ since one lesson of each of these subjects 
-
was omitted to make place for the group guidance time in the 
week 1s1program. The same battery was used both before and 
after the experimental teaching period. 
Other procedures were used to evaluate the program. 
A Response Record was kept by the Experimental teachers 
during discussions to indicate participation in the discus-
sions. Occasional visits by Guidance Counselors to all 
twelve classes provided comparative reports on Experimental 
and Control classes. Further measures 1 used at the conclu-
sion of the experiment 1 included a summary checklist of 
behavior changes as seen by parents~ an evaluation of the 
experiment by pupils 1 and another by the teachers. 
Preparation of the twelve cooperating teachers before 
the experiment began included: (l) organization of a 
Teacher's Handbook~ (2) instructional meetings concerning 
both testing and teaching programs~ and (3) demonstration 
lessons by the writer. As the experiment went into effect 
several additions were made to strengthen the teacher-
guidance: (1) weekly contact with cooperating teachers and 
observers, (2) separate meetings for Control and Experimental 
teachers~ and (3) a special meeting for Observers. 
Justification 
Psychological Bases.--curren~ psychology supports 
4 
several concepts which are basic to this experiment. One of 
these is the concept of ,.the whole child.u An expression of 
. ' gestalt psychology1 it recognizes that teaching a child 
involves consideration of all aspects of his personality~-­
mental1 physical1 emotional 1 social and spiritual. "The 
. 
whole child" comes to school1 functions in the school setting1 
. 
and goes home from school. His growth is not only mental; it 
is in all areas of his personality. The teacher with this 
psychological orientation lifts the emphasis off the 
intellectual alone and gives other aspects of personality 
their due concern1 as in this experimental study. 
A concept closely re~ated to this is that each child1 
as a human being 1 is unique and should be taught as an 
individual 1 not as an element in a mass. It is his J'whole-
ness 11 that makes him "unique. 11 Children have many 
. . . 
characteristics in common1 yet each child is different from 
all others because of two factors. One 1 he is born as a 
unique combination of i~erited characteristics 1 and two1 the 
environment for each child differs 1 even within the same 
family. The interaction of inherited traits and environmental 
irtf'luences makes individuals differ from each other. Jenkins 
makes this statement: 
·• • • because of the great variations in endowment 
and experience and the interplay between them1 no two 
children1 even in the same family 1 will pass through 
this sequence [of growth] in just the same way.l 
lGladys G. Jenkins~ Helen Shacter and William Bauer1 These Are Your Children (New York: Scott 1 Foresman and Company~ l953)~ PP• 14-15. 4 
5 
This concept of the individualized approach is basic 
to this study, for although group guidance admits problems 
·common to a group, personal-social adjustment must be studied 
in relation to the individual child. 
This psychology also conceives of a child as a dynamic 
organism, reaching out into his environment in search of new 
experiences, and being affected in turn by his environment, 
in an ever-active rec·iprocal relationship. Jenkins describes 
it thus: 
Children cannot be made to grow, but their growth 
can be influenced and encouraged by an environment 
which provides good physical and emotional care. Growth 
itself comes from an inner force and is inevitable.2 
Related to this concept is that of the developmental 
aspect of growt~ which recognizes the child as a growing 
organism, experiencing a sequence of developmental changes 
whereby he gradually matures into adulthood. Jenkins4 says 
· that children are not small adults. They think, feel and 
react like children at their particular point of development, 
not like adults. They have needs of their own, and 
potentialities which they must fulfill as they change and 
grow, and they have the characteristics of childhood and youth, 
not adulthood. 
ment 
2 Ibid., PP• 13•14. 
3w. I. Patty and L. s. Johnson, Personality and Adjust-
(New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1953) 1 pp. 156-158. 
4Jenkins, ~op. cit., p. 12. 
The pre-adolescent is too often considered 11 just a 
. 
child." Adults often fail to recognize that in these pre-
. 
adolescent years children are required to make adjustments 
that have serious bearing on their adolescence and adult-
hood. Personal-social problems are seldom born overnight~ 
and problems of adolescence might be alleviated~ if not 
prevented~ if' children were given adult guidance at a 
younger age through effectively planned experiences.5 
6 
Pre-adolescents are in the beginning stages of mature 
reflective thinking. They can consider the personal-social 
problems which affect them with a surprising degree of' 
insight~6 intellectually comprehending these situations on 
their own level of maturity. Emotionally they need to bring 
such preble~ out into the open~ verbalize their feelings 3 
share their experiences and have the opportunity to nurture 
healthy emotional attitudes. With adult guidance in their 
thinking and feeling~ pre-adolescents are "ready" to do this. 
It is the responsibility of' .educators to understand 
and nurture the growth process. To further this understand-· 
ing is the major purpose of' a group guidance program such as 
the one reported in this study. Its whole emphasis was to 
and Franklin R. 
~-n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~c~h~o~o~l~s (New York: 
6Ervin W. Detjen a~d Mary F. Detjen~ Elementary 
School Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company~ Inc.~ 
1952), p. viii. 
investigate the,interaction between the growing personality 
and planned environmental influences intended to nurture 
healthy personal-social adjustment. 
Two assumptions also provide justification for this 
study. (1) Group guidance has been developed as a program 
suitable for secondary school. It would seem~ however~ that 
the theories underlying this kind of learning experience are 
. 7 
applicable on the sixth-grade level as well. In fact~ it 
7 
might be more effective there because younger children are 
iess inhioited in expressing their thoughts and feelings. 
Group members learn from each other on any level of develop-
ment and in any kind of situation~ and pre-adolescents should 
find group discussion of their common problems valuable. 
(2) In an effort to provide discussion materials for 
promoting brotherhood~ the National Conference of Christians 
and Jews8 prepa~ed a "discussion picture series for use wihth 
adolescents. 11 The problem situations presented in picture 
form were typically adolescent in level of maturity. It 
seemed, however~ that a similar series might be developed for 
use with pre-adolescents, using the problems common to that 
age-group. In fact~ this technique seems even·more 
appropriate on thip age level wherevchildren are so pictur~­
conscious, and less mature in their. verbal powers. 
7Ibid.~ p. vii. 
- ~ 
8National Council of Christians and Jews 1 Focus: On Choices Challengi~ Youth (Washington~ D. c.: National Council 
of Christians and ews~ 1952), 5 pictures, 6 copies of each. 
8 
Conclusive evidence is available to indicate the 
potential value of the picture technique in this situation: 
(a) a child with a reading problem is likely to be more 
responsive to a non-verbal stimulus than to a reading situ-
ation; (b) pictures have a concrete quality which is 
necessary to the slow learner and appealing to all children; 
(c) children characteristically enjoy and like to talk about 
pictures; (d) a·child with a reading problem may be repelled 
from a reading situation, yet he is very likely the one to 
be in need of help in emotional adjustment; (e) the rapidly 
increasing use of the visual approach in teaching supports 
the use of pictures; (f) pictures lend themselves better 
than the more restricted situation of the print~d page to 
free association and projection of thought and feeling, basic 
to these experimental discussions. 
Appropriateness of Motivating Techniques.--The 
pictures created for this experiment could be assumed to be 
appropriate for their purposes since they met adequately 
such criteria as those listed in Kinder.9 The story-
. 
motivation technique has abundant support that stories can 
be used to stimulate free-association. In order to obtain 
the desired content and format for the pictures, original 
ones had to be drawn. Original thumbnail sketches also had 
9James s. Kinder and F. Dean McClusky, The Audio-
Visual Reader (Dubuque, Iowa: William c. Brown Company, 
1954) 1 P• 158 • 
to be composed for two reasons,--one, the content must 
duplicate that used for the picture themes, and no source 
9 
was found on the market which met this specification; and, 
two, becau~e it was desired to have the story less structured 
than any found in print, to encourage free association in the 
discussions. 
Summary 
The investigation reported in this study is of sixth-
grade group guidance discuss'ions in personal-social adjust-
ment. The major purposes of the experiment wera two-fold,--
(l) to evaluate the general effectiveness of group guidance 
in helping sixth-graders in their personal-social adjustment, 
and (2) to compare the effectiveness of a non-verbal stimulus 
with a verbal one. Two techniques were used for motivating 
discussions,--large pictures and the thumbnail sketches. 
The overall experimental design consisted of pre-
testing, eight weeks of group discussions, and post-testing. 
Standardized measures were used for evaluating adjustment and 
achievement in Arithmetic and Social Studies. Sociometric 
procedures were used to report inter-personal relationships 
w~thin classes, and original procedures were organized for 
making evaluations relative to the experiment itself. 
An in-service preparatory program for cooperating 
teachers was carried out, beginning before the experiment 
started, and continuing throughout the experiment with 
meetings, weekly contacts and duplicated directives. 
The experiment was supported psychologically by 
two basic concepts,--the "wholenessu and uniqueness of the 
, 
individual child, and the dynamic and developmental 
lO 
characteristics of the human organism. Other justification 
was also given for this type of experimentation, and for 
the selection of the two motivating techniques used. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Introduction 
Before undertaking this study it was necessary to 
investigate what research had already been done in this area. 
No experiment was found which involved objectives identical 
with this study or which followed the same pattern as that 
proposed. Studies were reported, however, relative to 
various aspects of this problem, and there was an abundance 
of theoretical background. 
The various aspects of the experiment can be 
appropriately discussed under these headings: 
1. Current status of elementary guidance 
2. Personal~social adjustment 
3. Discussion themes 
4. Group guidance discussions 
5. Motivating techniques 
6. -Associational processes 
Current Status of Elementary Guidance 
Definition of Guidance.--An effective definition of 
"guidance 11 has been phrased by Arbuckle : 
Guidanc~ is considered here, then, to be a process by 
which the child is aided to greater stability, insight, 
-11-
and understanding, so that he is more capable of 1 
operating as a free citizen in a democratic society. 
This is the function of guidance at any grade level. 
Literature Concerning Elementary Guidance.--The 
Review of Educational Research for April, 1951 makes this 
statement: 
A survey of the recent literature showed up increasing 
guidance consciousness on the part of persons inter-
ested in., or associated with~ educational programs at 
the elementary school level.~ 
12 
This was at the beginning of a decade in which this interest 
. 
seems to have expanded. One evidence is in the literature. 
Strang3 called guidance uone of the three pillars of the 
elementary school." Anderson4 stated that ~rofessional 
guidance services are necessary on all levels to make the 
present educational system effective, and to help in meeting 
the individual problems, needs and abilities of all pupils. 
Krugman pointed out: 
• • • the need for guidance does not suddenly emerge 
when the elementary school is left behind, and good 
guidance at the lower levels, like early attention 
lnugald S. Arbuckle, Guidance and Counseling in the 
Classroom (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., l957), p. 6 • 
. 
2Elmer E. Wagner, Dugald S • Arbuckle, and Earl F. 
Carnes, 11Program of Guidance," Review of Educational 
Research, Vol. xxi, No. 2 (April, l95l), p. 106. 
3Ru'bh M. Strang, "Guidance in the Elementary School, 11 
Education, V.ol. 70 (April, 1950), pp. 492-494. 
4Go~don V. Anderson., "The Organization and Administra-
tion of Guidance Services," Review·of Educational Research., 
Vol. xxvii, No. 2 (April, 1957), pp. 165-173. 
to health, resulte in more positive benefits from 
measures taken later.5 
13 
6 . 
Two reviewers indicated that a new trend was devel-
oping in the publication of guidance books for elementary 
teachers. These included such volumes as (l) books published 
by two national associations, Guidance in the Curriculum and 
Guidance for Today's Children, (2) a regional study, Guidance 
in the Public.Schools,7 and (3) ~everal· textbooks, such as 
. 8 Cottingham and Bernard and others. 
During this period the guidance role of the teacher 
5Morris Krugman, ·"Why Guidance in the Elementary 
Schools?" Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. 32 (January, 
1954), PP• 270-273. 
6Dugald S • Arbuckle, "The Classroom Teacher 's Role in 
Guidance, 11 Review of Educational Research, Vol. xxi v.., No. 2 (April, 1954), p. 181; Henry B. McDaniel, "Organization and 
Administration of Guidance in Elementary and Secondary Schools," 
Review of Edu,cational Research, Vol. xxiv, No. 2 (April, 1954), 
P. 11o. 
· · 7.Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment, Guidance in the Curriculum, 1955 Yearbook (Washington, 
D. C.: Association for Supervision·and Curriculum Development, 
a department of the National Education Association, 1955), 
pp. l-248; National Education Association, Department of 
Elementary School.Principals, Guidance for Today 1s Children, 
Thirty-third Yearbook (Washington, D. C.: NatiOnal Education 
Association, Department of Elementary School Principals, 1954), 
pp. l-278; Lyle Johns, editor, Guidance in the Public School~ 
Report of Southern States Work Conference (Tallahasee: 
Universi~y of ,Florida, 1956), pp. 1-70 •. 
. . 
8Harold F. Cottin~ham, Guidance in Elementary Schools: 
Principles and Practices lBloomi~ton, Illinois: McKnight and 
McKnight Publishing Company, 1956), pp. l-325; Harold w. 
Bernard, Evan C. James, and Franklin R. Zeran, Guidance 
Services in ~lementary Schools (New York: Chartwell House, 
Inc., l954), pp. 1=403. 
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9 10 began to a~sume importance. Strang agreed with Berger 
that guidance specialists serve as consultants~ and w~th 
Baxter11 that the teacher plays the key role. Willey and 
Detjen both12 oriented their texts for the classroom 
teacher's use~ and many overall guidance and child develop-
ment texts gave special attention to the role of the teacher. 
Research Concerning Elementary Guidance.--Research in 
elementary guidance tended to concentrate on the function of 
the guidance specialist. Nolan13 reported a survey on the 
number of selected special guidance personnel in school 
systems of 47 large cities of 25 states~ and Boyd and 
Schwiering14 reported a survey of child guidanQe and remedial 
reading services in 30 communities. Three different analyses 
9strang~ op. cit., pp, 492-494. 
1Dnonald W. Berger, "Guidance in the Elementary 
School,, 11 Teachers College Record~ Vol. 49 (October, 1947) ~ 
PP• 44-so. 
11Ed~ D. Baxter, "What Is Guidance?" Childhood 
Education, Vol. 25 (January~ 1949)~ pp. 202-205. 
· l 2Roy D. Willey, Guidance in ElementarS Education (New York: Harper and Brothers, l952)~ pp. 1- 25; Ervin w. 
Detjen anq Mary F. Detjen, Elementary School Guidance (New 
Y9rk:~ McGraw-Hill Book Company~ Inc., 1952), pp. 1-266. 
' 
l3william J. Nolan, ·~Survey of Practices in Meeting 
Pupil AdJustment Needs~" Journal of Educational Research, 
Vol. 42· (December.., 19!1:~) , pp. 268-278. 
14Ge:ratrude Boyd and Oscar Schwiering, "Survey of Child 
Guidance and Remedial Reading Practices,." Journal of Educational 
Research, Vol. 43 {March, 1950)~ pp. 49~~506. 
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of child-study programs15 reported the functioning of special 
areas of service. One major study16 was an extensive survey 
of 611 elementary schools. It undertook to describe~ with-
out evaluation~ the current guidance practices and services 
in a sampling of 19 states. A felt-need for an elementary 
guidance director was indicated by 81 per cent of the schools 
responding. 
A dearth of usound research" was reported in both 1954 
. . 
and 1957 concerning the role of the classroom teacher. A few 
studies were reported~ however,--five17 in the area of 
15aobert Anderson and Elizabeth Zimmerman~ 21Evaluating 
a Child Study Program~" Educational Leadership~ Vol. 7 (May~ 
1950), pp. 568-572; Virginia Hufstedler, liThe Child Study 
Program in Corpus Christi, 11 Educational Leadershit" Vol. 7 
(May~ 1950), pp. 555-558; Ethel Kawin, nA Coopera ive Approach 
to Child Study, 11 Educational Leadership, Vol. 7 (May, 1950), 
pp. 563-567. 
l7 Pansy Elliott and C.lark E. Moustaka.s, 11Free Emo-
tional Expression in the Classroom, 11 Progress:l.ve· .Education, 
Vol. 28 (February~ 1951), pp. 126-128; Arthur ·w .• Foshay, nThe 
Teacher and Children's Social Attitudes~ 21 Teachers College 
Record, Vol. 52 (February, 1951), pp. 2~2-296; Sheldon 
Rosenthal, ·~ Fifth-Grade Classroom Experiment in Fostering 
Mental Health," Journal of Child Psychiatry, Vol. 2 (Spring, 
1952), PP• 302•329; Nancy Strohm and Clark E. Moustakas, 11Preventive Mental Hygiene Through Experimental Classroom 
Approaches, 11 Progressive Education~ Vol. 30 (February, 1953), 
PP• 118-122; Laverne Strong, nHelping Children Face a 
Critical Period," Childhood Education, Vol. 28 (September, 
1951), pp. 12-16. 
personality adjustment, two18 in vocational guidance, and 
onel9 giving suggestive guidance procedures for use with 
elementary school pupils. Many informal studies were also 
reported. 
16 
Significance for This Study.--The general conclusion 
seems to be that the elem~ntary school is beginning to 
develop guidance programs, but most extensively in the areas 
of child analysis and parent-counseling. Group guidance is 
carried out in unorganized fashion on a spontaneous, felt-
need basis by interested individual teachers. The experi-
mental program reported in this study, then, seems to be a 
venture into a ·fairly new but promising field of education. 
Personal-Social Adjustment 
Personal-Social Adjustment: The Focus of the 
Experiment.--Wrightstone emphasizes the need for teaching 
children how to make the personal adjustment necessary for 
happy, effective l1ving: 
Studies have shown that personal and social adequacy is just as important for successful adaptation to life and 
work as academic and vocational skills. In fact,· more 
1Bvirginia Bailard, '~ocational Guidance Begins in 
Elementary Grades," Clearinfi~House, Vol. 22 (April, 1952), 
P• 496; Lindley C •. Baxter
11 
~ocational Guidance for 
Elementary School Pupils,' Elementary School Journal, Vol. 51 
(February, 1951), PP• 343~345. 
19 . Frances M. Wilson, "Guidance in Elementary Schools," 
Occupations, Vol •. 29 (December, 1950), pp. 168-173. . 
job failures are caused by maladjustment than by lack 
of skill.20 
Meaning of 11Adjustment."--According to Remmers 11 
- . Adjustment may be defined very generally as the pro-
cess whereby a living organism varies its activities 
in response to changed conditions in its environment. 
An organism's needs can be fulfilled only by behavior 
that is effectively adapted to its environment.2l 
17 
Willey and Andrew describe the adjustment process as 
11acceptance of self 11 capacity to deal with reality~ to work~~ 
to have friends--to find meaning in life ••• relating one's 
self to one's environment so that one lives with a minimum 
22 
of disturbance." 
"Adjustment, 11 then 11 is a general term 11 descriptive 
- -
of adaptive behavior of any type. As Remmers states, 
however 11 the common understanding of the term refers to only 
''the more fundamental, continuous, and pervasive levels of 
activity 11 11 the satisfaction of certain basic drives and 
23 . 
needs. Satisfaction of personal-social needs was the focus 
of this experiment. 
Meaning of "Personality."--Since adaptive behavior 
20J. Wayne Wrights tone 11 J. Justman, and I. Robbins, 
Evaluation in Modern Education (New York: American Book 
Company 11 1956), p. 338. 
21Hermann H. Remmers and N. L. Gage; Educational 
Measurement and Evaluation (New York: Harper and Brothers 11 
1955)11 p. 288. < 
22Roy D. Willey and Dean C. Andrew, Modern Methods and 
Techniques in Guidance (New York: Harper and Brothers 11 1955) 11 
P• 260. 
23Remrners and others, op. cit., p.-288. 
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is an expression or an ~ndividual's personality structure, 
the term, 11personality structure, 11 should be discussed. 
Vernon reminds the reader that personality has been defined 
in various ways • He quotes Cattell: 
• ••• personality is that which enables us to pre-
dict a person's behavior in a given situation ••• 
the term refers chiefly to his emotional and social 
qualities, together with his d~ives, sentiments and 
interests. •24 
Vernon adds: 
Personality develops, then, from the interaction of 
the living human organism with an. environment that 
frustrates or encourages, and conditions its 
impulses •••• 25 
stability of Personality.--Vernon indicates his 
belief: 
Although their (psy~hoanalysts] theories are largely 
unverified, controversial and unscientific • • • , 
yet we may agree tbat an organ~zed system or struc-
ture is built up which includes the conscious senti-
ments and interests, and the unconscious 'mechanisms• 
or complexes, and which determines the child's or 
adult's behavior in any situation.26 
Studie-s or the stab~lity or personality structure report the 
tendency for it to remain constan~in its basic struct~re. 
Shirley wrote personality sketches or 19 children using 
observations-made during their first two years or life. 
-
24Philip E. Vernon, Personality Tests and Assessments (London: Morrison and Gibbs, Limited,~953), p. 2. 
25Ibid., p. 3. 
26Ibid. 
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27 Fifteen years later Neilon~ using te~ting and rating 
material~ wrote personality sketches for 15 of these children. 
The two sets of sketches were matched by judges~ w~th 
statistically significant success. One conclusion drawn 
strengt~ened ~he point under discussion~--that personality 
. . 
similarities within an individual persist over a period of 
time. 
Failure to retain new modes of behavior, and tendency 
to revert to ~he stronger, ear~ier-establ~shed patterns, is 
shown in follow-up studies of delinquent behavior. One of 
these, a foliow-up.of cases previously handled by guidance 
clinics and juvenile court, was reported by Glueck and 
28 
·Glueck.- In this study a very high proportion-of delinquents 
made the reversion. Even though it can be expl~ine4 ~n terms 
.. 
of environmental influences, the fact remains tbat the impact 
of the new behavior patterns was not strong enough to over-
come the old. 
-
27 Dr. Mary M. Shirlef, ~ "The First Two Years: A 
Study of Twenty-Five Babies,' Personality Manifestations, 
Vol. III (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1933). Cited in Patricia Neilon, 11Shirley's Babies After 
Fifteen Years,u Readings in Child Psycholo~f~·Wayne Dennis~ 
editor (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19 ), p. 465; 
Ibid.; pp. 466-471. 
I 28 • Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile 
Delinquents Grown Up (New York: Commonwealth Fund, 1940), 
pp. 1-336. 
. 
wattenberg29 reported two personality studies of 
pre-adolescent pupils who had repeated grades in school. 
Both reports indicated that repeaters reveal personality 
problems of a structural nature. Studies have indicated 
20 
the persistence of personality characteristics in many 
instances, such as perseverance, smiling, crying 1 and group 
play,--and the evidence seems solid that a teacher must 
anticipate this type of behavior.3° The-structure is fairly 
stable, thus producing a consistency of behavior towards 
similar situations from time to time. 11The personality 
. 
achieves a type of inner organization which becomes more and 
more powerful with the passage of time 1 and which frees the 
personality to a greater and greater degree from the 
dominance of the situation!B1 
' 
Elasticit¥ of Personalitf·--Despite this consistency 
of response, special attention should be given to Allport's 
principle of functional autonomy 1 --the view that fresh 
mechanisms and interests continue to develop during a man's 
life-time and become self-supporting. Illustrations of this 
29William W. Wattenberg, 11Factors Associated with 
Repeating Among Pre-Ado~escent Delinquents," Journal of 
Genetic PsfchologK, Vol. 84 (June, 1954) !J pp •. 189-196; 
William W. Watten erg and Frank Quiroz, 'A Study of Twelve-
Year-Old Recidivists," Journal of Clinical Psychology, 
Vol. 10 (January 1 1954), pp. 61-65. 
3°John E. Anderson, ''Personality Organization in 
Children, 11 .Readings in Child.Psychologf 1 Wa~e Dennis 1 
editor (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951}, p. 482. 
31~., p. 486. 
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potential to change occur in three studies that might be 
mentioned.32 Two describe experiments in which remedial 
reading cases were given therapy. The improvement in both 
situations was significant. A third illustration is one of 
group therapy given to preschool children with cerebral 
palsy and also to their parents. Improvement in motor skills 
and speech resulted ~or the children, and better understand-
ing for their parents. 
Significance for this Study.--These statements have 
certain implications for this study. First is the concept of 
the child's personality as the integrated expression of his 
thoughts and feelings. Developed over a period of time these 
forces blend into a structure which tends to predict his 
future behavior in a given situation. The structure may be 
set and stable, but it never becomes so rigid that no'further 
changes can take place, and in young children it is quite 
flexible; 
Second, the teacher comes to see his own role as 
that of an agent who manipulates the environment and guides 
the child's reaction to the situation. Thus in helping a . 
child to make personal-social adjustments a teacher works with 
32Julius Seeman and Benner Edwards, 11A Therapeutic 
Approach to Reading Difficulties," Journal of Consulting 
Psychology, Vol. 18 (December, 1954), pp. 451=453; Max Siegal, 
11The Personality Structure of Children with Reading Dis-
abilities as Compared with Children Presenting O.ther Clinical 
Problems," Nervous Child, Vol. 10 (No. 3-4, 1954), pp. 409-414; 
Ruth M. Strang, ninterrelations of Guidance and Reading 
Problems, 11 Education, Vol. 75 (March, 1955), pp. 456-461. 
a personality already structured to some degree 1 but with 
the potential for making adaptations to situations when 
necessary. This fact has important implications for the 
teacher 1 for it holds the promise of continuing growth1 
thereby supporting the thesis of this study. 
Discussion Themes· 
22 
Specific Subject-Matter Themes.--A learning experi-
ence, whether physical, mental or personal-social, must 
involve content. The specific themes of this study, together 
. 
with their related concepts, feelings, values and attitudes, 
may be considered as the content, or subject matter, of the 
. 
discussions. The immediate source of these choices is 
identified in Chapter III as the personality inventories used 
in evaluating the experiment. Since these 1 in turn, are 
based on psychological findings, the choice of themes, also, 
can be considered as based on psychological fact. It is 
. 
accurate to say, then, that these themes were chosen 
because they were relevant to the recognized needs of the 
pre-adolescent. 
Personal-social Needs of the Pre-adolescent.--
Educational psychology and child development textbooks are 
replete with listings and discussions of pre-adolescent needs, 
. 
characteristics and problems. Any of these references might 
be quoted as the basis for this study •. The presentation by 
23 
Lewis33 has been selected as preferable for our purposes. 
She indicates these characteristics to be of three types,--
physical, intellectual and social-emotional •. Although 
physical and intellectual needs as such were not the major 
concern of this study, they are listed here because of their 
interrelationships with the emotional-social. The supporting 
research quoted by Lewis for physical and intellectual needs 
has been omitted, seeming to be unnecessary for this report. 
uPhysical Development 
. 
Slow for many; Fast for others ••• 
Health is good and Need for Physical Activity Great 
Need to Understand the Body • • • 
Right-Handedness and Left-Handedness • • • 
Intellectual Developmental 
Interest is Essential to Learning • • • -
Children Have Many Interests • • • 
Self-Involvement ••• 
Attention to Details ••• Quality of Thinking [improving] ••• 
Development of Concepts [increasing] ••• 
Development of Self-Criticism ••• ~ 
Group Thinking • • • 
The More Able Children [characteristics of 
chronological age] ••• "34 
• • • 
The social-emotional ~haracteristics named by Lewis35 
follow, with her supporting research paraphrased by the 
writer in abbreviated form: 
33aertrude M. Lewis and others, Educating Children in 
Grades Four, Five and Six, u. S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welf'are, Bullet~n11958, No. 3 (Washington, D. c.: 
Government Printing Office, 1958), pp. 8-24. 
34Ibid. 
35Ibid. 
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Social-Emotional Development 
Peer-centered activity 
Gesell36 considers that preadplescents have an 
emotional need for organized peer-group life 
and a safe, cozy plac·e for gathering. Blair37 
reports a gang loyalty which i~ the first 
-. 
loyalty a child experiences directed.outside 
th~ home. Murphy38 reports their group to be, 
conformists. 
Group acceptance of the indiyidual 
This need seems to be so,s~rong that if it is 
not fulfilled poor mental bealth may result. 
Gesell39 reports the complexion of the rela-
tionship changes a bit for both boys and girls 
within the pre-adplescent period 1 but retains its 
. 
importance • Kuhlen and Lee along" with Bonney 
both40 repo~t identification~ of certain traits 
. ~ . 
36Arnold Gesell,. The Child from Five to Ten (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 19~6), pp. 1=475· 
37Arthur w. Blair and William H. Burton,· Growth and 
Development of the Preadolescent (New York: Appleton-centur~ 
Crofts, Inc., l95l) 1 pp. l-221. 
38Lois Murphy and Henry_ Ladd 1 Emotional Factors in 
Learning (New York!~ Columbia University Press, 1944), pp. l-404. 
.. .. ., . 
39aesell, op. cit., pp. ·l-475< '" 
o< 4%aymond G. Kuhlen and Beatrice J,. Lee, 'uPersonality 
Characteristics'and Social Acceptability in Adolescence,n 
Journal of Educational Ps cholo , Vol. 34 (September, 1943) 1 pp. 21- ; Merle E. Bonney, Sex Differences in Social 
Success and ,Personality Traits/' Child Development 1 Vol. 15 (1944)1 pp. 63-79. 
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as necessary for social acceptance 1 traits being 
more important than skills. 
One-sex groups 
zachry41 found boys• groups to be based on 
common intelligence and physique 1 and girls on 
42 intelligence. Blair found age, sex, size and 
interest to be common elements • Findings 
disagree on the attitude of congeniality 
between the sexes, authorities43 reporting both 
antagonism and harmony. 
Adult-centered activity 
Many reports44 agree that this period is the 
height of rebellion against authority. Blatz 
and Bott45 feel that for boys it occurs a bit 
earlier than for girls; Hurlock46 relates it to 
, 4lcaroline Zachry, 11Understanding the Child During the 
Latency Period," Educational Method, Vol. 17 (January, 1938), 
pp. 162-165. 
42Blair, op. cit. 1pp. 1-221. 
43Ibid.; Arnold Gesell and others, Youth, the Years 
from Ten to-si'xteen {New York: Harper and Brothers, 1956) 
pp. 1-542; Elise H. Campbell, The Social-Sex Development ol 
Children, Genetic Psychological Monographs (November, 1939), 
pp. 461-552. . 
44Blair, op. cit. 1 pp. 1-221; Fritz Redl and David 
Wineman, Children Who Hate (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 
1951), pp. 1-253; Zachry,. op. cit., pp. 162-165. 
45w. E. Blatz and Helen M. Bott, ".Studies in Mental 
Hygiene of Children," Pedagogical Seminar¥, Vol. 34 (December 
271 1927), pp. 552-582. 
46Elizabeth B. Hurlock Child DeveloEment {New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1950), pp. 1-669. 
environmental factors~ and Gese1147 disagrees, 
. 
reporting that pre-adolescent boys and girls 
love their families even though they are grow-
ing in independence. 
Looking for heroes and deriving value codes 
Although researchers all agree that the pre-
adolescent is an emulator, they disagree as to 
48 
26 
the models. Havighurst identifies historical 
figures for 4th-graders~ successful young adults 
they know for 5th-graders~ and composite~ 
imaginary figures for 6th-graders. Two other 
reports49 identify only peers, whereas Ohio 
State University reseapch50 identifie~ peers as 
the source for dress~ manners, and activ~t1es~ 
and parents for race~ religion, moral~, and 
vocations. 
Fears and worries 
The search for values seems to be anxious, 
47Gese~l, op. cit., pp. 1-542. 
4~obert J •. Havighurst~ Human Development and Educa-
tion (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1953), pp.·l-338. 
l-221. 
49Murphy, op. cit., P~· 1-404; Blair, op. cit., pp. 
5°oh~o State University, How Children D~velop, 
University School Series, No. 3 (Columbus, Ohi91 The Ohio 
State University, 1946), PP• 1·79. 
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continuous and widespread 1 being revealed 
mainly in· fears and worries. Cole and Morgan51 
interpret the tensions of later childhood to 
be due to the conscaence, which represents a 
barrier to complete freedom. Others52 found 
fears and worries of all degre~s of intensity, 
and of all the eight common types listed by 
Raths.53 
Developmental Tasks.--The basic needs of the pre-
adolescent are envisioned as 11developmental tasks 11 by < 
Ha vighurs t • He says : 
Living in a modern society such as that of the USA is 
a long series of tasks to learn, where learning well 
brings satisfaction and reward, while learning poorly 
brings unhappiness and social disapproval. 
The tasks the individual must learn--the develop-. 
mental tasks of life--are those things that constitute 
healthy and satisfactory growth in our s.ociety. • • .!:>4 
Developmental tasks he describes as arising from 
physical ~turation, from the pressures of cultural processes, 
51Luella Cole and John P. Morgan, Psycholog~ of 
Childhood and Adolescence (New York: Rinehart an~ ompany, 
'19471 pp. 1=416. 
. . . 
52Blair, op. cit., pp. l-221; Gesell, op. cit., pp~ 
1-542; Lawrence K.~Frarik and others, Personality Development 
in Adolescent Girls, Monographs of the S.ociety,. for -Res·earch 
in child Development, Inc., Vol. 16, No. 53 (New Orleans, 
- Louisiana: Child Development PuQlications, Louisiana State 
Univ~rsity, 1953), pp. 1-316. b • ' • " 
53Louis E. Raths and Anna Porter Burrell, Do's and 
Don'ts of the Needs Theory (Bronxville, New York: Modern 
Education Service, 195l)r, pp,. 1-32. 
54Robert·J. Havighu~st~ Developmental Tasks and 
Education (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1952), p. 2. 
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from the desires and values of the personality as it matures, 
and usually from a combination of all. A most important fact 
is that they ar.e cumulative in that failure with one lays the 
foundation for failure with those that follow later. 
as: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7· 
8. 
9· 
The developmental tasks of pre-adolescence he lists 
Learning physical skills necessary for ordinary games 
Building wholesome attitudes toward oneself as a 
growing organism 
Learning to get along with age-mates 
,Learning an appropriate masculine or feminine social 
role 
Developing fundamental skills in reading, writing, 
and calculating 
Developing concepts necessary for everyday 1;v~ng 
Developing conscience, morality, and a scale of 
values w / 
Achieving personal independence 
Developing attitudes toward social groups and insti-
tutions 5' . 
These, it will be noticed, are the same context as 
those in the preceding listing of psycho·logical needs 'j only 
approached and interpreted from a functional viewpoint. 
It is relevant to note also that Lewis lists ~our 
objectives for the school which embody these "tasks 11 : 
••• to achieve successful relations with 1important 1 
, adults and with peers. 
to develop a sense of personal worth. 
to develop social resources which will help him in his 
interpersonal relations. 
to develop emotional resources which will extend and 
deepen his appreciation and help him cope with 
trying c~rcumstances.5b 
55~., pp. 15-28. 
56Lewis, op. cit., p.· 60 • 
. 
Reported Experimentation.--Many studies have been 
quoted to verify the statements made. It will serve no 
purpose to quote further, since all experimentation would be 
designed for the purpose of personal-social adjustment, 
either directly or indirectly. 
29 
Significance for this Study.--Analysis of the Lesson 
Guide~ for this experiment shows that all of these objectives, 
11task~ 11 and personal-social needs are involved in the discus-
. 
sions. {Se~ Appendix A:7.) 
Group Guidance Discussions 
Function of Elementary Group Guidance.--Group guidance 
is being recognized as one aspect of the new trend in 
elementary-school guidance. The major objective is "normal, 
• < 
contented children, at ease psychologically with themselves 
and others. 1157 Group guidance discussions, such as those 
used in this experiment, would be expected to contribute to 
this end. Wilson, in presenting the purposes of the 
elementary guidance program, included group guidance: 
To develop a program of group guidance which will insure 
each child's receiving help in areas in which group work 
may rightfully be expected to provide information, 
develop attitud~s,and give opportunity for self~ 
understanding.5~ · 
57 Frances M. Wilson·, "Guidance in Elementary Schools,'' 
Occupations, Vol. 29 (December, 1950), pp. 168. 
· 5Bibid. , p • l 72 • 
Cottingham59 named group guidance as one way of "overcoming 
problems of adjustment. 11 
Detjen and Detjen emphasize the potential help 
afforded by group guidance discussions: 
• • • Most teachers try to provide for the emotional 
and social needs of their pupils as the occasion arises. 
• • • By making a definite plan and setting aside a 
specific time each day or each week for group guidance, 
!~ti~np~~~~~l~h!oc~~i~!~naigr:a~1~:::68f helpful infor~ 
They suggest various types of activities which will 
reveal information and child-to-child relationships basic to 
mental health. 
61 Jenkins reinforces the idea that peer-sharing is a 
basic concept in group guidance. She reports a survey which 
shows clearly the gradual trend away from the seeking of 
parent-approval typical of age· six to the seeking of peer-
approval during the pre-adolescent years. 
Group Therapy.--Group therapy is another kind of 
group experience being provided in some guidance programs. 
Hoppock describes it: 
30 
59Harold F. Cottingham, "Elementary School Guidance, 11 
Occupations~ Vol. 30 (February, 1952), pp. 340-342. . 
60Ervin W. Detjen and Mary F. Detjen, Elementary 
School Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.~ 
1952), P• v~~i. 
61Gladys G. Jenkins, Helen Shacter and William Bauer, 
These Are Your Children (New York: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1953), P• 297. 
• • • a method of relieving tensions and anxieties 
and of modifying attitudes and behavior.through group 
discussions. A leader, who accepts all expressions 
without praise or blame, serves as a skilled guide or 
interpreter for a group Qf persons who have somewhat 
similar problems. Members of the group express their 
feelings freely; they exchange experiences, opinions 
and ideas. Paradoxically, they sometimes find it 
easier to express themselves in the group situation 
than in the individual conference. The group provides 
the support and assurance of others who are in similar 
predicaments. As tensions 1 embarrassments, and feel-
!~~~ ~~ef~i!!Ya~~w~~s!~~!~~a~~; ~~~~~~~n~:6~he group 
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Arbuckle63 compares group guidance with group therapy 
discussions. The main differences he notes are: (1) the 
purpose of therapy is individual understanding of self 1 (2) 
the emphasis is on the process rather than the obtaining of 
information1 (3) the problems are personal 1 involving 
emotional context, (4) the atmosphere is completely permis-
sive, and (5) the sessions are client-centered, informal and 
involve very few individuals. 
Because the content discussed in this study concerned 
personal-soc~al adjustment, it was expected that the dis-
cussions would involve personalized and emotional reactions. 
Therefore, something of the atmosphere of group therapy was 
encouraged. 
62 Robert Hoppock, Group Guidance: Princitles, 
Techniques, and Evaluation (New York: McGraw-Hil Book ? 
Company, Inc., 1949}, p. 132. 
63ougald s. Arbuckle, Guidance and Counselin~ in 
the Classroom (Boston: Allyn ana"Bacon, Inc., 1957), p. 
329. 
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The Guidance Role of the Teacher.--Much stir has been 
aroused about the role of the classroom teacher as a guidance 
worker. The basic question seems to be to what degree the 
teacher can teach his subject with the personnel point of 
< 
view, and whether he has the necessary training and personality 
to function as a guidance worker. Arbuckle believes the 
evidence points to the teacher as a distinct guidance agent: 
One of the major findings of the past few years is 
evidence to indicate that the teacher can function as 
a guidance worker, is in many schools functioning as a 
guidance worker, and, to be completely effective, must 
function as a guidance worker.o~ 
' 
Current concern indicates an increasing emphasis on 
the guidance role of the elementary-school teacher. With the 
current de-emphasis on the teacher's role as an information-
dispenser, mental hygien~sts write on the impossibility of the 
good teacher not being a guidance worker, and Arbuckle65 says 
he has to be one whether he thinks he is one or not. Some 
writings attempt to show how a teacher can perform guidance 
functions. Others discuss the personality traits needed in 
the teacher who would improve the social status of his pupils. 
The literature at the same time emphasizes that "the 
teacher cannot be completely effective in the guidance field 
if his training is not commensurate with the work which he 
64nugald S. Arbuckle 1 "The Classroom Teacher • s Role in Guidance 1 11 Review of Educational Research, Vol. xxi v, No. 2 (April, 1954), p. 181. 
65Ibid ., p. 182. 
must do.n66 Both67 Lifton and Franklin indicate concern 
about defining the limits of' the teacher's role. Other 
reports indicate that teachers can serve in a guidance role 
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if' trained. Indirectly 1 of' course 1 these imply that the 
untrained teacher has limitations. Scheidlinger68 proposes 
that the goal of' group therapy1 the characteristics of' the 
subjects 1 and the skill needed in the therapist are all like 
those of' individual therapy. He contends that since a teacher 
is not trained to do the latter 1 therefore he is not ready to 
do the former. 
Research in Elementary Group Guidance.--Investigations 
on the elementary-school level include a new program f'or train~ 
ing librarian-counselors 1 69 two studies70 of' vocational 
66Ibid., P• 184. 
67walter M. Lifton, "Can Teachers Sennre as Counselors?u 
Journal of Education, Vol. 136 (May 1 1954), pp. 226-229; '· 
Walter M. Lifton 1 "The Teacher's Role in Mental Hygiene, Therapy and Social.Reconstruction," Progressive Education 1 
Vol. 32 (May, 1955)~ pp. 65-69; Adele Franklin, ''Teachers -
Not Therapists,u Nervous Child, Vol. 10, No. 3-4 (1954), pp. 
368-377. . 
68scheidlinger, Saul, "Should Teachers Be Group 
Therapists?" Progressive Education, Vol. 32 (May, 1955), pp. 
70-74. ' 
69David K. Maxfield, "Counselor Librarianship: A New 
Departure 1 " Occasional Papers of the Library School, No. 38 {Urbana: University of Illinois, 1954), pp. 1-39. 
70w. Barry Fagin1 11Guiding the Vocational Interests of 
the Child, 11 Education, Vol. 74 (November, i953), pp. 171-179; 
Leona-E. Tyler, nThe Development of Vocational Interests: The 
Organization of Likes and Dislikes in Ten-wear-Old Children," 
Journal of Genetic Psychology, Vol. 86 (March, 1955), pp. 33~44. 
interests with analysis being related to personality 
chara9teristicsJ and another71 of social interaction in a 
sixth-grade by means of the Mental Health Analysis. 
72 . Rector reports that role-playing with her class, in which 
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she served as reflector, was a successful venture. Jenkins73 
included in her textpook a tape recording of a group guidance 
discussion by 10-year-olds. Experiments involving teacher-
participation in sociometric procedures were reported by 
74 . c 75 - 76 . Gronlund · and DJ.neen and Garry. Bennett was quoted as 
7lvagharsh H. Bedoian, uMental Health Analysis of 
Socially Over-Accepted, Socially Under-Accepted, Overage, 
and Underage Pupils in the Sixth-Grade, 11 Journal of 
Educational Psychology, Vol. 44 (October, 1953), pp. 366-371. 
72Bessie M. Rector, "An Approach to Emotional Growth 
in the Classroom, 11 Understandins; the Child, VQl .• 23 (June, 
1954), PP• 77-85 • 
. 
73Jenkins and othevs, op. cit., p. 260. 
• w 
74Norman E. Gronlund, "The Relative Ability of Home-
Room Teachers and Pupils," Journal of Educational Research, 
Vol. 48 (January, 1955), pp. 381-391; liThe General Ability 
to Judge Sociometric Status: Elementary Student Teachers• ~ 
Sociometric Perceptions of Classmates and Pupils, 11 Journal 
of Educational PsychologK, Vol. 47 (March, 1956),.pp. 147-
157; nGenerality Of' Teac ers 1 Sociometric Perceptions: 
Relative Judgment Accuracy on Several Sociometric Criteria, 11 
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 47 (January, 1956),. 
pp. 25-31. 
75Mary A. Dineen and Ralph Garrr,, "Effect of Socio-
metric Seating on a Classroom Cleavage" 1 Elementary School 
Journal, Vol. 56 (April, 1956), pp. 35~~362. 
76Margaret E. Bennett, Guidance in Groups (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955), pp. 1-411. 
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supporting the point of view that both group and individual 
procedures are essential to a sound program of guidance, 
each implementing the other. 
Some studies involving personal-social adjustment 
might be included here as group therapy, but these few have 
been identified with the d~scussion on adjustment. (See 
Chapter II, p. 21.) 
Significance for this Study.--The current literature 
seems to indicate that group guidance is being tried out by 
classroom teachersJ in various ways and in varying degrees. 
Personal-social adjustment help, however, is still being 
given more often in an incidental manner than through an 
organized program. The role of the teacher is the subject 
of much debate, with the doubters wondering if he has the 
skill and knowledge. This study ill'l.lStrates the trend of 
the times in its search to discover the effectiveness of 
elementary-school group guidance discussions. 
' 
Motivating Techniques 
Two Techniques Used.--Presentation of the discussion 
themes was made in two ways, through pictures and through 
short stories , or "thumbnail sketches • '' Since theae tech- ~ 
. 
niques were used for the purpose of stimulating discussion, 
they might be considered as the ,.motivating, techniques" of 
the experiment. In the following review of literature the 
pictures are discussed more completely than the stories 
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because the verbal approach seemed a more stereotyped, 
traditional proc~dure, with which the reader would be well 
acquainted. 
Picture Technique.--Research indicates that visual 
education dates from the Middle Ages. uThen, ••• were 
all sources of art devoted to instructional purposes.u77 
Sculpture, stained glass windows in the cathedrals and the 
• 
art of painting were all considered as having instructional 
purpose. "So during an age of faith., ••• when manuscript 
books were few ••• it is well to note the pract-ical 
dependence upon the 1visual 1 alone as the chief means of 
instructing.u78 
From then on each era brought new ideas for.using 
0 
illustrations as a teaching technique. Woodcuts accompanied 
the invention of printing; Comenius.wrote the first well-
known picture book for children. In the early eighteenth 
century the ~ench Abbe-Nicholas La~let du Fresnoy_,79 
urging the use of the visual approach_, said that the visual 
image made a great:.impression on young people_, and 11present-
' ing a few pictures would not fail to touch them where they 
were most sensitive." 
77Manson M. Brien, 11Notes on the Historical Back-
~round of Visual Education.,'! Education_, Vol. 61_, No. 6 {February_, 1941), pp. 321-325. 
78Ibid• 
79tenglet du Fresno~_, Princiales de l 1histoire hour 
l 1education de la jeunesse lParis:e Bure 11aine, 173 -
1739), 6 vo1s. in - 12; 1:3~7. 
Since that period pictures have been used more and 
more extensively until today1 as Trolinger wrote 1 11the 
value of pictures in education has become a generally 
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accepted fact." Weber did a pioneer study in visual aids 
. 
in 1923 1 comparing the value of prints 1 lantern slides and 
stereographs 1 reporting that "all three enhanced the verbal 
lesson in amounts."81 He went on to study this area further 1 
stating in 1928 that despite the popularity of motion 
pictures and other newer types of visual aids 1 nstill 
pictures are recognized as the foremost of all visual aids. 11 
MUch research has been done in recent years to dis-
cover how much the picture is used as a teaching aid. 
Xinder82 describes three of these investigations: (1) A 
questionnaire was sent to the schools of New York State. 
~ 
The replies indicated that pictures ranked third among the 
most commonly used visual aid material. (2) A report on the 
use of the visual aids of the public schools of Cleveland 
stated that the picture sets are more wid~ly used than any 
other visual learning material 1 six thousand mounted 
pictures from the central distributing office alone being 
80Leila Trolinger1 Evaluation of Still Pictures for 
Instructional Use (Chicago: Educational Screen1 Inc. 1 1939) 1 
PP• 6-12, 19. r 
81J. J. Weber1 Picture Values in Education (Chicago: 
Educational Screen1 Inc., 1928), pp. 101-103. 
8~James s. Kinder and F. Dean McClusky1 The Audio-
Visual Reader (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 
.1954)1 pp. 155, 1561 157. 
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central distributing office alone being the average use 
per school for one year. (3) A survey by the NEA reported 
. 
that 95 per cent of the 1037 school systems in the study 
ranked flat pictures~ charts and posters as their second 
most-used visual aid. 
Kinder83 reports that certain criteria should be 
used in selecting pictures: the ideas they convey~ the 
questions they arouse~ the creative activities they foster~ 
the emotional reactions they provoke~ the follow-up study 
they stimulate and the fact that no other type of material 
would produce so effectively the kind of learning the 
teacher hopes to achieve. It is preferable to have large~ 
mounted pictures~ prominently displayed while under discus-
sion and left in a position where the children can study 
them later. 
Pictures stimulate associational thought~ a basic 
element in this study now being reported. Williams 
presents the asseciational process involved in visual 
imagery· in these words: 
We know that children are highly imaginative •••• 
Visualizing as a mental act •••• The images formed 
in the mind result in a re-creation or re-building of 
the pictures observed~ • • • True visualization is 
imagination. Thi:s imagination is the ultimate end 
toward the development of which vi~ual aids should be 
thought of as a means to that end.~~ 
83ill.9:_ •. , p. 158. 
84paul T. Williams,. 11Building Mental Ima~es ~ " 
Nation's Schools, Vol. 42, No. 6 (December, 1948), pp. 54-55. 
Thumbnail Sketch Technique.--Reading a picture and 
reading a ·verbal story present two distinctly different 
types of learning processes. Because of this difference 
both techniques were used in this study. Gates describes 
the reading process as "essentially a thoughtful process. 11 
It is a complex organization of higher mental processes, 
embracing "all types of thinking, evaluating, judging, 
imagining, reasoning and problem-solving." It may involve 
the dynamic and emotional processes as well. "That an 
individual's personality may be deeply affected by his read-
ing is a basic assumption of the emerging practice of 
bibliotherapy. • • • u85 
86 . Witty, . addressing pupils 2n a recent textbook, 
describes the reading prpcess as a two-way action involving 
both the printed material and the reader. Reading is a form 
of communication which is successful only when the reader 
understands and appreciates the thoughts being expressed by 
p 
the writer. Reading may involve comprehension of factual 
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information, logical order, inference. In another pupil text 
85Arthur I. Gates, "Character and Purposes ot the < ·-
Yearbook," Reading in the Elementary School, pp. 1-9. 
Forty-Eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Papt II {Chicago: National Society for the 
Study ~t Education, 1949), pp. 3-4. 
86Paul Witty, How to Improve Your Readiij! (Chicago: 
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1956), pp. 2 -25, 29-30. 
Witty87 presents appr~ciation reading as involving still 
another element. This is the use of one •s imagination, 
either to .experie~ce for the first time or to relate to 
If 
one 1s own experiential background. One's attitudes and 
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feelings are thus involved, not merely one's thoughts. 
One•s senses react; one 1s emotions may become deeply 
involved.. Always it is a process of the reader •s associat-
ing his own background, his knowledge, tnoughts and 
feelings with those of the author. 
Addressing adult readers in ~ textbook designed t'o 
build reading power, Miller instructs them thus: 
••• -pause, ~t intervals, and try to form a mental 
picture of the things about which you have been 
reading. Relate the ideas to something you already 
know and understand. Establishing association with 
known fact~ will provide a more thorough under-
standing.8~ · 
Comparison of the Two Techniques.--The two motivat-
ing techniques, then, show certain differences and certain 
.similarities. Picture interpretation, being a non-verbal 
experience, is a very different process from the interpreta-
tion of thumbnail sketches, a verbal experience, which relies 
heavily on reading power. On the other hand, both types 
permit associational thinking and feeling, thereby making 
87 Paul Witty, How to Become a Better Reader (Chicago.: 
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1953), pp. 81-83. 
88Lyle L. Miller, Maintaini~ Reading Efficiency (New York: Henry Holt an~ Company, 959), p. 11. 
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projection possible and encouraging the pupil to do associ-
ational thinking and feeling. It could therefore be assumed 
that both techniques would be effective in stimulating the 
type of pupil experience desired in the experimental discus-
sions. 
Use of These Techniques by Others.--Investigation 
. . 
revealed, as one would expect, that elementary reading books 
abound which have content designed to promote personal-
social adjustment. One series89 concentrates on the develop-
ment of mental health and human relations. ~he Modern McGuffy 
Readers9° are another sample of this kind of material. 
Neither of these, however, followed the pattern planned for 
this experiment. No research studies were found which 
attempted personal-social adjustment through reading. 
Attempts to teach adjustment through pictures seem to 
be few in number. No research studies were found, and only 
one published series on this grade leve1.91 This is a series 
of cartoon-type pictures with running text. Considered for 
use in this study, it was rejected because of seeming lack 
89norothy W. Baruch and others, You and Others, 
Grade 6, Health and Personal Development Program: curriculum 
Foundation Series (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 
1954). 
90u. w. Leavell, M. Friebele and T. Cushman, Widening 
Horizons, Golden Rule Series: Modern McGuffy Readers tNew 
York: American Book Company, 1956). 
·91Economics Press, Inc., Getting Along Series 
(Montclair, New Jersey: Economics Press, Inc., 1954). 
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of intellectual challenge and limited stimulative potential. 
Significance for this Study.--The research indicated 
that the reading technique had been used much more than the 
picture study technique for purposes of personal-social 
adjustment. The picture approach, however, had been used 
enough for associational testing to indicate its possibilities. 
Therefore it seemed that both techniques would be appropriate 
for the purposes of this study. 
Associational Processes 
Encouragement of Associational Thinking and Feeling.--
The situations presented in the pictures and thumbnail 
sketches were so composed that the pupil could relate himself 
to them. Pupils were encouraged to use projection and free 
association of both thought and feeling in their responses. 
Therefore these might be considered to be 11the mental and 
emotional processes involved in the discussions." By their 
. 
permissiveness the teachers were expected to create an 
atmosphere in which as~ociation and projection could function 
freely. 
Meaning of 11Association."--This term is defined by 
Redl and Wattenberg92 as 11the pr~cess whereby two situations 
. 
become linked in our nervous systems so that the reaction to 
one arouses the reaction to the other." Applied to the 
92Fr1tz Redl and W.illiam W. Wattenberg, Mental 
H~~iene in 'l'eac.hing (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
1 1), p. 436. 
experiment, this meant that as a pupil read a thumbnail 
sketch or viewed a picture, he felt in it a situation in 
which he had been involved or might become involved. He 
called into play from his memory or his imagination thoughts 
and feelings which he associated with this situation. 
Meaning of 11Projection.n--This term was not used in 
. 
the Freudian sense. It would have been unwise to ask 
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teachers with no specialized training to undertake such inter- ~ 
pretation of pu~il responses. On the other hand, Wrightstone93 ~ 
claims that "experimentation with some of the less complicated 
. 
techniques may frequently yield valuable clues and point up 
' 
specific points of concern." Therefore it seemed that pro-
. jection might at least provide pupil adjustment clues that 
the teacher would recognize, and also might provide something 
of a therapeutic experience for the pupil. 
In describing projection techniques used in personal-
ity tests Vernon uses a phrasing which describes the term 
"projection" as it was used in this study. He says: 
In this chapter, however, most of the techniques 
reveal personality through its effects on a subject's 
perception·of some stimulus, and on-the mental 
associations, imaginat~~e or creative activities 
thereby aroused. • • .~ 
93J. Wayne Wrightstone, J. Justman, and I. Robbins, 
Evaluation in Modern Education (New York: American Book 
Company, 1956), p. 347. 
'\ 
94Philip E. Vernon, Personality Tests and Assessments (London: Morrison and Gibbs, Limited, 1953), p_. 170. 
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He describes the stimulus situation (in the experi-
ment, the picture or thumbnail sketch) as being as 
unstructured as possible, and the subject•s response as 
being structured only as he himself organizes it. This 
permits maximum allowance for individual differences, and 
helps ·to reduce the self-consciousness likely to accompany 
the answering of personality questionnaires (in the experi-
ment, the pupil's expression of his reactions during the 
discussions).95 "He expresses his way of seeing life, its 
significance and patterns, and his own meaning and feel-
ings.n96 He may, in fact, reveal personality probiems which 
he himself is unwilling or unable to express, or of which he 
is unconscious. Since-projection asks him to discuss an 
external situation, he does not even realize he is revealing 
his needs, problems, and complexes. 
Projection methods and free association techniques 
1., ? are rooted in the tota-l configuration of the Gestalt 
psychology in that they stress the totality and integration 
of personality. They present the global approach rather 
than the atomistic, or trait analysis, approach, for as the 
individual organizes his own reactions, he reveals the whole 
structure of his personality. 
95 Ibid., p. 171 • 
96wrightstone, op. cit., pp. 172-173. 
Use of Pictures to Stimulate Free-Association.--
Tomkins97 traces the historical use of the picture for 
stimulating free-association, beginning in 1879. The 
Thematic Apperception Test98 first published in 1935 was 
the first such instrument to be so widely used. Its 
pictures present human beings in some form of interaction, 
either among themselves or with their environment. The 
subject is asked to tell a story about the people in the 
picture, thus allowing free rein for revelation of his 
uneeds and press, 11 as Murray calls drives from within and 
without. 
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There are several other picture tests in use. One 
is Shneidmann 1s Make a Picture Story Test,99 to date used 
mainly with schizophrenics. It uses 22 background pictures 
and 67 figures, some of which the subject moves around as he 
100 . tells the story. The Szondi Test is ~ series of eight 
photographs, so psychiatric in content as to be used mainly 
for case study. Rosenweig's Picture Frustration Study,101 
Test, 
Grune an 
99vernon, op. cit., p. 184. 
100 8 Ibid • , p • l 5 • 
-
1°1Ibid.' pI 184. 
-
' 
I 
I 
\ . 
l 
I 
a series of two dozen cartoons or line drawings~ presents 
situations which might cause disturbance. The words of one 
person in the picture are stated, and the subject writes the 
first words he thinks of as the reply of the disturbed 
person. The Children's Apperception Test102 depicts 
animals in suggestive human problem situations. Th~s test, 
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a downward extension of the TAT, is intended for use with 
children, and is built on the idea that little children will 
relate themselves easily to animal figures as they respond to 
. . 103 the problem situat~on. The Blacky P1ctures, using only 
dogs, is based on the same principle. 
Use of Words to Stimulate Free-Association.--
Association of the verbal type has also been used a great 
deal. Galton pioneered in this type of projection also in 
1879, using a list of stimulus words for whmah the subject 
wrote the first word he thought of in association with it. 
Responses were evaluated qualitatively, in terms of the 
significance of the response itself, and also in terms of the 
length of time elapsing before the response came. The first 
systematic studies were carried out with psychoneurotic 
. 104 patients by Jung in 1918. · Since then many variations have 
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been developed, including "chain" association, children•s 
. 
lists, incomplete sentences, story-telling, self-
description, objective forms and controlled association.105 
Significance ibD this Stud·y.--Although this discus-
sion af free association and projection has been related 
entirely to testing situatiGns, the discussion Of Motivating 
Techniques (Chapter II, pp. 38-41) indicates their use in 
. 
the teaahing situation. Also they have been treated in the 
discussion of group therapy (Chapter II, p. 21). No reports 
of specific classroo~ experiments pointing up their use were 
round. Therefore a study or their effectiveness in sixth-
grade group guidance discussions seems an appropriate 
educational venture. 
Summary 
Guidance on any grade level is a prpcess intended to 
help the pupil gamn insight int·o his own adjustment. 
Programs of elementary guidance up to the present have 
concentrated on the special adjustive services of child studu 
rather than on personalized self-help within the class group. 
Elementary programs are expanding yearly, research seems to 
indicate. 
nAdjustment" is defined as the process whereby a 
pupil learns to coordinate'his own needs and abilities with 
his environment to his own satisfaction and happiness. 
lOS 8 Ibid., PP• 172-1 l. 
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"Personality" ·is considered as a structure of emotional-
. . 
social qualities which develops gradually and in~icates 
probable behavior. Despite its relative permanency, it has 
elasticity, which permits some change with new experiences. 
The teacher can do much to help pupils in their personal-
social adjustment if he studies the structure of their 
personalities and organizes constructive experiences to 
produce needed changes. varied experimentation has been 
> 
done by individual teachers with their classes, but no 
organized efforts were found among reported studies of 
elementary guidance programs. 
Research has built up a body of evidence that pre-
adolescents have certain needs characteristic of their own 
level of development. These needs are sometimes interpreted 
as "developmental tasks" which are required of children if 
' 
they are to become well-adjusted members of society. Certain 
social-emotional needs of the pre-adolescent were used as 
themes for the discussions of this study. No specific 
experiments were quoted as being elementary guidance 
investigations of these areas, for practically all experi-
mentation is designed to achieve one or another of these 
adjustments. 
Group guidance discussions are supported by textbook 
authorities in elementary guidance, but have not yet become 
an organized part of the program. Certain aspects of group 
therapy seem appropriate, provided teachers could be trained 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE: EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSION PROGRAM 
Introduction 
This chapter discusses the program used in this 
experiment. It describes the materials used, the time 
schedulj.ng, the selection or pupils and teachers, and the 
procedures through which all participants were oriented to 
their particular runctions and guided throughout the 
( 
experiment. 
Trial-Run Study 
Purpose.--In order to estimate the worth of such an 
experiment an inrormal trial run was made. 
Groups.-~o sixth-grade classes were used, one in a 
residential metropolitan community with high socio-economic 
standing, and the other in a suburban community in the middle 
socio-economic bracket. The two groups were common in their 
intellectual heterogeneity and their pre-adolescent age level. 
Their major dirrerence was their socio-economic background. 
These particular classes were selected ror the trial run in 
the hope that pupil reactions would indicate the errective-
ness of the proposed discussion materials for a speciric age 
group with varied intelligence and socio-economic background. 
-50-
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Discussion Procedures.--At this time only pictures 
. 
were being considered for stimulating discussion in the 
experiment, so no thumbnail sketches were used in the trial-
run. The content themes, the group guidance method, and the 
associational processes encouraged were used as in the 
experiment itself. (See Chapter III, pp. 60-63.) Only three 
of the final ten pictures were used, however, as a sampling, 
which provided three separate ~iscussion lessons. 
Evaluation Procedures.--No effort was made to do any 
pre-post evaluation with standardized tests of sociometric 
procedures. Informal evaluation procedures were tried out 
with some Qriginal techniques, however, for the purpose of 
judging their effectiveness for the experiment. 
Two periods were ~sed for this purpose, one preceding 
the discussions and one following. During the first one 
pupils completed two forms, based on the three themes dis-
cussed. One of these, What Kind of Person Am I~, was designed 
to compare the pupil's actual self-concept with his ideal 
self-concept. The other, Which is Better? was designed to 
discover what basic concepts he related to these three themes. 
(See Appendix A:l & 2.) On the last day these two were 
repeated and a third one added, What Kind of Person Am I? 
. . (See Appendix A:3J On this form Questions #1-4 were designed 
. 
to determine pupil judgment about their own behavioral changes 
relative to the discussions. Questions #5-7 were intended 
to obtain pupil reaction to the experimental technique itself. 
On each day the pupils were asked at the end of the 
period to write answers to the following questions: 
1. Wnat new ideas did you learn today? 
2. Tell some things you can do to use these ideas 
in your everyday living. 
These questions were designed to find out how many 
new ideas were learned 1 whether any conceptual changes might 
take place as a result of the discussions 1 and whether 
pupils could foresee any behavioral applications of ideas 
they had discussed. 
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In the suburban community both parents and teachers 
cooperated by completing a form attemptiug to evaluate the 
behavioral ~mpact of the discussions. (See Appendix A: 4 & 5J 
J 
Return of parental forms was one hundred per ·cent, seeming 
to indicate parental interest in such a group guidance 
program. In the metropolitan community the principal felt the 
population was not educated to this type of analysis. The 
teachers here 1 however 1 completed their evaluations. 
Conclusions.--The trial run contributed the following 
conclusions which were used in the final planning of ·the 
experiment: 
1. A large-scale experiment using picture-motivated 
group guidance discussions with sixth-graders 
would be worth studying. 
2. Certain detaas in the style of the drawings needed 
to be changed 1 but in general the style was 
effective. 
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3. Themes for the experiment should be carefully 
selected by three particular criteria~--(a) 
they must be within the experiential background 
or all sixth-graders~ (b) they must be or 
interest to them~ and (c) they must present a 
problem critical to them. 
4. Some original evaluation measures used in the 
trial-run would have to be di~carded; some could 
be ad~pted for use in the experiment. 
5. All materials which seem to have any possibili-
ties for disturbing any group involved in the 
experiment should be approved by the administra-
tion before being used, since investigation in 
the area of personal-social adjustment may 
arouse antagonism. 
6. An experiment centered on personal-social 
adjustment must run lang enough to make con-
ceptual and behavioral changes possible and 
measurable. 
Plan of the Experiment 
General Plan.--In the experiment the discussions were 
motivated by two different techniques~--pictures·and brief 
stories. The classes invoived in picture study were called 
"Experimen~al-Pu groups, and those using stories, or "thumb-
nail sketches,u were called nExperimental-TS. 11 Control 
groups were so designated. The independent variable was the 
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technique used to motivate discussion. The general atmosphere 
of both programs was one of freedom to express one's thoughts 
and feelings withoutfear of judgment~ bias or prejudice~ and 
with the cooperative intent of helping others as well as 
learning for one's self. Each stimulus was used with four 
sixth-grade classes comparable in age~ but heterogeneous in 
intelligenpe and socio-economic background. The Control 
program was conducted with four other classes comparable in 
structure to the Experimental groups. 
Throughout the thesis the term "Cooperating 11 is used 
to mean the twelve teachers or classes involved in the experi-
ment. "Experimental" refers to the eight teachers or classe·s 
. . 
having the discussion experiences~ and ucontrol" to the four 
not having them. 
Elements Common to Both Programs.--Although the 
motivating-techniques were quite different~ certain elements 
in both programs were identical. (l) Content was one of 
these~ for pictures and thumbnail sketches were matched as to 
themes. Selection of discussion themes was a serious 
consideration because of the limited number to be used. 
various sources treating personal-social adjustment of the 
pre-adolescent were studied. They included teaching materials 
\ 
for both pupil and teacher~ materials concerning educational 
psychology~ mental health, elementary guidance theory and 
practice~ and psychological testing materials. From the many 
possibilities ten themes were chosen which met three criteria,--
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one, they appeared in all of these referencesi two, they 
were included in the personality adjustment inventories to 
be used in evaluating the experiment, and three, they had 
interest value for both boys and girls as indicated on a 
theme inventory checked by trial-run pupils. (Appendix A:6.) 
(2) The plan for using the discussion materials was 
another common element. Since the philosophy for guiding 
the discussions was a rigid requirement for the experiment, 
it was necess~ry to make sure that all Experimental teachers 
understood it. In order to make this background available 
for ready reference, concrete and consistently expressed, a 
Teacher's Handbook was prepared. (See Appendix A:7.) It was 
discussed at the initial preparatory teachers• meeting, and a 
copy given to every adult par~icipant and administrative 
consultant• In it all the elements of the experimental 
program were· set forth. For our purposes here we will di~­
cuss only the parts relative to the teaching programs. 
First were listed the general objectives of the 
experiment, followed by the objectives of the teaching 
program and the generalized knowledges, attitudes and skills 
comprising the 11content 11 goals. The basic principles of the 
. . 
philosophy underlying the program were then stated. The 
second part of the Handbook was composed of the Lesson Guides. 
At the conclusion of this- section was the form to be used by 
Control teachers in reporting each lesson. 
Several times during the running of the experiment 
additions were made to clarify questions or to emphasize 
points as the experimenter deemed it necessary. These 
additions, all to be found in Appendix: 7, included the 
following: 
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Addenda to Basic Principles (further clarification 
after the first meeting) 
Suggestions for Review Lessons (a clarification and 
aid for planning reviews) 
Experimental Aid No. 1 (a clarification of the use 
of Behavioral Activities and Behavioral 
Inventories) 
Experimental Aid No. 2 {a further attempt to make 
Lesson#9 as significant and effective as 
possible within the spirit of the experiment) 
Experimental Aid No. 3 (suggest±ons for making the 
experiences of the final review important and 
valuable) 
Revised Calendar of Lessons (necessary because of 
school recess due to storms) 
The remainder of the Handbook was concerned with 
the evaluation program. (See Chapter IV.) 
(3) The Handbook set forth specifically the purposes 
and pattern of the discussions. Section One, (Appendix A: 7) 
which enumerated objectives and basic principles, was 
designed to present the philosophy underlying the discussions. 
For successful.personal-social adjustment to the various 
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facets of his environment the sixth-grader must gain speci-
fic knowledges~ must develop certain attitudes about 
himself 1 others and his environment 1 and must build certain 
skills for liv~ng effectively 1 both as an individual and as 
a member of many different groups. It would seem that for 
successful group guidance discussions on problems of 
personal-social adjustment 1 a teacher needs to think and feel 
with the personnel point of view 1 encouraging free expres-
sion and associational thinking 1 and prohibiting in so far 
as possible his own biased reaction. It was necessary for 
experimental teachers to understand this aspect of the 
experiment before undertaking to guide the experimental 
discussions. Lesson #9 1 The Need for Faith~ was considered 
to need par~icular emphasis because of most teachers• 
unconscious or conscious biases along denominational lines. 
Section Two was introduced with a general orientation 
to the form of the Lesson Guide 1 (See Appendix A: 7.) Each 
Guide.followed the same pattern1 organized in five parts. 
First were listed the concepts which seemed important to the 
discussion of any particular theme. These might be compared 
to the content of a normal subject matter lesson. Second 1 
some suggestive questions were offered. It was expected that 
with free association at play the sequence and. content might 
vary1 depending upon the turn of the discussion. It was hoped 
that the pupils would carry the discussion. Since this style 
of discussion is not commonly suitable for teaching content 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
material~ it seemed wise to help teachers with a few 
suggestive questions in case they were needed. 
The third part of the Guide was the provision for 
c~ass planning of their Behavioral Activity. (See Appendix 
A: 7.) Each discussion had its own particular Activity. 
For the overall experimental program these Activities were 
planned to provide a wide variety of experiences. Some 
were conducted as an entire class, some in small groups, 
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and some on an individualized, personal basis. various media 
of expression were included, such as discussions, oral 
compositions, written compositions, dramatization and 
community service, the type of activity vary±ng from lesson 
to lesson, for variety and applicability to the content of 
the lesson. Each Behavioral Activity was designed as a 
means,of carrying the discussion into action, thus having a 
. 
specific purpose in the program. Each Activity was 
considered as having language art or social studies value, 
and was to be· substituted each week by the Experimental 
teacher for one of these content experiences in the regular, 
~lanned curriculum. (See Appendix A: 8.) 
Fourth, the pupils were to be given their Action 
Report page for that particular theme. (See Appendix A:7.) 
After studying the items in the chart with the teacher, each 
child selected the three he wished to check in relation to 
himself. Then this page was inserted in his Action Report 
Booklet (Appendix A: 9) to be used as a guide for private 
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observation of his own behavior, and that of his classmates, 
for a week's time. These Action Reports. became his own 
personal record, to be shown and discussed only if he 
wished. (See Appendix A: 9.) 
~ 
. Although not included in the original Lesson Guides, 
it was suggested· in the Addenda to Basic Principles 
(Appendix A: 7) that each class select a scribe to keep a 
log book. In this log would be written at the close of each 
discussion, as a cooperative class activity, the most impor-
tant points from that day's discussion. The purpose of this 
experience was to evaluate and organize ideas which had been 
discussed, since free associational discussion might well 
leave children with a mass of worthwhile but disorganized, 
seemingly unrelated concepts. If this were true, the dis-
cussion would have less value than it might have. (See 
Appendix A: 10.) 
Review lessons were considered essential to the con-
summation of behavior changes, as well as to concept changes. 
Personal-social adjustment is so gradual a process that 
constant, consistent consideration must. be given if any 
progress is to be expected. Therefore the time and content of 
review lessons was designated in the calendar of the Experi-
mental program. (See Appendix A: 7.) It was intended that 
the teachers should plan their own procedures for review. 
They requested more specific help, however. Therefore 
Suggestions for Review Lessons (See Appendix A: 7), was 
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composed. Thereafter, although the teachers selected from 
these suggestions whichever ones they wanted for each 
review, they did stay within the confines of these tech-
niques. 
~ Both Picture and Thumbnail Sketch programs were thus 
oriented to the same basic philosophy and general lesson 
structuring. In certain details, however, their procedure 
varied from each other, depending upon the motivating tech-
nique being used by each. 
Experimental-P Program 
Description of the Pictures.-~he pictures used in 
the experiment were expected to meet certain criteria: (1) 
they would be general enough to stimulate free association 
and projective thinking and feeling; (2) they would present 
whatever themes were selected for discussion; (3) they would 
encourage the class cohesiveness desirable in a group 
guidance discussion; (4) they would be attractive, (5) 
easily seen, and (6) easily managed. Various types of 
pictures were considered,--purchasable materials already in 
print, original filmstrips or slides, and original drawings, 
8 l/2" x 11" 1 for individual study. None of these met all 
of the above criteria. It was finally decided to use a 
series of large pictures, 1811 x 22", one for each theme, 
. 
original drawings in tones of gray, black, and white. (See 
Appendix A: 11.) Since in the Experimental-P program there 
were four classes using the pictures simultaneously, it was 
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necessary to use duplications~ rather tnan original drawings. 
These were procured by photostatic reproduction~ in size 
1811 x 22 11 1 and mounted on colored poster cardboards. Thus 
' 
they were made a~tractive~ easy to manage~ firm enough to 
stand erect and large enough to be seen easily. 
The pictures were drawn to meet certain criteria 
relative to content: (l) they should present problem 
situations critical to the development of this age group; 
(2) they should present problems which involve a variety of 
points of view and behavioral reactions; (3) they should 
present situations so common in the da~ly experience of the 
pre-adolescent that he could relate himself to them immedi-
ately; and (4) they should present situations with interest 
appeal for both boys and girls~ some using boy figures~ some 
girls~ and some both. The chart in AppendiX A: 8 shows how 
these factors were considered in planning the pictures. 
Special Characteristics of Discussions in the 
Experimental-Picture Program.--Discussions in this program 
followed the same general pattern as the Experimental Thumb-
nail Sketch program. There were, however, two differences. 
One related to the style of the discussion. The Picture dis-
. 
cussion period opened when the teacher displayed the picture 
for the new discussion 1 and asked, "What do you think is the 
' 
story of (or What is happening in--) this picture? 11 Discus-
sion by the pupils then followed with as little teacher-
participation as possible. Pupils were encouraged to draw 
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upon their own background, imagination and interpretative 
powers to talk about the picture. Using the philosophy 
expressed in the Handbook, the teacher injected her remarks 
for only two reasons,--one, to stimulate associations not 
yet made by the pupils, and two, to involve a pupil who had 
not yet contributed who the teacher thought wanted to. He 
was not to reject any pupil contribution unless he deemed 
it out of order and likely to endanger his rapport with the 
group, nor was he to express his own personal feelings, lest 
they condition the expressions of the group. There was no 
sequential structuring to the discussion. 
The second difference lay in the follow-up use of 
the picture. In each Lesson Guide there was a fifth and 
last part which applied only to the Picture program. The . 
picture discussed in each lesson was to be placed on display 
in the room until the next discussion took place. This gave 
the children a constant visual reminder of the concepts and 
behavior patterns upon which they were concentrating those 
particular days. Also, at the time of the reviews, a class 
could display whatever pictures it was discussing. 
Experimental-TS Program 
Description of the Thumbnail Sketches.--sources were 
studied to find appropriate material for the thumbnail sketch 
program. One after another, possible materials now on the 
market were rejected: (l) some stories were too long, for it 
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seemed desirable to maintain brevity comparable to that of 
the picture technique; (2) it was impossible to find stories 
with the same themes as those selected for the pictures; (3) 
all of the stories found were·too highly structured; (4) 
discussion guides provided for the teachers in handling these 
materials were too highly structured and too restricting for 
the philosophical orientation of the experiment; and (5) the 
presentation of content was through oral reading by the 
teacher rather ~han silent reading by the pupils. 
The stories finally used in the Experimental-TS 
program (See Appendix A: 7) were original because nothing on 
the market seemed to meet the criteria • They were very 
brief, usually having an element of plot, although not always. 
Because of their brevity, and because "something different" 
might have an appeal for the children, the term "Thumbnail 
' Sketch .. was used. In the demonstration discussions conducted 
. 
by the experimenter with the children the significance of 
this term was discussed. Each Thumbnail Sketch presented a 
problem situation comparable to one of the pictures in the 
Experimental-P program. Composition was designed so as to 
use vocabulary and sentence structure on the mastery level 
for all sixth-graders, in hope of eliminating any problems 
of reading difficulty. 
Special Characteristics of the Experimental-TS Pro-
gram.--Discussions in this program followed the same general 
pattern as the ~perimental-P program. There were, however, two 
differences. One related to the style of' the discus'sion. 
Of necessity the Thumbnail Sketches were less elastic; more 
suggesti~e and structured in content than the pictures. 
Also, since a discussion guide was composed for the pupils 
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to use in reflecting on the sketch, the discussion itself' was 
somewhat structured. The questions, as open as they were to 
interpretation, could not help but stimulate reactions and 
direct thinking along certain lines. On the other hand, in 
the Experimental-P program discussion was motivated almost 
entirely by fr~e association, by the pupils' reactions to the 
general concepts presented in the picture. Effort was made, 
however, in constructing the TS discussion guides, to 
encourage free association as much as possible. 
The second difference was the absence of pictorial 
display as a follow-up. The Experimental-P classes had a 
daily reminder as they observed the items on their Action 
Reports, but the TS classes had no visual aid in the study of 
their behavior. 
Comparative Summary of the Two Programs 
The two experimental programs differed basically, then, 
in only two respects. One, the major difference, was the 
verbal motivation of the Experimental-TS program in comparison 
with the non-verbal aspect of the Expe~imental-P program. The 
second difference, a correl~tive one, was the element of 
structuring in the discussions of the Experimental-TS program, 
restricting somewhat the freedom of association and pro-
jection possible in the Experimental-P program. 
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Except for the two differences described, both pro-
grams were conducted in the same way. Lesson Guides followed 
the same pattern for all Experimental teachers; the same 
personnel-point-of-view atmosphere characterized both 
programs. A minor difference in their procedures was the use 
of a picture which could be displayed by the Experimental-P 
classes but not by the Experimental-TS. Both groups, how-
, 
ever, kept their individualized Action Reports and participated 
in Behavioral Activities. 
Control Program 
Purpose.--The Control program involved four classes 
comparable in age, intelligence and socio-economic background 
with those involved in·the Experimental teaching programs. 
Their role in the experiment was to indicate the effect upon 
sixth-graders of a regular program operated in the usual 
planned manner. Control classes participated in the complete 
evaluation program of the experiment. Comparison of the 
Control data with the Experimental data would indicate two 
facts: (1) whether Experimental pupils indicated any changes 
not experienced by the Control pupils which might be related 
to the discussions, and (2) whether taking time from regular 
classes for group guidance discussions hindered the scholas-
tic progress of Experimental pupils in Arithmetic and Social 
Studies. 
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Participation.--control classes had no interruptions 
in their regular schedules to provide for group guidance 
discussions. Experimental classes omitted their Arithmetic 
period each Tuesday 1 and their Social Studies period each 
. 
Thursday to provide time for their group guidance'discussions. 
During these periods Control classes had their regular 
subject matter lessons. 
Control teachers were asked to complete one report 
form for each Arithmetic and social Studies lesson conducted 
while the Experimental classes were having their discussions. 
(See Appendix A: 7.) These reports were planned to indicate 
. 
briefly the kind of learning experience the Experimental 
groups were missing by substituting the experimental program. 
The forms reported the specific lesson content, objectives~ 
class organization for that period, and procedures used. 
Although the reports from Group Level D are missing, a 
summary of the returns from Groups A, B and C indicate the 
type of lesson being conducted in Control classes. Since 
they are all quite similar it may be assumed, it would seem1 
that those of Control D also would have been similar. The 
summary follows: 
Arithmetic: 
No. of lessons --Groups A and c-8 
Groups B-7 (one lost because of 
field trip) 
Content -- Comparable for Groups A & B 
decimals, fractions and conver-
sion of fractions to decimals 
For group C area and volume 1 various 
uses of per cent 
Class organization -m individual~ 7 
group~ 21 
class as a unit~ 8 
Procedures -- individual reports 1 9 
Social Studies: 
committee-reports 1 0 
class discussion led by 
pupil~ o 
class discussion led by 
teacher~ 21 
supervised study~ 18 
viewing of film~ 0 
visit to place of interest, 0 
No. of lessons Group A1 7 (one lost for field 
trip) 
Groups B & C, 8 
Content -- Comparable for all three groups 
Group A - Roman Empire~ Dark 
Ages and Vikings 
Group B - Greece~ Rome and 
Medieval Europe 
Group C - Scandinavian 
Countries, Greece and 
Rome 
Class organization -- individual~ 6 
group, ll 
class as a unit 1 12 
Procedures -- indiv~dual reports, 12 
committee reports~ 2 
class discussion led by pupil~ 3 
class discussion led by teacher~ 13 
supervised study, 11 
viewing of film, 1 
visit to place of interest~ 1 
Teachers of these classes were instructed only in the 
phases of the experiment in which they were participating~ 
namely, the evaluation program. Whatever contact they had 
with the experimental teaching was incidental. Exclusion from 
discussion of the teaching was planned deliberately, lest 
they reflect any conditioning in working with their classes. 
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They were encouraged to continue whatever guidance relation-
ship it was customary to have with thetr pupils. Tfiey were 
a1s0 requested to refrain from doing anything during the ten 
weeks of the experiment which would differ from their usual 
guidance ac'tivities with their own pupils. It was hoped 
this procedure would maintain the status quo and keep these 
Control classes in their usual relationship with their 
teachers and following their normal activities. 
Time Schedule 
Entire Program.--During the trial-run it was indicated 
that adequate time for changes to evolve would be an important 
consideration in planning the experiment. Neither attitude 
nor behavior is modified quickly. Therefore a ten-week 
program was planned for the experiment 1 as compared with the 
five-day trial-run period. 
There were three parts to the experimental program1 --
pre-testing1 experimental discussions 1 and post-testing. 
During the first and last weeks standardized tests and 
sociometric measures were administered. The eight-week 
interval between was used for the discussion program. 
Experimental Programs.--Both Experimental programs 
operated on the same distribution of time. Each period was 
approximately thirty minutes long. Although all discussions 
were not held at the same hour in all eight classes 1 there was 
always one near the beginning and one near the end of the 'Week. 
Also, every class followed the same calendar sequence of 
themes. A study of the calendar in the Handbook (See 
Appendix A: 7) shows periodic scheduling of themes and 
review periods, inserted to strengthen the learning of the 
previous discussion periods. 
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Times other than the discussion periods were also 
used for activities associated with the Experimental program. 
Pupils made opportunity individually to check items in their 
Action Reports. The Behavioral Activity for each discussion 
had to be carried out at some other time than the discussion 
period. Occasionally this was an individual event, or an 
extra-curricular one, but more often it was a group 
experience, in either Language Arts or Social Studies, 
executed during the School day. 
Control Programs.--The only interruption to the 
regular program of Control classes occurred during the two 
weeks of.evaluation when these classes followed the same 
program as the Experimental classes. During the eight-week 
interval of the Experimental discussion~ Control classes 
followed an uninterrupted program of regular study. 
Selection of Participants 
Criteria for Selaction.-~he following items were the 
criteria by which pupil participants were selected for the 
experiment: 
1 • Grade level 
Sixth 
2. Chronological age 
Normal spread 1 automatically controlled by 
grade choice and similar promotional policy 
3· Intelligence level 
Normal distribution 
4. Academic background · 
Whatever experiences a well-organized public 
school system provides 
5. Socio-economic background 
Normal distribution for each program1 homo-
geneous classes within each program 
6. Nationality 
Variety with no high proportion. of any one 
national group 
7. Social adjustment 
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Variety with no high proportion of any atypical 
culture pattern 
8. Type of community 
Suburban 1 non-rural yet not completely urban 
9. Guidance experiences 
A system well-acquainted with group guidance 
theory and practice 1 but with no such program 
lower than Junior High School 
10. Readiness of the system 
Administration and teachers progressive and 
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alert enough to be interested in cooperating in 
a pioneer experiment; interested enough in 
child development to see potential value in 
such a program 
11. Number of participants 
A system large enough to allow for the selection 
of twelve sixth-grade classes according to 
criteria #l-7 
12. Convenience of location 
Accessible for semi-weekly contacts during the 
running of the experiment 
Selection of the System.--In selecting a desirable 
system for experimentation it was necessary to consider 
criteria #5-12. These involved culture pattern, type of 
population, size of community and type of school system, as 
well as accessibility. A system which met these criteria was 
in the City of Warwick, Rhode Island, where permission was 
graciously granted to proceed with the plans. 
Selection of Classes.--The writer met with the 
Elementary Supervisor, Elementary Guidance Counselors and 
Social Studies Consultant to discuss the experiment and select 
I 
the classes. Criteria #l-7 were the bases for the choices 
made. Numbers ~-4 were so coordinated by the school 
organization as to be settled in a single decision. Items #5, 
6 and 7, however, were given very careful consideration~ and 
therefore are discussed first. 
A child's personal-social adjustment, effective or 
ineffective, is the result of his personal characteristics 
and his environmental experiences. Remmers writes: 
Environment and background are distinc~ from other 
aspects of pupils in. being determiners rather than 
dimensions • The teacher needs to understand the 
relationships between various factors in the environ-
ment and background and the various aspects of 
pupils •••• The home, the community and the school 
are categories of the environment. In the home, 
parent-to-parent, parent-to-child, and child-to-child 
relationships all have important effects on pupils' 
emotional and social adjustment and attitudes. Social 
class, role, and status as concepts in relation to 
techniques of measurement have basic significance in 
adjustment. Economic conditions, social customs, 
movies, other recreational activities, and the mass 
media of communication significantly affect attitudes 
and emotional adjustment. Teachers, teaching 
practices, curricula, and other constituents of the 
school similarly have their impact on the pupil.l 
Rothney et al make this statement: 
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Considerable attention has been paid in the past few 
years to the testee 1s social class status as a factor 
that must be considered in the interpretation of his 
test behavior •••• Recent analysis of test scores of 
members of varying social classes, as undertaken by 
Eells and others, suggests that the differences between 
scores of children of different social classes may be 
more of a function of the test items than inherited 
intelligence. While this point or view has not been 
fully accepted, it has created enough sensitivity to 
this issue to make the consideration or a counselee's 
social class status more important than before in the 
evaluation of his performance on tests.2 
lHermann H. Remmers, and N. L. Gage, Educational 
Measurement, rev. ed. {New York: Harper and Brothers, 1950h 
P• 427. 
2John W. M. Rothney, Paul J. Danielson, and Robert 
A. Heimann, Measurement for Guidance (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1959), pp. 244-245. 
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Children in the sixth grade have lived approximately 
eleven years, and indicate by their attitudes 1 values and 
behavior the background and environment they have experienced. 
Knowledge of these situations is essential to the teacher who 
would understand her pupils and provide constructive 
opportunities for individual adjustment. 
' If education is to accomplish its goals, the educator 
needa te be aware of the factors that shape the pupil's 
personality, for these factors affect the receptivity 
of a pupil for the educational 1stuff 1 to which he is 
exposed.3 
Differences in neighborhood environment and home 
values--not.merely objectively measured •mental 
abilities 1--determine the achievement of the individual 
pupil. Knowledge of such factors enables the educator 
to direct attention to problems connected with pupils 
whose backgrounds vary. We can find out how the 
interests of less favored pupils differ from those of 
pupils with a favorable background, and we can appeal 
to those interests.4 
Since quotations such as these seem to indicate that 
pupil reactions to both testing and discussion situations 
would differ because of varying socio-economic backgrounds, 
much care was taken to select a representative spread for 
each program. Four classes, each representing a different 
level of socio-economic status, were assigned to each program. 
Thus there was in each program a Level A class, a Level B, a 
Level G, and a Level D, ranging from ~upils with many social 
advantages, Level A, to those with few, Level D. Still, 
3Remmers, op. cit., p. 443. 
4 Loc. cit •. 
within the limits of one class the pupils were similar 
enough in background to be able to communicate in the 
discussions. 
To obtain a description of pupil background for 
these levels information was compiled from permanent 
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record cards and a questionnaire, Let 1s Get Acquainted, 
completed by the pupiis (See Appendix A: 12 & 13 respective-
ly). These data were organized into two main categories, 
"Home Environment" and "Socializing Experiences, 11 The 
first listed facts about family background, the second, 
socializing experiences the pupils may have had. Each item 
was described in three different ways, Types A, B and c, and 
data about each pupil were analyzed as being one of these 
types. The following chart (Figure l, p. 75) gives each 
item with the description for each type. 
In the section, "Home Environment," items #2 and #3, 
11Type of Occupation" and uType of Income,u were adapted from 
a seven-point weighted scale, 11 Index of Status Characteris-
tics," by warner.5 The seven descriptions on that scale 
were combined into a three-point scale for this experiment: 
1. Occupations: A. Professional, proprietors of 
large businesses, semi-
professional and smaller 
officials of large businesses 
. 5w. L. Warner, Marchia Meeker, and K. Eells, Social 
Class in America, A Manual of Procedure for the Measurement 
of Social Status (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 
1949), cited by Remmers, op. cit., p. 46g. 
Factor 
Home Environment 
l • Wage Earner 
2. Type o:r Occupation 
3. Type of Income 
4 • Number of Children 
5· Other Family Mem-
bers in Home 
6. Type of Dwelling 
7• Race 
8. Nationality 
g. Place of Birth 
10. Religious Faith 
Socializi~ ExEeriences 
l. Recreational 
Facilities 
2. Informal Play 
Equipment 
3· Membership in Organizations 
4 . vacationing 
5. Interest in 
Reading 
6. Hobbies 
1· Access to Tele_phone 
8. Educational 
Goals 
A 
Type o:r Group 
B 
Father Both 
Only Parents 
l 2 
l 2 
l-2 3, 4, 5 
None One 
Single 2 or 3 
Family Family 
White Negro 
American European 
Rhode Elsewhere 
Island In U. S. 
Jewish Protestant 
Independent At Family 
ot: Family Summer 
or at Dis- Home 
tance From (Cols. 3· 
Family & 5) 
~enter ) Col. 4 
7-9 Items 4-6 Items 
Citizenship Spiritual 
O:r:1entation Orientation 
Cols. 1&2-) Cols. 3&5) 
Long Trips Day Trips 
Magazine_ Personal 
Subscclptions Library 
Group Individ-
ualized 
Yes Someone 
Else!s 
College or High 
SpeciaJized School 
School 
Figure l • Profile of Socio-Economic Background 
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c 
someone 
Other 
Than 
Parent 
3 
3 
5 or more 
- More than 
One 
Apartment 
Yellow 
Asiatic 
Foreign 
Country 
Roman 
Catholic 
At Centra 
Residence (Cols. l& 
l-3 Items 
Special 
Purpose 
Col. 6) 
No Trips 
Comic 
Books 
None 
None 
Work 
l 
2) 
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B. Clerks:~ kindred workers (sales) ~ 
skilled workers:~ proprietors of 
very small businesses 
c • Semi-skilled workers~ unskilled 
workers 
Source of Income: A. Inherited wealth~ earned wealth (not working) 
B. Profits and fees (professional):~ 
salary (including commissions) 
C • Wages 1 relief 
In the section, 11Sociali:z:ing Experiences, 11 items may 
be explained as follows: 
1. Recreational Facilities: Type A was interpreted as 
involving more independence and a more extended 
type of socializing experience than Type B, 
which remained under family direction even 
though situation and contacts would be more 
extended than in Type c. The latter concentrated 
on experiences in the family center and home 
neighborhood. 
2. Informal Play Equipment: Each type designated 
cevtain numerical quantities, arbitrarily 
determined:~ of '~play things:~ 11 such as basketball:~ 
baseball:~ bat:~ badminton:~ or games (used 
collectively). Since most of these things had 
both individual and socializing potential:~ it 
seemed that the greater the number the more 
extensive the socializing experiences. 
Therefore, Type A represented seven or-more, 
Type B, four through six, and Type C 1 none 
through three • 
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3. Membership in Organizations: Groups such as 
Scouts, Campfire Girls or 4-H Clubs were con-
sidered as involviQg mainly citizenship or 
community participation, Type A. Organizations 
such as church-sponsored groups or 11Y11 units 
were considered as focusing on the spiritual 
type of experience, Type B. Groups such as 
Little League were classified as "Special 
Purpose 11 organizations 1 T_ype C. 
4. Vacationins;: This item seemed to be of three 
types,-A, long trips; B, day trips; and C, no 
trips or the stay-at-home type. Each seemed to 
involve a somewhat different type of socializing 
experience. 
5. Interest in Reading: Having one 1s own magazine 
subscriptions, Type A, seemed to indicate a 
higher level of economic status and a more 
extended type of socialization than acquiring 
one's own books, Type B, which in turn, is a 
different type from buying comic books, Type c. 
6. Hobbies: These were considered as indicative of 
the way a pupil used his leisure time • Type A 
indicated those which involved group activity, 
Type B, individualized activity; and Type c, 
no hobbies at all •. 
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7. Access to a Telephone: This was interpreted to 
mean "opportunity-for t-he socializing experi-
ence of conununication." Type A indicated that 
there was. a phone available in the pupil's 
home, Type B, that he used someone else's 
pho~e, and Type c, that he had no access to a 
phone. This item also serves as a direct index 
of economic status. 
8. Educational Outlook: This was considered for a 
sixth-grader to be an expression of a pupil's 
family goals as well as his own socializing 
experiences. Type A included attendance at 
I . 
college or a specialized school; Type B, 
completion of high school! and Type c, leaving 
school to go to work. If more than one was 
checked, only the highest level of attainment 
was counted, since there was no evidence for 
judging the most possible one. 
Appendix A: 14 gives the itemized totals computed for 
"Home Background 11 and Appendix A: 15 those for "Socializing 
Experiences • "--- These are presented in graphic form in 
Figures 2 and B· 
In'a few areas differences were not obvious among the 
different socio-economic levels, but in the others they were. 
This seems to indicate that pupils• reactions during the 
discussion lessons would be different because of their 
varying backgrounds. The following interpretation of the 
figures points up some of these indications: 
Home Environment: 
1. In all levels the father was usually the wage-
earner. 
2. There was a gradual but definite trend from 
Level A to Level D as to the type of the 
father's occupation. Level A showed a fair 
proportion of professional workers, a pre-
ponderance of clerks and skilled workers, and 
a very few semi-skilled and unskilled workers. 
In Level D the balance had shifted to a very 
small percentage of professional workers and 
a preponderance of semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers. 
3. A similar trend was shown in the type of income. 
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No pupils were living on inherited wealth. 
Level A showed about two fifths with commission 
and salary type, and three-fifths with wages. 
In Level D there was a high percentage of the 
wage type. 
4. The number of children per family showed an upward 
trend from Level A to Level D. In Level A 
families of one to four were common, very few 
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having more than four, whereas in Level D there 
was en equalizing of the three types. 
5. On every level there was the pattern of immediate 
families living as units without the experience 
of having to adjust to other family members. 
6. Almost all. of the pupils were having the 
experience of living in single-family dwellings. 
7. The records showed almost one hundred per cent 
"American" for pupil-nationality. This may be 
explained by the fact that although their 
national backgrounds.varied a great deal, 
almost none of these pupils was born in other 
countries, some might have been first-generation 
Americans, but most-of them came of families 
which h~d experienced American culture for 
several generations. 
8. In this community there is practically no one who 
is not of the white race. In this respect, 
even more than in "nationality, 11 the population· 
presented a biased sampling.~ 
9. The same trend was present in respect to birth-
place, since most of the pupil population was 
born in or near this community. 
10. Since Rhode Island families are protected by law 
from school inquiry about personal data, the 
teachers• knowledge was the only source of 
\ 
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information concerning re~igious faith. An 
elementary teacher in a community school often 
learns this fact incidentally. In cases where 
this was known, and the teacher was willing to 
.cite her knowledge, this data was obtained. 
Since the totals were far too incomplete for 
an accurate picture, the figures were given 
rather than the proportions. 
Socializing Experiences: 
l. There seemed to be no outstanding differences in 
the type of recreational facilities available 
to the different levels. All four showed some 
to be experiencing.Type A, some Type B, and 
the majority Type C • The totals shown in 
Appendix A: 15 however, indicated that many 
pupils in Levels A and B were experiencing all 
three types, whereas in Levels C and D pupils 
were less likely to experience summer homes 
and summer camping. 
2. There was a slight trend from a plentiful amount 
of play equipment in Levels A and B to less in 
Levels C and D. 
3. All four levels showed a consistent pattern in 
their group membership, with church-sponsored 
organizations highest, civic-centered next, 
and special-purpose smallest. 
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4. Trends in vacationing were also comparable" but 
Level D showed a higher percentage of the 
stay-at-home type than the others. Level A 
showed this" also" but totals in the table in 
Appendix A: 15 indicated that these pupils 
wer~r.:more likely to name several types of 
vacation experiences than were the pupils in 
the other levels. 
5. Intere~t in reading showed that fewer pupils in 
Level A read comic books and more had magazine 
subscriptions than in the other levels. There 
was a definite trend through Levels B and c to 
a small percentage of magazine subscriptions 
and a comparatively high percentage of comic 
book reading in Level D. 
6. In hobby activity there seemed to be neither a 
definite pattern for any comparison of levels" 
nor a trend from high level to low. Pupils 
with group hobbies" individualized hobbies or 
· none at all appeared at all levels. 
7. Practically all pupils had access to their own 
telephones" although in Level D several had 
none,. No one indicated using someone else 1s 
phone. 
8 • All levels showed a high percentage c;>f pupils 
hoping to attend college or a specialized 
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schqol, a small percentage intending to finish 
high school and then go to work, and very few 
expecting to leave before finishing high 
school. 
Data showing the distribution of chronological ages 
are shown in Table I. Means for the tables or· all three 
programs are seen to be almost identical, those for boys 
being 12-2, 12-4 and 12-5, and those f9r girls 12-2, 12-2 
and 12-3, for Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and Control programs, 
respectively. Standard deviations for these means also are 
comparable. All three programs, then, had a pupil population 
comparable in chronological age, which indicates that this 
variable of the experiment was adequately controlled. 
Examination of the data in Tables II and III, show-
ing the spread of intelligence and reading ability, 
respectively, indicates that all three programs were compar-
able in these respects, also. Therefore these two variables, 
also, seem to have been adequately controlled. 
Select~on of Cooperating Teachers.--The ideal pro-
cedure for obtaining teacher participants would have been to 
ask for volunteers. It was impossible, however, to be so 
selective. In non-departme~talized organization choosing a 
class means choosing a teacher also. In selecting the 
classes. the administrators also weighed the promise of each 
... 
Program 
Picture 
Thumbnail 
Sketch 
I. 
Control 
TABLE I 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE.OF PUPIL PARTICIPANTS 
(Age as of June 1, 1956) 
Socio- Boys 
Economic 
Level Mean s .n. 
A 12-0 
--
B 12-1 
--
c 12-4 
--
D 12-11 ..... 
Total 12-2 7·5 
A 11-10 
--
B 12-6 
--
c 12-3 ""\-
D J.2-7 
--
Total 12-4 7·7 
A 12-4 
--
B 12-3 
--
c 12-l 
--
D 12-10 ...... 
Total 12-5 S.5 
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Girls 
Mean S.D. 
12-2 
--
12-5 
--
11-11 
--
12-3 
--
12-2 8.8 
11-10 
--
12-1 
--
12 ... 4 
--
l2~Q 
--
12-2 5·3 
12-3 
--
12-1 
--
12-l 
--
12-5 
--
12-3 7-5 
TABLE II 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF PUPIL PARTICIPANTS 
(California Test of Ment~l Maturity~ Elementaryf 
Administered between Sept.~ 1955 and June~ 1956J 
Socio- Boys 
Economic 
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Girls 
Program Level Mean S.D. Mean S.D • 
Picture A 110.6 
B 106.0 
c 108.1 
D 88.9 
Total 10!).6 
Thumbnail 
Sketch A 105.5 
B 104.3 
' c 104.3 
D 101.5 
Total 104.4 
Control A 104.5 
B 100.5 
c 106.5 
D 98.3 
Total 101.4 
6.1 107.5 
12.2 106.1 
11.9 106.5 
10.8 97.0 
11.4 104.3 
7.2 112.8 
16.2 111.7 
14.4 103.5 
16.5 109.3 
12.9 107.6 
14.2 105.4 
18.9 103.3 
10.0 112.1 
5.4 92.1 
15;2 104.9 
14.3 
17.3 
19.3 
8.9 
15.4 
12.0 
8.1 
9.3 
5 
4 
11.9 
12.6 
17.5 
13.0 
17.2 
9.4 
14.6 
TABLE m 
READING ABILITY OF PUPIL PARTICIPANTS 
(Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Intermediate, 
Partial, Administered in October, 1955) 
-
Socio- Boys 
Economic 
'Program Level Mean S.D. Mean 
Picture A 7.7 2.1 6.7 
B 6.2 1.3 6.5 
c 6.8 1.4 6.8 
D 4.9 1.5 6.0 
Total 6.6 1.6 6.6 
Thumbnail 
Sketch A 6.4 1.2 7.3 
B 7.1 2.1 7.4 
c 6.7 1.9 6.1 
. 
D 6.2 3.6 6.6 
Total 6.5 1.6 6.8 
Control A 6.7 2.2 7.0 
B 6.0 2.1 6.2 
c 7.1 1.3 7.3 
D 6.1 1.4 5.0 
Total 6.3 1.9 6.6 
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Girls 
S.D. 
1.4 
1.7 
2.4 
1.5 
1.8 
1.9 
1.3 
1.2 
l.l 
1.7 
2.2 
1.6 
1.8 
1.0 
1.9 
teacher as a participant, using the following criteria: 
1. Must be the homeroom teacher for the sake of 
closeness to the group and the opportunities 
needed to observe follow-up behavior. 
2. Must be cleared by the supervisor as having 
adequate teaching skill. 
3. Must be considered as having rapport. 
4. Must have personal interest and desire to 
participate in the experiment. 
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Although the first three criteria could be judged by 
the administrators, the fourth was a matter of assumption. 
Since it seemed imperative to have proof of this feeling 
from the teachers themselves, each was approached individu-
. 
ally. The entire experiment was described, and each teacher 
was urged to be very frank if she preferred to stay with her 
regular program rather than to be involved in the experi-
ment. All accepted the responsibility with the expressed 
feeling that they "wanted to if they would be helping 
children. 11 By signifying their willingne~s, they might be 
considered at least as semi-volunteers, the best that could 
be done under the circumstances. 
Allocation of Classes to Their Programs 
Problems.--Two factors were problematic in determin-
ing the type of program for each class. One was the desire 
to use the chance element for the sake of objectivity. The 
other was the need to separate classes in different programs 
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during the experiment. In planning the allocation, drawings 
were made by lot, but certain considerations also played a 
part for the protection of the experiment. 
Procedure.--When drawn, each class was p~aced arbi-
trarily in a type of program according to this sequence: 
first drawn, Experimental-P, second, Experimental-TS, and 
third, Control. Where there were two or three participating 
classes within one building the two classes with differing 
socio-economic backgrounds were given the same type of program. 
Teaching personnel was considered only in two schools 
where two classes had the same socio-economic level. In 
this situation each teacher's last initial was used, and the 
one coming first alphabetically was arbitrarily allocated to 
a program unlike the other two in the building. The initial 
coming second was given the same program as the class with 
differing level. Thus two classes in one building would have 
the same type of program, and could not contaminate each 
other. The third class would of necessity have a different 
program, and with this class care would need to be taken not 
to contaminate the pupils. A chart showing the placement of 
classes is included in Appendix A: 16. 
Guidance Program for Participants 
The Overall Program.--The preparation and guidance of 
participants was a continuous program. It was organized to 
meet the needs of several different groups,--pupils, teachers, 
administrators and parents, and involved all aspects of the 
program. The initial planning was done in two meetings 
with supervisory and administrative representatives~ when 
they were briefed concerning the experiment and cooperating 
classes we~e selected. 
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Preparation of Pupils.--The writer was asked to 
describe the program to the experimental classes. Each class 
was informed only about its own program in order to minimize 
the contamination of the experimental pupils which might 
occur if other programs were described. The purpose and 
description of the evaluation program was described~ and 
fears allayed as to the impact of these tests on their pro-
motion. The visit to the classrooms served a dual purpose. 
It not only prepared the pupils for the role they were to 
play~ but it gave them a personal contact with the writer 
which made for more personal involvement by the children. 
This was evident as weekly visits were made to the classes. 
Preparation of Teachers.--(1) During the first meet-
ing of all twelve Cooperating teachers the Teacher's Handbook 
constituted the basis for discussion. {See Appendix A: 7.) 
Orientation to the experiment was made by discussing the 
objectives as stated in the Handbook, and the various items 
in the Evaluating Program as described on page 2 of the 
Handbook. Samples of the tests were examined~ but little 
help was needed because of the teachers• experience. The 
Teacher's Directions for the Sociogram and Friendship Choices 
included in the Handbook were discussed, but for the most 
pa~t seemed sufficiently clear. At this point the Control 
teachers were dismissed, since it seemed that the less dis-
cussion they heard about the Experimental programs the less 
contamination of Control classes might occur. 
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With the Experimental teachers alone the Basic 
Principles and the anticipated Calendar were discussed, and 
Lesson #1 was studied in detail. This lesson was related to 
the Basic Principles and General Outline for Lesson Guides; 
questions and points emphasized were related to the 
' demonstration being given for each teacher during that week. 
Lessons #2-5 were also examined. 
(2} Another preparatory experience given to each 
Experimental teacher was a demonstration discussion by the 
writer with each teacher's own class. Each demonstration 
was given during the same week, and each provided the exact 
pattern for the discussions to be conducted by that teacher. 
The theme used for the demonstration was Accepting Differences 
in Others. Although it was not being used in the experiment 
because of its omission from the personality inventories, it 
seemed a stimulating situation for the discussion. (Appendix 
A: 17-19.) 
Teachers were asked to note points for discussion 
with the writer later, to check the Observer's Classroom 
' Data Form if they wished, and to note pupil contributions as 
they would be doing soon during their own discussions. 
No Action Report chart was distributed for pupils to 
use for follow-up, since this lesson was not part of the 
regular experimental program. To conclude the discussion~ 
however, pupils were introduced to the Action Report. 
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(See Appendix A: 9.) Each pupil was given his own Action 
Report Booklet to keep. A Preface page was given to each 
pupil~ the use of the booklet was discussed, and its purpose 
emphasized. A motto, 11It 1s Easy to Talk; Let 1s Have Action~ 11 
' 
was to be lettered on the cover with whatever design the child 
wished. This constituted the Action Report follow-up for the 
demonstration. The picture was not left for Experimental-P 
classes to display~ nor was there any Behavioral Activity or 
Inventory check, again because this was not a regular discus-
sion in the experiment. 
Continuous Guidance During the Experiment.--(1) As 
the ~rogram evolved additional teacher-guidance features 
seemed expedient. One was a weekly contact with all 
Cooperating teachers. This made it possible to follow closely 
the progress of the experiment~ to detect and resolve 
problems as they arose, to keep plans elastic~ to coordinate 
the experimental activities with administrative policies, and, 
in general, to serve as counselor and consultant for infor-
mation. In all, it seemed to hold the experiment more 
closely to the design intended. 
(2) This weekly checking with Control teachers 
revealed that they had common questions not shared by the 
Experimental teachers. Therefore they had a separate meet-
ing, the agenda for which included: how to check the · 
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Behavior Inventory~ how to fill in the Report Form for.Control 
Lessons, and details relative to the Observers• visits due in 
May. 
(3) The following week the Experimental teachers met 
to discuss the next five lessons and their own problems. 
Their agenda included these items: use of Action Reports~ 
Behavior Inventories~ and Behavioral Activities 1 discussion of 
Lessons #6-lO with special emphasis on Lesson #9 and the 
Special Memo ~ccompanying it (Appendix A: 7)~ and discussion 
of the Observers• visits. 
(4) The Observers met only once. Since telephone and 
individual contacts seemed inadequate 1 it seemed wise for them 
to share their thinking 1 and for the writer to ensure common 
understandings. Their agenda included:· discussion of the 
entire experimental program1 analysis of the Classroom 
Observation Data Forms and the accompanying Observer's Guide 
designed to ensure uniform interpretation of the items on 
the Observation Data Form (Appendix A: 7)~ and pre-planning 
the visitation to the classroom. 
(5) The final meeting included all Cooperating 
teachers. Its purpose was to consider details of finishing 
the experimental program. Pre-testing procedures which were 
to be repeated were reviewed. To ensure proper execu~ion of 
the experiment's conclusion a new guide 1 Final Evaluation 
Procedures 1 had been prepared for insertion in the Handbook. 
(App~ndix A;7.) It contained directions for completing the 
final evaluation forms~ (see Appendix A: 7)~ and a list of 
specific items to be cared for in concluding the experiment. 
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Preparation of Parents.--A new group of evaluators 
entered into the experimental design during the last week. 
At the end of the discussion period the parents of all pupils 
involved inthe experimental program were asked to complete an 
evaluation form describing behavioral changes they observed 
in their children during the experimental period. To clarify 
the purpose of the evaluation it was necessary to explain to 
them the nature of the experiment. This was done in the form 
of a letter which was sent home with the evaluative form. 
{See Appendix A : 7.) 
Summary 
This chapter has reported on the development of the 
materials used in the group guidance discussions of this 
experiment~ on the time schedule set up, on the selection of 
participants~ and on the guidance activities through which 
the writer directed the experiment. 
. 
The experimental design provided for two discussion 
programs~-one, called Experimental-P, using pictures to 
motivate discussion, the other, called Experimental-TS, 
using short stories, which were called 11thumbnail sketches. 11 
A third program was organized as a Control program. 
The basic philosophy and prescribed discussion 
procedures were set forth in a Teacher's Handbook. Both 
Experimental programs covered the same themes, selected by 
several criteria suitable for sixth-grade discussions on 
personal-social adjustment. The Experimental-P ·program was 
unique in two.ways,--(1) original pictures in tones of black, 
white and gray, sized 18 11 x 22 11 , depicting problem situations 
in personal-social adjustment, were the motivating stimulus, 
and (2) there was no structuring to the discussion, free 
association and projection by the pupils being the major 
characteristic. In contrast, Experimental-TS used (1) short 
stories for motivation which presented in verbal form much 
the same situations as those in the pictures, and (2) a 
discussion guide accompanying the pupil's stories, which 
structured the discussion and restricted association and pro-
jection to some degree. 
Both Experimental programs used Behavioral Activities 
and pupil-checked Action Reports to carry discussions into 
action. 
The Control program made its contribution by partici-
pating in all evaluation activities, but running a normal 
sixth-grade schedule of classes while Experimental classes 
were having their group guidance discussions. 
The time schedule was planned for an overall period of 
ten weeks,--a pre-testing period of one week a teaching period 
of eight weeks, and a post-testing period of one week~ 
During the pre- and post- testing periods standardized tests 
and inventories and sociometric measures were administered. 
During the interim the experimental groups had their dis-
cussions according to a planned time schedule~ and Control 
classes had their usual lessons at the customary hours. 
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Participants were selected in a definite order,--
(1) a school system which met certain desirable criteria, 
-----(2) classes within that system which met a certain set of 
criteria, and (3) Cooperating teachers who were selected 
against a still different set of criteria. Classes and 
Cooperating teachers were allocated to one of the three 
experimental programs by a combination process of drawing 
lots and arbitrary placement by certain rules. 
A program of directive-consultant guidance developed 
as the writer's role, reaching all types of participants • 
. 
Pupils were oriented to their experimental programs by the 
writer. Teachers were oriented in individual conferences 
and in group meetings, and continuous guidance by conference 
and meeting was maintained throughout the experiment. 
Observers also were directed by these two means. Parents, 
asked to evaluate the experiment, were briefed by letter 
before completing the Parent Evaluation form. 
The two major channels of guidance were the Teacher's 
Handbook, a complete ready-reference booklet covering the 
entire experimental program, and the continuous contact 
between the teaehers and the writers, which helped to direct 
the experiment into the desired development. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE: EVALUATION PROGRAM 
Introduction 
The evaluation program of an experiment is a vital 
area in that it is responsible for reporting the effects of 
the experiment • The group guidance discussions used in this 
experiment had certain expectations, and the instruments of 
evaluation which were selected had to be appropriate for 
measuring progress toward these expectations. Since the 
experimental program seemed to have four distinct areas to 
be evaluated, a variety of procedures was used, each chosen 
to suit the purpose and content being judged. These 
procedures included standardized measures, sociometric 
· techniques, obseJ;>vational reports and surveys. .They are 
described in the following section. 
Types of Evaluation Used 
Personal-Social Adjustment.--The experiment being 
concerned with personal-socia.l adjustment, there was need for 
careful evaluation to determine whatever changes of this type 
occurred during the experimental discussion period. 
Personal-social adjustment has two facets. One is intellectual, 
having to do with ideas or concepts·. The other involves 
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(l) attitudes# o~ points of view 1 and (2) behavior 1 or the 
expression of concepts and attitudes in action responses. 
It is quite possible for an individual to think or feel one 
way and behave another. To evaluate changes in this 
personal-social adjustment it is necessary to measure both 
concepts 1 (what one thinks) and behavior (how one applies 
what one thinks). For this reason 1 then 1 the evaluation 
program included both types of measures. 
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Academic Achievement.--Pupils involved in the 
Experimental program lost two class hours each week 1 one of 
Arithmetic and one of Social Studies. Since the experimental 
discussions were conducted for eight weeks 1 an equivalent of 
eight periods of each subject was omitted 1 comparable to two 
weeks' absence. It might be assumed that this loss would 
affect a pupil's achievement to the point of impairing his 
academic standing in a subject. If this were true it would 
be doubtful whether public school educators would believe it 
valuable to replace subject classes with a group guidance 
program in the sixth grade 1 a key grade for promotion into 
junior high school. On the other hand 1 only evidence would 
prove this assumption true or false. For this purpose 1 then 1 
the evaluation program included a measure of achievement in 
Arithmetic and Social studies. 
Climate and Conduct of Discussion Periods.--A third 
kind of measure was. needed to evaluate the situation itself 1 
rather than the pupils. The teacher-approach to the 
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discussions, her rapport with the pupils, her encouragement 
of free association and expression1 --all were factors which 
conditioned the environment according to the philosophical 
orientation of the experiment. Teachers were selected in 
terms of their ability to foster this atmosphere, and in the 
pre-experimental conferences with the teachers this personnel 
point of view was emphasized as being a pre-requisite1br the 
discussion periods. Records of pupil_ participation during 
each discussion, kept by the teachers, indicated something 
of this atmosphere. On the other hand, it seemed that reports 
by informed impartial observers would indicate best to what 
degree the Experimental teachers were able to cultivate this 
climate in their classrooms. For this purpose, then, effort 
was made to evaluate the degree to which the spirit of the 
experiment was maintained. 
Behavioral Applications.--A fourth type of evaluation, 
a study of behavioral responses, was also included in the 
experimental program. A critique by an observer provides a 
valuable measure. A critique by one involved in the event 
affords a measure of value, also. Therefore plans were made 
for obtaining evaluati0ns by the various participants~ whose 
judgments could be used in coordination with other measures 
to determine the effects of the experimental program. 
Choice of Instruments 
Personal-Social Adjustment.--A total of six instru-
ments was planned for evaluating personal-social adjustment. 
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Three of these were ~tandardized problems inventories which, 
although specific as ti items included, were general in 
their overall scope. 
It is a common understanding that the reliability of 
responses on personality inventories is doubtful. Since 
accuracy of measurement of personality changes was of vital 
importance to this experiment three different standardized 
inventories were used, thereby providing a reliability check 
on the responses given in any one inventory. This was 
possible by using these three measures, for although the 
format, approach and pattern of each was different from the 
others, all three contained comparative content. Two other 
procedures used were personalized sociometric techniques for 
studying interpersonal relations within each class. The 
sixth was an original follow-up measure to evaluate the 
carry-over from discussions to behavior responses. This was 
very specific in content, being built to match the concepts 
discussed in the group guidance discussions. 
(1) Standardized Instruments.--In selecting the 
standardized inventories to be used two aspects of composition 
had to be considered: (a) Inventories of personality adjust-
ment vary a great deal in type, pattern, content and ability 
level.. Therefore one consideration was to analyze each 
inventory for its own specific characteristics. (b) Because 
of this great variety, it was also necessary to analyze them 
for common. characteristics, since the data for all three 
would be compared. Criteria for common characteristics 
included the following: 
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1. Designed to evaluate groups rather than individuals. 
Since this study dealt with group characteristics 
only group measures were considered. 
2. Within the reading level of all sixth-graders. 
Personal-social inventories which were organized in 
a grade-level series, or have some other plan of 
developmental sequence, are easily identifiable as 
to grade level, and therefore the reading level. 
Even those having only a single form are usually 
constructed for a certain age group. Despite these 
efforts at grading, it is wise to consider a measure 
in terms of the group which is to use it. Content 
must be on the proper age level, but the reading 
power required must be on the proper ability level, 
in order to obtain results that are true. 
3. Simple, direct and interestipS. 
This criterion relates to format and directions. For 
the slow learner to be expected in a heterogeneous 
group, it is essential that the directions be clear 
and the procedure simple. Some inventories have an 
additional element which makes for enthusiastic 
participation,--interesting content or new and 
unusual organization, or both. This criterion 
influences pupil motivation so as to affect data 
considerably. 
4. Designed as a problems inventory or as a factual 
report of actual behavior,,rather than a behavior-
choice· organization for hypothetical situations. 
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A major weakness in the pencil-and-paper evaluation 
of personality is the possible inaccuracy of the 
responses. Possession of acceptable concepts or 
attitudes may make one 1s answers on the inventory 
correct, but one may not be indicating these responses 
in behavior. The value of the personal-social 
inventory, then is based on the honesty with which 
one answers the questions, and it seems that the 
suggestive-behavioral-situation, the "What-would-
you-do-if--?" type of question, permits a wide 
'• 
margin for giving the "correct" response rather than 
the "true, 11 the "ideal ir rather ·than the 11actual." 
f' ~ f' A" .1- A 
5. Content comparable to that of other inventories being 
used. In order to evaluate the same kind of changes 
with three different measures, these particular 
measures must all include the same content. Therefore 
every inventory selected must of necessity be similar 
in the concepts of behavioral responses presented. 
These concepts of course must include those discussed 
in the group guidance lessons. 
6. Comparatively recent in publication. The study of 
personality adjustment and interpersonal relations 
has been under much scrutiny of late years. With 
findings from investigations so recent, it could be 
anticipated that instruments of a recent date would 
reflect current findings, and be more effective 
than earlier measures. 
7. Content and scores meaningful to the classroom 
teachers. certain well-accepted instruments have a 
somewhat psychiatric, technical slant; some require 
specialized training and skill for interpretation. 
These seemed inappropriate for this experiment, for 
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it was hoped that as the Cooperating teachers 
administered the various measures they would study 
some of the pupils, even though they had no 
responsibility for scoring the measures. The instru-
ments finally selected were of the type generally used 
·in public schools 1 organized for the classroom teacher 
to administer and meaningful to him. 
8. Meets certain statistical requirements. Three 
essential characteristics set up by Froelich and 
Darley1 include the following: 
a. Adequate reliability 
"Reliability" is defined as "the extent to which 
a test is consistent in measuring whatever it 
lclifford P. Froelich and John G. Darley, Studying 
Students: Guidance Methods of Individual Anal sis (Chicago: 
Science Researc Associa es~ Inc. 1 952 1 pp. 2 -209. 
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does measure; dependability, stability, rela-
tive freedom from errors of measurement."2 
b. Adequate validity 
''validity" is defined as: 
the extent to which a test does the job for 
which it is used. Validity, thus defined, 
has different connotations for various kinds 
of tests, and accordingly, different kinds 3 of galidity evidence are appropriate for them. 
The validity of an achievement test is the 
extent to which the content of the test repre-
sents a balanced and adequate sampling of the 
outcomes ••• it is intended to cover (con-
tent, face, or curricular validity) ••• ~ 
The validity of a personality tes~ is the ex-
tent to which the test yields an accurate de&a 
cription of an individual's ~ersonality traits 
or personality organization {status validity).5 
c. Appropriate, valid and reliable norms 
The term "norms" is defined by Lennon as: 
. 
Statistics that describe the· test performance 
of specified groups, such as pupils of vari-
ous ages or grades in tge standardization 
group for a test •••• 
9. Practicality 
"Practicality" as defined by Froelich and Darley7 
includes several factors. They can be expressed most 
2Roger T. Lennon and others, "A Glossary of 100 
Measurement Terms," Test Service Notebook1 Number 13 (New York: Division of Test Research and Serv~ce, World Book 
Company}, p. 5. 
3Ibid • , p • 6 • 
4rbid. 
5rbid. 
6Ibid • , p • 4 • 
7Froelich, op. cit., pp. 209-211. 
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aptly as questions which must be answered about each 
test in the process of selection: 
a. Is the time limit convenient for a school operat-
ing with a certain time organization? 
b. Are the time elements involved in scoring, 
recording scores, finding norm equivalents and 
interpreting results reasonable? 
' 
c. Are the mechanics of administration simple? 
d. Is the cost relative to quality, usability, etc.~ 
e. Is it the best test for the situation? 
Selection of any given personality inventory for use 
in this experiment depended upon its meeting these nine 
criteria. 
Three standardized personality instruments were 
administered. One was the California Test of Personality, 
8 Elementary, Grades 4-8. This inventory has two major 
divisions, Personal Adjustment and Social Adjustment, each 
of which is subdivided into six minor areas: ·Self-Reliance, 
Personal Worth, Personal Freedom, Feeling of Belonging, 
Withdrawal Tendencies, Nervous Symptoms, Social Standards, 
Social Skills, Anti-Social Tendencies, Family Relations, 
School Relations and Community Relation&. The content items 
indicated that the test covered the type of concepts, atti-
tudes and behavior to be considered in the experimental 
8Louis P. Thorpe; Willis W. Clark and Ernest W. Tiegs, 
California Test of Personality, Elementar~ Forms AA and BB (Los Angeles: california Test Bureau, 19 3)Rev.). 
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discussions, and the presentation and format seemed appropri-
ate for the purposes of the experiment. As described in the 
Manual, the reliability and validity were adequate. Since 
this test seemed to meet the criteria listed above, it was 
selected. 
Another inventory used was the SRA Junior Inventory.9 
Its content is divided into six major parts: School, Home, 
Health, Myself, Getting Along with Other People and Things in 
General. The items can also be rearranged into seven other 
"special purpose 11 categories. Its total coverage seemed to 
parallel closely the other two inventories selected, thus 
providing a means of checking the reliability of responses 
given on the others ; 
An additional feature in its favor was its format. 
Each problem statement was descriptive of the individual and 
was followed by three boxes graded in size and a circle. 
The response was marked in a box the size of which indicated 
the seriousness of his problem to him. This format has an 
interest appeal to children, but more ~portant, it is a 
discriminating element not present in the "Yes-No 11 type of 
inventory, like the California. Encircling the major problem 
increases the discriminatory element in the SRA inventory, 
and opportunity for adding "other problems" increases its 
. . 
potential for discovering all the problems of any one child. 
~Hermann H. Remmers and Robert H. Bauernfeind, SRA 
Junior Inventory, Fonn~S(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 
1955). 
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This inventory also met the criteria set up for 
personality measures to be selected for this experiment. 
Although too new to have a backlog of reliability data~ its 
reliability was established as well as it usually is for a 
new test, and it seemed too promising to omit from the study. 
Mo~eover, in use it proved to be the most sensitive of the 
personal-social adjustment instruments used. 
A third inventory used was the Detroit Adjustment 
10 Inventory. It presented personalized situations or 
descriptions to which the pupil could relate himself. Three 
choices were given~ two opposite extremes and one neutral~ by 
which he could describe his reaction to the situation. 
Although the approach was different from the other inventories. 
the content was comparable~ providing study of eight separate 
areas: Individual~ Home, School, Community, Habits, Social~ 
Emotional~ and Ethical. The first four provide a study of 
environmental factors~ and the second four of the pupil 1s 
reactions~ in all a total of sixteen different types of 
responses. Reliability seemed adequate, also, making the 
test appropriate for the experiment and for checking 
reliability of the responses on the other inventories. 
Personalized Procedures.--Sociogram choices were 
l%arry J. Baker, Detroit Adjustment Inventory: 
Gamma Form of "Telling What I Doh for Grades Three through 
Six (Bloomington, Illinois: Public school PUblishing 
Company, 1952). 
made for three questions, all very different in content 
from each other: 
1. Which of your classmates would you like to 
have for your very best friend? 
2. Which classmate would you like to:.invite to 
your party? 
3. With whom would you like to study? 
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Appendix A: 7 gives a sample of the form completed by the 
pupils. 
Mature boys and girls evaluate their choices in 
relation to the situation, and their rational choice may or 
may not be an intimate friend. Also, if they are well 
adjusted socially they have friendly relationships with most 
pupils in their classes, and spread their choices. The data 
from these three choices were expected to show the complexion 
of the classes as to such items as the highly accepted 
pupils, the completely rejected pupils and the spread of 
choices. The emphasis was placed on overall group study 
rather than a study of individuals, because this was the 
theme of the investigation. Comparison of data from pre-
testing and post-testing programs;.was expected to show what 
change~ took place during the experiment. 
The Friendship Choices served as a Social Acceptance 
Scale. (See Appendix A: 7.) Although a sociometric measure 
like the Sociogram Choices, it was different in that every 
pupil had to evaluate his state of intimacy with every 
other pupil in his class~ rather than selecting only three 
choices for a question. This procedure was administered 
with the Sociogram Choices. Directions were clearly stated 
on the pupil's page~ except for the emphasis on giving 
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one 1s own individualized choices. For this purpose the 
teacher was directed to use Sociogram Choices: Teacher's 
Directions. (See Appendix A: 7.) Otherwise she merely read 
aloud with the pupils the direct~ons at the top of their own 
form~ to be sure they were understood. Again~ there was no 
individual~zed analysis~ only whatever manipulation of data 
would give a group analysis. 
The Action Report was intended to provide a constant 
observational self-evaluation of the manner in which the 
pupils applied to their behavior the concepts discussed in 
the Experirnentallessons. As the Behavioral Activity for the 
demonstration discussion the experimenter gave to the pupils 
the cover and Preface to a small booklet to be called their 
Action Report. It was to be compiled gradually during the 
e~periment by adding one page at the conclusion of each discussion. 
(See Appendix A: 7; A: g). Each page was a chart ruled 
horizontally into five columns to last a week. On the left 
were itemized in a list several behavioral aspects of the 
theme for that discussion. Each pupil~ following the 
directions in the Preface~ inserted the page in his Action 
Report~ selected his items for observation~ and checked them 
independently for one week's time. 
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This Action Report served a dual role,--ona as a 
self-evaluating measur~ for the pupils 1 and two as a teach-
ing device 1 used for discussion purposes in review lessons~ 
if so desired. It _could not be used as a source of statis-
tical data for the experiment because of the lack of 
control over the way in which the pupil was to use it. Its 
main purpose was to serve as another channel for strengthen-
ing the chances of the experim~nt for effecting behavior 
changes by keeping the Experimental pupils conscious of 
their behavior. 
The Behavioral Inventory~ the teacher's observational 
report 1 was intended for statistical evaluation of the 
experiment. (See Appendix A: 7.) It was a chart drawn with 
five vertical di, visions across the page 1 one per day. A 
vertical listing down the left contained the ten themes to be 
discussed. Under each theme was listed five of the items on 
. 
the pupils' Action Report chart for each discussion. This 
chart lay opep on the teacher's desk during the entire day, 
and each time she saw an example of any item she was to check 
it. In the space provided for Footnotes she was to write any 
pertinent remarks, such as, 11Betsy joined a group voluntarily 
for the first time today, 11 o~ 11Johnnie started to take Frank's 
ruler 1 but returned it voluntarily." 'Thus there was a record 
showing how often pupils applied their discussions to their 
behavior, and whether any specific pupils changed behavior 
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patterns during the experimental period. Therefore Control 
teachers as Well as Experimental used these forms. All ten 
themes were checked during the entire eight weeks. The 
implication was that as each theme was discussed the trend 
of the charted items might change in the Experimental groups, 
behavior being affected by the impact of the concepts dis--
cussed, wheras, experiencing no discussions, the Control 
pupils would behave as usual. 
The Response Records were another teacher-observation 
technique used for evaluation. This was a record kept during· 
each discussion period by the Experimental teachers. Eabh 
time a pupil contributed to the discussion his name was 
checked. The major purpose of this was to compare discussion 
responses in Picture classes with that in Thumbnail Sketch 
classes, the question being whether either technique would 
motivate more effectively than the other. Two correlative 
purposes were: one, to see how much was revealed to the 
teacher about the personal-social adjustment of her pupils, 
and ·two, to see how much discussion varied among the themes. 
This measure was used only by Experimental classes. 
Academic Achievement.--Two subject matter areas were 
evaluated in order to determine the comparative achievement 
of Control and Experimental group. The California Arithmetic 
Test, Elementary, for Grades 4~6, 11 and the California Test in 
llErnest W. Tiegs, California Arithmetic Test,-
Elementary, Grades 4, 51 6, Forms AA and BB (Los Angeles: ~fornia Test Bureau, 1950). 
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Social and Relat~d Sciences, Part I, Social Studies I, 
J..2 Elementary, for Grades 4-6, were administered for this 
purpose. These were selected because they met the neces-
sary criteria quoted earlier from Froelich and Darley,13 
and 'lihis particular social studies test because it contained 
the Ancient History content which was being studied by 
these experimental classes during the experimental period. 
Climate and Conduct of the Discussions.--This aspect 
of the experiment was a very important one. It was essential 
to establish the degree to which the Experimental pupils were 
experiencing an atmosphere of free expression, of mutual 
concern of one participant with another, of encouragement to 
do their own thinking rather than having answers told them, 
and of involvement by the teacher without judgmental 
reac·tiion. The implication was that if this could be done by 
the classroom teachers in the Experimental program it could 
be done by most teachers who really wanted to. 
Two types of procedure were used to evaluate this 
factor. CJ::}· qn~ was to organize a series of observational 
visi·tiations by people qualified to judge the situation. This 
experience was requested of every Cooperating teacher, since 
l 2aeorgia s. Adams and John A. Sexson, California 
Tests in Social·and Related Sciences, Part I, Social Studies 
I, Elementary Grades 5-8, Forms AA and BB (Los Angeles: 
California Test Bureau, 1953·). 
l3Froelich, loc. cit. 
only by observing both Experimental and Control classes 
could comparison be made. 
Observers included the three Guidance Counselors of 
the Elementary School program, and three of the Guidance 
Coune:elors from the Secondary School program. Since there 
are several Guidance Counselors in the total starr serving 
the four Secondary schools in the city, it was possible to 
set up selective criteria. They were as follows: 
1. Course and workshop background. 
2o At least five years of experience in Guidance on 
the level where she is now working. 
3. Interest enough in the experiment to want to 
observe the discussions, even though it meant 
considerable inconvenience to her own plans. 
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Two counselors from Junior High schools, and one from 
the senior High, who also had Elementary experience, met 
these criteria. All three counselors on the Elementary starr 
had a~equate·background to meet the criteria, so the total 
number of observers was six• 
Certain restrictions were also set up for organizing 
the observation schedules: 
1. Observers would visit singly. 
2. Each teacher was to be visited twice, a two-week 
interim between visits. 
3. Observers were not to visit teachers whose pupils 
they were servicing or would be servicing later. 
4. Each teacher· would be observed. by one Elementary 
and one Secondary Counselor. 
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5. In so far as possible observers would visit two 
classes with comparable socio-economic background •. 
6. Each counselor was to sample a sprea9. of all three 
programs. 
The observers arranged their schedules so there was 
no need to change the tim~ of the lessons. The entire visit-
ing s~hedule covered four weeks in May~ late enough in the 
experiment so teachers could have established-some skill in 
guiding their discussion~. The schedule is given in Figure 4 
below·,: 
Week of May 7 ~y 14 May 21 May 28 
Elementary Counselor #1 
--
TS-A Cont.-A P-D;P-B 
2 TS-D TS-B 
--
P-A;Cont .B 
' 3 TS-C c-c P-C Cont .-D 
Secondary Counselor 1 C-B P-C TS-D TS-B 
2 c-A P-D;P-A TS-A 
--, 
3 P-B C-D TS-C Cont.-C 
< 
Figure 4. Visiting Schedule of Observers 
Observers were briefed on.the experiment itself~ and 
on its progress to date~ in a special meeting for them pre-
ceding their visits. (See Chapter III~ p. 94.) At this time 
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they were asked to complete a report form for each visitation. 
This form was discussed1 and specific concepts were explained 
for items which might otherwise be open to individual inter-
pretation1 making the reports invalid and incomparable. 
(See Appendix A: 7.) Throughout the visitation month 
individual contacts were maintained with all observers, and a 
duplicated directive was circulated to observers and princi-
pals o (See Appendix A : '1,~ • ) 
{2) Another attempt to evaluate climate and procedure 
during the discussions was a stenographic report. Two 
Experimenta~ teachers were willing to permit a skilled steno-
. grapher to observe a discussion and record it • Both classes 
were in the Experimental-P program, but one was level A in 
socio-economic background, and one was level D. Since both 
were using the same theme for this particular discussion, 
there was excellent opportunity for comparing discussions by 
classes on two different levels, as well as to evaluate 
climB.te and procedure. The stenographic reports are included 
in Appendix A: 2a & 2b. 
Reaction to the Experiment.--Three procedures were 
used in an effort to evaluate the experiment in its entirety. 
A different form was prepared for pupils, teachers and 
parents. 
(1) Each pupil in an Experimental class was given a 
copy of the form, How Do You Feel About These Growing-Up 
Discussions? (See Appendix A: 7.) It attempted to evaluate 
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three aspects of the experimental program,--preference for a 
particular motivating technique, preference for certain 
themes, and re~ction to the experiment in general as a help-
ful experience in personal-social adjustment. 
Directions for administering the pupil evaluation 
were included in the final duplicated directive, Final 
Evaluation Procedures. (See Appendix A: 7.) It was 
intended that Experimental teachers should indicate their own 
reaction also to question #5, 'Tio you think these discussions 
helped you to ~ more grown-up?u This would have provided . 
'• 
an adult-observer evaluation to compare with the· pupil self-
evaluation. Since some teachers failed to do this, however, 
such a comparison was impossible. 
(2) Each Cooperating teacher was asked to complete a 
copy of Evaluation of Experimental Program by Cooperating 
Teachers. (See Appendix A: 7.) Directions were given in 
the final directive, explanation of phrasing being given 
wherever it seemed necessary to prevent confusion and 
diversity of interpretation, and questions for Control and 
Experimental teachers being specified. 
Five phases of the experimental program were 
evaluated: (~) the evaluation program, (b) preparation of 
Cooperating teachers, (c) choice of themes, (d) the discus-
sion program, and (e) the objectives of the experiment. A 
sixth section provided opportunity for reaction apart from 
the points specified. 
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(3) Parents of all pupils involved in the experiment, 
both Experimental and Control, were asked to complete a 
questionnaire. (See Appendix A: 7.) Its purpose was to 
indicate whether parents had observed any behavioral changes 
during the experimental discussion period. They had not 
been requested to observe previously, since a spontaneous 
response was desired. Each of the fifteen questions w~s 
pointed toward behavior associated with one 'of the themes 
discussed. A scale to the right of the questions gave the 
parent opportunity to grade his response by using three 
degrees of quantity, "Very much so" and "Not at all" as 
extremes, and "Some 11 as a mid-point. Since it was quite 
possible a parent might have observed nothing relative to 
some questions, the phrase 11Cannot say" was included to 
cover this situation. Also there was included a "Yes-No" 
question to discover whether pupils were stimulated enough 
by these discussions to talk about them at home. 
Time Schedule 
The overall program of evaluation consisted of three 
phases,--(1) pre-testing, or the evaluation before the 
experiment began, (2) post-testing, or the evaluation after 
the experiment was concluded, and (3) continuous study, or 
the evaluation that took place as the discussions proceeded. 
The pre-testing program consisted of five measures. 
These included Form AA of one stan~ardized inventory of 
personal-social adjustment, the only available form of two 
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other such measures~ two sociometric procedures~ and two 
. 
standardized achievement tests in subject matter. A 
schedule was made for each class to take the tests since 
it was wise for all pupils in one building to take the 
tests simultaneously. The sociometric procedures were 
fitted into-the week's schedule wherever the teacher found 
it convenient. 
The same plan was used during the week after the 
discussions. Form BB was used for the California tests. 
The Detroit Adjustment Inventory and SRA Junior Inventory 
' 
were repeated, since there was only one form available. An 
additional form for pupil evaluation of the experiment, How 
Do You Feel About These Growing-Up Discussions?~was 
completed at the same time. 
The continuous evaluation was that of behavioral 
activity. Pupil self-evaluation and group evaluation was 
recorded in their Action Report Booklets. Teacher evaluation 
was recorded on their Behavior Inventory for each week. 
Pupil Response Records indicated how effective each motivat-
ing technique and each theme was in stimulating discussion~ 
and in revealing to the teacher facts about the pupils 
heretofore unknown to her. The weekly contact between the 
experimenter and each Cooperating teacher was a stimulus to 
continuous inventorying and evaluating, and the several 
Experimental Aids and teachers• meetings were the result of 
this process. 
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Evaluations that occurred only once included the 
Observer visitations and the steographic reports. Although 
they were not repeated they also made their contributions to 
the evaluation program. 
Direction of the Participants 
In-service guidance of participants followed the 
same pattern as for the teaching aspects of the programs,--
meetings, duplicated directives and weekly contacts seemed 
to serve their needs. For parents, a retter of explanation 
-was included with the evaluation form, briefing them on the 
purposes and coverage of the experiment. 
Summary 
The experiment attempted to discover: (1) how 
successfully these group guidance discussions might help 
sixth-graders to adjust the personal-social facets of their 
personalities, (2) whether the children responded more 
effectively to motivation through pictures or through thumb-
nail sketches, and (3) whether such discussions would help 
a teacher to learn more of her pupils' personal-social 
adjustment. The program of evaluation included pre-testing, 
post-testing, continuous procedures and two procedures used 
only once. 
Measures of personal-social adjustment included: 
1. Three standardized personality inventories--to 
study through standardized measures what changes 
took place in personal-social adjustment during 
the eight-week experimental program. 
2. Sociometric procedures--to study through 
informal pupil judgments what changes took 
place in inter-personal relationships among 
class members during the period of discussions. 
3. A pupil self-evaluation record constructed with 
content relative to the themes discussed--to 
make pupils conscious that they must apply in 
their behavior the concepts discussed. 
4. A teacher 1s record of observed behavior 
constructed with content relative to the themes 
discussed--to provide a continuous observational 
check by the teacher on behavior related to the 
discussions, and to provide a means of noting 
how many children of special concern changed 
their behavior patterns. 
5. Records of pupil participation in each discussion--
to provide a means of studying whether children 
responded differently to different types of 
motivation, and to find out whether this kind of 
group discussion might reveal to a teacher clues 
about her pupils• personal-social needs. 
Measures of academic achievement included a test in 
Arithmetic and one in Social Studies--to determine how much 
loss occurred in these subjects for pupils who used for group 
guidance discussions time allotted to these subjects. 
Measures used to evaluate the climate and conduct 
of the discussions included: 
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1. Observational visits by the guidance counselors 
in the system--to indicate through impartial but 
understanding observation how closely the con-
ditions of the discussions carried out the basic 
philosophy of the experiment. 
2. Stenographic report--to indicate through 
verbatim report how closely the actual conditions 
inthe experimental lessons carried out the basic 
philosophy of th~ experiment. 
Measures for evaluating the experiment were used with 
all three types of evaluators. They included: 
1. Pupil evaluation form--to discover the pupils' 
reaction to the motivating techniques and themes 
used, and their opinion about including such a 
program in all sixth-and seventh-grade curricula 
as an aid in personal-social ~djustment. 
2. Teacher evaluation form--to discover the strengths 
and weaknesses o£ the teaching and evaluation 
programs, and to learn their opinion of the 
value of such a program as a regular part of the 
sixth-grade curriculum. 
3. Parent evaluation form--to discover whether 
parents noticed any effects of the program in 
their children's behavior. 
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All participants were given as much guidance as 
possible for making the evaluation program effective. 
Procedures for assisting them varied depending upon the role 
they were playing in the experiment. The Teacher's Handbook, 
meetings, duplicated directives and continuous weekly 
contacts were the types of guidance used. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
Purposes of the Study.-~h7re were two major purposes 
,. 
of this study. one~was to discover the general effectiveness 
of group guidance discussions in helping sixth-graders in 
•: 
their personal-social adjustment. The other was to compare 
the effectiveness of a non-verbal stimulus with a verbal one. 
For purposes of reporting the dataHave been organized 
to consider the following questions: 
By means of standardized measures: 
' 1. To what degree were changes in personal-social 
adjustment during the experimental period due to 
a particular motivating technique, or 11program11 ? 
2. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by sex difference? 
3. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by interaction of program technique 
and the group characteristics? 
4. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by the individual differences among 
the pupils? 
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5. To what degree was chronological age related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
6. To what degree was intelligence related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
7. To what degree was reading power related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
8. What influence was exerted upon academic achieve-
ment in arithmetic and social studies by loss of 
time in these content areas? 
By means of sociometric procedures: 
1. What interpersonal changes in adjustment took 
place during the experimental period? 
2. To what degree were interpersonal changes 
influenced by sex differences? 
3. To what degree were interpersonal changes 
influenced by socio-economic status? 
By means of other evaluative procedures: 
1 • How did the two program techniques compare in 
effectiveness in motivating discussion? 
2. To what degree was the spirit and philosophy of 
the experiment possible in the "usual 11 class-
room? 
3. What evaluations were placed upon the experimental 
program by the participants? 
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Plan of Presentation.--Data from standardized tests 
were analyzed to obtain means and standard deviations for 
comparing the spread of various groupings, and correlations 
for showing relationships between variables. Analysis of 
variance was the statistical technique used for ascertaining 
whether there were differences in the mean values among the 
groups. Significance of the F-raties is identified in the 
tables by the mode in general usage,--a single asterisk for 
those significant at the .01 level of confidence, and a 
double one for those significant at the .01 level. F-raties 
for .05 and .01 levels of confidence quoted from Garret~are 
included in each table. 
The report on the personal adjustment inventories is 
discussed first, presenting data relative to questions one 
through four. This is followed by the reports on academic 
achievement, sociometric procedures, and finally, other 
types of evaluation. 
Standardized Measures 
Correlations Among the Three Inventories.--Three 
measures of personal-social adjustment were used to provide 
as true a picture as possible of pupil adjustment. Table IV 
shows correlations among these three measures,--California 
Test of Personality, Detroit Adjustment Inventory, and 
', lHenry E. Garrett, Statistics in Ps~cholog* and 
Education (New York: Longmans, Green, 1958 , pp.Sl-4. 
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Science Research Associates Junior Inventory (hereafter 
referred to as SRA Junior Inventory). It must be noted that 
negative coeffia~ents between SRA and the other two measures 
represent ppsitive correlation, since improved adjustment is 
indicated on SRA by lower scores, and on the other inven-
tories by higher ones. By inspection it can be seen that 
these data indicate that the scores on all three personality 
adjustment inventories are distributed with similar patterns. 
TABLE IV 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APRIL AND JUNE DISTRIBUTIONS 
FOR CALIFORNIA, DETROIT AND SRA 
PERSONALITY INVENTORIES 
Cali- Cali-
fornia: Detroit Detroit: SRA fornia: 
Program No. April June April June April 
SRA 
June 
P: Boys 46 .72** • 70** -.68** -.72** -.70** * -.66* . 
- ' 
.69** Girls 41 .61** 
- . . -
TS: Boys 45 .66** .54** 
Girls 37 .63** .67** 
c: Boys 58 .64** .69** 
. -
Girls~ 43 .68** -71** 
> 
*Significant at the .05 leve12 
*~Significant at the .01 level 
-.40** 
. - . ~ 
-.30* -.35* -.62* 
--
~ 
-
-.39** -.55** -.46** -.66* 
-.51** -.42** 
--57** -·57* 
-.38** -.50** -.50** -.49* 
--
. -
-.64-** -.46-* -.33* -.08 
Data from these inventories is organized to consider 
the following questions: 
2Ibid., p. 201. 
* 
* 
~ 
* 
r 
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1. To what degree were changes in personal-social 
adjustment during the experimental period due 
to a particular motivating technique,·or 
"program"? 
2. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by sex differences? 
3. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by interaction of program technique 
and the group characteristics? 
4. To what degree were changes in adjustment 
influenced by the individual differences among 
the pupils? 
Changes in Mean Values of the Program Distributions.--
April-June means for California Test of Personality are 
given in Table V. Relationship among the distributions was 
measured by the Pearson Product-Moment correlation formula. 
The last column of this table shows coefficients for both 
boys and girls in Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and Centrol 
Programs. The r of .88 for Control girls is highest, and 
that of .63 for Thumbnail ~ketch boys the lowest, both being 
significant at the .01 level. In general, the June distri-
butions were the same as those for April. 
Mean differences for boys show decreases of 1.06 and 
4.62 for Picture and Thumbnail Sketch respectively, and an 
increase of 3.01 for Control. Mean differences for girls 
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show a decrease of' 1.95 and 4.19 for Picture and Thumbnail 
. . 
Sketch respectively 1 and an increase of 3.86 for Control. 
Comparison of program differences shows a slight decrease 
for both boys and girls in Pictur~ program1 a larger 
decrease for Thumbnail Sketch1 and increase in Control. 
Program 
P: Boys 
Girls 
TS: Boys 
Girls 
·C: Boys 
Girls 
TABLE V 
APRIL-JUNE MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
April June 
No. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
46 52.93 26.94 51.87 28.35 
41 58.78 23.81 56.83 23.76 
45 50.73 21.86 46.11 21.98 
37 57.84 20.55 s3.6s 22.68 
58 47.59 22.84 50.60 25.46 
43 65.58 24.29 69.44 25.63 
**Significant at the .01 level3 
DiffM r 
-1.06 
·77** 
-1.95 
-74** 
-4.62 .63** 
-4.19 .78** 
3.01 
·75** 
3.86 .88** 
Since an increase in score on this inventory repre-
sents a 9,ecrease in problems~ these data indicate that 
Control made the greatest gains in adjustment and Thumbnail 
Sketch the least. Picture groups seem to have become some-
what better adjusted~ but the change appears insignificant. 
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Table VI gives April-June results for the Detroit 
Adjustment Inventory. Relationship among the distributions, 
as measured by the Pearson Product-Moment formula, is shown 
to be much the same in both April and June. The r of .85 
for Picture boys is the highest and that of .60 for Picture 
girls the lowest, both being significant at the .01 level. 
Program 
P: Boys 
Girls 
TS: Boys 
Girls 
C: Boys 
Girls 
TABLE VI 
APRI~-JUNE MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR 
DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
April June 
No. Mean S.D. Mean s .. D. 
46 321.50 24.30 327.00 24.52 
41 331.68 17.16 335.15 18.55 
45 315.78 25.12 316.82 22.08 
37 332.03 17.79 331.41 17.38 
58 319.88 22.68 319.24 30.93 
43 338.40 14.86 343.65 19.87 
**Significant at the .01 level4 
DiffM r 
5-50 .85** 
3.47 .6o** 
1.04 
·15** 
-0.62 .69** 
-0.64 
-75** 
5.25 .83** 
Mean differences for boys show increases of 5.50 and 
1.04 for Picture and Thumbnail Sketch respectively, and a 
decrease of 0.64 for Control. Mean differences for girls 
show increases of 3.47 and 5.25 for Picture and Control 
respectively, and a decrease of 0.62 for Thumbnail Sketch. 
Comparison of program differences shows the largest increases 
4Ibid. 
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in Picture, varied and negligible changes in Thumbnail Sketch, 
and inconsistent changes for boys and girls in Control. 
Since an increase in score on this inventory represents a 
decrease in problems, these data indicate that Picture made 
the greatest gains in adjustment 1 Control the next greatest, 
and Thumbnail Sketch none. 
Table VII gives April-~une results for the SRA 
Junior Inventory. Relationship among the distributions 1 as 
measured by the Pearson Product-Moment formula, is shown to 
be comparable for April and June. The r of .78 for Control 
boys is the highest, and that of ~62 for Control girls the 
lowest, both being significant at the .01 level. 
Program 
P: Boys 
Girls 
-~S: Boys 
Girls 
C: Boys 
Girls 
TABLE VII 
APRIL-JUNE MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR 
SRA JUNIOR INVEN'fORY 
. April June 
No. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
46 63.80 30.10 39·5~ 30.78 
.. 
41 66.76 23.23 46.78 28.00 
45 56.53 27.43 51.98 28.02 
37 67.38 27.05 51.59 __ 28 .26 
58 64.95 30.76 47.59 33.24 
43 94~23 28.20 37.47. 3Q.23 
**Significant at the .01 level5 
5Ibid. 
I 
/ I 
I 
DiffM r 
24.28 .76** 
19.98 ·71** 
4.55 ·73** 
15.79 .65** 
17.36 .78** 
26.76 .62** 
1' 
.... 
', 
, ... 
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Mean differences for boys show decre~ses of 24.28 
for Picture and 17.36 for Control~ with only 4.55 for Thumb-
nail-Sketch. Mean differences for girls show decreases of 
19 .98 ~ 15.79 and 26 .,76 for Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and 
Control respectively. Comparison of program differences 
, shows almost identical decreases for Picture and Control~ 
with boys' and girls' differences in reverse positions in 
the two programs. There is much less difference for Thumb-
nail Sketch. Since a decrease in this inventory means a 
lessening of problems~ these data indicate that all three 
programs were better adjusted in June than in April~ but 
Thumbnail Sketch the least. 
Analysis of Variance for Sex Differences within 
Programs.--Tables VIII-XVI show the analysis of variance 
between sexes within each of the three programs as shown on 
the three personality inventories • The sources of variation 
are: (1) differences between the sexes, (2) April-June 
s~ores on each particular inventory~ (3) interaction or rate 
of change for t~ese two main effects, (4) diCferences among 
individuals, and (5) residual, or effect of error. 
Table VIII presents this analysis of variance for 
Picture program on California Test of Personality. The 
F-value·of 7.30 is significant at the .01 level, and it may 
be concluded that.individual pupils differed in their 
response on this inventory. 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN PICTURE PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PE~ONALITY 
' Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex 
Differences 1265.54 l 1265.54 1.05 
April-June 
Trials 95.63 1 95.63 .58 
Interaction: 
Sex &·Trials 8.51 l 8.51 .05 
Individuals 102665.50 85 1207.82 7 .30** 
Within 14063.36 85 165.45 
Total 118098.54 173 
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F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
1.31 1.47 
Table IX presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes for Thumbnail Sketch program on California Test of 
Personality. One F-value is significant at the .01 level, 
that of 5.58 for individuals, and one at the .05 level, that 
of 5.43 for April-June differences. Therefore it may be 
concluded that in Thumbnail Sketch program there were signi-
ficant differences in mean values between April and June 
scores, and individuals· differed in their rest::>onse on the 
California Test of Personality. 
' Table X presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes for Control program on California Test of Personality. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN 
THUMBNAIL SKETCH PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONAL'ITY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
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F F 
at at 
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Values .05 .01 
Sex 
Differences 2176-57 1 2176.57 2.64 
April-June 
Trials 803 .47rl l 803.47 5.43* 
.Interaction: 
Sex & Trials 1.91 1 1.91 .01 
Individuals 66069.59 80 825.86 5.58** 
W:t.thin 11839.12 80 147.98 
Total 80890.66 163 
TABLE X 
-
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN CONTROL PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of . Mean F-
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex. 
3.96 
3.96 
3.96 
1.31 
F 
at 
.05 
Differences 16750-72 1 16750-72 15.14** 3.96 
April-June 
Trials 575.64 1 575.64 4.76* 3.96 
Interaction: 
8.79 8.79 3.96 Sex & Trials 1 .07 
- 99 1106.26 9.16** 1.28 Individuals 109519.95 
Within 11963.07 99 120.83 
~otal-- 138818.17 201 
6.96 
6.96 
6.96 
1.47 
F 
at 
.01 
6.96 
6.g6 
6.96 
1.43 
:1 
I 
~ 
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Two F-valaes are significant at the .01 level~ that of 15.14 
fqr sex .differences~ and that of 9.16 for individuals. Also~ 
one is significant at the .05 level# that of 4.76 for April-
June differences. Therefore it may be concluded that in 
Control program there were significant differences between 
sexes~ there were significant differences in mean values 
between April and June scores, and individuals differed in 
. 
their response on California Test of Personality. 
Table XI presents the analysis of variance between 
. 
sexes for Picture program on Detroit AdJustme~t Inventory. 
Two F-values are significant at the .01 level, that of 8.24 
TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN PICTURE F.ROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of . of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex 
Differences 36#1.52 l 3641.52 4.31* 
April-June 
896.70 Trials 1 896.70 8.24** 
Interaction: 
Sex & Trials 44~96 1 44.g6 .41 
i!Z:tlld:irV.li!duals 71742.66 85 844.03 7·75** 
Within 9254.84 85 108.88 
Total 85580.68 173 
F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.g6 
1.31 1.47 
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for April-June differences~. and that of 7·75 for individuals. 
Also~ that of 4.3~ for sex differences is significant at the 
.05 level. Therefore it may be concluded that in Picture 
program there were significant differences between sexes~ 
there were significant differences in mean-values between 
April and June scores~ and individuals differed in their 
response on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
Table XII presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes for Thumbnail Sketch program on Detroit Adjustment 
Invento~y. Two F-values are significant at the .01 level~ 
that of 12.20 for sex differences~ and that of 6.38 for indi-
viduals. Therefore it may be concluded that in Thumbnail 
Sketch program there were significant differences between 
sexes, and individuals differed in their response on Detroit 
Adjustment Inventory. 
TABLE XII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN 
THUMBNAIL SKETCH PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F ... 
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex 
Differences 9651.30 1 9651.30 12.20** 
April-June 
Trials 3.51 1 3.51 .03 
Interaction: 
Sex & Trials 28.18 l 28.18 .23 
Individuals 63307.95 80 791.34 6.38** 
Within 9920.31 80 124.00 
Total 82911.25 163 
il' F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
1.31 1.47 
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Table XIII presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes for Control program on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
Two F-values are significant at the .01 level~ that of 23.22 
for sex differences~ and that of 6.56 for individuals. 
Therefore it may be concluded that in Control program there 
were significant differences between sexes~ and individuals 
differed in their response on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
TABLE XIII 
. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN CONTROL PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
DETRGIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex 
Differences 22750.04 1 22750.04 23.22** 
April-June 
176.83 176.83 1.18 Trials 1 
Interaction: 
Sex & Trials 428.88 1 428.88 2.87 
Individuals 96995.04 99 979.74 6.56** 
Within 14781.79 99 149.31 
Total 135132.58 201 
F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.96 6.96 
3·96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
1.28 1.43 
Table XIV presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes for Picture program on SRA Junior Inventory. Two F-
values are significant at the .01 level~ that of 100.81 for 
April-June differences 1 and that of 6.68 for individuals. 
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Therefore it may be concluded that in Picture program there 
were significant differences in mean values between April 
and June scores, and individuals differed in their response 
on SRA Junior Inventory. 
Source of 
variation 
Sex 
TABLE XIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN PICTURE PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
SRA. JUNI0R INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Sum of of Mean F-
Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Differences 1130.02 l 1130.02 
·19 
F 
at 
.05 
3-96 
April-June 
21540.78 21540.78 100.81** 3.96 Trials l 
Interaction: 
Sex & Trials 201.07 1 201.07 .g4 3-96 
Individuals 121375.16 85 1427.94 6.68** 1.31 
Within 18162.15 85 213.67 
Total 162409.18 173 
F 
at 
.01 
6.96 
6.96 
6.g6 
1.47 
Table XV presents the analysis of variance between 
sexes fo~ Thumbna21 Sketch program on SRA Junior Inventory. 
Two F-values are significant at the .01 level, that of 15.86 
for April-June differences, and that of 5.57 for individuals. 
Also, that of 5·35 for interaction is significant at the .05 
) level. Therefore it may be concluded that in Thumbnail Sketch 
program there were significant differences in mean values 
between April and June scores, there were significant 
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differences between boys and girls in their rate of change, 
and individuals differed in th1eir response on SRA Junior 
Inventory. 
TABLE JCV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES WITHIN 
THUMBNAIL SKETCH PROGUAM AS ·I SHOWN 0N 
... SRA JUNIOR INVENTORY 
Degree::1 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Sex 
Differences 1111.18 1 1111.18 .83 
April-June 
3795.85 3795.85 15.86** Trials 1 
Interaction 
Sex & Trials 1279-96 l 1279-96 5-35* 
Individuals 106666.12 80 1333-32 5·57** 
Within 19147.69 80 239-34 
Total 132000.80 163 
F F 
at at 
.05· .01 
3.96 6.96 
3-96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
1.31 1.47 
Table XVI presents the ;analysis of variance between 
sexes for Control program on SRL\ Junior Inventory. Two F-
values are significant at the .01 level, that of 84.90 :t'or 
April-June differences, and tha1~ of 6.16 for individuals. 
Also, that of 4.02 for interact:Lon is significant at the .05 
leyel. Therefore it may be conc~luded that in Control program 
there were sigRificant differenc1es in mean values between 
April and June scores, there wex•e significant differences 
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between boys and girls in their rate of change, and indi-
viduals differed in their response on SRA Junior Inventory. 
Source of 
variation 
Sex 
Differences 
April-June 
Trials 
Interaction: 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SEXES 
WITHIN CONTROL PROGRAM AS SHOWN ON 
SRA JUNIOR INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Sum of of Mean F-
Squares Freedom Squares Values 
1449.93 l 1449.93 .87 
23054.28 l 23054.28 84.90** 
Sex & Trials 1092.18 l 1092.18 4.02* 
-Individuals 165557·76 99 1672.30 6.16** 
Within 26883.54 99 271.55 
Total 218037.69 201 
F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
3.96 6.96 
1.28 1.43 
Analysis of Variance for Program Differences within 
'~.--T~bles XVII-XIX show the analysis of variance for 
program differences for boys, and Tables XX-XXII show the 
an~lysis for girls~ as shown on the three personality inven-
tories. The soarces of variation are: (l) differences am~ng 
programs, (2) Apri~-June scores on each particular inventory, 
(3) interaction between these two main effects, (4) differ-
ences among individuals 1 and (5) residual, or effect of 
error. 
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Table XVII presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for boys on California Test of Pevsonality. One 
.F-value~.that of 6.39 for individuals~ is significant at the 
.01 level • Therefore it may be concluded that individual 
boys in each program differed in their response on California 
Test of Personality. 
TABLE XVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR BOYS 
AS SHOWN ON CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
.. - ' 
Deg'rees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
;er0gram 
847.70 423.85 Differences 2 .39 
-April-June 
Trials 22.57 1 22.57 .13 
Interaction: 
I'·I!C1g~1· Trials 748.24 2 374.12 2.23 
Individuals 156926.04 146 1074.83 6.39** 
Within 24541.19 146 168.09 
Total 183085.74 297 
F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.07 4.78 
3.92 6.84 
3.07 4.78 
1.21 1.32 
Table XVIII presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for boys on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. One F-
value~ that of 7.46 for individuals~ is significant at the 
.01 level. Therefore it may be concluded that individual 
boys in each program differed in their response on Detroit 
Adjustment Inventory. 
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TABLE XVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR BOYS 
AS SHOWN ON DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Sq\ilares Freedom Squares Values 
.:P:c:ogram 
2916.11 1458.05 1.-27 Differences 
April-June 
232.10 1.51 Trials 232.10 1 
Interaction: 
Pr.og ... } Trials 499-99 2 249.99 1.62 
167971.23 ~ 1150.48 7.46** Individuals 14G 
Within 22505.41 146 154.14 
Total 194124.84 297 
F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.07 4.78 
3.92 6.84 
~.07 4.78 
1.21 1.32 
Table XIX presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for boys on SRA Junior Inventory. Three F-values 
are significant at the .01 level, that of 82.37 for April-
June differences, that of 10.34 for interaction, and that of 
7.48 for individuals. Therefore it may be concluded that 
. . 
for boys there were significant differences in mean values 
between April and June scores, there were significant 
differences among the three programs in the boys' rate of 
change, and individuals diffe~ed in their response on SRA 
Junior In~entory. 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS QF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR BOYS 
AS SHOWN ON SRA JUNIOR INVENTORY · 
Begrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Squares Freediom Squares Values 
Fro gram 1087.68 2 543.84 -33 Differences 
April-June 
18202.14 l 18202.14 82.37** Trials 
Interaction: 
P:rua>g:; Trials 4568.45 2 2284.22 10.34** 
Individuals 241179.91 146 1651.91 7.48** 
Within 32263.91 146 220.98 
Total 297302.09 297 
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F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3.07 4.78 
3.92 6.84 
3.07 4.78 
1.21 1.32 
Table XX presents the analysis of variance among pro-
grams for girls on California Test of Personality. One 
F-value is significant at the .01 level~ that of 9.11 for 
individuals. Also, two are·significant at the .05 level~ 
tha~ of 3.16 for differences among programs~ and that of 3.12 
for interaction. Therefore it may be concluded that there 
were significant differences among programs for girls~ there 
were significant differences among the three programs in the. 
girls'· rate of change, and individuals differed in their 
response on California Test of Personality. 
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TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR GIRLS 
AS SHOWN ON CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
~ Degrees 
Source of Sum ef of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
F~G5gram 
Differences 6494.29 2 3247.14 3.16* 
April-June 
19.68 1 19.68 .17 Trials 
Interaction: 
F F 
at at 
.os .01 
3-09 4.82 
3.94 6.90 
f32~g~.s Trials 703.46 2 351.73 3.12* 3.09 4.82 
Individuals 121329.00 118 1028.21 9.11** 1.26 1.39 
Within 13324.36 118 112.91 
Total 141870.79 241 
Table XXI presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for girls on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. One 
F-value is significant at the .01 level~ that of 5.60 for 
individuals. Also, two are significant at the .05 level, 
that of 3.72 for differences among programs, and that of 5.07 
-,_ for April-June differences. Therefore it may be concluded 
that there were significant differences among programs for 
girls, there were significant differences in mean values 
between April and June scores, and individuals differed in 
their response on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR GIRLS 
AS SHOWN ON DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
Er~gram 
4037.20 2 ·2018.60 3.72* Differences 
April-June 491.83 1 491.83 5.07* T~ials 
Interaction: 
~:12.eg&;Trials 355.14 2 177.57 1.83 
Individuals 64074.9-g 118 543.00 5.60** 
Within 11451.53 118 97.04 
Total 80410~12 241 
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F F 
at at 
.05 .01 
3-09 4.82 
3.94 6.90 
3·09 '4.82 
1.26 1.39 
Table XXII presents the analysis for variance among 
programs for girls on SRA Junior Inventory. Two F-values are 
significant at the .01 level,, that of 99.62 for April-June 
~ differences, and that of 4. 77 for individuals. Therefore it 
~ may be concluded that there were significant differences in 
mean values between April and June scores, and individuals 
.differed in their response on SRA Junior Inventory·. 
) Analrsis of Vari~nce for Program Differences within 
f Total Groups.--Tables XXIII-~ show ~he analysis of variance 
for program differences within total groups as shown on the 
three personality inventories. The sources of variation are 
the same as those for separate sex groups. 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR GIRLS 
AS SHOWN ON SRA JUNIOR INVENTORY 
Degrees 
Source of Sum of of Mean F-
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values 
E:Eogram 
3168.37 1584.18 Differences 2 1.23 
April-June 
26954.19 26954.19 99.62** Trials l 
Interaction: 
Prog .. t; Trials 1239.34 2 619.67 2.29 
Individuals 152419.13 118 ~.~291.68 4.77** 
Within 31929.47 118 270.58 
Total 215710.50 241 
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F F 
at at 
.os .01 
3·09· 4.82 
3.94 6.90 
3.0g 4.82 
1.26 1.39 
Table XXIII presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for total groups on California Test of Personality. 
Two F-values are significant at .01 level, that of 5.05 for 
interaction, and that of 7.88 for individuals. Therefore it 
may be concluded that there.were significant differences 
among the three programs in the rate of change of the total 
groups, and individuals differed in their response on 
California Test of Personality. 
Table XXIV presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for total groups on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
Two F-values are significant, that of 7.78 for individuals 
\ 
TABLE XXIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR TOTAL GROUPS 
AS SHOWN ON CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
Degrees F 
Source of Sum of of Mean . F- at 
Variation Squares FreedC?m Squares Values .05 
.Pragram 
2471.14 3.04 Differences 2 1235~57. 1.11 
April-June 
42.22 42.22 3.89 Trials l .30 
Interaction: 
fr:og&;Trials 1432.54 2 716.27 5.05** 3.04 
Individuals 298447.87 267 1117-78 7.88** 1.14 
Within 37884.74 267 141.89 
Total 340278.51 539 
TABt.E XXIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR TOTAL GROUPS 
AS SHOWN ON DETROIT ADJUSTMENT INVENTORY 
Degrees F 
Source of Sum of of Mean F- at 
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values .05 
Er,.o.gram 
3309.49 1654.74 1.65 3.04 Differences 2 \ 
April-June 
684.56 684.56 3.89 Trials l 5-30* 
Interaction: 
~og.;; Trials 392.48. 2 196.24 1.52 3.04 
Individuals 268088.51 267 1004.07 7-78** 1.14 
Within 34458.96 267 129.05 
Total 306934.00 539 
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F 
at 
.01 
4.71 
6.76 
4-7+ 
1.21 
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at the .01 level, and that of 5.30 for April-June differ-
ences at the .Q5 level. Therefore it may be concluded 
that there were significant differences in mean values 
between April and June scores, and individuals differed in 
their response on Detroit Adjustment Inventory. 
Table XXV presents the analysis of variance among 
programs for total groups on SRA Junior Inventory. Three 
F-values are significant at the .01 level; that of 176.58 
for April-June differences, that of 8.47 for interaction, 
and that of 5.95 for individuals. Therefore it may be con-
cluded that there were significant differences in mean 
TABLE XXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG PROGRAMS FOR TOTAL GROUPS 
AS SHOWN ON SRA JUNIOR INVENTORY 
. , 
Degrees F F 
Source of Sum of of Mean F- at at 
variation Squares Freedom Squares Values .05 .Ol 
FI!<Jgram 
Differences 776.13 2 388.06 .26 3.04 4.71 
April-June 
44154.97 44154.97 176.58** Trials l 3.89 6.76 
Interaction: 
Br!og&; Trials 4235.95 2 2117.97 8.47** 3.04 4.71 
Individuals 327290.17 267 1487.97 5-95** 1.14 1.21 
Within 66766.58 267 250.06 
Total 513223.80 539 
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values between April and June scores~ there were significant 
differences among the tbree programs in the rate of change 
of the total groups, and individuals differed in their 
response on SRA Junior Inventory. 
5. To what degree was chronological age related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
Table XXVI shows data~ computed by the Pearson 
Product-Moment formula, indicating the relationship between 
chronological age and performance on-the three personality 
adjustment inventories. (Since low scores o~ SRA Junior 
' 
TABLE XXVI 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND SCORES ON 
ALL PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT INVENTORIES 
California Detroit SRA 
Program ;No. April June April June April June 
P: Boys 46 -.30* -.32* -.39** -.42** .46** .29* 
Girls 41 .25- -.16- -.21~- -.13-" .07-- .oa~ 
TS: 'Boys 45 .21 .14 .08 .04 .15 .11 
Girls 37 -.07 -.20 -.26 .07 .25 .17 
0: Boys 58 -.22 -.17 -.20 -.25 .13 .21 
Girls 43 -.21 -.32* -.21 -.17 .14 .25 
*Significant at .05 level **Significant at .01 level 
Inventory indicate the best adjustment~ positive correlation 
with chronological age actually indicates negative correla-
tion of scores. In general, the correlations indicate that 
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for pupils in this study there was no parallel relationship 
between chronological age and degree of personality adjust-
ment. This impl~es that in conducting the experimental 
discussions, and in evaluating change due to these 
experiences, chronological age could not be isolated as a 
causative factor in poor adjustment. These facts show some 
relationship to those discussed in the study of 11isolates, 11 
"poorly chosen" and "well-chosen" pupils. 
6. To what degree was intelligence related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
Table XXVII presents data, computed by the Pearson 
Product-Moment formula, indicating the relationship between 
intelligence level and performance on the three. personality 
TABLE XXVII 
CORRELATION BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND SCORES 
ON ALL PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT INVENTORIES 
California Detroit SRA 
Program No. April June April· June April 
P: Boys 46 .21 .28* .32* ·33* -.25 
Girls 41 .24 .27 - .16- -.03 -.07 
TS: Boys 45 -.02 .15 .01 .oo -.25 
Girls 37 .04 .23 -.00 -.06 -.03 
c: Boys 58 .21 .16 .32* 
-37** -.os 
Girls 43 -3~* .40** .18 .19 -.38* 
*Significant at .05 level 
-t*Significant at .01 level 
June 
-.26 
-.20 
-.05 
-.lg 
-.25 
-.41** 
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adjustment measures. (Again it must be noted that positive 
correlation of SRA s~ores with intelligence scores indicates 
negative correlation.) In general, the same implications 
can be drawn for intelligence as for chronological age. 
7• To what degree was reading power related to 
personal-social adjustment? 
Table XXVIII presents data, computed by the Pearson 
Product-Moment formula, indicating the relationship between 
level and performance on the three personality adjustment 
inventories. (Again it must be noted that positi¥e cerrela-
tion between reading scores and SRA scores indicates negative 
correlation.) For pupils in this study the same general 
I 
implications apply for reading as for chronological age and 
intelligence. 
TABLE XXVIII 
CORRELATION BETWEEN READING SCORES AND SCORES ON ALL 
PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT INVENTORIES 
California Detroit SRA 
Program No. April June April June April 
P: Boys 46 .02 .07 .og .08 9~07 
Girls 41 .Gl .23 .13 -.12 .Gl 
TS: Boys 45 .oo .20 .04 .02 -.27 
Girls 37 .03 .22 -.14 -.05 -.02 
C: Boys 58 .23 .23 .29* .27* -.04 
Girls 43 .32* .40** .26- .23- -.41 
*Significant at .05 level 
**Significant at .01 level 
June 
9.13 
-.14 
-.14 
-.21 
-.18 
-.32 
8. What influence was exerted upon academic 
achievement in arithmetic and social studies 
by loss of time in these content areas? 
Table XXIX gives April-June results for thE! 
. 
California Achievement Test of Arithmetic. Correlation 
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coefficients, obtained by·the Pearson Product-Moment formula, 
range from .81 to .86, indicating a high degr~e of similar+ty 
between the April and June distributions. 
Program 
P: Boys 
TABLE XXIX 
. 
APRIL-JUNE DIFFERENCES FOR CALIFORNIA 
. ACHIEVEMENT TEST OF ARITHMETIC 
April June 
No. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
46 6.9 .8 6.8 1.0 
Giris(l 41 6.7 
·7 6.9 .8 
TS: Boys 45 6.7 
·7 6.9 .8 
Girls i 31 6.8 .6 7.0 .8 
C: Boys 58 6.2 
·9 6.5 1.0 
Girls 43 6.7 
·9 6.9 1.0 
Di1~f 
'M r 
.J. .86 
.2 ·.83 
.2 .83 
.• 2 .81 
.3 .85 
.2 .87 
Mean differences for boys show that those in.the 
Picture program gained only one month, those in the 'l~humbnail 
Sketch program two months, and those in Control three. All 
girls' groups gained two months. 
The ~-ratios computed to determine the significance 
of these gains are present~d in Table XXX. F-raties for all 
Program 
p 
TS 
0 
TABLE XXX 
SIGNIFICANCE OF APRIL-JUNE DIFFERENCES 
FOR CALIFORNIA ARITHMETIC TEST 
No. April June DiffM F-ratio F at 
87 6.7 6.9 .2 9.07** 3.96 
" -
82 6.8 7.0 .2 13.04** 3.96 
101 6~4 6.7 
·3 20.15** 3.96 
**Significant at .01 level 
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F at 
.os .01 
6~96 
6.g6 
6.96 
three programs are significant at the .01 level, indicating 
that all pupils made satisfactory gains, regardless of their 
program. It may therefore be assumed that using one 
arithmetic period per week for group guidance discussions 
did not retard the progress of pupils in t~e Experimental 
programs. 
Table XXXI gives April-June results for the California 
Achievement Test of Sdcial'and Related Sciences. Correlation 
. TABLE XXXI 
APRIL-JUNE DIFFERENCES FOR CALIFORNIA TEST OF 
ACHIEVEMENT IN SOCIAL AND RELATED SCIENCES 
April June DiffM ;Program No. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
P: Boys 46 7.4 1.9 7.4 1.9 .o 
Girls 4L 6.6 1.9 6.6 2.0 .o 
TS: Boys 45 7.0 1.8 7.0 1.9 .o 
Girls 37 6.7 1.7 7.1 1.4 .4 
C: Boys 58 6.8 1.9 6.7 1.9 -.1 
Girls 43 6.1 1.8 7.0 2.0 .9 
r 
.82 
.81 
.78 
.73 
.82 
.62 
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coefficients, obtained by the Pearson Product-Moment formula, 
range from .62 to .82, indicating a high degree of similar-
ity between the April and June distributions • 
. 
Mean difference~ for boys show that those in Experi-
mental programs made no change, while those in Control 
regressed one month. Girls in the Picture program made no 
change, those in Thumbnail Sketch gained 4 months., and those 
in Control gained 9 months. 
The F-raties computed to determine the significance 
of these changes are p~esented in Table XXXII. Only the 
Control program shows a significant gain, and this at the 
.01 level, indicating that pupils in the Experimental 
programs failed to make the desired level of achievement in 
June. It might therefore be assumed that using one social 
J 
studies period per week for group guidance discussions 
proved a handicap to Experimental pupils. 
TABLE XXXII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF APRIL-JUNE DIFFERENCES FOR 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF ACHIEVEMENT IN 
SOCIAL. AND RELATED SCIENCES 
Mean F at 
Program No. April June DiffM F-ratio .05 
p 87 7-0 7.0 o.o .01 3.96 
TS 82 6.8 7.0 .2 2.28 3.96 
c 101 6.5 6.9 .4 8 .08**' ~3 .96 
F at 
.01 
~.96 
6.96 
6.g6 
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Sociometric Procedures 
In the course of the analysis of sociometric data 
the three basic ~uestions below are discussed. They are 
not presented separately, however, but all three are 
included in each phase of the analysis: 
1. What interperso~l changes in adjustment took 
place during the experimental period? 
2. To what degree were interpersonal changes 
influenced by sex differences? 
3. To what degree were interpersonal changes 
inf~uenced by socio-economic status? 
Friendshi.p Choice Computations.--The pupil directions 
for making the friendship choices instructed them to give 
every classmate a friendship value from one to four, one 
being the highest value and four the lowest. For treatment 
of the data, however, the weights were reversed, so_ the 
.., ~ .... 
highest number represented the closest friendships •. Each 
value was multiplied by the number of times it was given or 
received, and the total of these figures became the pupil's 
Friendship Choice score. (See Appendix B: 1.) 
Friendship Choices Made.--Table XXXIII presents 
means and standard deviations for Friendship Choices Made in 
April and June. April means are almost identical for all 
three programs, with 88.48, 88.81 and 87.65 for Picture, 
Thumbnail Sketch, and Control respectively. These data indi-
. cate that before the experiment began pupils in all programs 
Group 
P: A 
B 
c 
D 
Total 
TS: A 
B 
c 
D 
Total 
0: A 
B 
0 
D 
Total 
TABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN DIFFERENCES IN 
FRIENDSHIP CHOICES MADE 
April June 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
89.20 10.60 88.50 11.80 
83.50 9·30 86.85 7.80 
73.20 11.15 83.35 11.65 
108.00 10.90 97.10 14.05 
88.48 10.49 88.95 11.33 
97.45 15.10 98.60 17.40 
87.45' 6.30 8].05 10.70 
88.15 13.35 90.65 12.90 
82.20 11.10 84 .90. 13-50 
88.81 11.46 90.30 13.63 
101 .. 00 10.65 96.oo 11.35 
73·75 10.70 76.25 11.30 
78.35 8.45 83.90 8.15 
97·50 11 .• 25 98.30 14.15 
87.65 10.26 88.61 11.24 
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DiffM 
-0.70 
3.35 
10.15 
-10.90 
0.47 
1.15 
-0.40 
2.50 
2.70 
1.49 
-5.00 
2.50 
5·55 
0.80 
0.96 
had similar interpersonal relationships within their groups. 
' Comparison of socio-economic group data shows a few instances 
of large differences, but no trends. 
June mean data indicate that the programs made eompar-
) ' 
able gains. The largest of these is 1.49 tor Thumbnail 
Sketch. Therefore it seems that these out-going friendship 
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6 
valuesJ or this 11sooial expansivenessJ 11 represented by 
. ' 
Friendship Choices Made, changed little through the discus-
sion experiences. Comparison of' changes made within socio-
economic groups shows both radical and slight differences, 
positive and negative dif'f'erencesJ but no trends or patterns. 
FriendshiE Choices Received.--TableXKXIV shows the 
means and standard deviations f'or Friendship Choices 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF MEAN DIFFERENCES IN 
FRIENDSHIP CHOICES RECEIVED 
-
April June 
Group Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Dif'f'M 
P: A 88.15 12.90 84.95 12.25 -3.20 
B 83.oo 15.65 92.60 15.50 9.60 
. 
c 77.10 10.35 81.95 7·75 4.85 
D 86.r5 13.45 90.10 16.10 3-35 
Total 83-75. 15.59 87.40 12.90 3.65 
TS: A 97.30 13 ·35 98.55 13.35 1.25 
B 86.40 8.25 81.95 9.00 -4.45 
c 76.85 13.85 91.25 15.60 14.45 
D 78.60 11.75. 79.05 11.90 0.45 
Total 84.79 11.80 87-70 12.46 2.93 
C: A 96.65 13.60 98.70 11.15 2.05 
B 68.75 10.06 75-70 g.20 6.95 
c 80.50 8.50 84.45 10.30 3·95 
D 85.20 12.15 93-30 12.85 8.10 
Total 82.40 11.08 88.04 10.88 5.26 
Received in April and June. April means for all three 
~rograms are comparable, 83.75, 84.79 and 82.40 for 
Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and Control respectively. These 
data, also, indicate that before the experiment began 
pupils in all programs haq similar interpersonal relation-
~ t 
ships within their groups~' Compari~on of so~io-economic 
group data showa instances of large differences, but no 
trends or patterns. 
June mean data show comparable gains of 3.65 and 
2.93 for the Picture and Thumbnail Sketch programs 
respectivelY. Control, however, with a gain of 5.26, was 
higher. Comparison of socio-economic group data indicates 
no pattern or trend. 
Since all program differences. were so small, and 
socio-economic differences so scattered, tests of signifi-
cance of the differences seemed unnecessary. 
Relationship between Friendship Choices Made in 
April and in June.--Correlation coefficients were computed, 
using the rank-difference formula, to show the relationship 
between Friendship Choices Made in April and ~n June. 
TableXXXVshows the coefficients for each of the twelve 
groups and for the totals for the three programs. 
Comparison or data for the program totals shows a ~ 
or .4g, .54 and .41 for Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and 
Control respectively. Each is statistically significant, 
Picture and Thumbnail Sketch at the .01 level, and Control 
TABLE XXXV 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR FRIENDSHIP CHOICES 
MADE IN APRIL AND IN JUNE. 
Group Number p 
P: A 33 0.44* 
B 30 0.45** 
c 28 o·.57** 
D 36 0.51** 
T 127 o.4g** 
TS: A . 36 0.61** 
B 28 0.40*-
c 34 0.62** 
D 33 0.51** 
T 131 0.54** 
C: A 35 0.18 
B 26 0.64** 
c 28 0.40*-
JD 34 0.41* 
T '>..~:~ .. 123 0.41* 
*Significant at .05 level **Significant at .01 
- 7 ~ at the .05 level. Differences among the three program 
correlations were testedf~or significance by converting 
the rank-order coefficients to Fisher•s z eoefficientsJ8 
7Joy P. GailfordJ Fundamental Statistics in 
Psychology and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, l956)J 
pp. 538-g. 
'8 Ibid. J p. 545. 
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and then using the formula, t = ----
' I. 1 - 1 v~ N2-3 
•
9 Results are 
shown in Table XXXVI. There are no significant differences 
among the three· programs. Since significant April-June 
correlation is found in Control as well as in both Experi-
mental, it must be assumed that factors other than the 
experimental discussions had stabilizing effect, and that 
the particular technique was not a significant factor. 
TABLE XXXVI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF PROGRAM DIFFERENCES FOR APRIL-JUNE 
CORRELATIONS FOR FRIENDSHIP CHOICES MADE 
Group p t-score t at .05 t at .01 
p 
.49 
·77 1.96 
c .41 
p 
.49 
TS .54 .50 1.96 
TS .54 
c .41 
1.23 1.96 
Correlations for the socio-economic groups in 
Picture program tend to be close to the correlation for 
total program. In Thumbnail Sketch program groups vary more, 
and in Control they vary the most. These extremes in Control 
9Ibid • ,, pp • 241-2 • 
-
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seem to indicate less stability within this program than in 
either of the Experimental programs. It may be inferred 
then 1 that this stability of the Experimental groups might 
be an effect of the experiment. There seems to be no common 
pattern for socio-economic levels throughout the twelve 
groups. 
Friendship Choices Made indicate the acceptance of 
the group by the individual. The data show that between 
April a~d June this acceptance remained relatively the same 
' 
. 
for pupils in all three programs. In other words 1 pupils 
retained the same friendship status in the eyes of their 
classmates; the experimental discussion experiences did not 
effect change. Jennings10 quotes research data which show 
significantly positive correlation between Friendship 
, Choices Made on Test I and those on Test ~I. Her explana-
tion includes the following: 
• • • the extent of his own capacity to exercise 
choice and rejection is not limitless or randomly 
yariable; it shows a definable range 1 a range that 
may be called his emotional repertoire (for 
responding by choice or rejection) in expansive-
ness to others 1 an attribute that may be seen as a 
relatively perament attribute.ll 
Therefore 1 it is quite possible that pupils in the· 
Experimental programs of this study were influenced by 
characteristics peculiar to themselves when they made their, 
10Jennings 1 op. cit.~ pp. 55-56. 
11 8 Ibid. 1 P• 5 • 
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choices. Other sociometric studies support this same con-
sistency of "choice position" over a period of time, and 
' 
report coefficients of reliability in the nineties. 
Jennings concludes: "such evidence is an important indi-
cation that the 'choice status• of the individual does not 
change rapidly. "12 
Relationship between Friendship Choices Received in 
April and in June.--correlation coefficients were computed, 
using the rank-difference formula, te show the relationship 
between Friendship Choices Received in April and in June. 
Table XXXVII shows the coefficients·for each of the twelve 
TABLE XXXVII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR FRIENDSHIP CHOICES 
RECEIVED IN APRIL AND IN JUNE 
Group Number p 
P: A 33 0.82** 
B 30 0.95tt 
c 28 o.g6-lE'* 
D 36 0.97** 
T 127 0.93** 
TS: A 36 0.86** 
B 28 o.~l~* 
c 34 o. 7** 
D 33 o.got-t 
T 131 0.84** 
C: A 35 I 0.83** 
B 26 0.84~-lt 
c 28 o.84** 
D 34 0.89** 
T 123 0.85** 
**Significant at .01 level 
12 Ibid • , p • 32 • 
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group~ and the totals for the three programs. 
Comparison of data for the program totals shows a £ 
of .93, .84 and .85.for Picture, Thumbnail Sketch and 
Control respectively. Each is statistically significant 
at the .01 level of confidence.13 
Differences among the three program correlations 
were tested f'or significance by using--Fisher's z transfor-
mation as before.14 Results ~reshown in Table XXXVIII. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF PROGRAM DIFFERENCES FOR APRIL-JUNE 
CORRELATIONS FOR FRIENDSHIP CHOICES RECEiv.ED 
Group p t-score t at .05 t at .01 
p 
·93 3-07** 1.96 2.58 c .85 
p 
·93 3.38** 1.96 2.58 TS .84 
TS .84 
.31 1.96 2.58 c .85 
**Significant at .01 level 
The t-score of' 3.07 relating Picture and Control, and that 
of' 3.38.f'or Picture and Thumbnail Sketch are both signif'i-
aant at the .01 level.15 Therefore the null hypothesis that 
' 
l3Guilf'ord, loc. eit., PP• 538-9. 
14Ib1d., p. 545. 
15rbid • , pp • 538-9 • 
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the experimental discussions would effect no differences 
among groups may be rejected, and it rna~ be accepted that 
the changes within Pictqre groups for Friendship Choices 
Received were significantl~ different from those of the 
other two programs. It may be assumed that their discus-
sion experiences had some influence in effecting this 
stability and the ~icture technique was more effective 
than the Thumbnail Sketch~ 
Comparison of socio-economic group data shows that 
the least consistency between April and June occurs in 
Picture: A and Thumbnail Sketch: B, the higher socio-
economic .levels. This is true in Control:A also. Group~ c 
and D in every program show the greatest degree of con-
sistency. Since this pattern is common to all three 
programs .it can hardly be an effect of the experiment. It 
might, however, be attributed to the socio-economic level 
of pupils, and might indicate that friendships on the lower 
levels tend to remain more constant. 
Individual group correlations seem to be closest to 
the program correlation in Control, vary more in Picture, 
and vary most in Thumbnail Sketch. In Fr~endship Choices 
Received, then, it seems that the Experimental groups made 
more changes than Control. The extremely high April-June 
correlations, however, indicate a high degree of stability 
in all program totals. 
Friendship Choices Received indicate the acceptance 
of the individual by the group. The data show that between 
April and June this acceptance changed little for all 
programs. This may be interpreted to mean that each pupil 
retained his group status~ leaders remaining leaders~ and 
isolates, isolates~ and the group structure for the most 
part remaining about the same. This implies that the impact 
of the experimental discussions produced no noticeable 
I 
changes in the status of individuals with their classmates~ 
and the constancy of choice was due to some other factor 
common to all three programs. 
In support of such findings, Jennings16 reported a 
. 
study where choices of this type were made, and responses 
on Test I showed a correlation of .45 with those of Test II. 
She states that u ••• the individual has a characteristic 
value in respect to the amount of positive and negative 
reaction he arouses from other individuals. This individual 
characteristic may be called his stimulus-value.ul7 Her 
conclusion admits a restriction on Friendship Choices 
Received which is innate to her situation. It would seem 
that this same force may have been operating in the experi-
ment being reported here~ thus limiting interpersonal changes. 
Relationship between Friendship Choices Made and 
Friendship Choices Received.--Correlation coefficients were 
l6Jennings~ op. cit., p. 56. 
l7Ibid., P• 58. 
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computed, using the rank-difference formula, to show the. 
relationship between Friendship Choices Made and Received.· 
A close relationship, shown by a high degree of correlation, 
indicates a mutuality in friendship values made and 
receiyed. In other words, each pupil has the same status 
in his group as he gave to his classmates, indicating inte-
gration within the group • Table XXXJ;X gives a coefficient 
for the separate_group scores, for program totals for April 
and June, and the changes that took place during the 
experimental period. 
Group 
P: A 
B 
c 
D 
T 
TS: A 
B 
c 
D 
T 
C: A 
B 
c 
D 
T 
TABLE XXXIX 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FRIENDSHIP CHOICES MADE 
AND FRIENDSHIP CHOICES, RECEIVED 
No. p in April p in June Difference 
33 -0.13 -0•11 .02 30' 0.06 -0.22 .28 
28 -0.28 -0.10 .18 
36 -0.13 -0.07 .06 
127 -0.12 -0.13 .01 
36 -0.25 0.19 .44 
28 
-0.19 00.13 .32 
34 0.14 0.20 .06 
33 -0.01 o.o9 .10 
131 -0.08 0.15 .23 
35 -0.12 -0.19 .07 
26 0.12 0.11 .01 
28 -0.14 -0.19 .05 
34 0.35* 0.04 .31 
123 0.05- -0.06 .ll 
*Significant at .05 level 
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Program totals in April for Picture, Thumbnail Sketch 
and Control are: -.12, -.08, and .05 respectively. None of 
these tested significantly.18 Comparison of specific groups 
shows no pattern or trend which might be attributed to 
either program differences or socio-economic differences. 
In Control: D the coefficient of.35 is statistically signifi-· 
cant at the .• 05 level.19 Therefore it may be inferred that 
before the experimental dis~ussions were begun one group was 
closely integrated, but eleven were not. In other words, in 
only one group were relationships of pupils with their class-
mates such that their feelings about their classmates 
paralleled th~ir classmates• feelings about them. 
Program totals in June for Picture, Thambnail Sketch 
and Control are -.13, .15,·and -.06 respectively. Thumbnail 
Sketch seems to have made the greatest progress toward 
integration within its several class groups, th~ gain being 
concentrated in levels A and B, with changes of .44 and .32 
respectively. No correlations, however, tested 
significantly.20 
Differences in program correlations were tested for 
significance by using Fisher's~ transformation as before.21 
18auilford, loc. cit., 549, 241-2. 
l9Ibid., PP• 538-9. 
20Ibid. 
21~., 545. 
Results are shown in Table XL, where only one difference 
tested significantly.· The t-score of 2.15 for tne June 
' 
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difference between Picture and Thumbnail Sketch is signi-
ficant at the .05 legel, indicating that the difference in 
change between these programs is too large to be due to 
chance. Data in the table show a large difference in 
Thumbnail Sketch program, probably weighted by the changes 
of .44 and .32 ln group A and B respectively. This signi-
. . 
ficant difference may be interpreted to mean that in Thumb-
nail Sketch the pupils 1 friendship values given and 
received became more alike,uand the group became significantly 
more integrated in its functioning. It may also indicate 
. 
that the Thumbnail Sketch technique was more effective in 
bringing about this process than the Picture technique. 
TABLE XL 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN CORRELATIONS 
.BETWEEN APRIL AND JUNE FOR FRIENDSHIP·· 
CHOICES MADE AND FRIENDSHIP 
CHOICES RECEIVED 
April June 
Group 11 t-score p t-score .G5 
p 
-.12 1.31 -.13 .54 1.96 
c .• 05 -.06 
p 
-.12 -.13 
TS -.08 .31 -.15 2.15* 1.96 
TS -.08 .15 
0 .os 1.00 -.06 1.62 1.96 
*Significant at .05 level 
t-ratio 
.01 
2.58 
2.58 
2.58 
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Friendship Choice data in general seem to show 
little consistency and no patterns. The differences thus 
indicated are illustrations of the changes in group struc-
ture called "equilibrium in flux" by Jennings. While the 
' ' 
average group mean or degree of correlation may indicate 
.. 
little c~nge, interpersonal re-alignment may be taking 
place within the group, and is not apparent until group 
structure is analyzed by such measures as Friendship Choice • 
.. 
Jennings describes this process in these words: ' 
• • • The movements which take place continually 
within it [the group] are compensatory movements 
which do not disturb~the total structure viewed as a 
totalit~. This tendency of the total structure to 
r~taints characteristics from one time to another 
even though the respective positions of its carriers (the members of the population) alter from time to 
time is one·of the highly significant facts to be 
realized in the understanding of the interpersonal 
structure of the community and disclosed by compari-
son of the same community at distant time pants. 
~he shifts 1upward' and 1downward 1 that are recorded 
in the choice~status of individuals in the population 
are, so to speak, bound to opcur since interaction 
cannot be static; the surprising finding is that 
whatever changes occur for individuals the total 
structure is not significantly different.22 
Sociogram Computations .--For analyzing ~-he sociogram 
data an index called "Choice Status 11 was used. Its purpose 
' 
was to determine the degree of acceptance ef individuals ·by 
their classmates. It compares the number of choices received 
by a pupil with the possible total he might have received. 
The formula is Choice Status = No. choices received 23 
No. possible choices.- l '· 
22Jennings, op. cit •. , pp. 210-211. 
23charles H. Proctor and Charles P. Loomis, 11Analysis 
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. which provides a ratio· as an index. 
Sociogram Distributions.--Means and standard devi-
. 
ations were calculated for the differences between April and 
June indexes for all three questions. These data are 
. . 
presented in Table XLI, where they may be compared by 
· TABLE XLI 
' .. 
SOCIOGRAM CHOICE DATA WITH MEANS AND STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS FOR ~'CHOICE STATUS u. 
#l-Best Friend #2-Party Guest #3-Study Partner 
Group ~Mean S.D. ~Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
P: A .031 .035 .041 .031 .043 .051 
B .046 .051 .044 .042 .048 .041 
c .040 .030 .066 .055 .06~ .057 
D .037 .021 .045 ·.039 .04 .039 
T .038. .036 .048 .043 .049- .048 
TS: A .046 .034 .032 .027 .032 .034 
B .046 .039 .052 .040 .054 .051 
c .047 .054 .037 .033 .047 .053 
D .038 .033 .036 .033 .032 .035 
T .044 .041 .038 .034 .041 .045 
C:. A .034 .028 .034 .031 .037 .031 
B .057 .045 .046 .040 .054 .047 
c .045 .050 .048 .041 .050 .056 
-D .046 .045 .0~8 .071 .0~3 :~Z T .045 .043 .o 6 .050 .o 2 
programs and by socio-economic group levels. Since the 
differences for both program totals and socio-economic 
groups are small, by inspection it may be assumed that these 
of Sociometric Data,n Research Methods in Sociai Relations, 
Part II: Selected Techriiques ed. by Marie Jahoda, MOrton 
Deutsch, and Stuart w. Cook (New York: Dryden Press, 1951), 
. p. 571. 
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are statistically insignificant. This seems to indicate, 
then, that the experimental discussions had little effect 
on this aspect of interpersonal relationships within any 
given class. 
Comparison of Changes in April-June Choice Status 
' and in Friendship Choices Received .--soci,ogram choices are 
' 
an exp~ession of an individual 1s group status in the feel-
ings of other members of his group • Since Friendship 
Choices Received also indicate the same kind of group status, 
these two sets of data are compared. Table XLII shows the 
amount of change ~n Friendship Choices Received between 
TABLE ~II 
COMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF . CHAl'lGE BETWEEN APRIL 
AND JUNE IN. CHOICE STATUS AND FRIENDSHIP 
CHOICES REO~IVED. 
Friendship CS-Best OS-Party cs-study 
Choices 
Group No. Received Friend Guest Partner 
P: A 33 -3.20 .031 .041 .043 
B 30 9.60 .046 .044 .048 
G 28 4.85 .040 .066 .063 
D 36 3.35 .037 .o45 .044 
T 127 3-65 .039 .039 .050 
TS: A 36 1.25 .046 .032 .032 
B 28 -4.45 .046 .052 .054 
c 34 14.45 .o47 .037 .047 
D 33 0.45 .038 .036 .032 
T 131 2.93 .044 .039 .o4l 
C: A 35 2.05 .034 .034 .037 
B 26 6.95 .057 t .046 .054 
c 28 3.95 .045 .048 .oso 
D 34 8.10 .046 .058 .033 
T 123 5.26 .046 .o47 .044 
April and June, and the amount of change in Choice Status 
. 
between April and June for all ~hree sociogram questions. 
Program totals show a trend in Control for 
experiencing the greatest amount of change. This is true 
for Friendship Choices Received, Choice Status for Best 
Friend, and Choice Status for Party Guest. Picture shows 
' 
the greatest amount of change in Choice Status for Study 
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Partner • This reaction might be interpreted as an effect 
of the content of the questions. In both No. land 2, 
choices were based on the satisfaction of a need basically 
social and emotional. In No. 3, however, there was need 
for a more rational tYPe of selection,. probably involving 
objective evaluation of academic achievement of other 
pupils and its usefulness to the chooser. 
A comparable situation is described by Jennings in 
. 
which subjects living together in a school were asked to 
make choices on the basis of three criteria,--leisure, 
working and living. The data showed that 11the smallest 
overlap is between leisure and working and the greatest 
between leisure and living, as criteria for sociometric 
24 
choice.u In this study, also, choices were similar. when 
. 
there was a common characteristic between the-criteria, 
and different when the common characteristics were missing. 
Most differences for·-all four situations seem both 
small and comparable in size for all three programs. 
24Jennings, op. cit., pp. 244-5. 
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Therefore no tests of significance were computed. 
:I 
\I Relationship between Changes in Friendship Choices 
·I 
'
1 Received and in Choice Status for Sociogram No. l (Best 
i! - -
II 
II 
Friend).--It seemed there might be a close relationship 
II 
II between changes in Friendship Choices Received and changes 
I< 
~ -\\ in Choice Status for Sociogram Question No. 1 1 .,Whom would 
:\ you choose for your best friend?" Therefore correlations 
'I 
I' :I 
'• . 
were computed 1 using the rank-difference formula. For 
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this purpose sociogram choices were weighted as for Friend-
-
' 
II ship Choice computations, the highest value being given to 
ii ~I the most desired and the lowest to the least desired of the 
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three choices. These were multiplied by the number of 
times the pupils. received each value, and the total 
became his score. 
Coefficients for the three programs were organized 
in Table XLIII. 'l]he £ Qf .19 for Control is statistically 
TABLE XLIII 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CHANGES IN FRIENDSHIP CHOICES 
CHOICES RECEIVED AND CHANGES IN CHOICE STATUS 
FOR SOCIOGRAM QUESTION NO •. l 
===============-====-============================== 
I! Program No. Received: DiffM Sociogram #l : DiffM ty II 
,, 
\!Picture 127 2.60 .039 .ll 
\i 
;: Thumbnail 
'I Sketch 131 3.20 .044 .13 II. 
II Control 123 5.60 .046 .19* II 
,I *Significant at .05 level 
'I 
,, ,... 
,I 
II 
I 
I 
'I j, 
:I 
'I 
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to mean that changes shown by Sociogram data held somewhat 
closely to the distribution of Friendship Choices Received 
for that program. In both Experimental programs~ however, 
the two ~ets of data for each program followed different 
. . 
distributions. The comparability in the size or all 
coefficients suggests a similar trend for all three 
programs. Table XLIV presents t-scores obtained by Fisher 1s 
. .. 26 ' 
z transformation formula. There are no significant 
. 
differences among the correlations for the three programs. 
TABLE XLIV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN CORRELATIONS 
BETWEEN APRIL-JUNE CHANGES IN FRIENDSHIP 
CHOICES RECEIVED AND IN CHOICE STATUS.lroR 
SOCIOGRAM NO. l 
Group 
p 
TS 
p 
c 
TS 
c 
p t-score t at .05 
.11 
.15 1.96 
.13 
.11 
.62 1.96 
.19 
.13 
.46 1.96 
.19 
25Guilford, loc. cit., pp. 538-9. 
26Ibid. I p • 545. 
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Jennings reports that her research shows that a 
. 
difference in sociogram question does not necessarily bring 
different choices: 
It thus appears.., that the individual who attracts 
relatively more or relatively fewer in one situation 
attracts, more likely than not relatively more or 
relatively fewer in another situation among 
individuals who are in a position to know him in 
both situations. The subject •s desirability to 
,others as expressed in choice to him does not 
appear to be limited to one situation; nor does his 
evident lack of· desirability as shown by the 
extent to which he is rejected appear limited to one 
situation 1 under circumstances in which he is generally available for various roles in.a community.27 
Other Evaluative Procedures 
l. How did the two program techniques compare in 
effectiveness in motivating discussion? 
In order to compare the motivating power of the two 
techniques, the amount of discussion which occurred was 
measured. To obtain data for this p~rpose Experimental 
teachers tallied the responses made by each pupil during 
each discussion period. The tallies provided answers to 
several questions: {l) which technique seemed to evoke 
more response; (2) which socio-economic level seemed to 
have the most activity in discuss~on,· and (3) which themes 
seemed most effective. The data. ·asseml':>.led from these 
tallies are presented in Table XLV. 
27 Jennings 1 op. cit., p. 222·. 
Group 
Identi-
TABLE XLV 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF RESPONSES. PER TEEME 
(Experimental Groups.Only~·· 
f'ication Response Average for Each Theme and Totals 
I 
oM Q) 
~ Vl t:: ~ ~ §~ I orf orf "d .p 
~ 
'S Q) Q) "d p.Q) orf Q)Q) Q) ~Vl ~~ .p orf >.t VlN &! :>~ ~ 0 ~~ rt as .p Q)orf orf:3 ~ 
I ~2! ~ ~!! ~.p· .Pal ~ .PO Q) Ci-J ·r-4 ~ Oor-1 Ctl.P ~tt: 'f"'Q) E-t ·< :S.8 aso ' 0 :3Q) p,. ·~ ..PCi-J Ci-J ~..:I • §':8 ~~ Q)~ P..Ci-J ~ ~ p,..p ~~ ..p g-g Q)'f'i Q):3 "d VlCi-J Ot'll or-la.! 0,::::\ orf or-1 oc:x: •ri ,Q Q) ~0 
~ Q) 0 0 Q) Q) 0 Q) Q) 0 
'!? ~. 0 < ~ (.Q . c:x: (.Q • z 0· 
Group No. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 
. 
P: A 33 6.3 4.5 3.4 -2.4 3.5 3.2 3.1 2 !] .. 2.5 2.9 
B 30 4.4 3.0 3.5 2.6 2.9 3.8 3.2 3.0 3.1 2.7 
c 28 3.6 4-.4 3.9 2.4 2.1 2.1 2.9 1.7 1.1 1.6 
D 36 1.7 1.6 2.4 1.3 2.1 1.7 2.0 0.9 co::S 2.4 
Total 127 4.0 3.4 3.3 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.1 1.9 2.4 
TS: A 36 3·5 2.9 5.9 3·7 4.1 3.4 4.9 3.1 3.2 4.2 
B 28 l.O 3.9 4.1 2.4 4.2 4.0 4.9 1.8 1.9 2.8 
c 34 1:.9 3.3 2.9 1.9 1.9 2.2 3.3 1.3 1.5 1.7 
D 33 2.2 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.8 2.0 1.2 1.3 1.8 
. 3·.8 Total 131 2.2 2.9 3·7 2.4 2.9 2.9 1.9 2.0 2.6 
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Totals 
. 
3.4 
3.2 
2.6 
1.7 
2.7 
3.9 
3.3 
2.2 
1.7 
2.8 
Analysis of' these data suggests these observations: 
(1) Although the averages seem small~ it should be 
noted that classes numbered from twentr-six to thirty-six~ 
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and discussions lasted one half-hour. 
· (2) The amount of response, lesson by lesson, shows 
- "' . 
no common pattern of increase or decrease throughout the 
experiment. It might be assumed, then, that response was 
motivated by factors relative to each individual discussion. 
(3) The volume of response is not consistently 
larger for ei~her program, the total averages being 2.7 for 
Picture and 2.8 for Thumbnail Sketch·respectively. The 
overall response pattern indicates that both techniques 
j • 
stimulated a comparable amount of response. 
(4) Analysis of the response theme by theme, however, 
shows differences among themes and among groups; Picture 
average is larger for Themes No. l and 2; Thumbnail Sketch 
is larger for No. 3, 5, 6, and 7; for No. 4, 8, 9, and 10 
the response is relatively the same for both programs. From 
these data it might be inferred that: 
(a) The scattered high and low points may indi-
cate the desirability for selecting themes appropri-
ate to the specific needs of any one group at any 
given time. All groups are recognized as having· the 
same general needs, but the upsychological moment 11 
. 
for discussing these may well be different for 
different groups • A prescribed sequence may be too 
rigid to be effective. 
(b) It is p~ausible that one particular picture 
or story was more stimulating than another, thus 
178 
evoking more respon~e. 
(c) It is plausible that teacher involvement in 
. 
a given lesson may have brought more or less response. 
(d) In the evaluation of the experiment by the 
. ' 
teachers one comment suggested that once a week was 
often enough for these discussions. This opinion 
was substantiated orally by several other teachers.· 
Some pupils may have reacted to th~s frequency of 
discussion by responding less actively in some 
lessons. 
(5) Themes No. 8 and 9 shoW the least response from 
all groups. On the pupil evaluation form~ however~ both of 
these themes were highly accepted by the children. {See p. 
95) It would seem~ then~ that the pupils did like these 
themes~ and may have been stimulated to think about them~ 
ev~n though they did not verbalize about them• The low 
response level may indicate that pupils were thinking in 
areas which were more mature than those with which they had 
~been concerned~~ previously~ and therefore were not ready to 
give their thoughts expression. Moreover~ Theme No. 9~ The 
Need for Faith1 may have opened an area of thought and feeling 
in which they were too·unfamiliar and too reticent to 
express themselves. 
Teacher involvement or lack of it may also have been 
a factor~ despite the careful pre-discussion preparation 
given them. (See· p. ~1·.) In their evaluation of the 
l; 
'I !, 
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/1 experirne~t 1 four Experimental teachers stated they felt· 
this theme to be 11ineffecti ve 11 because the ''area was too 
broad 1 '' "subject not commortr(1dlscussed 1 n 11religion hard to 
discuss to a group 1 11 and "children not i~terested." The 
'I' h ' • ' 
If teachers did not identify any specific picture or thumbnail 
" ji sketch as being unstimulating. {See p. 85.) 
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(6) A difference in response relative to socio-
economic level is clearly discernible in both programs • The 
A-level groups show the highest average 1 B- and C- levels a 
gradual decrease 1 and the D- level the lowest average of the 
four. The implication is that socio-economic background was 
influential in determining fluency of expression1 ability to 
communicate, and facility in such basic thought processes as 
association 1 which underlies all communication skill. The. 
experiential background of D-level groups may have operated -
as·a restrictive factor in associational discussions; the 
limited potential of these two groups is indicated 
. 
specifically in Figures 2 and 3, Profile of Socio-Economic 
Background. (See PP.• 80 and 8B.} 
Analysis of Table XLVI: shows that response of the 
D-level group in ~he Thumbnail Sketch program surpassed that 
. . 
of the D-level group in the Picture program in four 
discussions 1 0.5 being the greatest difference. Four times, 
including the average for all _ten discussions, the two groups 
scored within 0.1 of each ·other. Three times Picture group 
surpassed Thumbna~l Sketch, each time with more than 0.5 
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I.Q. 
Gr·oup B· G 
P: D 88.9 97.0 
TS: D 101.5 109.3 
TABLE XLVI 
I .. ..., oj 
COMPARATIVE RESPONSES OF D-LEVEL GROUPS 
Reading Theme Averages 
B G l 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
4.9 6.0 1.7 1.6 2.4 1.3 2.1 1.7 2.0 0.9 0.8 
6.2 6.6 2.2 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.8 2.0 1.2 1.3 
~ -~ 
- ----~ ------~- --- ------ ~--
10 Total 
2.4 1.7 
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difference. Thus in more than fifty per cent of the discus-
sions Picture group responded equally well or better than 
Thumbnail Sketch.. This may indicate that the pictures were 
more effective than the stories. 
This impliaation is supported by further study of 
these data. Pupils in Picture program are seen to have a 
much lower level of intelligence and less reading power than 
those in Thumbnail Sketch. These facts imply that Picture 
pupils were probably less able to think abstractly and 
associatively and were less able to communicate. By respond-
ing as well as or better than Thumbnail Sketch, Picture 
pupils seem to indicate that these handicaps were minimized, 
and the picture technique was more effective for this level 
of group. 
A similar analysis for the A-level is shown in 
Table XLVIII. These pupils show a different pattern. In the 
fiJ?st two discussions Picture pupils surpa.ssed Thumbnail 
Sketch. These discussions were the most active of the ten 
for this Picture group. In Theme No. 6 the response aver-
ages were equal. In the other seven averages for Thumbnail 
. . 
Sketch were higher, 0.6 being the lowest difference and 2.3 
the highest. Since intelligence levels for the two groups 
were almost identical, and both groups showed adequate 
reading power, it can be ass~ed with safety that there were 
no serious limitations placed on pupil ability to think or 
to communicate. Moreover, data in Figures 2 and 3, Profile of 
Group 
P: 1t1 
TS: A 
= -- -~ =~~ =-=~=---=-~=== =~==~ ~-~-==~~~"---==~~=~-===~=~===-~~~=~ =====~== ~~ 
~ 
TABLE XLVII 
-·coMPARATIVE ~~ONSEs OF A-LEVEL GROUPS 
• 111 .. • ... - . . 
-----~-- -~ --
. 
--~~-~---
I.Q.. Reading r[lheme Averages 
B . G B G "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
110.6 107.5 7-7 6.7 6.3 4.5 3.4' 2.4 3-5 3.2 3.1 2.7 2.5 
-
105.5 112.8 6.4 7·3 3.5 2.9 5-9 3·7 4.1 3.4 4.9 3.1 3.2 
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2.9 
4.2 
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Socio-Economic Background, (pp.86f&r~, imply that these two 
. 
groups had experiential background adequate for these dis-
cussions. 
One possible explanation for the superiority of 
pupils in Thumbnail Sketch over Picture may be this: more 
intelligent children, being better able to think abstractly, 
are motivated effectively by abstract stimuli. Therefore 
the reading situation, in this case Thumbnail Sketch, may 
have prowen a more effective stimulus than the picture. 
Basic Factors Involved in Lack of Participation.--
-Analysis was made of the pupils who had failed to partici-
pate in discussions. uinactive participants" were identified 
. ' 
as "those who made less than two responses per lesson for at 
J 
least five·lessohs of the experimental series." The purpose 
' . 
of the analysis was two-fold: (l) to see if it might 
reveal common characteristics among these pupils, and (2) to 
see if factors might be discovered which caused them to be 
inactive in discussion. 
Table XLVIII presents data relative to six basic 
factors: .(1) motivating technique, (2) socio-economic 
level, (3) sex differences, (4) chronological age, (5) 
intelligence level and (6) reading power. These inferences 
may be made from the data: 
(l) The total number of "inactive participants".was 
.. 
identical for each program, namely, forty-two pupils. In 
groups C and D in both programs 40 per cent were '!inactive, 11 
Program 
P: A 
B 
c 
D 
T 
TS: A 
B 
c 
D 
T 
-- --------'='==-==-:::::~----=-==-==- ==- -=---===--=c:._=~==::-::::......- =-==-=-=== =-~-
=--c=- ====-- ---===----=-=-==---=- =-....:==-~ 
TABLE XLVIII 
BASIC ADJUSTMENT FACTS CONC;BRNING, i•i:NACTIVE PARTICIPANTS 11 
. - ' 
~ . 
-
-
No. in No. Inactive C.A. outside M,tl I.Q. outside M,tl Rdg. Scores 
Class Girls Boys % + . . + .~ outside M+1 - - . -
, + .... 
33 7 3 33 1 0 0 2 1 - 2 
-30 4 1 17 2 0 1 2 1 2 
28 7 2 30 1 0 1 1 1 2 
36 10 8 50 9 1 3 4 1 3 
127 28 14 33 13 1 5 9 4 9 
36 2 6 22 1 3 2 2 l 3 
28 6 2 30 0 0 1 2 1 3 
34 10 3 40 1 4 4 4 2 2 
33 4 9 40 3 1 0 2 0 1 
131 22 20 32 5 8 7 10 4 9 
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a higher proportion than in either A orB level. From these 
;! data, then, two inferences may be drawn: (a) that the 
I/ motivating technique was not a determining factor in pro-
// ducing "inactive participants, 11 and (b) that more pupils 
" 
" 
i! were uinactive" on the lower s~cio-economic levels than on 
II . ' 
the higher levels. 
(2) Two thirds of "inactive participants" in Picture 
. . 
program were girls. In Thumbnail Sketch the balance was 
equal, half boys andbhalf girls. Since the proportions in 
both programs wer~ comparable, it would seem that sex 
differences were not ~ determining factor in causing lack. 
of participa~ion. 
(3) In chronologicai age the total number of atypical,, 
"inactive participants'' was almost identical; that is, 
. . 
fourteen Picture pupils ana thirteen Thumbnai~ Sketch pupils, 
or 30 per cent, in each program. The spEead, however, in 
I 
the two programs differed. In Picture program, thirteen 
were above + l a- from the mean, or older than the group, and 
~ 
one was below - l cr-, or younger than the group. In Thumb-
nail Sketch five were above + l~from the mean, and eight 
were below - lCJ""'from the mean. Although the pattern was 
somewhat the opposite for the two programs, pUpils in 
either situation are unlike the rest of their group. As such, 
they are likely to have atypical group status and therefore 
be "inactive participants u in discussions. Since the same 
. . 
sizable proportion of such pupils was common to both program, 
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it seems that chronological age may be consicJerea,:B. determin-
ing factor in deter~ pupils from active participation in 
discussions. 
(4) In both programs the "inactive 11 groups were 
- .. o( .A. 
comparable in.distribution of intelligence. In the 
' Picture program nine were below -1~ f~om the mean and 
three above +lr, making a total of twelve deviates from 
•' 
·. the normal group. In the Thumbnail Sketch program ten were 
. 
below -1 r from the mean and seven above +1 cr, making a 
total of seventeen deviates in this group. That is, 30 
. 
per cent of the Picture group and 40 per cent of the Thumb-
nail Sketch group were atypical intellectually. Being more 
or less capable mentally than the rest of the class, then, 
seems to have been a determining factor in making these 
pupils less active in discussion. 
The fact that 30 per cent were atypical implies 
that 70 per cent were typical. From this point of view a 
:iarge majority of "inactive participants'' were similar t9 
. ' 
active participants in chronological age and intelligence 
J 
( 
level. These pDoportions of 30-70 are supported by Jennings: 
11 
~ 
Jr 
f I 
f 
i ~ •• individual differences in positive choice in 
none of its three aspects (the individual~ expansive-
ness towards others, the expansiveness of others 
toward the i~ividual, and the extent of recipro-
cation] aan be attributed to individual d£ff'erences 
in intelligence, chronologic~l age ••• 2e 
Despite this lack of significant data, intelligence 
28Jennings, op. cit., pp. 133-34. 
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was found 
• • • to correlate significantly at .34 with the 
member 1s sociar contact range •••• It thus appears 
that there is a small tendency for the individual of 
higher intelligence quotient to show somewhat more 
initiative in making and maintaining contacts with 
others ••• 29 
Jennings, then, supports the-implications of this 
present study relative to the role of intelligence in 
discussion ac~ivity, which is an out-going, self-expressive 
act. 
(5) The data show .that both groups had exactly the 
. 
same distribution of ability in reading power. In each 
program nine ninactiven pupils w~re below -1 r from the 
. . 
mean and four ·above +l·a-. These figures show thirteen 
~ 
pupils, or 20 per cent, to be below their group norm in 
reading power, and 10 per cent to be above it. The impli-
. 
cations are, then, that atypical reading power-may be 
considered a causative factor in lack of participation, and 
inferior reading ability is much more prevalent among 
"inactive participants" than is super.ior.read~ ability • 
. 
Six basic factors were studied as possible causes 
of inactivity in discussion: (1) motivating technique, 
(2) socio-economic level, (3) sex differences, (4) chrono-
. 
logical age, (5) intelligence lev~ and (6) reading power. 
Of these, two seem non-influential in deterring 
pupils from discussion activity--the particular motivating 
29Jennings, op. cit., p. 135. 
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technique they were experiencing, and sex differences. Two 
factors seem likely to have' been causative--intelligence 
level and chronological age. The fifth factor, socio-
economic level, gives definite.indication of be~ng causative. 
The sixth factor, reading power, seems to have been 
. 
causative for those with inferior reading power. A small 
proportion of "inactive participants" in both programs, 
. . 
however, had superior reading ability. Therefore certain 
questions remained unanswered: (1) Why did superior readers 
constitute 10 per cent of the 11inactive participants"; (2) · 
. . 
Why did inferior readers constitute 20 per cent of the 
11inactive -participants n in the Picture program when this 
. . . 
program did not require the pupil to read; (3) Is there 
-
evidence that factors other than reading power were 
invo~ved; (4) Is there evidence of interaction among several 
factors, including those;;just discussed and thoJ:Je w~ich 
follow, and possibly others which are not considered in 
this discussion. 
Inte~personal Relationships Involved in Lack of 
Participation.--Since unsatisfactory interpersonal relations 
~etween 11 inacti-ve pa:r-ticipants 11 and their classmates might 
. 
conceivably be a deterring factor, a study of sociogram data 
was made. The sociogram questions involved three types of 
choices--a ubest friend, 11 a 11party.guest, 11 and a 11study 
. 
partner." Choices received by these "inactive,. pupils on 
. ' 
al+ three questions were studied, and those who were ~ither 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
,, 
I) 
0well chosen" qr "underchosen 11 were selected for a special 
.. .. 4 ~ 
·analysis as. atypical group members. 
Those who were "well chosen" included ,those who 
were chosen by 25 per cent of their class 11 on any of the 
• 
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three sociograms. So few were found to be in this category, 
however, that this part of the analysis was not pursued. 
The implication is that few "inactive participants 11 would 
. . 
be "well-chosen," or, in other words, few of these, if any, 
. 
would be among the most highly accepted members of the 
class. 
Those who were "underchosen11 included 11those who 
were chosen by fewer tbB.n two class~tes'' on a~y of the three 
sociograms. ·These data~ shown in Table XL~, were organized 
to answer three questions: {1) what proportion of "in-
active participants'' were never JJunderchosen"; (2) ~hat 
' ' . proportion were 21underchosen•1 in each prograp~ and in each 
group at the beginning of the experiment; and {3)·what 
changes took place during.the experimental period, 
indicating changes in group· structure? 
' 
The category ''Never Underchosen 11 indicates the 
11 inactiv~ participants'' who were not "u~derchosen" on any 
, 4 - " 
sociogram, or, in other words, those who were accepted by 
their classmates as having normal or superior group status. 
There were eleven of these, or 26 per cent of the total of 
forty-two, in each -grogram. The data ·on 11well-chosen 
inactive participants" indicated that few "inactive 
------== =-= -= ~--=---~-=- -=-~-;..__ -:::-=.....--:....::--..=-=..-===-=--~ ~-::::::... :::- = -::-:::=. --.....:::::---= ::----=== ~ ::=-
TABLE XLIX 
INACTIVE PARTICIPANTS UNDERCHOSEN ON SOCIOGRAMS 
.,_ .... , .. i ,. " .. - I 
... ~ .. 
Inactive Never Underchosen Underchosen in April Underchosen in June 
% of % ef Total Total for % of.*Poss- Total for % of *Pos 
Program No. No. Class No. Inactive 3 Socio • ible 'l'otal 3 Socio. ible 'l'ota 
s-
. . 
P: A 33 10 30 2 5 13 43 14 46 
B 30 5 17 l 2 4 27 10 67 
c 28 9 . 30 2 5 5 20 9 33 
D 36 18 50 6 14 24 44 20 37 
. 
T 127 42 a3 ll 26 46 37 53 42 
' 
TS: A 36 8 22 2 5 7 30 . . "13 54 
B 28 8 30 3 7 7 30 6 25 
G 34 13 40 2 5 16 41 14 36 
D 33 13 40 4 9 13 33 16 41 
T 131 42 32 ll 26 43 34 49 39 
*Possible total in this table: no. ninactiven in a particular group x 3 (sociograms). 
f-J 
\.0 
0 
participants 11 are highly accepted by their classmates 1 but 
the data in this table indicate that approximately one-
quarter of these pupils may·be normally accepted. Since 
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74 per cent 1 then, were 11underchosen 1 " the implication is 
that uinactive participants., are not iikely to be among the 
' ' 
accepted members of their classes. 
Data for both level-D groups give the highest 
percentage of uinactive participants" and also of "never 
underchosen." It may be inferred, then, that "inactive 
participants" o~ the lower socio-economic levei are more 
' likely to be accepted by the group than are those on 
high~r levels. 
. 
In studying the April and June data it should be 
remembered that the figures represent the total number of 
11 inactive participants." who were 'Junderchosen" in all three 
... ... .. .. 
sociograms 1 some of whom were named two or three times. 
The totals therefore do not represertt different individuals. 
The data for April show totals for the two programs 
to be comparable 1 forty-siX for Picture program and forty-
three for Thumbna~l Sketch1 both slightly over one-third of 
the possible total. Analysis of the specific groups, 
however 1 shows differences. In Picture program, level A has 
the.largest proportion of "uncierchosen inactive partici-
. 
pants 1 11 43 per cent of the possible total on the three 
. 
sociograms. Level C has the smallest proportion 1 or 20 per 
cent. The extremes are closer in Thumbnail, 41 per cent in 
i' ' 
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the o level being the highest, and 30 per ~ent in A and B 
levels the lowest. There seems to be' no pattern or trend 
which could be used as a basis for comparison of the two 
programs. 
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The data for June show 5 per cent increases in the 
totals for both programs. Among the specific groups, how-
ever, Picture-D shows a decrease of' 7 per cent, and Thumb-
nail Sketch-B and.C show decreases of' 5 per cent each. 
Increases among the other five groups range from 40 per cent 
for Picture-B to 3.per cent for Picture-A. It is interest-
ing to note that Picture-A, which has the highest percentage 
in April, made the least change during the experimental 
period, an illustration of the stability discussed 
previously. 
Since one goal of group guidance discussions such as 
these is to nurture successful interpersonal relations 
within the group, these data seem to indicate that the"three 
groups with decreases in the number "underchosen 11 achieved 
~ . 
the greatest success. Since there was no pattern, 
evidently neither motivating technique nor socio-economic 
level was a significant factor in affecting changes in inter-. 
personal relationships within groups. Since the other four 
factors discussed previously must have remained constant, 
these could not have effected these changes either. 
The total scores f'or June were analyzed to determine 
how the membership of' this "underchosen inactive" group 
changed through the experimental period. Totals were broken 
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down and organized in three categories 1 as shown in Table L. 
The category, "No Longer Underchosen," describes the 11inact-
i ve participants" who were "underchosen" in April but 
. ' 
accepted in June. The two columns in this category repre-
sent the numbers of such pupils in each group 1 and the per-
centages of the April totals which these numbers represent. 
The totals and percentages for both programs are comparable. 
Fourteen pupils, or 30 per cent, of Picture program were 
absorbed back into their groups, and seventeen, or 39 per 
cent, in Thumbnail Sketch were also absorbed. In the Picture 
program the C-level group absorbed the highest proportion, or 
60 per cent, and in the Thumbnail Sketch program, the B-level 
group absorbed 57 per cent. Both are middle socio~economic 
level groups. In both programs the A-level group absorbed 
the least, 15 per cent in the Picture, and 14 per cent in 
the Thumbnail Sketch. 
The category, 11Continued from April,n refers to the 
11 inacti·ve participants'·1 who were "underchosenn in April and 
again in June. The two columns in this category represent 
the numbers of such pupils in each group, and the percent-
ages of the April totals which these numbers represent. The 
totals and percentages for both programs are comparable. 
Picture program absorbed 30 per cent and continued 70 per 
cent, whereas Thumbnail Sketch program absorbed 39 per cent 
and continued 51 per cent. Of the specific groups, Picture:C 
and Thumbnail Sketch:B continued the least, with 40 per cent 
and 43 per cent respectively. Both A-level groups continued 
the most of their respective programs, 85 per cent for the 
Picture program, and 86 per cent for the Thumbnail Sketch. 
~ ~-- -=-=.:::-------=---=--= = -==-=-=- --:::-:::=-=- -=-=-= :::;----=::~~-=::::--::. 
TABLE L 
. . . 
CHANGES IN UNDERCHOSEN INACTIVE PARTICIPANTS BETWEEN APRIL AND JUNE 
~ . . 'II " ..... 
-----
~- ---
-· 
--. -
' 
_,1 
· No Longer Underchosen Continued from April Newly Underchosen in June 
~ 
Program No. No. % of April Total No. % of April Total No. % of. June Total 
I • 
-
P: A 33 2 15 ll 85 3 21 
B 30 l 25 3 75 7 70 
. 
c 28 3 60 2 40 7 78 
D 36. 8 33 16 67 4 20 
IJl 1.127 lll 30_ q2 _70 21 llo 
TS: A 36 l 14 6 86 7 54 
B 28 4 57 3 43 3 50 
c 34 7 44 9 56 5 36 
D 33 5 40 8 60 8 50 
T 131 -- _17 39 26 61 -- ~23 __ 47 
------- -- ---
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In the June data a new group of !';tna.cti ve partici-
pants" appeared, namely, those who had n~t been ''underchosen" 
. 
in April, but were in June. In other words, during the 
experimental period interpersonal relationships changed 
within every group so that some pupils who had been 
accepted i~April were not accepted in June. The two columns 
in this category, "Newly Underchosen in June," represent the 
numbers of such pupils in each group, and the percentages of 
the June totals which these represent. Again, program 
totals are comparable, 40 per cent for Picture program and 
47 per cent for Thumbnail Sketch. Again, there is no 
pattern among the specific groups. Of Picture groups levels 
A and D are 21 and 20 per cent respectively, very low in 
comparison with B and C, which are 70 and 78 respectively. 
Of Thumbnail Sketch groups A, B and D are similar, being 54, 
50 and 50 respectively. 
Comparison of the percentages absorbed back into 
the groups with percentages of newly created "underchosen11 
shows the latter category to be a higher proportion. In 
other words, although Picture pupils absorbed 30 per cent·of 
the "inactive participants" who were "underchosen" in April, 
they'rejected a new group, 40 per cent of the total in June. 
Thumbnail Sketch pupils absorbed 39 per cent rejected in 
April, but rejected a new group, 47 per cent of the total, in 
June. Meanwhile pupils in each program continued to reject 
a large majority of those rejected in April. 
196 
These £indings suggest the following implications: 
(1} Since a larg~ majority of uinactive partici-
pants" who were uunderchosem" in April were still ·~under-
. ' 
chosen" in June, it may be inferred that neither type of 
experimental discussion motivated pupils to change the basic 
group structure radically so as to effect better·integra-
tion of group members. 
(2} This inference is further supported by the 
rejection in June of additional "inactive participants," 
even though some not accepted in April were accepted in June. 
These data are supported by ~everal quotations from 
Jennings: 
Each individual's social space is found to cover a 
varying area or-sphere of other persons. The •evok-
ing power• of certain individuals to marshal to them-
selves the emotional expansiveness of those around 
them appears to be very great. In other ins'tanQes, 
the individual appears conspicuous for the lack of 
positive choice expressed towards him. . 
The study indicates that exploration of the field 
in investigation of behavior can clearly reveal the 
s~gnifieance of environmental factors in relation to 
individual characteristics. The choice-status of a 
given individual is seen to result not alone from his 
individual characteristics nor alone from the environ-
mental factors to which is is subject but from the 
interaction of his individual characteristics with the 
individual characteristics of those about him, those 
in his field, i.e. who have psychological relevance to. 
his behavior (and for whom he has such relevance).30 
Within this structure, the phenomena of leader-
ship and isolation appear as side by side phenomena 
that are born of th~ press exerted by field forces 
which are specific other persons acting upon the 
3°Jennings, op. cit., pp.!213-14. 
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individual; in the one instance, individuals are 
propelled into positions of leadership through the 
response which greets their extraordinary capacity 
for inter-personal contribution in specific 
situations and, in the other instance, individuals 
are propelled into isolation through lack of 
positive response to their inter-personal contri-
bution in sFecific situations. 
Study o the behavior attributes accompanying 
high and low choice-status gives a view of 
individuals who differ respectively in capacity to 
contribute to the needs of others, to interact with 
mutual appreciation and benefit. It is seen that the 
individual's personality at a given moment reflects 
the field forces with which it is interacting and 
affects those field forces.31 · 
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ii According to the quoted research, then, the pattern 
i/ of choices made in this present study. is to be expected. 
I, 
I! What is more, conditions at the time of the choosing may be 
expected to cause such changes as did occur. Whatever 
constancy appeared would also be expected because of the 
individual pupil 1s own characteristics. In other words, the 
data characteristic of this study is typical rather than 
atypical. 
Behavioral Changes.--The Behavioral Inventory, . 
intended as an evaluative measure of behavioral changes 
during the experimental period, was apparently too cumber-
some for teachers to use methodically. Therefore it was 
discarded from the evaluation program. (See p. 111 and 
' Appendix B: 3.) 
Observational Reports orr Experiment.--Table LI 
summarizes the tallies of Observers as they watched the 
31Ibid., pp. 215-16i 
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TABLE LI 
OBSERVERS I EVALUATION. OF< EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSIONS 
-------
Picture 
Very To Hardly 
Item Much Some At So Degree All 
. . ~ 
A. Classroom Climate 
1. Arrangement of' physi-
cal equipment is 
inducive to the sharing 
of' experiences. 3 5 0 
2 • Children appear free 
4 and easy. 4 0 
3. Children participate 
in discussion. 5 3 0 
4. Content of discussion 
is the focus of the 
teacher's attention. 8 0 0 
5. Pupil responses are 
recorded by the 
8 teacher. 0 0 
Totals 28 12 0 
.•. 
Thumbnail Sketch 
' 
Very To Hardly 
Much Some . At 
So Degree Al,l 
. . 
2 6 0 
6 2 0 
7 1 0 
7 1 0 
8 0 0 
30 10 0 
~-----~---~-----
Very 
Much 
So 
. 
5 
3 
3 
6 
0 
17 
Control· 
To ., Hardly 
Some At 
Degree All 
. 
l l 
3 l 
l 2 
l 0 
2 2 
a· 6 
J-1 
\.0 
OJ 
Very 
Item r.Juch 
So 
-B. Discussion Procedures 
1, Discussion is student-
directed. 0 
2. Children discuss their 
own personal experi-
ences and ideas. 2 
3 • Discussion is con-
cerned with personal-
-
social adjustment 
problems. - 3 
4. Teacher comments and 
questions help pupils 
to think through 
their personal situ-
ations and express 
their thoughts. 2 
5. A story relating to 
the content of the 
experiment is the 
motivation for the 
discussion. 0 
...... 
..---
TABLE LI--Continued 
Picture Thumbnail Sketch 
To Hardly Very To Hardly 
Some At Much Some At 
Degree All So Degree All 
~ 
- ' 
. 
2 6 5 2 1 
5 1 8 0 0 
. 
4 1 7 1 0 
5 1 4 4 0 
0 0 . 6 0 0 
Control 
Very To 
Much Some 
So D~gree 
. .. 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
Hardly 
At 
A:3.1 
1 
-
0 
0 
0 
0 
' 
1-' 
\0 
\0 
- --- - -===~--=---:::-=-=="=~= -=-.--:=-;::==' ~--==-=--=::----= =~ 
TABLE LI--continued 
Picture Thumbnail_Sketch 
Very To Hardly Very To Hardly 
Item Much Some At Much Some At 
. So, Degree All So Degree All 
. 
6. A picture relating 
to the content of the 
experiment is the 
motivation for the 
discussion. 6 2 0 0 0 0 
7. Discussion is some-
what structured by , 
questions about the 
4 story just read. 0 0 0 1 0 
8. Discussion is un-
structured. 0 5 3 1 3 1 
Totals 13 23 12 35 11 2 
C • Making Content Effective 
1. A class summary is 
organized and recorded 
in a log at the end 
of the discussion. 5 1 2 2 3 1 
2. Pupils plan their 
follow-up Action 
Report 5 1 l 5 2 0 
-- - , -
Control 
Very To 
Much Some 
So Degree 
. 
0 0 
J, 0 
l 1 
3 3 
0 0 
0 0 
-~- ---~--·------
Hardly 
At 
All 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
-----
ro 
0 
0 
-===:::---==--=-===--=-====--.:.--=---==-=- -=---==----==--=----=-==.=-=---==- --= 
- ~ ~====-~ -=~-~~ =-~~ ~=- = o= =~~ = ~==\'}= 
TABLE LI--Continued ( 
I 
-
-· 
Picture Thumbnail Sketch Control 
Very To Hardly very 
Item ~uch S0me . At Much 
. So DE?gree All So 
-3. Reference is made 
to the follow-up 
Behavioral 
Activity. 4 0 2 •4 
4. The Behavior 
Inventory is in 
evidence on the 
teacher 1s desk, 
4 ready for use. 5 0 l 
Total 19 2 6 15 
Sum Total 60 37 18 80 
To Hardly V.ery 
Some 
' 
At Much 
Degree AJ.l So 
-
-
0 3 0 
l 0 5 
6 4 5 
27 6 25 
To 
Some 
DE?gree 
' 
0 
0 
0 
ll 
Hardly 
. At 
. All 
l 
2 
5' 
12 
1\) 
0 
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I 
tions is described in Chapter III on page 95 and in 
Chapter IV on pages 113-l~) The purpose of acquiring these 
data was to compare the Experimentallessons with the 
Control lessons in order to indicate how the Experimental 
lessons were different. The scores were derived by adding 
the check marks made by Observers. The concentration of 
points in the categories 11Very-Much Sou and 'To Some Degree'' 
. . 
indicates that in both Experimental programs all experi-
mental factors were functioning rather successfully. In the 
Control program there was evidence of freedom in the 
11Classroom Climate,u but "Classros:>m Procedures 11 were not of 
' ' 
an informal, student-centered nature. Thus these lessons 
gave the anticipated contrast with the procedures used in 
the Experimental discussions. (Description of Control 
classes may be found in Chapter III, pages 113-16.) 
"Making Content Effective" was inapplicable to Control 
' . 
groups except for item 4, which was intended as an 
evaluation measure for all twelve participating groups. This 
item related to the Behavior Inventory, and was therefore 
checked by Observers~ 
Comparison of the two Experimental programs shows 
that both were meeting the requirements relative to 11Climate, '' 
. 
for both received scores which were almost identical. In 
"Discussion Procedures,u however, the Thumbnail Sketch 
. . 
program obtained high scores for "very Much So," in 
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comparison to the Picture program~ which obtained its high 
scores in the category~ ,.To Some Degree. 11 Evidently the 
Th~bnail Sketch teachers were using the Experimental 
approach more successfully~ and the Picture discussions 
seemed to Observers to be too teacher-directed~ too 
. 
structured~ and not personalized enough. These results were 
in contrast to the anticipated outcome~ in which it had been 
expected that the Thumbnarl Sketch program would be more 
teacher-directed and restricted by virtue of the more 
structured framework of the program itself. 
A~alysis of the data in terms of individual groups 
might show low scores for certain individual classrooms~ 
thereby causing the total score of the Picture program to 
be lower than was expected. The data was therefore organized 
fo;ca Table LII. This table shows all four groups in each 
program to have approximately the same total scores~ and 
exact·ly the same pattern of high points. Therefore the 
weakness of the Picture program seems to be a function not 
of any one group~ but of the program itself. 
There was no doubt that these teachers were all 
enthusiastic and understanding of the experiment~ and could 
be expected to'perform very well. It seems possible that it 
was difficult for them to abandon themselves to the 
completely unstructured~ student-centered discussion expected 
by the Observers • B~Lcontras t ~ if the Thumbnail Sketch 
teachers departed at all from their structured plan their. 
Group 
P: A 
P: B 
P: c 
P: D 
TS: A 
TS: B 
TS: C 
TS: D 
) 
f 
TABLE LII 
OBSERv:ERS' EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
DI~CUSSIONS FOR SPECIFIC GROUPS 
Very To 
Much Some 
Items on Form (totals) So Degree 
A. Classroo~-Ciimate 6 4 
B. Discussion Procedures 3 5 
C • Making Content Effective 4 1 
Total Scare 13 lO 
A. Classroom Climate 7 ~ B •. Discussion Procedures ~ C. Making Content Effective 0 
Total Score -ro 9 
A. Classroom Ciliimate 7 3 B. Discussion Procedures 3 6 
c. Making Content Effective 6 0 
Total Score !0 9 
. 
A. Classroom Climate 8 2 
B. Discussion Procedures 4 6 
c. Making Content Effective 3 1 
Total Score !5 9 
A. Classroom Climate 8 2 
B. Discussion Procedures 9 2 
c. Making Content Effective 3Q. 3 Total Score :rn- _,. 
A. Classroom Climate 10 0 
B. Discussion Procedures 9 3 
c. Making Content Effective 1 l 
Total Score .29 -zr 
A. Classroom Climate 6 4 
B. Discussion Proc~dures 10 2 
C. Making Content Effective 6 l 
Total Score 22 
-r 
A. Classroom Climate 6 3 B. Discussion Procedures 7 4 C. Making Content Effective 5 l Total ScoJ;"e m tr 
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Hardly 
At 
All 
0 
4 
1 
5 
0 
3 
2 
5 
0 
3 
1 
-zr 
0 
2 
2 
-zr 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
-r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
2 
-zr 
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I 
became/c~mparatively free and student-centered. 
f( 
' This possibility/is· supported by one Picture teacher on her 
. . . 
I 
evaluation fo~m: "The children expressed ideas freely and 
1/ '' t 
. ~n some cas~s the ideas and concepts were not conducive o 
// 
correct behavior. Because of the free expression with no 
-:/ 
interference by the teacher, they left the lesson think~ng 
their ideas were correct." 
. 
Perhaps, for want of further insight concerning the 
reasons for these differences, interpretation of the data 
must be made in the light of these two inquiries: (l)· 
whether this unstructured, student-centered, personalized 
problem-solving type of discussion is too '1out-of-
character" for the classroom teacher, trained in a structured 
way of handling pupils and materials, and motivated to the 
teaching of moral values and a code of ethics, and (2) 
whether the success of such a progr~m depends upon more 
in-service education and practice than was provided these 
teachers before beginning the experiment. 
Scores relative to "Making Content Effective 11 seem to 
' . 
indicate that this follow-up may have been executed more 
informally than was intended by the writer-. Of a potential 
thirty-two points, the Picture program earned twenty-one and 
the Thumbnail Sketch nineteen. Items l, 2 an~ 3 were 
designed sp~cifically for strengthening the discussions, and 
possi~l1 more structured planning-~as:lneeded to insure their 
effectiveness. Item 4, intenQed for evaluation, was 
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not used for this purpose, since·the teachers found it too 
cumbersom~ to follow constantly. 
Stenographic Records of Discussions.--The Steno-
graphic Records are included in Appendix B:2a,2b. Their 
purpose was similar to that of the Observation program, 
namely, to obtain verbatim illustrations of discussions. 
For comparative purposes·, records were made of two groups 
discussing the same theme. Both groups were in the Picture 
program, but one was an A-level group and one a D-level 
group. 
Records for both groups indicate some use of question-
' 
answer guidance· in the discussions, and there are definite 
places where the teachers indicated adult values and social 
acceptability of certain concepts. On the other hand, · 
pupil-teacher rapport seemed good, many teacher remarks 
indicate an·effort to let the pupils carry the conversation, 
teachers were try~ng to introduce all of the concepts 
listed in the Lesson Guide, and there was proportionately 
much more pupil- than teacher-activity. The response 
averages for this lesson were 2.9 and.2.4.for A- and D~level 
respectively. For the D-level g~oup this_ was the maximum 
response for all ten discussions, despite what seems to be 
"too much" teacher-activity. For the A-level group, which 
. . 
had only,three quarters as much teacher-activity, this was 
almost the lowest average of the series. Evidently this 
illustrative lesson has less pupil participation than most 
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lessons had. 
These records serve this study by emphasi~ing the 
following: {l) contextual differences between A- and 
D-level thought and experience and the difference in 
fluency of expression; {2) possible need for more teac-her-
activity with less able 'groups; {3) possibility that the 
type rather than the quantity of teacher-activity may be 
more influential in stimulating discussion; {4) recorded 
pattern of more pupil-activity than teacher-activity; and 
{5) need for developing experience in guiding this type of 
. 
discussion before teachers can be expected to do it 
expertly. 
3. What evaluations were placed upon the experi-
mental program by the participants? 
Evaluation of Experimental Program by Cooperating 
Teachers.--Table LIIf shows a summary of teacher evaluations 
of the experiment 1 a composite of data gathered at the close 
of the experimental_period. The data for "Evaluation 
Procedures~" section 1 on the form, indicate that instruc-
, 
tions for .administering the evaluative measures were 
adequate for the teachers 1 use. There were two negative 
replies in regard to sociometric procedures which were 
cleared by individual conferences, so the experiment was not 
aff~cted. The high negative vote against using the Behavior 
Inventory as an evaluative procedure {items ld, ~ and f) 
convinced the writer that this measure should l:te~omitted. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
~\ 
P' 
r 
4. 
; 
TABLE LIII 
. 
EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
BY COOPERATING TEACHERS 
Item 
Evaluation Procedures 
a. Purpose adequately explained • . • • • . b. Adequate instructions for 
sociometric procedures • . • • • • • • 
c. Adequate instructions for 
standardized testing • • • • • • • • d. BehaMior Inventory exact, reliable record 
e. Behavior Inventory approximate record • f. Behavior Inventory of little value • • • 
Preparation of Teachers for Teaching 
a. Teacher's handbook adequate reference • b. Lesson Guides helpful enough • • • • • • 
c. Addenda, Experimental Aids and Review 
Suggestions adequate • • • • • • • • . d. First preparatory meeting adequate • • • 
e. Other meetings adequate • • • • • • • • f. Weekly contact with experimenter adequate 
g. Demonstration l,essons adequate • • • • • 
Choice of Themes 
Theme 1. Group Membership • • • • • • • • • 2. Being a Good Sport • • • • • • • • 3. Cooperation in Our Homes • • • • • 4. Accepting Being Different • • • • 5. Being Tempted • • • • • • . • • • 6 • Being Afraid • • • • • • • • • • • 7. Accepting Authority • • • • • • • 8. Being a Responsible Citizen • • • g. Need for Faith • • • • • • • • • • 10. Constructive Use of Leisure • • • 
Teaching Program 
a, b. Most effective picture (sketch) and 
Least effective 
Theme 1. Group Membership • • • • • • • • • 2 • Being a Good Sport • • • • • • • • . 3. Cooperation in Our Homes • • . . • 
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Yes !:!£ 
• • 12 0 
• • 10 2 
• • 12 0 
• 1 11 
• • 10 2 
• • 5 5 
Yes No 
. • 8 0 
• • 8 0 
• • 8 0 
• • 3 5 
• • 8 0 
• 8 0 
• • 7 1 
a. b. 
-
• • 12 0 
• • 12 0 
• • 11 1 
• • 9 3 
• • 9 3 
• • 9 3 
• • 12 0 
• . 10 2 
• • 7 5 
• • 10 2 
Yes !2. 
-
• • 5 0 
• • 4 1 
• • 5 0 
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TABLE LIII--Continued 
Item 
Yes No 
-
4. Accepting Being Different • • • • • • 5 0 
5. Being Tempted • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 2 
6. Being Afraid • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 0 
7. Accepting Authority • • • • • • • • • 2 3 
8. Being a Responsible Citizen • • • • • 4 1 
g. Need for Faith • • • • • •. • • • • • 4 1 
10. Constructive Use of Leisure • • • • • 4 1 
c. Permissive atmosphere foster freedom 
of expression • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 o 
d. Free association and lack of structuring 
promote discussion • • • • • • • • • • • 7 l 
e. Discussions too loosely organized • • • • • 2 6 
f. Behavior Activities difficult to carry out 4 4 
g. Behavior Activities valuable • • • •• • • ~ 4 
h. Behavior Inventory difficult to check • • • 8 0 
i. Action Report difficult for pupils to check 2 4 j. Difficult to plan time for pupils to check 
Action Reports • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 4 
k. Action Report valuable as follow-up 
acti~ity • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 3 
. 5. Objectives of the Program Yes No 
a. Support such discussions for sixth-graders 
weekly . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-b. Recommend pictures for motivation ••••• 
c. Recommend stories for motivation ••••• 
d. Discussions help teachers to learn needs 
of pupils • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
e. Difficult to use permissive, free 
. associational technique • • • • • • • • • 
f. Education in group guidance discussion 
technique necessary for teacher • • • • • 
*Supported discussions bi-weekly 
'7 
2 
2 
8 
0 
5 
l* 
5~ 
1 
0 
8 
3 
Data for Section 2, "Preparation of Teachers for 
Teaching, •• indicate that all, Cooperating teachers evidently 
. 
were satisfied with the guidance given by the Teacher's 
Handbook and.the supplementary teaching aids i'ssued 
periodically. These, together with group meetings and 
weekly individual conferences, seemed to meet their 'needs. 
One Experimental teacher in the Thumbnail Sketch program 
felt the demonstration lesson failed to give her enough 
help, but the other seven found it adequate. A majority of 
of Experimental teachers felt that the preparatory meeting 
did not give them sufficient background for the Experimental 
teaching. The writer had felt this was true, which was the 
< • 
basis for developing the continuous weekly contact. A· 
majority of the Experimental teachers also indicated·on 
item 5f that they felt specific preparation in group 
guidance is necessary for the sixth-grade teacper to conduct 
this type of discussion. 
All Cooperating teachers commented on the choice of 
themes used in the experiment, item 3 on the evaluation 
form. A large majority were in favor of six of ·the ten 
items. Theme No. 9, The Need for Faith, was rejectedbpy 
< 
four teachers •. Their reasons were: "children weren't 
interested"; religion-hard to discuss to a groupu; "area too 
broad u; and 11subj.ect not commonly discussed. u . . Pupils also 
. . 
participated less actively in this discussion, according to 
their response averages for this the~e. The reasons are 
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difficult t~ determine 1 but in the report on the Response 
Records an attempt has been made. (See~.s~~ Three other 
themes were questioned by three of the twelve teachers~--
No. 4 1 Accepting Being Different 1 No. 5 1 Being Tempted, and 
No. 6 1 Being Afraid. The reasons were much the same 1 
either pupils felt no significance in the theme 1 or they 
could not understand the content of the picture or the story. 
Data for items 4a and b are available for only 
. 
three teachers in the Picture program and two in the 
Thumbnail Sketch program1 making possible totals of only 
five points. Themes No. 1 1 4 and 5 were named by the other 
teachers as very good 1 but No. 1 1 Accepting Authority 1 was 
classified by three teachers as ineffective. Their reasons 
were the same,-•11children didn 1t get the idea 1 11 which 
. 
probably indicates that neither picture nor story was well 
designed. 
With one exception all responses for items 4c and d 
were positive, indicating the Experimental teachers felt the 
"atmospheric freedom" of the experimental plan was effective 
. . 
in bringing about the type of discussion desired. Judgments 
in item 4e were influenced by the tYPe of program. Thumb-
nail Sketch teachers 1 whose discussions were structured by a 
. . 
discussion guid~ based on the story (Appendix A:7 ) 1 agreed 
that the lessons were not too loosely organized. On the 
other hand, two of the four Picture teachers thought the 
Picture lessons were not structured enough. For one of 
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these teachers this judgment is contradictory to her judg-
ment for item 4d. 
In items 4f and g Picture teachers emphasized the 
difficulty of carrying out the Behavioral Activities and 
questioned their value. Thumbnail Sketch teachers~ on the 
other hand, felt they were quite suitable and valuable. 
The same difference in point of view was expressed in items 
4i~ j and k~ relative to the Action Report. Again, reasons 
for this are not easy to find, especially since the plan 
had been officially sanctioned that Behavioral Activities 
were to replace the usual Social Studies or English lesson 
once a week. It may be assumed, moreover~ that if these 
were not carried out thoughtfully, some of the effectiveness 
of the discussions may have been lost. On the other hand, 
possibly it was a weakness of the experiment that a more 
structured plan was not provided for these.activities. 
In item 4h Behavioral Inventory is again rejected~ 
this time as an informal measure for studying the behavioral 
application of the discussions, the reason again being the 
inaccuracy of the completed records. 
In general all Experimental teachers were in sympathy 
with a program of similar discussions once a week (item Sa). 
There was one dissenting judgment, and0one suggestion for bi-
weekly periods. There was some disagreement as to the 
comparative effectiveness of pictures and stories as 
techniques for motivating discussions (items 5b and c). 
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One Picture teacher rejected pictures and one suggested a 
combination of pictures and stories, particularly for ~ow 
level groups. A Thumbnail Sketch teacher brought out the 
point that she really had no basis for comparison. 
Perhaps it was impossible for them to answer this question. 
All agreed they felt such discussions helped 
teachers to 'learn about their pupils' personal-social 
adjustment problems (item 5d). Only one teacher, in·Thumb-
nail Sketch program, identified the times when she did learn 
new facts about her pupils, as Experimental teachers pad 
been as~ed to do. Other teachers, however, expressed them-
selves orally, saying that they knew their pupils quite well 
by April, and in the fall such discussions would probably 
reveal much useful information about them. All agreeg, also, 
that they had no problem in using "permissive, free 
associational technique 11 (item 5e): It seems they must have 
. 
had a different concept of this term from that used by the 
Observers, who thought the Picture teachers had not quite 
mastered this technique. , On item 5~ 5 Experimental and 2 
Control teachers indicated they felt educational prepar~tion 
for conducting group guidance discussions was necessary. 
Three .Experimental teachers felt it was not. Teachers' 
comments and recommendations (item 6) included the following 
~uggestions: (l) not more than one discussion weekly, 
(2) elimination of some reviews, (3) use of a textbook with 
both pictures and stories, .and (4) several other themes, 
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How Do You Feel .. About These Growing-Up Discussions? 
Name ________________________ ~School ____________ ~Teacher __________ __ 
To the Pupil: A very important part of this experiment is for you to tell 
how you feel about it. Answer the questions thoughtfully 
and honestly, even though you seem to be very critical. 
l.a. Would you rather have discussed pictures than stories? Yes No 
b. Would you ·rather have discussed little stories than pictures?Yes No 
2. Here are the 10 themes you discussed. 
a. Place a check to the right of those you liked. 
b. Place a cross to the right of those you did not care ab9ut. 
l. Group Membership 
2. Being a Good Sport 
3. Cooperation in Our Homes 
4. Accepting Being Different 
5. Being Tempted 
6. Being Afraid 
7. Accepting Authority 
8. Being a Responsible Citizen 
g. Need for Faith 
10. Constructive Use of Leisure 
3. List other themes you would like to have discussed. 
4.a; On the whole, did you like these discussions? 
b. Tell reasons why you liked them. 
c. Tell reasons why you did not like them. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
----5. ----
6. ----~:-
g.---10. 
---
Yes No 
5. Do you think these discussions helped you to act more grown up?Yes No 
6. Did you get ideas from the discussions that helped you with your 
own problems? Yes No 
7. Would you suggest that all sixth-graders should have a chance 
to have these discussions? Yes No 
' 8. Do you think it would be helpful to continue them in Grade 1? Yes No 
Figure 5. Evaluation Form Used by Experimental Pupils 
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some more specific. 
Evaluation of Experimental Program by E~perimental 
Pupils.--Evaluation of the experiment by Experimental pupils 
was based upon their responses on the form, 11How Do You Feel 
About These Growing-Up Discussions ?·P In general, the data 
. 
for the complete form show a positive reaction,. 
Tabie LIV presents data for item 4a, ·110n the whole; 
do you like these discussions?" An analysis from pupil 
'· 
evaluations follows: 
(1) Seventy-eight Picture pupils, or 67-per cent of 
those in that program, and 103 Thumbnail Sketch pupils, or 
TABLE LIV 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE GROWING-UP DISCUSSIONS? 
ITEM 4a.: REACTION TO DISCUSSIONS 
Yes No 
Group G B T G B T 
·P: A 10 9 19 6 8 14 
B 14 10 24 2 .2 4 
c 2 4 6 9 9 18 
D 18 11 29 1 1 2 
Total 44 34 78 18 20 38 
TS: A 8 20 28 4 1 ~ B 15 11 26 2 2 
c 14 7 21 6 6 12 
D 12 16 28 0 4 4 
Total 49 54 103 12 13 25 
80 per cent of that program; replied positively. They 
supported their reactions with such comments as these: 
uinteresting," "helped to make me more grown-up," ngave 
me a chance to say what I think and f'eel, 11 "help~d me 
with my problems," "gave me a chance to ta';!.k with· class-
mates,'' "got to krlow myself' better., 11 "real life-they were 
sensible:" uf'un to talk about, u and ~'brought out things 
not usually talked about.u 
(2) Thirty-three per cent of' the Picture program 
and 20 per cent of' the Thumbnail Sketch program did not 
'like the discussions, the following reasons being cited: 
"boring," "waste of' time/' "pictures tiring after a while, 
iost int~r~st, 0 "same pattern every time,J1 11too personal, 11 
''wouldn 1t happen· to most people," ,.everybody got to 
. 
talking about something else," and "didn't get anything 
out of' it.u 
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(3) Analysis of' group feeling about the discussions 
indicates'enthusiastic response from two Picture and three 
·Thumbnail Sketch groups, the greatest negative response for 
these five groups being only 15 per cent of' TS: A. -The 
fourth Thumbnail Sketch group, level c, had a negative 
response of' 33 per cent and the third Picture group, level 
A, a negative response of' 43 per cent. The fourth Picture 
group, level C, had a highly negative response of' 75 per 
cent. Thus the negative response of' the entire Picture 
program was heavily weighted by the one group which evi-
dently disliked the discussions experiences very much. All 
groups, however, gave similar reasons for their dislikes. 
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(4) Teacher evaluation for these groups was more 
refined and definitive, but the feeling was comparable to 
that of the pupils. On teacher evaluation forms (Table 
they agreed that such discussions were "a valuable'experi ... 
ence for every sixth-grader,, .. and gave reasons.· They 
. 
agreed, however, that (a) the repeated pattern for the 
lesson was monotonous and promoted disinterest, and (b) 
once a week 9r even bi-weekly discussions would be often 
enough. Picture: A teacher thought themes No. 9 and 10 were 
of little value; Picture: C teacher selected No. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 
and 10 as being of little value. The latter also felt t·he 
~ermissive character of the discussions encouraged pupils 
to develop the wrong values. Analysis of teacher evalu-
ations seems to indicate that negative pupil evaluations 
agreed with teacher attitudes about the discussions. 
Table LV presents data based on Item l which 
analyzes the generalized response to Item 4a, and asks 
TABLE LV 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE GROWING-UP DISCUSSIONS? 
ITEM l: PREFERENCE FOR PICTURES OR STORIES 
Picture 
_Response A B C D 
Yes 5 12 15 6 
No 25 16 14 23 
Thumbnail 
Sketch 
A B C D 
14 14 19 25 
18 16 14 28 
Totals 
P TS 
38 72 
78 56 
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about preference for one technique over the other. The data 
show a preference for pictures as a motivating technique. 
Picture groups were.asked to check item lb, and Thumbnail 
Sketch groups item la. Since the basic question was whether 
they would rather have experienced the type of technique 
which the other group had, responses in the 11yes" category 
. . 
indicate dissatisfaction with their own. The data show that 
seventy-eigh~ Picture discus~ants and seventy-twq Thumbnail 
Sketch discussants, or 61 per cent of all Experimental 
pupils, favored pictures • A total" of 94 pupils, or 39 per 
cent, preferred stories. The preference for pictures was 
~tronger in the groups which had experienced picture 
discussions, 70 per cent favoring their own type of program. 
Of. the group which had experienced the thumbnail sketch 
discussions, 56 per cent preferred their own program. 
Table LVI shows pupil preference for,individual 
themes. From these data it can be concluded that: (1) a 
~jority of pupils liked all themes, and (2) pupils in both 
programs agreed in their reaction to·most themes. In both 
programs the most highly favored themes were No. 2, Being 
a Good Sport, and No. 3, Cooperation in the Home. The 
least liked for the Thumbnail Sketch program was No. 4, 
Accepting Being Different, which appealed to only 63 of the 
' 
126 pupils in that program. Two themes were riot liked by 
the Picture discussants, No. 1, Group Membership, and No.7, 
Accepting• Authority. These dislikes may be due to the fact 
TABLE LVI 
.. 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE GROWING-UP DISCUSSIONS? 
· ITEM 2: REACTION OF· GROUPS TO CHOICE ·OF THEMES ' 
... ~ f "' 
Picture Thumbnail Sketch 
Theme Response A B c D A B c D 
-
·. 
. . . . 
1. Group Membership Yes 8 20 13 26 26 17 17 25 
No 20 8 13 8 7 12 16 7 
2. Being a Good Sport .Yes 18 25 19 31 30 26 26 30 
No ll 3 7 2 4 2 7 2 
3. Cooperation in Our Homes Yes 16 26 16 31 28 20 25 30 
No 12 3 10 2 6 8 8 2 
4. Accepting Being Different Yes 16 21 12 27 27 18 14 22 
No 14 8 13 5 6 11 19 10 
5. Being Tempted .Yes 21 22 15 21 21 19 23 21 
No 6 6 15 10 13 10 10 10 
6. Being Afraid Yes 24 18 8 26 26 21. 22 21 
No 5 ll 18 6 7 8 11 ll 
7. Accepting.Authority Yes 8 19 10 29 24 20 16 24 
No 21 9 16 4 10 9 17 9 
8. Being a Responsible Yes 14 23 ll 29 25 19 15 25 Citizen No 14 4 15 6 9 10 17 7 
g. Need f'or Faith Yes 21 22 11 29 24 20 18 24 
No 9 7 15 2' 10 8 15 8 
10. Constructive Use of' Yes 16 22 15 30 27 19 19 27 
Leisure No 14 7 11 1 7 9 14 5 
' " 
Totals 
p TS 
67 85 
·49 . 42 
93 112 
23 15 
89 103 
27 24 
76 81 
40 46 
79 84 
37 43 
76 90 
40 37 
66 84 
50 43 
77 84 
39 43 
83 86 
33 41 
~3 92 
33 35 
- -------···--·-·- ----~-
1\) 
J-l 
\D 
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I 
that the particular story or picture was not well compoased, 
or to the fact that the particular theme was not appropriate 
for that group .at the time it was scheduled £or discussion. 
Table LVII presents an analysis of boy-girl prefer-
ences for each theme. The experimental plan was to select 
TABLE LVII 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE GROWING-UP DISCUSSIONS? 
ITEM 2: ~ SEX PREFERENCES FOR VARIOUS TEEMES 
Totals 
Theme Boys Girls Both Neither 
1. Group Membership ~ 0 2 5 - l 
2 • Being a Good Sport 0 1- 7 0 
3· Cooperating in Our Homes 0 3 5 0 
4. Accepting Being Different 1 1 6 0 
5. Being Tempted l 2 5 0 
6 • Being Afraid 0 l 6 l 
7. Accepting Authority 2 2 4 0 
8. Being a Responsible Citizen l 0 7 0 
g. Need for Faith l 0 7 0 
·10. Constructive Use of Leisure 1 l 6 0 
Totals 7 13 58 2 
and design the pictures and stories so they would appeal to 
both boys and girls. The data indicate that this objective 
was achieved, since no theme was chosen over the others to 
TABLE LVIII 
" - .. .. . 
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE GROWING-UP DISCUSSIONS? 
·ITEMS 5-8 
-~- -~----- --- ~-------· ---------------
Item .. Picture T~umbnail 
. 
' 
Sketch 
. 
--Response A B c D A B .c :0 
. . 
. . 
5. Do you think these 
28 discussions helped Yes 21 21 13 30 22 25 19 
you to act more 
No 9 6 13 3 6 7 8 13 grown-up? 
6. Did you get ideas from 
26 these discussions that Yes 21 21 10 20 23 22 23 
helped you with your No 8 8 16 6 14 6 11 9 own problems? 
' 7. Would you suggest that 
24 26 . 25 24 all sixth-graders Yes 25 11 29 30 
snould have a chance to No 6 4 15 2 4 3 8 8 have these discussions? 
8. Do you think it would b'e Yes 19 18 3 29 25 22 16 12 helpful to continue them 
No 11 10 23 3 8 7 17 20 in Grade 7? 
~ 
----------- ---~-----
Totals 
-
' p TS 
' . 
85 94 
31 34 
78 88 
.38 40 
89 105 
27 23 
69 75 
47 52 
ro 
ro 
..... 
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any great extent by eithe~ boys or girls~ but rather every 
theme was chosen by both boys and girls. 
Table LVIII presents data concerning the other four 
questions on the pupil evaluation form. The data for item 5 
indicate that a majority of pupils felt a behavioral impact 
from their discussions. It might be expected that their 
Action Report Booklet and Behavioral Activity made them 
conscious Qf the need to act upon their discussions. Data 
for item 6 indicate that a majority of pupils felt they 
experienced growth and help with their own problems as a 
result of the discussions. If their judgment is true the 
discussions attained their major objective. A large majority 
evidently felt the experience was worth placing in every 
sixth-grade curriculum. (See item 7.) It is interesting to 
note~ however~ (item 8) that a smaller majority favored 
continuing the discussions into Grade 7. It is also 
important to note that responses concerning the wovth of the 
discussions were cpmparable for all groups~ regardless of 
their program technique or socio-economic level • 
. 
Evaluation of Experimental Program by Parents.--
Table LIX gives the data taken from a form sent to parents 
of all 381 pupils involved in the experiment. The purpose 
of the Inventory was to obtain a judgment of behavioral 
changes outside of school during the experimental period. 
The data were supplied by seventy-seven Picture program 
parents, or sixty-one per cent of this group, eighty-four 
TABLE LIX 
PARENT INVENTORY OF PUPIL BEHAVIOR 
DURING.THE EXPERIMENT 
Thumbnail 
Picture Sketch 
Item (77) (84) 
*l. Has he{she) done more 
lately to help around 
62 68 home? 
' 
"•<2. Has he(she) been more 
friendly lately toward 
28 a shy or lonely child? 37 
I ' . 
*3· Has he(she) becently been 
- trying not to "fet mad 11 
about things he she) . 
doesn •t like? ., 51 53 
' 
*4. Has he(she) been joining 
in group activities more 
lately? 46 58 
' 
5· Has he{she~ recently been 
11gossiping ' or 11tattling" 
36 less than previously? 35' 
' 
*6. Has he(she) been more 
willing recently to share 
or let someone else ube first,? 52 59 
7. Has he{she) been trying 
lately to overcome some 
. ' 
childish fear? 26 28 
*8. , 
Has he(she) been more 
68 obedient lately? 52 
, 
*9· Has he(she) tried lately 
54 ~ to be-a helpful citizen? 50 
10. Has he(she) receJtly reit 
less concerned atiout his {her) being different from 
other children~ ds to 
looks~ home~ abilities~ etc.? 21 28 
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Control 
(79) 
62 
33 
51 
55 
37 
54 
26 
61 
57 
26 
TABLE LIX--Continued 
PARENT INVENTORY OF PUPIL BEHAVIOR 
DURING THE EXPERIMENT 
Thumbnail 
Picture Sketch 
Item (77) (84) 
*11. Has he(s~e) used his(her) 
leisure time to good 
56 6g purpose lately? 
12. Has he(she) recently been 
less critical of others 
.who are different from 
hirnself(herself), as to 
looks, home, religious 
36 faith, etc.? 37 
' 
*13. Has he(she) been more 
respectful to adults 
54 61 lately? 
. 
*14. Has he(she) recently shown 
~ more interest in his(her). 
own faith or that of his (her) friends? 44 39 
*15. Has he(she) receptly been 
trying to compromise 
instead of arguing for 
49 -what he(she) wants? 59 
. 224 
Control 
(79) 
62 
31 
57 
44 
54 
Thumbnail Sketch parents, or si~ty-four per cent of this group, 
and seventy-nine Control parents, or sixty-four per cent of 
this group. Since a total of 240 parents, or more than three-
fifths of each program, returned completed forms, the data 
were considered representative. 
The scores given, item by item, are the combined 
totals for "Very Much son and "Some" categories, both of 
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which indicate changes observed by parents. Analysis of the 
table permits two major conclusions. (l) The ten items 
marked with an asterisk were checked on more than 50 per 
cent of the returns for each program, signifying that during 
the period of experimentation more than 50 per'cent of the 
parents observed behavioral changes relative to these ten 
items. Less than 50 per cent observed changes relative to 
the other five items. {2) There was a definite pattern of 
similarity rather than difference among the three programs, 
signifying that the behavior of all pupils, regardless of 
their experimental experiences,showed comparable changes. 
These .changes, therefore, could not be related specifically 
to the Experimental discussions. 
Parents were also asked to provide a judgment on 
pupil interest as expressed by voluntary conversation a~ 
home about the discussions. (Item at bottom of. Parent 
Inventory form: Has your child talked about these lessons 
while they·were going on?) Table LX shows that 50 per cent 
TABLE LX 
PUPIL DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENT AT HOME 
Program Yes No Not 
... Indicated 
Picture 50% 43% 7% 
Thumbnail 
Sketch 50% 44% 6% 
Control 33% 60% 7% 
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of both Picture and Thumbnail Sketch pupils did discuss 
their experiences at home, and 43 and 44 per cent 
respectively did not. Of Control pupils, 33 per cent evi-
dently heard enough to mention them at home,· while 60 per 
cent did not. Possibly 50 per cent is a comparatively g_ood 
proportion of pupils following their school disc~ssions 
with home conversations, since most pupils generally_fail 
to talk about school lessons enough to satisfy their 
parents. The Control percentages might be interpreted as 
an·unreliable yet somewhat indicative measure of the degree 
to which the Control program was contaminated. 
Summary 
This chapter presented the·analysis of data rela-
tive to this study. Data was organized in terms of the two 
major purpose~ of the study: (l) to. discover the general 
effectiveness of group guidance discussions in helping 
sixth-graders in their personal-social adjustment_, and ( 2) 
to compare the effectiveness of a non-verbal stimulus with 
a verbal one. Several lesser questions were also answered. 
The discussion was presented ,in three sections,--· 
the standardized testing program, the sociometric pro-
cedures, and the various other procedures used. The first 
section analyzed data from three personality inventories, 
an Arithmetic achievement test, and a Social Studies achieve-
ment ·t-est·~~ The second analyzed data from sociogram and· 
friendship choices. The third analyzed the amount of 
response stimulated by both motivating techniques, the 
characteristics of pupils who were inactive in discussion, 
observational reports on the conduct of discussions, and 
evaluation of the experiment by pupil- and teacher-parti-
cipants and by parents of the experimental pupils. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Purposes of the Study.-~he study described in this 
thesis was an evaluation of two techniques for sixth-grade 
group guidance discussions, emphasizing personal-social 
adjustment. There were two major purposes of the investi-
gation. One was to diScover the general effectiveness of 
group guidance discussions in helping sixth-graders in their 
personal-social adjustment. The other was to compare the 
-effectiveness of a non-verbal stimulus with a verbal one. 
Plan for Group Guidance Discussions.--~1elve sixth-
grade classes were selected, a heterogeneous sampling of 381 
pupils with no experience in organized group guidance 
discussions. Four classes were assigned by lot to discuss 
pictures, four to discuss short stories, or "thumbnail 
· sketches," and four to continue their assigned classes as 
control groups • 
There were ten discussions, each focused on a 
personal-social adjustment theme, with periodic reviews, and 
continuous behavioral applications. The atmosphere of the 
discussions was one of permissiveness, and pupils were 
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encouraged to project1 themselves into the thematic situ-
ations and·interpret them associatively. 
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Plan for Evaluation.--The pupil-evaluation program 
included two sociometric procedures, standardized testing 
with three personality instruments, and standardized 
evaluation of achievement in Arithmetic and Social Studies. 
The same battery was used both before and after the 
experimental teaching period. 
Other procedures were used to evaluate the program. 
A Response Record was kept by the Experimental teachers · 
during discussions for the purpose of comparing the motivat-
ing power of the two techniques. Occasional visits by 
Gu~dance Counselors to all twelve classes provided compara-
tive reports on Experimental and Control classes. Further 
measures, used at the conclusion of the experiment, included 
a summary checklist of behavior changes as seen by parents, 
an evaluation of the experiment by pupils~ and another by 
the teachers. 
Conclusions 
Both standardized and sociometric· data are character-
ized by inconsistency in the significance of the findings. 
There are isolated, unrelated spots which indicate signifi-
.cant changes~ but these form no pattern which can be 
attributed to the experimental plan. The following 
conclusions are indicated: 
I 
To what degr~e were changes in personal-social 
\ .. ' 
,. 
... 
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adjustment during the experimental period due to a particu-
lar motivating technique? 
1. Differences between April and June means for 
boys 1 and girls' scores totaled by programs are not signi-
ficant for any of the three programs, --Picture, Thumbnail 
Sketch or Control. Therefore it may be concluded that 
neither Picture nor Thumbnail Sketch technique made a signi-
ficant impact upon pupils involved in these discussions. 
2. Differences between April and June means for the 
total experimental population are significant. Therefore it 
may be concluded that when all boys• and girls' scores are 
combined, results show that the entire test population 
changed significantly during the experimental period. 
To what degree were changes in adjustment influenced 
bf sex difference? 
1. Differences between April and June means are 
significant for both boys and girls in all three programs. 
Therefore it may be concluded that Experimental groups showed 
the same sex differences as Control groups, and the experi-
mental discussions made no significant impact upon sex 
differences. 
2. Changes made by boys were significantly different 
from those made by gir~s in all three programs. Since 
Experimental groups showed1the same sex differences as 
Co~trol groups, it may be concluded that the experimental 
discussions made no significant impact upon sex differences. 
3. Girls' averages show significant differences 
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among the three programs, whereas boys' averages do not. It 
may be concluded, then, that on the average the gi~ls in 
each program were affected by the differences in programs, 
whereas the boys were not. 
4. April-June mean d:l-fferences for girls in all 
three programs combined are significant, as are those for 
boys. Therefore it may be concluded that all boys and all 
girls as two separate groups made significant changes during 
the experimental period. 
To what degree were changes in adjustment influenced 
by interaction of program technique and the group character-
istics? 
1. Interaction between April-June mean differences 
and differences between sexes is significant for Thumbnail 
Sketch and Control. This is interpreted to mean that 
changes for boys and girls in these programs occurred at 
different rates. Since Control showed significant inter-
action as well as Thumbnail Sketch, and since Picture inter-
action was insignificant, it may be concluded that the 
experimental discussions had no significant impact upon the 
rate of change. 
2. Interaction between April-June mean differences 
and differences among programs is significant for both boys 
and girls. Therefore it may be concluded that the rates of 
change for boys' groups and girls' groups within each program 
differed significantly from each other. 
3. Interaction between April-June mean differences 
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and differences among programs is significant for the total 
test populatio~. Therefore it may be concluded that the 
rates of change for the three pr9grams are significantly 
different. 
To what degree were changes in adjustment influenced 
by the individual differences among the pupils? 
The amount of change made by each pupil consistently 
shows significant differences among individuals. Therefore 
it may be concluded that in every program individuals 
differed significantly in their changes, and neither Picture 
nor Thumbnail Sketch technique made a significant impact on 
the pupils experiencing those discussions·. 
To what degree were chronological age, intelligence 
-
and reading power related to personal-social adjustment? 
Neither chronological age, intelligence nor reading 
ability had significant relationship to the personal-social 
adjustment of the total experimental population. 
What interpersonal changes in adjustment were 
indicated by sociometric procedures? 
1. Means of both Friendship Choices Made and Friend-
ship Choices Received show insignificant April-June· 
differences fbr alltthree programs. Therefore it may be 
assumed that a minimum or change took place in.this aspect of 
interpersonal relationships, and the experimental discussions 
made no significant impact upon either Picture or Thumbnail 
Sketch pupils. These data support the findings of the 
standardized data. 
2. April-June correlations for Friendship Choices 
Received are generally twice as large as those for Friend-
ship Choices Made. This suggests that: (l) in all three 
programs there was more stability, or less change, in 
Friendship values received than in those made; and (2) the 
experimental discussions made no significant impact upon 
either Picture or Thumbnail Sketch pupils. 
3. There are no significant differences among April-
June program correlations for Friendship Choices Made. This 
suggests that: (l) an equal degree of stability was present 
in all programs, and (2) the experimental discussions made 
no significant impact upon either Picture or Thumbnail 
Sketch pupils. 
4. April-June correlations for Friendship Choices 
Made show no pattern of change for socio-economic ~evels in 
the three programs, but mean values for these groups show a 
tendency for lower levels to be less stable. There is, 
however, no evidence of significant changes due to the 
experimental programs. 
5~ April-Ju~e correlation of means for Friendship 
Choices Received for Picture program is significantly 
different from those for both Thumbnail Sketch and Control. 
This difference is conceivably an effect of the Picture 
technique. 
6. April-June correlations of means for Friendship 
Choices Received show a tendency for lower socio-economic 
levels to be more stable than upper levels, but no pattern 
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is indicated. There is no evidence of significant changes 
due to the experimental discussions. 
7. Correlations of means for Friendship Choices 
Made and Friendship Choices Received in April show no signi-
ficant differences among the three programs. The difference 
between Picture and Thumbnail Sketch correlations for June, 
however, is statistically significant, the higher correla-
tion being that for Thumbnail Sketch. This indicates that 
Thumbnail Sketch pupils evidently made significant changes 
toward equalizing friendship values given and received 
within their class groups. 
8. Mean values for sociogram choices show no signi-
ficant changes during the experimental period. These data, 
then, indicate that the experimental discussions had no 
significant impact upon interpersonal relationships. 
g. Comparison of April-June changes in Friendship 
. 
Choices Received and in Choice Status shows a tendency for 
Control to have the greatest amount of change, or less 
stability than in Picture and Thumbnail Sketch. This trend 
is present in data for Friendship Choices Received, and for 
choice of Best Friend and Party Guest. 
10. Correlation between Friendship Choices Received 
and Choice Status for Best Friend shows their similarity to 
be statistically significant. 
How did the two program techniques compare in 
effectiveness in motivating discussion? 
1. Participation in discussion was generally 
comparable for both motivating techniques. 
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2. Theme content made a noticeable impact upon the 
amount of participation in discussion. 
3. Upper socio-economic levels show twice as much 
-discussion as lower levels. 
4. Atypical chronological age, intelligence, and 
reading ability are characteristic of those pupils who 
failed to participate in discussion. 
To what degree was the spirit and philosophy of the 
experiment possible in the 11 usual 11 classroom? 
. 
1. Both teacher- and observer- opinion indicate that 
classroom teachers can conduct discussions such as these, 
but that some teacher-education is needed to establish skill 
with permissive, free association technique. 
2. Stenographic recordings show the teacher role to 
be more dominant in the less able group reported. 
What evaluations were placed upon the experimental 
program by the participants? 
1. Cooperating teachers were supportive and generally 
satisfied with the philosophy, planning and administration of 
the experiment. 
2. The majority of pupil participants supported the 
discussions in general, and the Picture technique in particu-
lar, and stated a feeling of personal development as a 
result of the experience. 
3. The responses of parents of pupil participants 
show that both Experimental and Control pupils experienced 
similar behavioral changes during the experimental period. 
What influence was exerted upon academic achievement 
in Arithmetic and Social Studies by loss of time in these 
content areas? 
1. Pupils in both Experimental programs made normal 
gains in Arithmetic during the experimental period. 
2. Pupils in both Experimental programs made sub-
normal gains in Social Studies during the experimental period. 
Limitations 
1. A major limitation was the content area being 
explored, namely, personality development. This is a field 
in which much is still unknown, and evaluative measures need 
to be refined. Therefore any venture such as this study has 
within it all the inherent limitations of the "subject 
matter." 
2. Correlative to this are the limitations of the 
evaluative measures and treatment of data for personal-
social adjustment. Group instruments were the most feasible 
to use with the large number being studied, but the sensitiv-
ity of individualized measures, or other techniques for 
treating the data, might have detected changes which the 
group measures failed to reveal. 
3. Another major limitation was the difficulty of 
isolating the independent variable, of determining precisely 
what degree of change was attributable to the discussion 
techniques, since many other factors functioning 
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simultaneously with the experiment also influence personal-
ity change. 
4. Another limitation may have been the brevity of 
the experimental period. In relation to the content being 
studied, namely, personal-social adjustment, ten weeks is a 
short period of time. Personality is slow to change, and it 
is quite possible that such a study as this needs to run 
much longer, or that a follow-up evaluation later might 
show significant changes due to the discussion experiences. 
5. The number of cases may have been too limited a 
sampling. The total experimental population seemed an 
adequate number, and also the total for each program. It is 
quite possible, however, that larger numbers on each socio-
economic level might have revealed significant data. 
6. Teacher-interest and -skill may have been limit-
ing factors. In the elementary school the classroom 
teacher is considered to be the one who is most closely 
concerned with the growth of pupils, the one who knows them 
most intimately. As such, she seemed the best suited to 
guide the experimental discussions of her clasa. It was an 
assumption of the experiment, also, that every teacher 
should be able to conduct such discussions. Two limitations, 
however, were involved in this pattern of choosing Experi-
mental teachers: (a) their service in the experiment was to 
some degree involuntary, and (b) their skill in this type of 
discussion was probably limited. These may have exerted a 
subtle handicapping influence. 
7. Sociometric choices were based upon a purely 
hypothetical situation, which may have placed limitations 
upon the responses given. One school of thought believes 
children will make valid choices even if the choices are 
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not to be put into effect • Another school believes the 
choices must be vsed in a functional manner in order to 
ascertain that choices will be valid. It is possible, then, 
that the interpersonal relationships might have changed more 
significantly during the experiment if' the teachers had used 
the first sociogram responses in ''live" situations. 
8. Sociometric data indicated that changes did take 
place in the social structure of class groups. It is 
possible that with some orientation in group dynamics the 
teachers might have improved the social organization of' 
their classes by helping the children to integrate cliques 
and minority groups. 
9 • The age of' the experimental pupils may have been 
a limiting factor in that semi-directed discussion of' 
personal-social problems may be a developmental task for 
which sixth-graders are not quite ready. 
Recommendations 
Analysis and interpretation of' the data indicate 
that two types of problems might have follow-up value,--
more intensive analysis of' the data already accumulated, 
and extension of this study through various ramifications. 
Suggested recommendations are listed in these two categories: 
More intensive analysis of present data 
1. Would a more refined, categorical analysis of 
data for California, Detroit and SRA reveal significant 
findings? 
2. Would further study of factors involved in 
atypical sociometric choices reveal significant data? 
' 
3. Would a study of 11highly active participants,. 
. 
in discussion reveal significant data? 
Extension of the problem of this study 
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1 • Would other evaluative procedures, or c;>ther 
tec~ques for treating the data, have been more sensitive 
and therefore more revealing? 
2. Would a comparable study at the beginning of 
the year be more helpful to both teachers and pupils? 
3. Would significant changes in adjustment occur 
if the experiment were conducted for a longer period of 
time? 
4. Would a follow-up $tudy reveal effects of these 
discussion experiences which could not develop in so short 
a time as ten weeks? 
5. Would class groups integrate more effectively 
if experimental teachers were oriented to group dynamics 
and used the first sociogram choices as part of the 
experimental design? 
6. Would a study using Picture and Thumbnail Sketch 
techniques with only D-level socio-economic groups in 
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larger numbers indicate the non-verbal technique to be more 
effective with them than the verbal? 
7. Would significant changes in adjustment occur if 
the discussions were characterized by: (a) structuring of 
thought channels through designated questions 1 or (b) 
expression of their own values or accepted social values by 
the teachers? 
. 
8. Would a more structured planning for conducting 
and evaluating the behavioral applications resul~ in signi-
ficant changes in adjustment? 
9. Woumd a study comparing the response of sixth-
graders~ ninth-graders and twelfth-graders to these 
motivating techniques reveal significant findings? 
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'!. I 
" ~ri'5";J 
?~ J 
< • 
. '(ead t;1e 1'1 t~J te"'~en t f.'l rs t.,. i"'lt"n re'Id :: \Eil at\ ('\l :2- 1 •1u 
plJlee '\ ehQ<•k in the squ.f'lJ'tt t"'~ th$ ri 7''t or t • . ~~9 
question !2, and check the nq'..lare you think is ~llfoil.; 
to thls for aach of the t'1trelve items on the s:1.e~ts., 
Ja.mple: t--1ary and .rGd eo to bed at. nine o'Jalock almost evel*J; Elllghto 
ao Am l like them~ C);~_] 
bo Would l like to be like 
_-e-=;....._..,.._.=-=---"";l. 
~~.:......;-J.S-..J..:.;.;,_:.:...:...:.,.l.;:~~~~f:. \L~~rtl 'L~ J 
1~ vfuen W® play ga~es in the schoolyard Lonald invites the shy 
fellowa to jo1n 1nd 
ao Am ,1 like Donald~ 
bo Would l 11~-te to b-r~ 
~~Iii tdii;=~~il ,;~ 
11kl3 Lon~ld? ~ t'tJ.t9~\iJA ~- h.:Uie JA {~t=r~t·iJ~-~=fs 
2o l?a.ul sa.ysg ''Just be~ausa a. boy 0 s skin is a d1ffersnt colo!<.~ from 
oura 0 he 1sn 6 t really different fro'11 usa 11 
ao Am I like Paul~ 
bo t'loula I like to be 11ke Paul "l 
3o Nancy and her brother think it is fun to do dishes togathero 
ao Am I 11ke them? it~~iU:~=~ ~~-~~JJLJ;E~IfiidflL--;j 
bo Would l like to be 11ke them? 
4o Bill and fete thi~~ their mother works ha~d around the house to 
give them happ1nesa~ 
APPENDIX A: 1--Continued 
, :~ o Margie is very e;oodf'friend~ 'IJl'(,h 1;1. c:1ineee ESirlo 
ao Am I like i-1arg1e? ~~~ ~~! A \\•({1~· IaJ:ti~ ... ~~~'( ] 
bo 'fould 1 like to be lilce Margie~ Nk&a.\1 1 ~ \\t'f\t.} A Jot' f;~~ 
·--~ 
o When Frank sees a new pupil in the clasJ he invites h1m into 
hie 3oc1al ~tudies work groupo 
a~ Am I l1ke Frank'i Not6.Tet.l\ ~ hit\e R lot t~ct\'( j 
bo \fould I like to be lUte Fr~J.nk'i No"fo:t~\\ \1 l1it\~ fT lot E~a.ctbc 
7o Jue and ~om like to help their Lacdy shovel snowo 
ao Am 1 like them'i ~r::-~0-:-~ 0.-:-~ CL-,,-.~-~-i\l-\e-; --,~r-=~-t)-\~t-,_[--~o.=-a-=j;=.J 
'bo Would I like to be liks them"& ffiot~-'r o.ll.l ~ ~\~\~. I ft \t)t le~\~~f~] 
8., !£Q.d1e says 9 11 E:veryhody should talk in ola.ss discussions, because 
everybody has ideas to share o •m • 
ao Am l 11ke £dd1e~ "r-N-o't-·~-~-,\:i=-R--\~1\i-~e-n-j A-lo=t=-]'":"""[E=}\~-Q!ft=-JLJ=:J 
bo \'lould 1 like to be like &ddie'i ~()tat ;~~~~'\t\e [ii J~t=fe.\ao.tlx :: 
9o Ja.lly is shy, but she tries to be f'rlendlyo 
1 
ao Am l like Ja.lly? :--iN-b't-dr-~--r\\l-f[-=l-i~~€--..Q_A_W~f-=Jfi""""5=nt=-=C.t=--fL 
/1 / b. Would I llke to be me 3ally? !Not <II" a. II j A Oiilli~ I fl =: lot jE"l'Ac.tfL 
i/ lCo Dave and Fhill take turns choosing tha ga·'!le, they will pla.yo 
/ a. Am r like them~ lll!!Jt.clt"'RIIt"J.tlieJ !:} .l•t. ry:;.,+f.'L 
b o Wr.uld I 11ke to be J.! '\0 ~ '· .. ·d; JAI,~ __.,. \'I r\ .a .rJ..i '·_j' n. 1. ..- ll""' .. tJ • 
., l!!"'.' 11.1 o.. ' 1 r:r u fP"" rr ,,, • C1'a.~ 
lloJ1m can always choose his 0\tTn TV progr:1m because he never 1nv1 tes 
anyone to watch ~V with hi~o 
ao Am I like Jim~ 
bo Would l ltke to be like Jim~ 
12o our class doe3 not like Johnnie very wello ne gets angry when he 
can 8 t tell other ch1l~~en what to doo 
aoAm l lUte Johnr.le'i 
b o \iould l like to be like J ohnn1e "i 
- g_;zg_ 
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Name~-------------- =~-------- Lf"~ te~=-=~--·-w-·--
Jchool _________________________ _ Jr·1.da 
----
:\~$ 
-----
tirect1ons: Iira.·..- a clrcle around the letter of the st.a. tement you 
th1nk is trtieo rhere 11re no "r1ght 11 or "wrong•a 
answers" 
3ample~ I go to bed at nine o 11 clock '=il"tlost every n1e:hto (a) l take cnre of my healtho · 
(b) I should see more t.elev1slcri sho\'IS after nine o 11 clocko 
lo Jack helps h1a mother by doing jobs around the houseo 
(a) Jack is a sissyo 
(b) Jack likes hls homeo 
2o Jane sulks if she cannot choose the rv show we are going to watcho 
{a} Jane acts like a babyo (b) Everybody likes Janeo 
3o Our claas sometimes works in com:1i tteesa Ned olways wants to 
work aloneo 
(a) The class should let him work aloneo 
(b) fhe committees should invite ~im to join themo 
4o Paula aays 9 "lf another _boy or girl is of a different race we 
should go out of our w~y to be friendly to themo fhey might 
be 1onesomao 11 
(a) Faula respects everybodyo 
(b) raula is a show=offo 
5() lt. ts hard to ·gat Allan to go. to a partyo 
(a) Allan should go to~ party once in a while¢ 
(o) Allan should not go if he does not want too 
6o Nancy always lets her friends choose the game they am going to playa 
(a) Nancy should choose the game somet1meso 
~h) "~?!'I~ r 1-..,. ·~ 7 t21 hou to malt-l her friends liko her" 
' I 
---- -----·----.---~-
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1 d.rect1ons ~ D.c•a\"l u Gh"'ClG around. '0Yes n if that ~.:m the cor.Jre:~t 
ans-v,rer 0 or a.round '0N0
10 if that ls tl'l.e correct 
o.nstrero Be sure you a.net:er ~....!l~V..n. [3Ven. if yon 
would like to answer a1ff®rentlyo fh~ra ar@ no 
11right11 0!' 11 'l:1J:"Ong 11 a.nSl:JerS>n 
~"!I .ancG ou.J.'" picture disousaions have 
helpful a:t home? 
l tl--1ao. to bo mol"e 
Y~a No 
2-:. Jinoe our picture discussions hav~ l tried to let othel" 
children have their tJay more? Yes Uo 
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j,~ .Jince our picture discussions have I tried to 'help shy chlldr~n 
more? Yea ~io 
I 
4~~ Jinca our pj.cture discussions have l tr1ed to join in group 
activities more than I uaed to? Y~~ No 
Have you talked about our new lesson~ at home or so~awhere 
else other ·~nan school 'Z Yea No 
6o Did you like these picture d1S01JSSiona"i 
7., \'/rite out your rea.aona for. your answer• 'to quest.1on 6.~· 
il'l 
I 
~H~t-----;---------
1 II 
i !i 
I I 
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I. APPENDIX A: 4 
A new kind of class discussion 1s being tried out in 
Miss Burnsu room in Jtephen Falmer Jchoolo It is possible that 
~these discussions may influence the behavior or these PU!!ils out= 
side of aohoolo Inventory 1 attempts to determine what the pupil 
is like usually outside of schoolo Inventory II attempts to deter= 
mine whether his behavior has changed at all since these new dis= 
cuss 1 ons were h.e lc'l o 
Will you, as a parent 9 give your honest opinion about your 
child 11 s behavior by encircling the correct a.na\'lers on these two 
pages "t rhen both sheets may be ret 11rned to ~1i sa Burns o If you 
could complete them by Friday It would be appreciatedo 
rhank you for your cooper~tiono 
Name of child in ~Usa Burns room ----------------
Ohild0s grade------- Date 
Na~es or persons ch~cking these sheets 
Please check relationship of persons to the child: 
Mother .£o'ather Other relationship = 
ti 
I I 
APPENDIX A: Sa 
{ a. picture of your child as he !!,~~]:_*;[ l~ j 
Name ~f ~upil __________________ __ Late ________________ _ 
,geaoher of ~arent~·------------------------------------------------
lo Donald invitee the shy fellows 't•o join in the g:t-nes in ~he 
schoolyardo la _____________ ltke Donald? Yea No 
2o Faul says 5 "Just bcc~tuse 9. boy's skin is a different color from 
ours 1 he 1 sn' t really d 1 ffe1•ent from us o" 
Is like ~aul? Yes No 
'' '3 o Nancy and her brother 3Lhlnk 1 t is fun to do dishes togetht:n•o 
Is like them~ Yes No 
4o Bill and Pete think their mother works hard aroundtthe house to 
g1ve them h8.pp1neaso Is like them~ Yas No 
5o Margie 1s very good fr1end5 with a ~h1nese girlo Ia --~~--~---
111te t'.targl.e "i Yes No 
6o When Frank sees a new pup11 in the cla~s he lnvltes him into 
his Jooinl Jtud1es work srcupo Is like Frnnk~ 
Yes No 
7 0 Jue find l'om li::::e to help their La.ddy s lOVel snowo Is 
like them~ --Yes No 
Bo Eddie says 9 "i!:verybody should talk in class dlscuss1ona 9 
because everybody has ideas to shareon Is like 
Eddie~ Yes No 
9o Jally is shy~ but she tries to be friendlyo rs 
like Jally'i Yes .No 
lCo Dave and Phil tr:t'<'e turns choos1nl:! t~1e e;a:ne the~· will playo la 
li'~e them': Yes No 
llo Ji;n c~n 'llways choose hibs own rv pror:rra,ns because he never 
invi tea anyone to \i"' tch fV wi t:1.'1himo Is 11ke Jim~ 
Yes No 
:Che cl~ds doea not l1:':e Johnnie very wello de zet3 ~ngry Hhen 
he C9.n't tell ot· ... ler chllorfJn what to doo Is 
ltke Jo:mnie·& Yes No 
Your ~cro"'lrnerl-t-S .or 1-1-!:hl .q..te3 tionne.lre at"e inv 1 ted o fh:1n:~. :f ouo 
ll 
= 
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INVE:Nl'OnY !J: 
***'~~******"''**** 
26B 
!,e Has he(she) been more cooperative about assu~1ng res?ons1bil1t1es 
around home? 
· Ver} much so· .l'o some de::ree Not a.t. all Can not tell ' 
2o daa he(she) recently been ~ore willing to share and let others 
have the preference sometimes? 
Very much so Not <~t all Ca.n not tell 
;i ... Has he(she) recently been rnore th.ou,.htf•tl or shy ch.1.1dren'i 
Very much so Not at all Can no'G tell 
4o Has he(she) recently joined 1n groom a<et1vittes more tl1sh ir1 tno psL~t·, 
Very much so 
Cau not. tall 
l?leaoda ttl'i i:.l\1 a.~~.:J t'u1l't!Eillta y~.- J. ~f.!) -A l.•:~:~ ~un~~.rr~in:r t. th .. lei'.\ m.'l 9• <; ~h . .lfr 
t~h1lr''1 s:. ~~·t~t,iC':il~ to ths':l~0r t<:I t~•~'~ lt-'"'t.h1t'lt. ~reo 
lf l 
_::::"----=----=-~--=- _-_..=:::::::::"'::-~ --- _::::"-=--------=----=- =--==-===--- ~-- --=--------~--=----~=-....:::.::....=--= _;:--=--~--=-- __ .::::..._==-= - -=-=--=-=--=---:.. 
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APPENDIX A: 6 
CHOICES MADE BY TRIAL-RUN CLA.SSES ON INVENTORY OF DISCUSSION THEMES 
Themes 
*1. Some children do not like children of another race. 
·2. Sometimes children are afraid when they don't need 
to be. , 
3. Some children have a physical appearance they 
don 1t like. 
4. Sometimes if children go to different churches 
they disagree. 
*5· Some children have a sickness or a physical handi-
cap so they can't do things the other children do. 
6. All children need to be loved. 
7. Some children have personality traits that other 
children don 1t like. 
8. Children can work out their own standards of 
behavior without having adults tell them how to 
behave. · 
9. Getting upset emotionally can make a child feel sick. 
10. Every child wants other children to think he's 
11pretty good. 11 
*Chosen by at least 40 per cent of pupils. 
Suburban Metropolitan (27 pupils) (19 pupi~s) 
15 
5 
1.4 
9 
17 
13 
8 
13 
9 
8 
6 
5 
2 
5 
8 
3 
4 
5.' 
4 
7 
Total 
(46) 
21 
10 
16 
14 
25 
16 
12 
18 
13. 
15 
1\) 
m 
.j:::" 
I 
·l 
I 
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APPENDIX A: 6--continued --r 
Suburban Metropolitan Total 
Themes (27 pupils) (19 pupils) .(46) 
*11. Children ShoUld get their -own way sometimes-. 16 7 23 
12. Children shouldn 1t have to carry responsibility at 
home. 10 2 12 
13. Sometimes it 1s hard to be a "good sport." 17 5 22 'l 
14. Daydreaming is a good way to·get away from your 
troubles. 8 3 11 
15. A child should have goals to strive for. 8 4 12 
*16. Hobbies are a good way to use leisure time. 22 12 34 
17· Some children think health habits are silly. 10 2 12 
18. Children have accidents mostly because they . I 
are careless. 11 5 16 ' 
' 19. · It is ~portant for a child to get to know what 
he is like. 8 7 15 
20. A child needs a happy home. 14 4 18 
21. A child should have a teacher who understands him. 10 5 ,15 
~ 22. 
A lot of recreation time is very ~portant for a child. 10 7 17 
' 23. It is important for a child to know about the way :( his body works • 10 l ll 
ro 
*Chosen by at least 40 per cent of pupils. 0'1 \J1 
-=--=---- = 
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APPENDIX ~: 6--continued 
Suburban Metropolitan Total ( 27 pupils) ( 19 pupils) ·( 46) Themes 
*24. Some children have a lot of' friends, some 
have only a f'ew. 
·25. There are many kinds of' dishonesty. 
. 
*26. Boys and girls should do things together. 
*Chosen by at least 40 per cent of' pupils. 
17 
9 
14 
Added by pupils in Grade 5: Added by pupils in Grade 6: 
Children's sports 
Money 
Hobbies 
Think more of' other people 
7 
5 
8 
24 
14 
22 
Children outside playing 
Segregation 
Be with people a lot and have f'un with them 
How to help people you don•t like ~ 
The baby of' the family 
1\) 
m 
m 
I 
I 
I i 
'I I 
'I 
I I 
,, 
1: I 
APPENDIX A: 7 
Directed by Avis Go Y~rden 
With the cooperation 
of 
Warwick Public Jchools 
~·/ar\'tick 9 ~.thode Island 
March 19-June 9 9 1956 
·reacher: 
3chool: 
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OBJSCTIVEJ 
---z- ~-~~ 
.ro find out lf an or0anize.: proz-~am oL' gt>cup g.1ldance 
diacussions seems to b.~"lp sixt:'l 3rade pupils in t·leL? 
persona.l=socia.l develop:'lt::.nt: 
By a rneasux'em.ent program ·Lo note changes ·d1\c:'l. 
take placeo 
By class discussions in which the content is the 
knowledges, skills and attitudes related to the 
persona~-sacial needs of the pupllao 
By encourageEent of the uae of these ideas 111 
actual behavioral s:ttL,.aticnso 
2.£ ~ ~agl1!_!!5 ~~: 
To find out how effective it may be to pl .. ovide a '\i'eekly 
period in the slxth-grade program when: 
ao Pupil and teacher may share a less formal relation~ 
shipo 
bo fup11s may talk.about the personal-social needs 
of their growing=upo 
Co Fupils may express themselves without fear of judg~ 
ment and with the expectation of understanding and 
help from both teacher and clasa:na tes o 
de Pupils may anticipate helping each other by sharing 
their own experiences and ideaso 
ro li~~ OUt if thOJO Ci5CUSSi~ns help the teacher to learn 
more about her pupils' personal=social adjustment than she 
had learned through the usual classroom activltieso 
go find out if one motivating ·technique, such as the pic= 
tures, seems to be any more effective than another, such as 
the thumbnail sketcheso 
ro provide for behavioral application of concepts discussed 
in the lessons in an effort to encourage behavioral changeo 
l 
,, ' 
I 
Feraonalitl Inventories - to study what changes took place 
· . In persona1-socfar adjustment during the ten-week 
program in group guidanceo 
Jocial Jtudiea and Arithmetic rests - to determine how 
~- much loss occurred in these,subject-matter areas 
while pupils were using the time alloted for these 
subjects once a week for group guidanceo 
}..Q.c!,oesr~J!!s. and {.r;.ien_§s_!lJ..l?. Choices ... to ·study wl1..at changes 
took place in interpersonal relations among class 
members during the period of group guidance discussionao 
!!,Eih,avl,Qf! Inventorl - to provide a continuous obS:er·yoa tional 
check on behavior related to the discussions 
-to provide a means of noting·whether 
changes occur~eo. in particular ch1ldreno 
!iessJ!Pn,SEl, :te,g_or£ - to provide B. ;neans Of studyine; whether 
slow children,or poorly adjusted children, or the classe~ 
as units responded differently to a~.fferent types of 
motifationo ' 
· - to .find out ho'IT many new clues to the pupils 0 
personal-social need·s a teach~r mig.ht learn :t'rom such 
group guidance dlscu3s1ons o · • 
. . 
Cbservation Checklist ~ to indicate how closely the aooper= 
,__ _._ a tin6." teachers carried out the basic philosophy of the 
experimento 
£.,®}!. ~ !~~ch~_r :§.v_aluatior; ~~P.P.r.t§, "" to obtain a judgment 
from the participants as tg the str~ngths and weaknesses 
of the experimental programo 
Of tha Discussions and Behavioral Activities: ~~ - •=p e ... , ,... ~ • ,. = ., ,. -.- '¥"" • ce , 
!P-9-VeSJ.p;e.§.: 
All chtldren have much the same growing-up pr9blemso 
Most children feel that growing up presents problamso 
Therefore, to have pl:'oblems does not malce one 
dlfferento 
It is usually helpful to chiloren to be able to 
discuss things that bother themo 
A child learns how to grow up: (1) by imitating someone else 
(2) by thinking about it 
A ehild 0 s beliefs affect the way he actso 
-As a child grows up his ideas should changeo 
As a child grows up his behavior should changeo 
......-..... -- - ___ .,. ______ - ------- -----------
' . . . ::t~~;:·J . . ; ~ .. :~ . : ;1,: 
------------
Jo.::Zl proo:..-a.11s a cnlJ.Ct .1.lLU, ne 0Lcn0"' "'~--'~.l,_;u,., · ,c;:, .1".) ~-X·o 
IJ~ a child has a problem he car.}1o c. c:!aJ.~se, · ?- !il' .. h1~J 
le~rn ~o acccp~ \t~ 
A Gixt.h~ G:"D.uer neec s \",~ ~ ""J~»"~1 \:7t.ich p~i1ijlemr t.e ~c.n 
nhango and whtcl~. ~~~ "8 ;,.o cannot o 
A sixth=e;ruder 1~~:..0 i.? J.earnLn~ to gl ... 01"J ~.:~,: 
:ts realizing he do6B no·;;, 1iv3- untc h.':.;r~eli' r,lot.lea 
1s learnlng to d~et,'il,:.1gu~ sh be"i'itrecn J.":.r:.:'1.1:. and ~?':"on~ .• 
:ts learning not to be ~::$0:3) as sly eo,:(;-:- .1.:" 
is learning to acce.~:')t a~:t~;'1or1 ty ~ 
is consiaering oth.-or' pe('p:e mor·e ant::': :norcac 
is learning to use h:"~s :.nterests anc abi11 tias. 
bo:.h in school and outside of schoolo 
is lear.l'ling to understand his own needs and how to 
meet t.hemo 
can usually find "!Ilany things about. his life that, 
make him happyo 
Interest in knowing himself better 
Desire to face reality in understanding himself and 
his personal~social development 
Feeling of responsibility for his own behavior 
tesire to change so~e of his behavior 
Desire to be a group member, contributive and receptive 
§kilJ._l!: 
Increased ability to partic~pate in discussion 
Increased ability to be an effe·~tive member of various 
groups 
Increased ability to understand his own personal~ 
social needs and we.ys of satisfying them 
lo £he personnel point of view is basic on the part of the teachero 
2o Children are encouraged to express the~selveso 
3o Children are encouraged to associate ~nemselves ana their 
experiences with the situation being discussedo 
I ~0 
t' I 
:1 I 
,' 
I 56 
I 'I I I 
II a .. 
Ehe teacher will notice for her own use significant remarks 
made by the pupil~ or other indications of his own adjustment 
proble~s, but will not show reactio~s she may feelo 
During the first part of the discussion period pupils will be 
encouraged to volunteer freelyo ~uestions will be used later 
to point up ideas not expressed by the children voluntarilyo 
The teacher will try to cover all c.ontent listed in the gu!de 
for each lesson 9 either in the first discussion or in revlewo ( ·rhese concepts are closely related or actually presented in 
the personallty inventories used before and after the teach.;;.. 
:'l.ng experiment,) 
... ·rhe teacher will try ~C~o direct the children to do their O\ffl 
thin~ting rather. th~n to lead t.he:n or tell themo 
. '· ~~ .... ~... ~ ~ ,, .• ~,.f.... ~ ...• ,. ' ,' .,.i··· ' i - < ., 
fflnaert betrreen pp .. 3 & 4) 
'.l.'b.~ ~P..D~NJ2,! rep:r:•eaents a re ... conslderation of certain important. 
· characteristlcs of ·t.he experimental teaching program in retro-
spect after t3e demonstration lessons and teachers 1 meet1ngo 
·lo Before your experimental teaching beco~e familiar with the 
~~ f£1~1Ple~e Du~ing the two months of the experiment 
keep re=checking with t11ese principleso 
2. "Freedo!ll of expreaaion 11 is a. baalc ele11ent in these di3cuss1onso 
a= 11 Freedo:n of expresa1on 11 does not mean 11 11cense~ It is very 
important, however, that pupils .feel their teacher is itlter-
est~ and ~~Rtiv~ toward whatever they may wish to 
express. ·rhey need to feel this permissiveness and accept= 
a.nce before they 1dll venture to express some of t.heir 
thought.s and feelings o 
fhe chlld who needs most to express hl~self may use crude 
English or uncultures expresGiono He nee.C.s the assurance 
that the teacher is concerned about how he feels and what he 
is trying t.o say, .rather t.ha.n about ~is form of expressiono 
2h1s rapport is also a. basic 1nterpersons.l .element. amone; 
class members o ·rne teacher's acceptance will b.elp to 
establish acceptance on the part of the pupilso 
b= It is important to permit the ciscussion to continue East 
the point where the teacher maytthlnk th.e "ri3ht 11 ans,'ler has 
been given 0 ... "r1~ht" by the teac:.ter's standaroso By cutting 
off c1scu'331on at this point the teac~1sr :nay d~ny to some 
children the opport•J:ci·ty to expres::J the:nselveso 
For instance, if t"le first child st::tt~s the ''rl~~t" answer, 
other children !!lay have other lde~s ,..,hich they think !l.re 
''righto" 1hey may w.q,nt very :nuc:t to eJCpress or verbn.l1ze 
these ideas., Unles~ ·they a.re t:l ven t~te opportun1 ty they 
\\"ill not be able to '~et thls out of t·.1etr systems", or to 
fine o·..tt ho'\'t t:-te other p'lpils feel a. bout t::1e1r ideas o 
Moreover, the teac~er will not know w~at they are thiru{ing 
or fee line:, tl rna· jor• 3oa.1 of t:'1eae d 13cusJions o 
;
1 
3 e Group guidance ls a tm.:.chine;.,learnine; experience, for all 
, lnvolvec., l':"le c lscu:~sions, however 11 will tend to be rat~er 
unorganized Children may not be able to evaluate ana crysba.lize 
ideas which are important to talce a-..'lay ,.,1 th the:n., During the 
lesaon help them to select those 1de~a 1tthlch they mlght well 
thinlc furt:wr about, rerne11ber, a.nc act upono 
I' I 
.,H'**For this purpose, ana also as 11I:linutes" for use in the review 
lessons or class re:ninoers day by oay, have the class elect a 
uscribeu to :{eep a. cu"'lulativa loe book of summaries maoe by the 
class at the close of the ciscuasionso 
loi~ ----- - --~~-·-·--- - ---~ - ----~~--
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4o In aodj. tion to evaluating and summarizing at the close of 
each diacuss1on~ experimenting teac~ers sho~ld use the 
blackboard, refer to current events, history, etcl, when= 
ever such teaching techniques seem approprieteo 
5o On page 4, Principle :19 is double-starred with a purposeo. 
Teachers usually 11ave rather rigid ideasabout children' a 
behavior and a.ttitudeso fhey may also have very definit.e 
values in regard to some personal-social aspects of llvin3, 
such as ~eligion, filial obedience$ etco, 
As public school teachers they ~ E2l 1mpos~ these 
values upon their pupils except ln relation to their class-
room behavior o fuere are times, ho'lrever, when a group 
guidance t.eacher :nlght need to ~~ h:l.s OP.lnion, attitude 
or beliefo rhis must be done adv1sed13n A teacher must not 
create a conflict between a sixth~graoer'and his parents by 
~mplying his pa.r·ants are ln erroro The most the teac~er may 
hope to do is to expose him to other ideas, ma!>:e him realize 
there are other val~ea from those which h1s parents holdo 
When a. teacher !'eels he should exoress values dlvergent 
from those of a pupil's parents, it ml&~t be sood to say: 
••I'hle 1s 1-'rha.t. l thinko :Chere are other points of viewo 
Your parents ~ay think differentlyo rl alxth~gra.der is not 
yet in a position to disobey his parentso hben you are an 
adult you will make decisions for yourselfo A slxth=grade~ 
in a democracy, however, is encouraged to learn about other 
paople 9s points of view, and to besin thin~lng about his 
own att1 tudes and beliefs a'' 
Frinclple .r9 ~rould be better phrased as follows: 
Tne teacher maz SJS?!'SSS his opinion or belief, but 
only !§31sed~z, and by ~bel1P-~ it as s~ch 9 in cases where 
1 t 1a a 1 ff1 Clll t to quote facts o He !Jl,11St !191 1r!fJ2pse his 
persona.:t structm:•ed values upon the p1.1plls o 't/henever 
possible ideas are to ba discussed fa ctually 9 lf they are 
to be dlscussed at all they must be heloi'ul to the alxth~ 
grader's parsonal-soc1a.l developrnento • 
subsequent. behavi.ox•a 
~;,,10 tr::r.rhcr ivill ,,'o"'", exnrr.;es her opiniono!) ox.., ; rl:r.;ooe 
'L;trtli.!turoc.1 v~lur.;.':- '-upon ·\l:c -~:n~~ "." ~2~·. 1." ~'""/} ·r/::; \, 7),J.:', ~:Je 
cU.ncus,-<·~d fact~u~.llJ,;- ~ a.c boine 'h,__lJ' :'. '...~~~ or not !:'lGlnft1 ]. ~ '1 0 • 0 II ~ 
a.n ind1~ridual a r'Jrsonal=sociaJ. oc·-v·e].c")pmen·to 
~jarch 2 
March. 8 
March 9 
!v"Jarch 16 
March 19~26 
Mat'Ch 27 .... 29 
:.lee i~ir z wl th ..iupervl sors 
1-leetinc:; tli th J?!'!.ncipals of buildinGs 
involved in the experiment 
!Jieeting Indi vldually with :Jooperat.ing 
reachers 
Explanation to ~ach Olass of Its 01~ 
Partlcipation 
Fre=resting rrogram 
temonstrat1on for 3ach vooperating 
Experimental reacher 
April 2 ... June2 
(ex~ept for vacation 
week of April 23) 
Experimental reaching in P~ogress 
Liscussions, Behavioral Activities 
·Use of Action 3.epor·ts bJ pupils 
and of Behe.vior Inventories by 
teachers 
April 16 
May }·-June2 
Meetin3 with ~xperimental reachers 
Individual Check-=-ups wl t.h Exper1:nentaJ. 
.L'eachero 
April 16.,June 2 
June 5=9 
~eacher=Observation 
.. {e= resting Froe;ram, inc1ua ing pupil 
and teacher evaluation of the 
entir0 e~pcri:nental p~cgr~m 
General objectives llsted at the beginning of the 
.L'~~9her:~ ~yJd~ will be the sa~e for ev?ry lesson 9 
though e~phasis may change depending on the content· 
of t~e :l.ndividual lessono 
Jpecific concepts are listed for each l~ssono 
Will va~y slightly for the two programs: 
ElC~lJF~~ groups will rely on volunteering 
and free associationt the teacher filling later 
with questions to br~.ng out points not covered o 
~humbnal~ ~~ groups will discuss the questions on 
their papers 11 and their teachers will work in the 
questions 1n the Le~~Q£ ~ as they go alongo 
Both groups '\1111 t.reat Action~~ and peha J,.9r~ 
Act1v:1. ties identically o 
.i?;l.CttJ)?e=TJlacussion classes will dlsnlay their pictures o 
---~- ~":."""..:::.-.... ... 
-~ug~st1ons !2£ ~ rl2v1~! Lessons 
{Insert after page 4o) 
~e review lessons were left unplanned for a purpose 9= 
namely, so each class could be rree to put the emphasis. where 1t 
wanted, or needed~ too Tnese suggestions might help in·planning 
them 9 bowevero 
lo Review the lesson guides for tpe lessons to be rev1ewedo Note 
questions and concepts not.yet discusseda ~r to be reediscussedo 
2o rake out all pictures to be reviewed, or pass out all stories 
to be rev1ewedo 
3o Have children study their own Action deports, noting: 
a~ How closely did I watch mf actions? 
b~ Was my behavior better(or worse) than I expected? 
Co Do 1 still need to work at this behavior? 
(~hese questions can also be applied to their record of · 
class behav1or 9 the checks they did not c1~cleo} 
4o irocedure of the lesson might well follow such a pattern as this~ 
ao How many learned something about yourselves from you 
Action Report? 
B= Does. ar.yone want· to sha~e any of ~is reactions or experiences 
which he marked down~ 
co What did you learn about the group from ~our Action d~port? 
d- \thich theme shall we talk about first? 
e= Let 0s re=reaq the class summary from this leason and see 
what we thought was important from our discussionot 
fe Present questions from Lasson Guides which were not diacuesedo 
s= aepeat #5 & 6 for other review lessonso 
h~ Refer to Behavioral Activities 1f this seems to fit into the 
discussiono Perhaps children might ahare some of the content 
of their compositions; or their Appreciation Diaries, or 
their Leisure fime experiences = or whatever they have done 
in coreelation with these review lessonso 
Io Concepts: 
It is fQ~ to work or play with others in a groupo 
Every child \'rants to be a group member sometimeso 
~very child should be a group member sometimeso 
Every child '\'rants to be alone sometimes.o 
~very child should be alone aometimeso 
~ometimes it is difficult to join a group: 
13 Elliques 11 
Jhyness 
Don 6 t know how . 
Not very good at t~e activity the gboup ia doing 
Cther.children do not like the individual 
Children who are thoughtful will reach out and invite a 
shy child to join themo 
A child who wants to be a group me~ber must be considerate 
of th~ others~ and let them have a fair .share of the 
conversation and activityo 
A group has to be patient with the child who wants to be 
a group member, but ~~s not yet learned not to dominateo 
A group can work together to build standards of behavioro 
"fhere are many klnd s o·f groups o 
Evezyone belongs to some groupao 
A child may be·a member of one group more easily apd happily 
than another groupo 
lio Juggested ~uest1ons: 
'iihat is happening in thts picture? 
*'What do you think is the story behind ·this picture'i· 
~~~o might the children be? the boy? 
itWhy is the boy over there~ 
*\ihab might he have done so he wouldn't be alone& 
i~How much responsibility does the class bear for seein3 that 
one child does not sit alone? 
* rell some times '\'then a c!lild might like to work, or to be 11 
aloneo 
-i''1Ught this boy have been a girl 'i 
i~How do the various children feel? 
*vfuat are some reasons why a shy chtld does not join a group? 
*What other situations can you think of where such a thing 
might happen? 
*How do you feel about this statement: Everyone should try 
to be a group member sometimeso 
i~And this: A person fits in some groups better than 1n othersa 
~lhat do you think would be a good title for ~oday 1 s discussion'i 
IIla :Plan the ~~v_i.,~ral ~~W -ro_~ this lesson with the chilat•ana 
IVo !lass out the AqJ.l.O.E-. de..oor4 ft..!' this lesson ... 
aead it t~ough with the pupils, expl~inin0 where~er necesaaryo 
G1~v-e chllclX"en time to select the 2. aotivi ties he wishes to s'..udyo 
Fa.s ten the page in t.he A_c t.1,op ~,2.o,r:;t. B.q,o,!13,'!!,a 
Cne mo.rnins !-'lisa Hopkins said to the sixth grade~ '1l'oday 
we are going to work 1n groupe during the Joo1al Jtudiea periodo 
You be th1nk1ng about the group you prefer to join~ and when 
Jocial Jtud1es time comes you may all get into your chosen. 
groupso 18 
All the children seemed very happyo rhey liked to work in 
sroupaa Jtill 9 when the time came and they l'rere all busy in 
their little olustera 9 Jack w~a still sitting alone at his desko 
Let'' s talk about it: 
e:=een= ~ .._.,. _.r ~ 
lo Why was Jaok sitting alone? 
2Q \'ihat. might he have done so he wouldn "t have been alone~ 
3o How much responsibility does the class bear for seeing that 
one child does not sit alone? 
4o rell some times when a cn1ld might like to work 9or to be 9 aloneo 
5o Might this lonely child have been a girl instead or a boy? 
6o What other situations can you think of where such a thin~ 
might happen~ 
1~ How do you feel about this statement~ ~veryone ehou~d try to 
be a group ~ember sometl~eso 
8.., And this~ A oef'So:n fits better 1n ~ ·1:na stJ.""oupa tharJ, otn~!~a o 
L:£JJCN GUIDE ,·12 
In Concepts: 
A sixth-grader who 11gets mad" a lot hasn°t grown UPo 
Every child should have the prlvilege of choosing so:netimeso 
Every cn11d is expected to ask for his privileges so:net1meso 
A child who kno"\'rs h0\'1 to be a ~oup member is a good sport o 
A "good sport" is one who doesn't get mad when he can 8 t ha.ve 
his o"tm way., 
£here are usually several ways to realove a·conflicto 
Compromising is a fair way to settle disagreements in which 
people cannot agree vrhat to do., 
A "compromise" ia an agreement in which each party gets part 
of what he wants and loses part of '\trha.t he '\'/ants., 
rrying to get the other person°s point of view helps one to 
be· a good sport., 
Lesire to be considerate of others usually helps one to be 
a good sport., 
.!Ji:f'f'erent people get mad about dlfferent things., . 
A sixth-grader is not expected to have a temper tantrumo 
A sixth~grader can help hlmself to outgrow childish behavloro 
Gett~ng angry resulta in physical reactions which keep us 
from thinlting effectively and acting reasonably<~ 
Failure to outgrow getting mad may. res.ult in serious troub.le 
for an adulto · 
llo J~ggested ~uestions~ 
1ibat is happening 1n this piqture? 
-:lt·\'lhat do yotl think might have happened befor~~ 
*\iho might these children be? 
.g.Hol"t do the children feel? 1fuy? 
*Would you think Jue bas a right to sulk? 
* 1~t would you have done if you had been Jue~ the boys? 
*Would a similar situation have arisen if there were two girls 
and one boy? th.r•ee boys "i' three girls? 
*Jhould Jue always choose? always let the boys choose~ 
*~ell your ideas abcut this: rhere are ways in which a family 
can solve this very common problema 
*~~t other situations do oixth-graders meet in which they 
are challen8ed to be a good sport? 
*~lliat do you ~hink is the most co~mon ca~se for c~ildren to 
get mad? 
*How does a "compromise" wor~r~ 
~vfuat else can children do besides compromise? 
*Is this true or false: Getting angry is not only childish, 
it i~ dangerouso 
lllo ~lan the B~hh~vigra~ ~~t!yft! for this lessono-
lVb Pass out the Action ~ecord for this lessono study it togethers 
let children make their choices and f~sten the sheeta. in thair 
bookletso 
Vo Flace the picture on diaplayo 
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1., \/hat h-:tppemea t.h'lt. the story rJi6 not t.ell? 
' 
' 
·~ c- ?!ould t.he same s'l:tua tion ha~..;: -;.:;.":L3f'D. if t 1CW3 ~1-:"c l;leer;. t'>'Jt-, 
girls und one boy? thrse b~y~~ thr~~ girl~~ 
{ J ~;'hat ru:•e YO'J.f' 1de~3 at~ut. t'l.JLS~ ,'"')'1/9l"''J '1!'$ t-r~y3 in \!'J 1 "liC~.i. .a 
f';'t,.~:tl;r can so:t,rf; t.ci.•Tvery r10<':rJOD L1roble:no 
"
7
, ~.rn~-:, ot.~"~X' ~il:.1:if.LLm~ l<' 3i:.t,t'l~gr~cl2"".3 xr-~~t ir \·"·~~u:J t,:.e21 
:t, '.:';; c?l.a 11 en;!ed tc b · a r.t:•H_' •. ~ ~ ~t ~ 
<".-1' 1 ~<~ '» '-'r'!lt-5' cr' 'a\ "·t-:1~ 
·'; t ';;; ni•J!,!~ TP,l*( ..J$, 
' ' ,, 
-"1. a hom:> cr._r,;>t>~•.Jn~ La.;, a ce~.1~-..t."'':.;:J:./0.~on ;:.c 72ke to every~ 
one f ~Je ~ ~: .:;p\'i'J.(~3So 
· home i8 C(.' _., ~ i..ha.u &. hou~e;; i,:. is a place; 'l:'JhG.l.'u people 
wor.:?: and p::;.=ty together 0 anC: she,re the closaa+~ kind of 
livln.ga 
~ach lndi vidual makes his contribution accord it1g to ;.·rh8.t 
he is ableo 
Contrlbwtiona may be in th'; for"!!i of ~!llltiual laborv a kind 
wordp a sympathetic and appreciative hearto 
n. sixth .. gra.der is old enough to appreciate the contribun 
tions. of i.J.otner and Fa the.r, 
A sixth~·grader is old enough to see the good po1r..ts or his 
brothers ana sisterso 
A sixth~gx·ader vs help is probably needed in his homeo 
Jometimes there are older folk in the hom~ who make their 
contribution a 
In a happy home no one lives unto himself aloneo 
Cbeying one's parents is a good way to cooperateu 
A good way for a sixth-grader to appreciate nls home is to 
ask himself: 
1\'hat would home be like \'l:l,thout i:~other, F:9.ther 9 sister 
brother? 
11hat would home be like if 1 had to take one of their 
pl~,ces, even for a while~ 
II., Ju3gested ;;.uestion.s: 
What is happening in this picture? 
-~~Wh.J are they 'l.V'asb.ing the dishes? 
·st·Ho"T do the val"ious people feel? \fuy? 
~rvlhat might .li,ather be do:1.ng if he were th-ere? 
1"h1hlch person might you be if that were your kitchen 't 
i&-How often does your kitchen look like this? 
il-Would it be more likely that the dishwashers mig~t be two 
boys? two girls? Older? Younger~ 
*Hol'T do you feel about these ioeas: 
Cooperation is a secure foundation stone of happiness 
in i~he ho:ne c 
Jixth=graders are expected to carry too much responsibility 
at homeo 
*In what other ways can a sixth.,grader help at ho:ne~ 
*\'lhom mlgh't a sixth=grader help besides i•1ot2er'i· 
*Illustratrs: Compromising is a good way to cooperate with a 
brother or sistere 
vfuat would be a good title for today 6 s diacuas1on? 
IIIo fla.n the ~l.r!yj._g.ral Actl'IL.iU for t,his lessono 
IV o :rasa out tl'le ~~~tiO!!. _2.e.2.9s§~ for this lessono ..itudy it together 9 
let children make thelr choices ana fasten the sheets in 
their 1:Joe!;J.e tru " 
V., :Place the p:tot.ure on displayo 
\ 
' ' 
lu HQw do you. th\nk ~Tane felt 'i ~o:n? 
J~ Why were they washlng the dishes~ 
5 Which person ~i~ht you be if that ~are your kit~non~ 
4. 'inva a. d~acuse1on. on theae'1controvers1~1 '"idcao., 
sQ Cooperation ls a 3ecure foundation atono or·hsppinesa in 
the homeo 
bo J1xth -graders are expected to carry too muc-h I'e.Jpone1bt 1 U;_ . .f 
a.t homec. 
(;,. In wr...&.t other ways can a ·a1xt.h=-grader help at home oe~1des 
~t~eh1.ng o 1 shes'? 
b ~ Illu.a tra tag ~o'rl;rc·..aJ. a 1.:: ~.~ ~ ·~ ..... p ~ lCJd way tc, ,.;o •r-;nt.:n .• ~ t~" t.t' 
a brothe~ o~ ~ ~i~tero 
/D 
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!_c.Q~,pt1_in~ d_ifi~~~~ lr~ ~2~;:__£ ~~=-+-~= 
A sixth.~ ert~.t1er• u;. t.h a ph;r~:cal ha:1C.l~o.p may feel "d tfferent 11 " 
A sixth~ graaor• ':J.lY have .:1 charact~rlstic (not a real ha.ndi= 
cap} which h~ .. f~.ili matt0s hi:n different, such as freckles» 
heig!lt, i-Teie:ht\or l~o~;: of thgm):1 pimples, !:nl/kwardness)o 
A handicapped child may hr-.ve accepted his "d~fference" and 
be '\•iall ad ius ted o 
Accepi-.ing one '€ s otrm dii'fel"ences is essential to one 0 s mm 
ha.ppinesso 
Usua11y 01~ can recompense in a constructive way :for some 
handicap or difference he has which he cannot changeo 
~~ 3ee belo1-r .. 
!1££~ 2.t!!~~ !.!1 g]her~: 
A sixth ... grader is old enough to apprecia t.e people v-1~0 are 
dif'ferent or feel differento 
Jome sixth~graders are not accepting of people who are 
different, such as old people, crippled people, children 
who loo:c 6ifferent or act different, or another raceo 
A sure way to learn how to accept people who are different 
is to ask yourself, ''no'tT 't!OUld I feel 'i" 
A child \"Ti th a permanent rtdifference" -vr111 feel less 
different lf the other children accept himo 
A child with a personality difference (temper, aggressive, 
unkind) needs to realize the ot.her chi loran may no~ 
like these traitso 
Juch a child probably needs to feel acceptao 
l'he group will have to be patient while th'3 child with the 
personality ''difference" learns to correct ito 
;;Jometlmes being different:neans one has different values 
concerninG behavior and attitudeso It could be that 
a sixth~graaer ~lght ,.,ant to be "differant 11 in such a 
situationo rhis requires acceptance by the group 9 
and perhaps co~rage on the part of the ch1ldo 
:~.c;t~i;.ns ~ ~ ~enc~ ~ ~ 1J!!.a.E~ ~: 
Of'ter1 these 11differences"will pass in timeo 
Cften these 10differences 11 can be cureo by treatmento 
A slxth=grader who feela 11 different/' is often just imagining 
he is differento 
II., Q.uestions: 
' *What is happening in thi3 picture? 
*~fuy is the boy on crutches?there~ 
*How do the other boys feel toward hi~? 
*How ml~ht they feel tow~rd him? 
*Could this hav·e been a picture featuring girls~· 
*Name some ways in which a. sixth~·grader might feel different 
fro~ his playmateso 
i~\'w'ha t can a person do if he feels ~-~different 11 'i ':lha·(j can other 
people around him do ? 
~t-What klnda of gifferences in other people should we accept. so 
they will not feel they ure dii'ferent'l 
fl * ** ;:::: zaze = sssaazz 
'l 
Li£J JON GtJlD.:!: t4 
(con°t) 
irGi ve your ideas about these: 
Joroe "differences" last only a while some a lifetimeo 
3ome d ifferen.ces we C3.nchange; some we cannot·o 
Jome differences we should change; some '\'Te ahoulo noto 
~~ Are there any differences we sho!-tlCl not accept? 
Illo Elan the ~havioral A~tivitz for this lesson with the childreno 
IVo J:ass out t.he Action L·teoort for this lesson a 3tudy it toget.her 9 
let the chilaren=make their choices uno fasten the sheets in 
their bookletso 
Vo ~lace the picture on aisplayo 
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f;:- ~enos el:Jd his knowledge o~ 1:iha ~. i£1 l~1sht for the grovpo 
A sixth~gr~je;;."' needs to kno-:-r ~.;l:'E;n ho 1s i~at-tJ~;lz f'.nu ,,;>1or.. .~-1c 
should r~:~po"'t, a. st tua. tiono 
A sixth=>gradel" might try to ge C· thd culpx•i t 'to l"eport the 
m1sdemeanol"' 'himself., 
A cixt.h=grsdt:.tr' is old enough to broaoen his ccnce:?t of 
Honesty = . 
1= to compare vg.r.ying"degreeJ" of dishon.ee ~Y, such as 
delibero. te theft of a blllfo ·~d co:Ilpa~:!ed 111. th 
. keeping a dollar he found on the street 
stealing a pencil :from oomeone 1 s desk l'li th 
taking a pencil fr•om the table at home 
2= t<> include s'..lch o·ther acts (bosldes stealing and lying) 
as: not reporting a broken window 
not acm:t t.ting havlng do.o.e e. w·rong 
cheating in a game 
not returning so~ethlng he borrowed 
11 find era~ keepers u school of thought 
IIo Juggested ~uestions: 
~'What is happening in this piature'7 
*ifua t story do you thinlc lies behind it.? 
*vfhat will the witness do next? the culprltl 
(Give the girls n~mes~) 
*T«hat should the witness do? the culprit? 
ii-Might this hap!)en- t..o boys? 
""In ~1hat other situations besides camp might a sixth=gre,der 
be temptec to steal~ or have to C.ecide whether to ''tell 
on 11 so:neone'i 
*1fuat other te~ptations to be dishonest can you n~me~ 
liio Flan the ye~J[ioru~ ~ct!Jity for this lesson with the childreno 
lVo Fass out the ~gtj~ 4enor!.for this lesaono Jtudy it together~ 
let the children mal{e their choices, ana f3.sten ·(jhe s~eets in 
thelr bookletso 
Vo l'lace the picture on displayo· 
' 
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rHUI·ffiNAIL .iKE rCH .f 5 
Barbara was at camp for a week in Julyo It was just wonder= 
ful to be $baring a ·tent.,.room w1 th four other girls 9 ahe who had 
no sister of her own<:> It 't-'fas such tun to live 1n the woods 9 too.., 
where she coulc see the birds. make friends with the chipmunks, 
hear th9 rain dr1p=dr1p on the canvas~ and amall the p1ne trees 
. all the t1me ~ 
~cueh~ .a Barbara \'tas rudely awakened from her happy rever1G 
as she stubbed her toe on a rooto At the same time ahe realized 
ahe hac forgotten her flaah11ghto Jhe must have that~ Camp 
rules ~equ1red it after dark! and it would be dark by the time 
the evening progx~am was overo Jhe hurried back to the tent 9 
ana as she l1i'tad the flap stopped suddenlyo There was Jul1e 9 
;stealthily oyerhaul1ng the contents of Bettyvs suitcase~ 
*•H-********** 
11l o What did Barbara do then~ ~~ o What do you thlnk Julie did? 
What should rlarbara do~ Julie? 
Might this happPn ~o boys~ 
IS" 
o ln what other altua.tions besioes ca.'!lp !Tllgb.t A. sixth grader bt~ 
tempted to st.ee.l? or have to decide whethez• to "tall 011 11 soma-m.H•, 
o What other tampt~~ions to be dishonest can you na~e~ 
-· 
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~i~ -~frf!.!sl 
Every child haa some fearso 
It is good to be afraid of some thingsG 
A sixth~graderQ~ fears always_seam real· to himo Jome of his 
fears, howevar 9 may be needlesso 
·rne firs~ step in ova! ... aoming a fear ia to understand that 1 t is 
ne~dlesso . 
It often takes courage. and someti~es pers1stence 9 to ov~rcome 
fes.ro 
lt 1s helpful to find out why one is afraid of somethingo 
Our family and friends can help us not to be afraid~ 
We can help othera not to be afraido 
A p.er.-s.\on himself is the only one who can ae~ually overcome "the 
fear;;, 
A ai.xth=g.taa.der has usually ovaroome some of his childish faa.r$·o 
A ~1xth=~ade~ may still be holding on to·a childish f.earo 
Feare ars often overcome if ons has faith in aomeone el$e 9s wordo 
aecogn1zins and ov@rcom1ng needless feara is· a ~ow1ng=up-proeeaso 
Cne should try to overcome feara because they make one unn~e= 
ess~rily a~~iouso 
llo Juggested. ~uestiona: 
*\'lh$t 1s the a-toJ.'Ily of this p1eture'i 
~How doe a the 11 t tle boy feel?. 
~Why. do you ·th1nk h® was afraid? 
~H©~ do you think the ~tory ended~ 
~ Who,mtsn~ h®lp the boy? 
*Wh~ wlll help him the most? 
~What t~a~~ have you ~d. to overaome~ 
*H©V did you overcome them~ 
~·0~W®E"Y@~@ has to overcome some f'aars 0 '' Is this true~ 
~Dis@u~a; A s1xth-graQsr is learning to overcome needless faarso 
·· 3om~ fears· b.re good to havE); some are naedlesea 
It la helpful to find out why one is afraid of someth1ngo 
IIIo ~lan the Behavioral Activity for thia lea~on with the ehildreno 
IVo Pasa ou~ the Action ~eport for th1s lessono 3~udy 1t togetherp 
let the children make their choices~ ana fasten the sheets in 
their booklets., 
Vo ~lace the picture on display~ 
}- . ' . : : . ' :;Jt::·: ' : .· ). . ' :l .. · 
THUMBNAIL 3KE£CH # 6 
aonnie stood on the dock looking out into the lakeo Why 
,pouldn °t he go in t.he water like the othe.t's'? lhere were all his 
I 
~~r1endse having a wonderful time¢ Tom was climbing to the high 
~1v1ng board like a monkey; Jack was just taking offo ro the side 
of the dock Bill ana Joe were scrambling after a ballo· Back in 
.~he ahallo't'l water he coul6 see 1lerry and Al, and-yes, even little 
)lobby= play1ngn FoliO\f= the-Lead ere~ 
Of all the things he had anticipated at camp 0 learning to 
, swim was IT~ Yet here he stood~ eompletely dryg And tomorrow ha 
I' 
I . 
woWlo be going home~ 
[I 
I 
'I 
"How about 1 t, .~.ionn1e? 11 he heard a voice behind him askinso 
He knel-t who 1 t was= 11Fl•ogman '' 9 the we. terfront counselor who had 
' . 
tried so J1ard to g1ve him oonfidencso lhe tears came to his eyes 9 
~nd hs put h1a hand up to cover themG "Frogman" squatted down 
p®e1de h1mo 
I 
!,.etu! ~ abou~ _ll; 
l·,, How did donnie :reel "1 
' ?o Why do you think he was afraid~ 
:?o What. do you think ·~oe;man1' d1d? 
1 4o How might the story end? 
' 
'I 5o What else might have helped donnie? 
I' 
6o Who '\d.ll help ~=\onn1e the most? 
I 
7o What fears have you had to overcome? How did you overcome them? 
II 
So Discuss: Everyone has to overcome some fearso 
A s1xth~grade~ is learning to overcome needless reareo 
Jome fear& are good to have; some ara needlesso 
It is helpful to find out why one is afraid of something_o 
= 
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l~ Concepts: 
LEJJCN GUIDE #7 
~12!1~ AJ!.thor1 t:r, 
A aixth~grader knows the difference between what is right 
and \'1ha t is w~ong a. bout some situations o He is learning 
about otherso 
A sixth-grader is not yet ready to make. all his own dee1a1onso 
Adults are expected to make wiser judgments than a sixth= 
gradero 
A sixth=grader of 1956 needs to. be obedient ~o authority 
ju~t as much as any s1xth~grader ever dido 
A s1xth~grader is old enough to understand why authority 1a 
necessary a 
there are different sources of authority in anyppersonus life~ 
parental! civic~ the group with wh1ah one is aasoc1ated 9 
ve.liglOUflo 
As on~ mature.s authority becomes vested mor~ and more within 
oneua aelfo Even adults, however, must al'ita.y~ accept 
authority from other sources than aelfo 
Freedom to make one 0s own decisions& and be ona 0s own 
author1 ty ~ requires aeeep·tance of outside author1 tyo 
Rejection of authority leads to license, not treeoomo 
the fraedom.the teen~ager wants is something he srows too 
· He has to learn gradually how to use ito 
IIo Juggeated ~uestionaa 
What 1e the story of this picture~ 
What ~o you think happened thent 
How do the various children feel~ 
How does l4other feel? 
\tnat elae might the g1rla have done~ 
How would the picture be different 1t the s1r~s were older~ 
younger~ 
How would it compare with this 1t these war~ boys? 
Why do sixth=graders object to parenta 0 aut~or1ty~ 
What. other kinds ot authority does a a1xthcgrade~ dialike? 
Daba te: Gro,mc..ups ahould let sixth.,. graders make their own 
deq1s1onso . 
Prove: Every adult has to accept authorityo 
Discuss:· rhe highest forms of authority 1s self*imposedo 
What incidents do you know of that show 1 t tm.s ~ tor a 
aixth~grader to be told what to do? 
IIIo Plan the ~.ha~ioral ~~1vity for th1s lessono 
lVo Pass out the ~Qtio~~epor\ for this lessono jtudy it tosether~ 
let the children make their choices, ad fasten the sheets 1n 
their bookletso 
Vo i'lace the picture o~ displayo 
~-------
il "Hey~ Ginny, follo'\'1 me~ Hurry! ea called Jue ~ and off aha x•aced 
I 
I' ~f'm the street on her roller aka tes o 
I I, 
·1 :; 110k, ..iliat:'~ and her twin aped after hero ''Jay. what 0a the 
I, 
I, • tsh2~ she panted a.a she finally overtook .>ue halfway down the 
II ~~locko 
I l1 
1113ell "11 1d j d bit 11 I '~~"" n' ~ sa ~ue, alow.ng own a , saw om open the 
1 il 
I Jl ~1oor to call us to supper1J and l thought we might stay out longe.tl 
~:f she cou5·.dn °t find == 18 
uGinny~ .3ue! Coma to suppergtt called a. vo,.ce in the distaneeo 
I 
II 111 *i&1Ht'lli'*~'*~****A~ 
I, I' ~~~~ I 
I :clat us talk abou.t 1 t ~ ,~~
I II . 
:1
1 
tlhat would you do 1r you were Ginny? 
I II 
II "n..o t do· you think happened next? : i;,._ 
:1 I 
It ~t experiences have you had 1~.ka this? 
)1
1
1 ~ow would this situation be different if Ginny and ~ue were older? 
1
1 
1
\ younger? not twins? 
I II 
1i ~ow would the situation compare if it were abo~t boys~ 
,, I. 
I 'I • 
ij lfuy do 6'1xth.,gradera object to their parents u authority? 
;, II . 
;J it other ~1nda of authority doea.a. sixth-grader dislike? 
il ~ebate: Grown=ups should let slxthcgraders make their own deo1s1onso 
:! ~rove: Ever.:. adult has to accept author1tyo 
II ~~t incidents doyou know or that show it was ~ for a sixth~ 
11 grader to be tol,S. how to act? 
II 
1: 
- ' I 
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:Io Concepts: 
A aixth~grader can help to satisfy many community needs, 
such as mak~.ng t;>ld people happy, helping children in 
1nst1tutionsJ raising money for civ1e drives, etco 
ro help those who ara less fortunate 1s to be concerned 
about the brotherhood of Mano 
fo be a responsible o1t1zen means to work for the good of 
the community,=neighboohood, o1ty, state, nation or worldo 
foo many teen=agers and adults are vither indifferent of 
.irresponsible citizens~ 
Democracy cannot function at its best unless individuals 
assume the responsibilities or c1t1zensh1po 
llo 'buestion 
What 1s the story of this picture? 
Hott were these sixth=graders being "responsible cit1zena"4j 
Do you think they would do this again? Why~ 
Discuss: '.rhere a.ra many ways in li'hich a sixth= grader can 
be a responsible cit3.zen, both as an ·individual 
and as a group mambero 
What does "being a. responsible citizen" mean to an adult? 
Discuss: Too many tean~agers and adults never did learn 
about being a responsible c1t1zeno 
Community service is a worthy use of le1sureo 
To serve oneus community gives on a feeling of 
~orthy acco~p11shmento 
In a democracy citizens ~~st assume responsibility 
for thei.t"" community o 
IIlo ~la.n the ~haviora~ ~ct1v1tt t~r this lessono 
IVo ~ass out the Aqt~~ aepo~~ for this lessono Jtudy it together 9 
let the children make their choices, and fasten the sheets 1n 
their bookletso 
Vo Place the picture on displayo 
dl/ 
~a~ Christmas Grade ~1x at Jesame Jchoo~ deolded they would 
11ke to provida Christmas cheer for someQne less fortunate than 
themselves.:. rhey had learned some Christmas aongs which t;hey 
enjoyed ve~y muche so they decided aomaone misht 11ka to hear themo 
rhey talketl together about \oth.o this "someonau might bs and enlisted 
. 
their pa~ents 0 help to carry out their planso 
Finally one snowy evening the children piled exo1taaly into 
oars 8 rolled along the festively decorated streets 9 and pulled up 
in front ot a big, old houseo Here lived an elderly coupleQ }l&'fllo 
Fulton could get around the house but not out on the st~eet 9 while 
her husband had to use o~utahaso ~e children knew these folk 
aould not so out to participate in Christmas act1v1t1es9 oths~m 
woul~ bava to take their Onr1stmaa cheer in to them~ 
Mrso Fulton eat 1n her arm cha.1~ 9 while Mro Fulton8 leaning on 
. 
bla .c~teb~~a stood near hero l'he ohil<lren could teol thG happinea~ 
t~y we~e brin51ns to these old people 8 and they aans their belov€d 
aonsa wlth ~eal Qhr1etmaa Joyo As the Fultons biG them farewell 
ana "'Merl"y Chr15ltmas n a. t th.a door 8 they knew ths Ful tona wc.u•e net. 
the only on~o w1th.happy heartsg· 
~ .t*~ fgontt. 1,1a 
lo How ltere these tdxtb=sraae~a being "responsible oit1zone'8 'l 
2o ~o you think they would try th1s again? \f.ny? 
3o Discuss& 'mlere are many l~JB.ya in which a sixth=gradsr oan be a 
responsible c1~1zen 9 both as an individual and 1n a ~oupo 
1~ 0 Wh.FJ.t does "being a responsible ci t1zann mean to an adult.~ 
5o t1scuss; Too many adults and tGen=agera never learned about 
being a respona1ble c1t1zeno 
Gommun1ty service 1s worthy uae or le1aura t1~o 
Jerving oneds community gives on a feel1ns of aat1staat1on( 
ln a. democra.ey citizens must assume respons1b1l1ty 
.. -----
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Need for Faith 
--
woial ~ ill ~l:!.Y! 1_esson: 
rhe content of this lesson m_~ be taught with grave 
concerno It is not the privilege of the public school teacher 
to serve as a spiritual missionary, however stron5 his conv1ct1onso 
'therefore the group guidance teacher in discussing this lesson 
wlth the children must think., imply, say or do nothing "tvhioh 
can make the children .!'eel they or their paxaents are being .lude;e·q 
for t~elr attit~des, or are being influenced toward any partlo= 
ular attitudeo Q£ E£i discuss denominational or seetual pointso 
If these are brought up in discussion, guide the conversation 
back to facts and stay with ~nera11ties needed by everyoneo 
Tb.e 11 Concept.s" for this lesson vtere selected with this criterion 
in mindo 
The purposes of this lesson a~e identical with those or 
previous lesaonso ~uch care has been taken in selecting the 
concepts and in carving out their phrasingo fhera are three ~ajor 
ideas,= the basic human need for faith as evidenoed down through 
the ages, tha privilege of every American to chooae.his mode of 
expression of his o~m faith, and the concern of everyone that 
this privile~e be respected, re&~rdleas of one's O\in conv1etions 9 
I am asking that you prep~ra this lesson wltn the utmost 
care: 
loOonoepts: 
la Review the Basi.Q. grinc1£1le~ in the reacher's ·Handbooko 
2o neview the Addenda, partioul~rly t5o 
3o Learn the concepts and questions for this lesson so 
that no mis=p~asins er verbal slip may cause concern 
to either parent,te~cher or ad~inlstrationo 
Faith is generally defined as ntruat in a S 1.lpreme power a" 
'vor•shio is defined by ,;;ebster(Colle~1ate Dictionary) as uan act 
of religio~1s homage," directed to"\v!lrd the deity in which the 
indivlcual places his faitho Feople also define worship 
accordin·~ to their own beliefs. 'rhus it may be interpreted 
differently by different peopleo rhose who have faith usually 
want very much to .express it through acts of worship of their 
own choos1n!7.o 
History tells ~s ~1an has always l'TOrshiped o fh1s implies t"hat he 
has always felt the need to have fe.1 th in so:neth1ng other 
than hi~selfo The ob~ect of his worship has always been 
some source of power greater than himse~r, something which h~ 
felt controlled his 11vingo 
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Io Ooncepts(con°to): 
a .... Early man, and pr1m1 ti ve peoples today, placed his tai th 
in the pol'le:rs of natura, which he related to his every= 
day livingo He worshiped that he might have protection 
from evil forces~ such as lishtn1ng, fierce animals or 
droushto He lrorshiped that he might receive the benevolence 
of good forces, such as the sun to help h1a food to growo 
b= lome ane1ent o1v111zat1ons believed in a supero:race, gods 
and goddesses, who lived in another wo~ld and controlled 
their dest1n1eso 
c~ Cne ane1ant p$ople, the Hebrews, believed in one suprema 
God, a Jpir1t who loved. them and ·who was very strict about 
their abiding by His la.wso ro Him alone they were re~ 
sponsible, and upon Him they depended for direction of 
their liveso 
d= The teachings of Christ brought new 1dsaa about Godo Amons 
these was the belief than ~ is Creator of all people, 
which makes all man brotharso Therefore, ~eing brothers 9 
all people should live 1n love for one anothe~o God is 
thousnt or as a loving Father who cares tor His children, 
expects o~edienoe 8 forgives when His ch1ldren repent, and 
prom1s$s eternal life to those who believe His teach1ngsQ 
ea ~here have been other religions, such as Buddhism, 
Mohammedanism. Hinduism, and Oonfuc1a.nism, which have been 
adoitad by ma~y peoples of the worlda ~~ae 9alao, indicate Man· s ~eed to secure h1s faith in something on a higher 
level than h1mselto 
Acts of worship vary according ~o the pattern ot one 0s b~11ef 
ang one 0a preterenceo . 
Down thr9ugh the ages som~ -~~ have d1fte~ed from the ~est about 
the w~ys in which people should worsh1po rnese men often 
becam~ spiritual p1on~ers. and estab11sheq new churcheso 1~us 
were created many ot the great variety of chuvch~~ 9.r spirit= 
usl .mqvements we kno;-1 today o 
· Jome people claim to need no spiritual faitho Am~r.~ca believes 
it is the privilege of an individual to believe this 1f he 
wishaso Jince history shows us that Man has all~Y~ worshiped 8 
these individuals are the unusual rather than th$ usualo 
In America there are ma~y different ways of worship practicedo 
In America an individual is legally protected so he can worship 
as he chooses o ieopl.e are expected to res peat each o'ther u a 
cho1ceso This is a foundation stone of the American '\'lay ef 
l1f'eo 
In l95C the census gave the total popu.la t1on figure for the 
United ~tates as 150,697,38lo Church membership was given 
as approximately 95 1 681,904 (UoloAlmanac)o 
LEJJON GUIDE )9 (con 'to) 
lo Concepts(oon'tc) 
Children usually worship in t~e church of their parentso 
!~ost people have friends whose way ~r '-rorshlp differs from 
their owno 
A person usual~y believes h~$ own way of wo~ship is the best 
or onl~ way~ just as a sixth-grader believes ~is parents 
are the bestc Nevertheless, he can respect the right or 
another individual to worship as he chooseso 
People who experi.ence this need for fa.i th feel that 1 t helps 
them in :na.ny ways o Among these are the following: 
Ei.= They can live better as h-.lr.tans by trustlne in their 
God rather than in themselveso 
b= They have inner sec~rity in ti~e of tro~bleo 
c= 1hey do not get so anxious if thlngs go differently 
from the way they would likeo 
d= They thin~ abo~t others more than themselvesa 
e= '.rhey wish to llve as their God "'tould vrish them to, 
not as they the~selves would wish toQ 
f= .rheix• God loves, protects and guides themo 
Jome of these people believe that our need for faith is 
one of the basic himan naeca, that it must be satisfied 
even as the crav ing for food, or h~~an loveo 
Fart of a sixth=grader's growing=up process is to understand 
more about his own need for faith, and to learn about his 
own religion and those of his fr.ienoso 
IIc Juggestive ~uaotions: 
~How does this picture illustrate A~erlca'a attitude toward 
faith and the right t.o \'lOl" ship? 
Which faith is the oldest represented1 
i-lhat did tl::te nebraws believe long before other peoples? 
Wha. t tea.chine aid Ghristlani ty introduce that inflhlences the 
attitude of people toward each other? 
'"'Illustrate this st,atemont: ·History tells us :b-Ian has a.l\'l'a.ys 
needed to '-Torshipo 
What beliefs were held by people of the ancient world? 
How far ba.clc in history did Man rrorship? 
ln what did earliest ~~n place his faith~ pri~itive peoples 
toda.v't 
*'\'/hat is "'ra.ith"~· "v10rship 11 'i 
*\fua t does "need fsr fai th11 mean 'l 
*~'t'hat is a "basic human need 11 ? 
*'llhy do people worship? 
*Why do people feel a neeo for faith1 
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What proportion of Americans realize this neea? 
*How many of your friends express their faith differently 
from you? · 
*J!ell about some 1-tays of l'torship you know abouto 
*Ways of worship vary because -------~· . 
*Discuss: Learning about faith is part of a sixth~grader 1 $ 
growing~up processo 
IIIo Plan the Behav1oral Activ1~~ for this lessono 
IVa Pass out the Action lepo£i for this lessono Jtudy it 
together, let the children make their choices and fasten 
the aheets in their bookletso 
Vp Flace the picture on displayo 
·r:.HJ'YlBNAIL JK~:COH ,'/ 9 
Keed for Faith 
---;;.,;;..;,;;;;;,;;.;;.;;. 
The sixth grade at Hede;emore 3ch.oo1 was about to start its 
weekly discussion about 11 (3ro'\-ring upo 11 Bill rho:rnley asked per.., 
m~ssion to speako 
"Miss Andersoll," he said, "Iknow l am suggesting a ohange in 
- . 
todaycs lesson, but some of us would like to talk about a..rv show 
we saw yesterday~ It was about faith, and compared how various 
peoples worshipo It bullt up the idea that people have always 
worshiped and that faith helps peopleo Doasn~t that have some= 
thing to do with growing ~p~" . 
11Perhe.pa that is a question the class would 111-:e to ~ns"~ .. 'lerl) 
Bill," .repliec Miss Andersono "Hov-r many '\'10Uld like to ftiscuss 
this the!Ile'i" 
Her quest1oll was greeted '\'11th a nodd1ns o.f heads and a chorus 
of 11 I would ! '' 
"Well, Bill, since this is the theme you are all thinking 
about todays l guess this is a good time to talk about lto Juppose 
you start~ 11 
~-~and in the course or th~ir sonversat1on the clasa discussed 
the ideas balm'fo \':hat do you th1nk about them~ 
Let 8 s ~ abou~ !_l: 
lo Illustrate this statement: History tells us that Man has always 
needed to worship. 
Early :nan? Ancient. peoples t 1·~odel!m ti:nes? Frimi ti ve people now~ 
2o Why do people worship? 
j., ''lhy do people thin~c tb.Rt faith helps t:'lem"i 
4o Ways of vtorship vary beca•.:1se -·---------... o 
5o Learning about faith is part of a sixth-erader's growing~upo Is it~ 
!<>Conceptai: 
''Leisure time 13 maa.ns '~unassigned" or!'unplanned" ·1,;1meo 
':rlocu-.ee.t:loKl19 means do~.ng soro.ethint3 one enjoys that is different 
from his -usua.1 aotivit.ieso 
.3i:t~th=g~aders lr111 ·1nu~y in Mr.s ~1ay they wish t,o spend their •leila'I..We 
t1meo 
A a1xth~g~adsr usually baa a hobby for a while~ then ohangeao 
Con.stru-,t1ve uae of 1e1sux•e time includes; 
using one u a lli!U'l.ds eer>vic~ to others 
l.lsing OL'lO 0 s b:aad community service 
ttaing; 01:1.e u a apt~:tudes se,\--vice to ohureh 
creative work activities alone 
developing a skill activities w1th one"s tam1ly 
phye1oa1 exercise activities w1th one~a fr1enda 
doing nothing 
A sixth~g;~o"'a<le:r should engage 1n a variaty of leisure= time e.ot~vi t1aso 
A s1xtll=gradar \tho uses h.ia lais.m~e oons.truct1 vely will ,P.robably 
Clo the same ','fhen h.e becore.es a.n adulto 
J;een.=agers 'liTho get into trouble usually have n.ot learned to use 
their leisure con structivelyo _ 
Often le1stwe~t1me ac~ivitiee lead one to a vocation or an avocation~ 
J:l-:. ~l.l(~gesteo Q.uest1ona: 
Whe.t is the story of thie, picture? 
l~at do you do with your leisure time? 
Di.acus~a It 1s fun sometimes to apend my lei. sure by myself o 
J.t, is fun aomet.imea. to spend my leisure w1 th my friendao 
It is good t'or a si.xth=gradar to vary the \>lays 1nwh1ch 
he apellds his leisureo 
:Kno'tr1ng how to ua0 J.eism"e time may keep a person out of 
trouble a 
l lilte to spend some· of my leisure doing things for otha~ 
peor.1la:> 
'0 .te1surc~'8 doea not rlece~lsarily mean doing nothing, although 
it may.rusan thato . 
Lsiaure is a good time to learn so~ethln~ interest1ngo 
Wnat commun1ty=aponsorad activities encourage a sixth=grader to 
usa his leisure t.ime in a w·orthwhile fashion? 
Ilia :Plan thf;'l ~ .... ~;£1,9..~~ ~.!:e .. ~'l-j~r,. for• ·t;h:l.a lesson with the ch1ldrano 
IV o Pass ou·~ the ~1~~1;,9,». ~r.,\ for t.his lessono Jtudy it together, 
let the ch,.ldl~en rw.lte th.f31r choice a, and fasten the sheets in 
their booklete~» 
Vo ~lace the picture on diaplayo 
It was a hot Jaturday in Augusto Conrad was tiredo From 
what? Doing nothing, of course~ He ~ay on his baok in the shade 
of a tree, chr:n<ted on a piece of grass and mused .,...,.,., 
. 1chool ha.q closed seven weeks agoo On that last d~~· '~~'il.-G~t1on 
had looked wonderfulg Daya and days to do exaatly what he W£~~edto9 
rwo weeks at Camp Fuller, and wh~n he came home he oo~ld stay up 
late, and get up late= and, oh, boy, no schoo~i Yet nere 1t was~ 
only the fi~st of August~ and six weeks more of vacationo 
he going to do with himselrg 
What \vas 
-
Juddenly he heard a cricket chirping 1n his left earo He lay 
mot1onles~ and listened == 
''H1, Cong demember me? 1°m J1m1ny Cr1cket 18 <:!! the vo1ee became 
. 
loudero Co~rad 0 s eyes were closed so he couldn°t aee, but he 
thought tbe ll'ttle fellow must have hppped closero 
'
8Jim1ny Orick@~., that is e of 11P1noooh1o'1 fameo aemembe.r~ 
The Blue Fairy made me P1nnocch1o~e oonec1ence, and I always gave 
h1m the BZJT of adviceg Got into a faw scrapes myeel£~ahem= but 
. 
I always managed the beat- ror "l?inoc~ 
''You look, Con, my boy, aa 11' ~9B. could stand some a.dv1eeo 
~~ •av1c@ ~o you, son, 1s to form a hobby club and meet in your 
cellar wP,ere 1t 0a cool ... -== 11 
rhe voice trailed offo Conrad opened hia eye$ ~ wider, and 
wider o Jay, 'ias that really J iminy Cricltet? Well, h~ ~eemed to 
have disappeared, so he couldn't thank h1m~ but the advice wasn»t 
badg and Connie was off down the street to find his fr1end~rimo 
**~~*******§* 
What happened then? 
Do you think J i.m1ny Cr1cl\:~"oil't 9 a ad viae was good·· 
Wnat do you do with your leisure? 
Iliscus1U It 1s run sometime a to spend e by myself o 
It 1s fun sometimes to spend my leis re \>11th my friendso 
It 1a good for a e1xth=grader to var the ways in which 
ha spends his leisurao 
Knowing how ·t,o u.s~~ leisure time may eep a person out 
of trou'bl!!o 
l like to spend some or my leisure a 1ng oh1ngs for 
other p!!?Jopleo 
''Leisure" ~oes not n.eoessarily mean oo1ng no1ihing 8 though 
1t may mean thato 
L9isure 1-fJ a goo(! time to le1arn some hing 1ntereat1ngo 
What colmmln1ty=aponaereo a.ot1vit1ea encourage a s1xth=g.rader to 
use his le1~ura t1ma in a worthwhile tash1 n~ 
I ) ( <'chooJ : gro'..lp !? t -vro.rk ~ an L~olate) 
( 2~ Be1~s a Good 3port 
\ ( EV pro~~ram: boys~ 
·, hr~ppy,., ciral au!.':'ng) 
L 
1 i!"lno··,~~?"' ,,·..,t·\ C"":"),:•. 0 ·:1; ... 1'!..::»"*""'-'._,-.:.: J:i..> ....... • ..... _ 
,. ·.11c. (~ .~u =~llJ c .. t Ct:.J," C1 ub 
4-~eet ~;ngn 11 "" pre~x:,re·"i a a 
£X'01lp l ... 'JlCI~"t •. :J 
2o L.an.::;ua~o .·.J;""'t~',; ~E'itten 
'' ft.ine;s ~;·1"3, t !"a!::::."' ~~c I·~:.d '' 
~ ' - Coope,;-a t,ion il1 Otu:• Homes 
G~ (ld. tc"hen: ev-er:o;; one 
3o J~.n~uase l~ts: brief notGs 
on 'i:Hy Fa til;r. and l~e" for 
one "'ireeker.d ( 1Aoprec1ation helping) 
>f't~_-vi~w-:t~: l- 3 
--
J.:l-o kccept1ng .13e1ng Different (Baseball game: crippled boy 1-;a tching Little League) 
Llary") ~ 
4o .teadine; & L'lnguage Arts; 
B:lographical study on "Folk 
\·lho Accepted Being Different!' 
) 5., Being .rempted 
1 l (Camp: girl stealing from ~ another~s luggage) 5o Language Arts: written 11 1'emptaticns 1 Have Had 11 
~)Bg~v'tq, w- tt t-.s Do Being Afraid · (I..ak~: boy on dock afraid to go swimming) () 6o Language Arts: roleplaying situations which make sixth~ graders af aid, groups 
~{7o Accepting Authority (Children at play; not 
obeying Mothe.rbs call) 
)"'R<z.-v'tew--tr ~-•-7 , 
7o Ls.nguage Arts~ group composi= 
tions = 11 :~o'tT Much Jhould 
Grown=uns 0Boss 8 a Jixth= 
Grader?1' -
(31xth=graders caroling in selected a~tivity in relation 
the home of an aged couple) to comnnmi y service k8 o Being a d.esponsibl,_e_C_i_t_iz_e_n ------a:;-:fociai .. 3tu lea:·-·· Class-;:-··-'"R~·,he.VV -~/ .. - ~ ! ~o ~eed for Faith 9o Language-a ts: writ~t-e_n __________ __ 
(Children of vaL"1ous faiths 11 1.'1-nes 1-lhe~ S!.y Faith Helped ~·!e 11 
:I 
at prayer) 11 l'imes ~fue. ~.fy Fai. th =-!fight 
· Help Iv1e" 
Constructive Use of Leisure 
(Basement workshop: boys 
building model airp~anes) 
1Co language ts & Joclal Jtud1es: 
exhibition of hobbies, oral · 
reports on "1fua t I ~njoy Doing 
After Jcho 1 11 
---------------~--------·--~----·--~---· --~~--·--
~'if ~Q..-V\e.W o~ o..\\ ""fneme.S~ 
--;sero..""~-t-<a\'< e.lf' ~(:.~-e.\"" 
A ..l..• 1- \ -'- I .b ~\IL. C.'n\ \dv-l! (I CY" 'Tcz.·.J.C.h~ (" Lti'v"'<: ~G-n~ do::.YI ~::>'rl C.QY\o..' Yl on~..:;, s e. ec.: 1 ~:.-.s.- '{ H 
~ \'w..~s·\~ (:>'('I ~~ n '""'R~vod:;s w- -.:8.-.a~co " 1 c. ....-o. \ Rutni!.~ 
:C'<\ CQIGII"'levo-\ ..... • \'OV~nThr-~ \"\'OCQ.5$ + 'S!.(m-."'Yia. r\. cth 0'11 
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!19l!o ~0 1'/edo -rhur.!,o Fri., ..........,_ .._.._..._ 
Jhared 
lnvited a shy child 
to join the group 
A shy child volunteered 
to join the group 
.;i.omeone looked lonely 
.lomeone was too 11 bossy11 
~ 
Arguao or fought 
. 

...3/e. 
. ~ 
r.16no rues .. Wedc 
-
fuurso Frio 
Helped Mother~ Dad,.. 
Helped s1s·ter, brother 
. ' 
Appreciated so=neone'a •. . ,, . 
helping me J 
Did my own work 
Got mad l -p·,~ Ob<tl(e4.. . . . 
AC .r ION ~{E:?oa·r )4 
~.-.~~- ... _..__-::: ~~., -
r 
~~ B.f!i;qe;, J2ifl)t.t;§...~ 
-·- -
_.,.,_ .. :..-· _ ___. ... 
l l•Iono rueso t,'iedo l'hurso Frio -·, Helped an eleerly person 
Made fun of someone who 
1 s 11 d 1 f reran t '' 
. 
Was kind to someone who \ 
1sn~t very clean . 
\•las friendly to someone 
whoije home is different 
from mine 
Was kind to someone who . 
talks too much, is noisJ . ,.. -=:..._ ~ . 
. 
rried to think leas about 
my being 11d1fferent" 
-
~ 
£ried to enter into 
activities just like thE 
others 9 when possible 
- . 
. ! 
•'I. 
-
~ I 
MJ~Jo~ :i.EFP&r .1 ...!l 
§~ ipfi :P!ma:!!~ 
--, 
I M6no fueso \'ledo l'hurso Frio 
--I in school c~r·tcd. 
OhE a. tee. at play 
Jtole something 
I deported something done l'Trong ( 11 reported 
I myselt11 ) 
. 
. 
~i.e turned 
fou-e:.d 
somE! thing ,. . 
.fold.a. lie 
Mono :Cueso Wade Thw:'Sc Fr1,, 
Talked with other childre~ 
about their tears 
¥re.de myself do something 
I l'tas afraid to do . 
-
Helped someone else \"lho • 
was afraid 
ralked with a grown-up 
about being afraid 
Was afraid '\'Then I did 
not need to be 
aead or heard aboutso~e~ 
one who overcame fear I 
-
:!£FJC! aEPOa.:e ,;z 
Mcep_t~ng ~~lli. 
~0 .ruaso Wedo 
---
'~ 
Was d.isrespectful to 
a.n adult 
----DiE 
--
tisobeyed a teacher 
-- ·-Lis obeyed my parents 
Broke a school rule 
kiaobeyed a bus rule 
Cbeyed traffic rules: 
While mk1ng 
While riding my bike 
Got mad when the other 
children disagreed 
with me 
:rhurao Frio 
e- '0'......, 
--
. 
~ 
. . 
"" - ~0 I rueso \'lad o I . fu1J£!c E£!o• ...,._,.__ ---Helped keep the bus I 
orderly 
Help~d k~epsc .Qol clean 
or quiet 
......... 
Help~d ke~p our neigh 
borhood clean or 
quiet ~ 
Did a community service 
Follo\'led safety rules 
Did an errand for some= 
one not in my family 
rried to help someone 
else to be a respon= 
s1ble citizen 
-·--·_..._ ____ 
'Need for Faith 
~~cz= ~.. 
Mono Tueao Wed .. Thurs. Fr1Q 
-- -
~
-
r~ 
-
Talked with other children 
about their faith 
ralked with my parents 
·. 
about faith 
Ridiculed someone for the . 
way he worahips(argued 
about the beat way to 
worship) -.. . 
Talked with ~omeone in 
my church about our 
ways of worshiping 
Thought about something 
my faith does for me 
Read about soma sp'irit-
.,._..., -Jl .....,Y\~~Wct 
...3/ , 
. ;/ 
ACTION rlEPOnT ulO 
.... = 1 .,..,..__ • ._ "¢" ~
Constructive Use of Le1suz•e 
W 'II~~ L¢C!!PIIGSUO 
Mono Tues .. ~0 Thurao ~0• 
-
-==- ~ rcw=n 
Wasted spare minutes in 
schoo~ 
Worked on my hobby 
Got into trouble while· 
playing 
-Did a service to my 
community 
Took part in my club 
meeting . 
P~ad a book or magazine 
1!4 
which 1s ~Erov~g, 
Flayed games indoors 
-
f)-( 
lo Peer Group 1-!emb~rship - April 12 ;13 
2o Being a Good Jport ~ vleek 
. of 
3o Cooperation on Cur Homes April 16 
" aev1ew (1=3) April 23~24 
·~-- Accepting Being Diff'erenJ vlaak 
of 
5Q .Beine Tempted April 30 
rlav1alot (1.,.5) 1 Weak 
ot 
6o .Be1ng.Afra1d I-!ay 7 
7o Accepting Authority 
deview (6 & 7) } ''leek of l~y 14 
So Be1ng a aesponsible C1tizj We~k 
of 
Review (1=8) May 21 
9o Need for Fs.1 th ~ l'le~k 
ot 
lCo Constructive Usa of leisure l~y 28 
rime 
aev1al-t(ot a.ll themes) - \'leek ot 
June 4 
Final Testing Program Week of June ll 
(Jchadule will be distributed.,) 
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Name=e·=--»4=w-·m-·----------·-·-z----·-·---=·a----= 
-
....... 
.. 
2o Content: 
~
3 o· O,bjeot1 ves: 
-
~nd1vidual 
groups 
Comment: 
-= olaas as e. un1 t 
5o ifocedureJi (check those which apply): 
= 
individual pupil reports 
committee reports 
_ supe.rv~.sed study 
vie~11ng of a film 
== 
-=- class discussion led by pupil 
~ class discussion led by 
teacher 
-
v1u1~ to place of interest 
Oomrnent: 
Experimenta2 Aid~Noo lo 
April 20,1956 
The notes that follow are an effort to answer a rew questions 
which seemed last week to be quite commono 
Behavioral Activities: 
lo rhe Behavioral Activities were designed to provide another 
., opportun1.ty ro:r pupils to carry their discussions into action~ 
Each Activity is closely tied in with a diaouss1on themeo 
··· ?o ..i1noe there are two discussions each ttteek there are two 
Activities planned for each weeko rhey are mostly in the 
Lansuage Arts f1eld 9 and have been sanctioned by Mrso Gilbride 
as substitutes for the scheduled language Arts leasonso · 
3b they are not to be carried out during the Group Guidance 
discussiono Reference should be made to them, however, at the 
close ot the 61souas1on 9 as planned in the Lasson Guide~ They 
should be carried out within a day or two after the lesson 9 but 1n the Language Arts 1esson 9 aeading or Composition or 
wha.tevero 
4o 1hey a~e varied in type, embracing oral 9 written and dramatic, 
togive the children a variety of behavior experienceso 
5o .Jeveral of them~ 05 17 9 9,16. might help the teacher to know the· 
pupil bettero 
6o,,I'hey sh.ould be ca.rriea out as they are planned 1n order to meet 
their purposea 
Behavioral !Qveritoriss;. 
lo rhe Behavioral Inventories are to be checked without eliciting 
any help from the pupils, simply from teaahera 0 own watching 
and listening, and :fl'om the remarks volunteered to teachers 
by their pupilso Experimental teachevs may well in their 
reference to Action deports of the pupils suggest that they 
MQYld ~ 1nteres~ in knowing about these activities as the 
pupils follow tt ... ~m througho lhis is a.n indication of closeness 
between teache~ and pupilo However, the teacher may not deliber= 
ately ask such a question a.s"\ihat did you do to help !~.[other last 
night?'' 
2o lt ia expected that certain items, such as Cooperation in the 
Home, Leisure Time Activities etco, will be checked less ofe~ 
than others. J!ry to pick up '~l'ads.:t'-fashion'' as much as you can, 
but do not ask the childreno 
May 12, 1956 
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Special Memo to Observers and Principals: 
In checking on the first week's observation I find a few points 
which I evidently did not present clearly. They are of utmost 
importance, and I shall appreciate it if everyone will try to 
consider them 11to the letter." · 
. 
1. The Cooperating teachers know they are to expect "observers. 11 
They do not expect to be informed as to when they are to be 
observed. It is assumed that all teachers would have their 
usual lesson, but it is obvious that to notify them of the ti~e 
of the visit would ~e opposed to the purpose of the observation. 
2. The observers plan to check with the principals before going out 
to visit. Sometimes a sixth grade does not hold to its clliasses 
as scheduled. A phone call will prevent a' waste of time on the 
part of observers, who als.o carry fall programs • 
3. The observation schedule was organized with much care. The 
planning involved diverse sixth-grade schedules, variety of time 
available to observers, pairing of observer and teacher for 
various considerations, and other factors • There are reasons 
why certain observers were asked to visit certain places at 
certain hours. 
If for any reason an observer cannot visit as requested on her 
chart, please do not substitute a different observation period. 
Simpl~ omit the observation. When I make my weekly check with 
the o servers I can arrange a make-up observation period. 
' It will also help the principals if the observation causes them 
a minimum of disturbance at this busy time of year! 
4. The following question has been raised: Should the newness of 
this experience for both teacher and pupil influence the 
observer 1sjjudgment, or should the evaluation be made relative 
to the "perfect" group guidance discussion? It will help to 
keep judgments uniform if all observers will try to be both 
"objective yet fair to the participants. 11 
5. In observing Control classes the following general procedure 
will probably be best: Check any item on the Observation form 
which seems to apply, in the column most appropriate. 
******************** 
To the Principals: 
From my conversations with· the Observers I also gathered these 
tid-bits you might. like to hand on to ~he teachers: 
They are finding Control classes very interesting. 
They think.Experimental teachers and pupils are doing a fine job. 
The Secondary Counselors appreciate the opportunity to get 
acquainted with your sixth-graders. 
' l 
--'57--
~!~~~M bt'1!!9 !~? 
May 239 1956 
1 
The a ttl!! chad p&ge a present M ti>1.d~ t~.Oli!al 
effort to .b.eJ .. p wi..tkl ~!1e ~eacblng of Lasson #S-n 
-
Th1a c&sG stu.dy l"'eally d1d happen 9 end that 
d.eapi te th~ good 1nt0ntio.ns of the teaohsro 
The accoU-:"1 ·~ s~aems to point up tha ma,1or issue 
in teac~1ng Lasso?-- #9 ·==- 'tha danger of ,.mpos1ne 
0 t}'le teac!ler s thoughts f:Id feelings on the QlA3Bt 
~nd the need to accept what the eh1ldren expresso 
Lesson #9 ~an bs treated from a h1stQr1cal 
point of v1eu~ but the teacher must remember 
that these discussions oenter on peraonal=soo1al 
needs of t Pit eh1ld.re:no This second purpose must 
not ba lost 1n the first~ yet the story told in 
Experimental A1d9 Noc2 1s vary pert1nanto 
I had hoped to discuss this case study a~ 
our last m*et.lillg9 but the s&.nds ot time ran out 
I hops tne dotto oopy will serve i.t;s purposeo 
Since I am again unable to g~t to yo" thie 
week!! will you plGaee contact me if you ~ave a 
ttJUeat1on about any phaae ot 1fua program? 
Thank yc.nA8 
-.38 .. 
" !.~~1n;; tr;a i'::.'D;.l5 Xl~~;,~';!,a Tl~ !.~!c..QHEfi ~!!~l.O:!-~ !~l!Q~. ~~:,}:Ul~. ~~J~~~~ 
Hl2.':].i\ll l~Dl0_::;loR~GJ 0-r.mtGl., 
E©ato~ Univ0r8ity 
Mias A teach©s in the 5th ~ca~ ©f a pQb1ic c©hool in r 
mGd1um=s1ZGd~ m1dq0St®rn Cityo ah~ h~S ~n~~t fl0ce for t~ yv~~S 
Clllld generclly has en.joytadnl'lor trovlto .R~c0ntly0 th<Dre has be~n tah"t 
out of the sup®r1ntandentfiQ office about the d0~irab11ity of 
teaching religion in the ichoolso Her pr1no1pfil~ ~~ t~ rao®nt 
building meetingsp has m~nt1o~ed tench1ng nb~~t ~eli~io~ m~ ~ 
good thing to do 0 and ~a hinted tlh~t amaJor1ty of the sdhool board favors the pr&ct1~ao Thare h&s beAn no d1rect1v~ t~ 
teachers to do anyth1ng~o~t 1te but ~iss ~ is gen~~ally cooper= 
a t1 ve perm n and she haE de c1ded to take ths plun~ o 
one mo~n1ng~ d~ing their planning pericdn MiaG ~ a~k®d he! 
stud~nts b tell whmre they want to Sunde~ S®ool end ~h'W:"ell!Q 
M~thod1st9 Bapt1Gt and Holiness churches were mentio~®dD eom~ 
students h~a1tated a moment Qnd than ment1on~d on® o~ th® ohurch®s 
· a.lraad1 namedo Fln.mlly JJack 0 s turn eMe to speiillto Jack iS e 
thcnighttW. boyf) a good student and generally rG~eted by h1o 
classmate@ and by· tn~ teao~sr too 9 J't1ek sa,~d£ c~ue dom. a~ go VJaif= ~re regW.ar.ly 9 .M1as ~.9-u M1~a A repliadf) w:sMt cnm"'ely yo~'l nmVJ~ go samewh~ ~o oh.u.".l:'~h and Sundft'lY S©h.oolr Jaok.o X'~ufl -w0 h0nrd t!r\e 
others telling abo~t their onyrcheso Now9 Ja~te gh®S~ do ~o~ go 
to ctmrch?ce EverybodY in the c3.rc!@ -w1as looking· ~t act. U!)tJp 
Jack sque.red h1s shoW.de~s and said9 uButfl really~ Miss &:,a w® donot gp to any ch~~eh rsgularlYP" The d1scuss1on mowed on~ 
That noon~- Jack 0 s mother~ Helen~ as she ~orked in the k1toh~ 
loo~t?d up the stre®t toward the school and eet1 JmQk m d Cil. gr:'Otl.IJP 
ot n~~gnbor~od ch~ldre~ ©oming home to th~ir lunch®s~ Evaryth1~ 
dld!!i t seem to be .rl~gb~ w~ th t.tm g~Upo Ja~ was walking @]pal"t 
from the others and seem®d to be protesting w1 g~ro~rnly~ ~e w~s 
on the front porch when t~e. gro~p moved into hearing distencso ~1e 
group wa.s chan tingE> ltJaQJt dQ}SSU 0 t b0l:l0Ve iill aoac3 ~ O.fid Jaok 'Qf!.S 
~hou.ting inaf'tectually 0 11 We do too ba.U.eve , .. n God9 IJ The ohm t®l""S became silent When they Gaw }~len on the porch~ but st~ed at h®r 
a 11 ttl® sull0nly ~ she though to Jack reached Up to his mothe:B? Wll1 
for the first time began to sobo "They wouldftOt e~en listen t~ 
mep M2!ll~m.o u Helen ocl!ned Jack@ Thot evening Helen and Mikeg,_ Jacklla 
fa.therf) decided to let things ride and see ~1ha.t hmpp$hs.~ ·cn~y 
would tQlk to Miss A about the incident the next time they SQW 
her~· · 
. 
The next day M~es Ae who believed in 1nte~at1on of subject 
matters~ decided to ~ollow ~ on hsr 1nqu1ry into the .raligiou~ 
affiliations of her students during the art p®riod~ Sha suggest~ 
that etAch student draw h1a or her picture of Godo Soon moat 
students were busy drawing various versions of ~·large old m~n 
w1 th a long beardo ~aok didn n_t drawo Miss """ asked why he wtasn o t 
drawingQ Jack s~1d9 n.I don°t t_h!nk you can draw GodoiD etButp. Ja~ 
all the other children are draw~ngo Why do you thi~k you canot 
draw God?" WB~c&ueef>" and hers ack. ra1s8d h1t:f wo1e0"9 eBwhen we 
talk ~bout God mt h.ome 9 He maruu~ ewary'i;hlng thG.t 1s wary Erood... P...a 
• )9. ... 
1sn°t in any one placeo He 1a averywhera anything gpod iso You 
canot draw thato 1 J~ck refused to draw and Miss A was rather 
obviously d1spleasedo 
That evening ~aCk had'a long talk with his rather and mother 0 
Jack was worried whether he should have stood out agminst th~ 
teacher and the groupo It wasn''t easy and he felt ve1•y uncom= 
tox-tableD Mike and Helen assured him that he shou:l,.d always try 'b 
do what he thought was r1ghte .und many t1mea this 1sn °t an easy: 
or popular thing to doo (Mike and Helen had agreed before talking 
with ~ack that they would aee Miss ~ very soon and talk the whol~ 
thing over9 and they both telt thatF> 1:t' po!!sible9 Jack shouldnot have to be put on the spot more than he already had beano) Mike 
asked Jaok it9 taking his notion ot yod as everything anywhere 
which is good9 he could honestly draw something he thought was 
good 9 even though it waenu t God to him a Jack thought a while 
and sa1d he thought he could honestly draw the sun as something 
very good tor mana This was agreed upono 
The na.xt day ~l during tlle art per1od9 when ~a.ck started to drawf) M1ss A was obviously relieved and overpraised him a bito 
Later 1n the period she noticed that Jack had"colored a heavy 
black. s.badow over most c,>t the br!ght sun he .bad drawn t1ret<-
lfWhy d1d you put a shadow over mst ot the sun.., Jaek?tt nBecausefl 
Miss AP. there are people w~o think you can dr&w ~d~• 
When M1ke and Helen talked with U1sa A late~ that weakp 
she was s~pr1sad and shocked to learn what pain and S0rious 
mtsg1v1ngs he:t- etfor.ts to teach about rel1g1on had brought to one 
ot her best students aDd to two ot her most cooperative parAntsv 
She began to wonder what ideas abo~t religion she had actually 
~ommun1cated to the otners~ 
In contrast to Bias Ap K1ss B unde~took to~ach about ral1ghl 
in a d1ttertmt way., She reached out into the community for spa~ 
ers representing d1rterent faiths~ She had the children study 1n 
groups the n1stor1o development ot ta1theo They studieu the ~ay 
peoples 1n other lands worsh1po Parents ot different faiths wera 
invited to help the class in their studyo 
"What knowledges about religion can we say a teacher needs 
to havee it he or she is going to teach about religion in an 
Americ~ public school?" Dro Benne askse and euggeat t1vG basic 
suggestions& ' 
l» Every teaoh~r should have an apprec1~.t1on of' the vo.riet;y 
of rel1g1ous experiencea that are extant 1n America and in tho 
world todn.yo 
2) This doesnnt mean that on Grtecti~e teacher will or 
shou.td have no rel1g1ous con-victions or at'fil.1ations of his own¢ 
It does mean that the teacher must have obJectified h1a o~ 
rel1g1ous outlook~ got outside of 1~ anough to s~e that it is ono 
among m~ ll.pproe.chas to @lt1mate 'iralt.e s :md th{!ilir 1nt®rpratc.t1dltr.e 
and that thas~ othsr n~ ·~~ache& have some dt;gre0 of 1nto1J.l:A.gib1l= 
~ty and possible val1d1~~ 1n thG1~ oun r1ghto 
3~ ThEEl 'fGGo.ch0r uno tenches about rel1g1~lll in Ol.llr public sel~~ ls 
mmst have affirmed the centr~t meaning o? religious freedom nnd 
pl\u ... a!ism t~~ thin our ~®rioan tradi t1onQ- · 
. 1, :·~~ -~ , ,.... '..)~ .. ~- :.::2,(1 ._,: 11©, 1 G~" -,,11;.,3 Ql.oDp 1].0J!,iil. oh5J.ral;;. ·~ol~1~~©,l'.:J 
21~ J:'i.i-7~ J[.:,~JJ-...,5?~ ,_.._ ]J:~o t -"' ~n t_;tJ'J ~1/.1V~~~ :4 ~ c.~:: F-2tEJU1n 
0» :-:1.~.-- ol ?>I 'rl'O~C~-.:I;:JS'·J ~~~-~' ::~ ' Y7 th.e· },-,,:J]JI.~~.rn~s; Jl..0;~ 0.~ I' ., 
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Experimental Aid, K~o 
!iiay 29 v 1956 
Concerning ~ Last iiVeek' s £?.ev;Le}:! 
It may seem that a tw~-lesson review is a good deal 9 since there have been periodic reviews throughout the teaching periodo As we 
all know 9 however, this kind of growth must be discussed and re= discussed many times before changes are established in attitude 
or behavioro This week of review is the children1 s last opportu= 
nity to "talk things over"o 
Just in case it will help tre teadhers 9 there are suggested below 
a few ideas about the review lessons~ These are no more rigid and 
structured than t.he theme-discussions werea 'l'hey are merely sug= 
gestionso Do plan your own review to suit your own class, follow~ 
ing whatever kind of activities you think most interesting and 
bene.f'ieial to themo Use as many or as few, or \'thatever» adaptation 
you wishv or these suggestions as seems dmsirableo 
lo Review the '-'uggestions for the H.eviex Lesso~ inserted after 
page 4 in your Handoook:-- ---
2o Since there are now 10 pictures or stories it seem~ somewhat 
overpowering to disuuss them all at onceo 
a- It is possible that the last ·two~ which have had no revie't'r 
discussion» might need concentration in one of these 
review lessonso They certainly rate as worthy of more than 
one ro nsiderationo 
b= Perhaps the children could choose the ones they wish to 
review in each lessono 
3o Activities~ 
a~ Have small groups choose a picture or theme and take turns 
presenting summaries 9 new iiea~, and leading class discus®= ions on their particular the meso Groups may vary in number~ 
and some themes may not be selected a~ important to reviewo 
b= Teacher or pupils might present miniature 11 si~ulated "case 
studies" or situations that arose during the past two monthsa 
ttThis actually happenedo In the light of our "growing...,up" 
discussions t how do you react?tr · 
c- Role=playing, such as the Behavioral Activity for Lesson #6)) 
might be done for all themes~ or for selected oneso 
d~ Some story themes might be expressed in drawing; some pictur~ 
themes might be related to orieinal storieso The negative 
aspects o£ this activity are that it gecomes an individual 
activity)) and aleo takes too much time a 
4c A very valuable di cussion might be focused on the question: 
How can we continue this study of our attitudes and behavior 
without these discussions in class? 
... 4J. -
.. 'l r 'i ct,. "'( If"' •'" : ,__. .t _ ...
. , .-. ~ : •: 
4 I.J 
.~rite :information ~1iss YJ.ard'Jn hn:: oske0. f("l.'.:' no :~,a ',rD.l get to 
lu:c-1·r our cla::HJ oottcro Look at the bc3.r-d P no-:-r v 22.11!1 r 1.-rill wilo-:-r 
you "rJJ'ha. t you are going to do o 
''3up.pose you found this question on your paper {already 
11ritten on the boal ... d by the teacherd: ''Vlhat subject£ Co yon J.idre 
best? 3 \'lhat '\tould you \"lrite on your paper'i (Call on so2eono O.lld 
urite answers as he gives them to youo) 
Your first choice 
Your second choic-e=-----~----~----~ 
-==-~--------~~ Your third choice 
~ r:w;:ra=nmmr- --..a--~- .. ...,., 1<:0,.~~= 
11 What choices would you make? (Gall on someone else and 1·rr:~.:::.e 
that pupil~s answersQ) Jo yours would be different from ~us~ 
vfho would make still different choices? (Rands) 
11 \vell P when you fill in the blanks on !·lias ~!arden us papers 
everyone 0 s ans\oters will be just as differento You must decide for 
yourself just '"~hat you '\'ra~t to 1.'l.rite on your paperp regardless o.r 
\·:hat someone else !night write o Now when you receive your paper 
look a:f.l. 1 to (Fass out Jpciogr~ ,;ues!4_onnalp.e.o) 
ncn thi~ paper are questions about the pupils in your classd 
(Continue to read the directions at the top of the paper out lo~d 
while the pupils followo rhen let them write in their choices 9 
/ 
/( 
taking as long as they likeooo vihen they are finished remind them 
of the note at the bottom of the papero) 
~irections for the ffriendship Graph may be read fro~ the 
------~~ ~-
papero Cnce again there is no time limite It should be given 
after the Jociogra~ ~uestionnai~~o 
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Name 
• ..., .. =e ........... ... Jchool 
__ _.. ............. ·-· ------
On this paper are questions about the pupils in your olasso 
Ai"ter each question write the name of a classmate on the 'blanko 
You may choose either a boy o~ a g1rlo Answer these questions 
just as we answered the question on the boarda Be very thought-
ful and honest in ·telling your choj.caso 1-".ake your own dee1s1onso 
/. 
It you have a question about the spelling or a name look at 
the nama on the n~xt page or ask your teaohero fhe first name 
and last initial or your choices will be enough for you to writeo 
lo Which of your classmates would you like to have for your 
ye~y peat friend? 
Your fir~t choice_··~··~·~·-"----"~-----------·-·------------------·--·-----· 
Your second choic~ 
• • ~-~D-r~·----·-·-·-1t-W--~------------------------
Your th1~d choice 
- ~ .... • .......... _  .. ___ ....... ___ ··---........... - ....... ft'U'_ ..... ~-·---.--·-·-.. ,._. __ 
2o Which clasamat? wpuld 7ou 11k~ to invite to your party~ 
Your first choice 
~--·~·-··~·~•---=-w---·--.. --------------------
Your. second choice 
--~--------------------------------
Your third choice 
-----------------------------------
3o W1th whom would you like to study? 
Your first choic~ 
-----------------------------------
Your s~cond choice 
-----------------------------------
Your third choice 
-----------------------------------
**** Be sure you have filled in the bl~nks ~t the top of the papero 
Be sure you have written in 3 n~mes for every questiono 
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~~- ']l1~~ ~~~~~ CHOICES 
Date ______ _ 
5e1ow are the names of your claasmateso You a~e to put a 
number• on the 11 ttle blank to the. right or each na.meo ':ehere are 
i dire~tions for marking these numberso ~ead the first and· write 
the numbe~ 1 Qeside each name where you wish to mark lu rhen 
read the second and write number 2 beside the names where you 
wish to mark 2~ Do the same with 3 and 4o 
.demember, your paper is your very o\mo Your choices may be 
different from someone else 0so Vake your o~m decisions~ 
lo Place a·l beside ~he names of~ the pupils you would like tor 
your best friendo 
2o Flace a 2 beside all thosw you would choose for next~besto 
3 o l?la.ce a ·:; beside 1!,~1 those you do not like very l'rello 
4o ~lace a 4 beside !!! those you do not like at allo 
YCUd. OLA.J..i!•lATE:J 
--
Karen Jteve.n Alton 
-
.Linda. Marcia. carolyn ... 
-.... 
_...., .;to 
1\enneth Robert Mo ...,. John 
Carole Lawrence 
-
Beverly 
Marcia Gail Robert· 'ro 
-
-
Jam~ a 
-
Gheryl 
-
Crispin 
David Dianne c~.r.lott~ 
Catberine rl.obert NC? 
........: JQ~~ph 
Janet Louis 
......... 
.oa.ro;Lyn Yo. 
-
\l~orge 
.....--
Brian 
....-
iHHi*. Be sure you have numbered every name~ 
-= , 
- 4·4 w 
~hool.==-==-=========---- Room 
·----
lubject __ -=-=====-=·-----===-w--==== 
> the Observer: Below are listed characteristics of the experimental 
fscussionao The phrases to the right describe the degree to which 
lese cha~aeter1at1cs are noticeable in the lesson you are observ1ngo 
Lease check each item in the column you th1kk most appropriate •. 
Ver.z 
l.fuch ~ 
To~" ~@Y.) 
Degree ~!!!_I Classroom Climate 
' 
' 
lo Arrangement of physical equipment is 
1nduc1ve to the sharing of exper1enceso 
-
-2o Oh11aren appear free ana ~asy. --
3o Children part!ciEa~e rn a!scussion. 
4: Content of discussion 1e the focus 
of the taacher 8s attention. 
~· 5o-Fup1l repponsea are recorded by the 
' tea..QQ.e;4 • aa.:: n 
- I 'P* .......... 
"' ·-
Discussion Procedures 
l( 
---lo Discussion 1s student- d1t•eated a 
2o Children discuss their or~ personal 
~XEerien~s and ideaso }o Discussion is concerned with personal-
social adjustment nroblemso 
4o Teacher comments and questions help .. 
pupils to express and think through 
.their nersonal situationso 
5o A story relating to the content of the 
experiment is the motivation for ' 
discussion .. 
6o A picture relating to ~he content of 
the experiment is the motivation for ' 
the discussion. 
' 
I? Discussion is s~mewhat structured by ·,, t 0 
ouest1ona about the story just reado I ce: D~acuss1on Is unstructuredo 
Yaking Content Effective 
, 
lo A class summary ia organized and record- i ed in a lo~ at the and of the discussion~ 
2., Py.plls Elan theil" fo.llmf-Ul? Action . -i£:Qort I 
3o Reference is made to the follow-up l . 
--~~vto:ral Act1 vi tz o g ~ 
4o Notations are made on the teacher s 
--~ha:~ Inventory~.!:--.. " -
5o ;Jiict.ura used in the discuss:t.ons :pre-
iou.sJs 1a on displav .. 
i I I I 
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Room: Ap\onaug: Nona 
Pon-=.iac: None 
Ba.y.t.1~Gl: 
Wicke.e: 
Wyman: 
Subjec~: Group Guidance 
3oo1a1 Jtud:les 
Arithm~tic. 
A - ''climate'' ... indicat:1.on of:ra.pport 
Feeling of freedom and 
confidence on part of 
children 
fee11n·~ of" concern for 
children on part of 
teacher 
A-4 - In oon~r~st to concentr~tion on formalities~ 
3uch as· correct expression, poiture:'etC: 
Informality in han~ling discussion 
B-1 - In ~~ontraat to"teacher-directed" 
4 - Rather than to-indicate "answeran through 
opinion o.:t• n stx•uotured values!! of her own .. 
1 - ''structured'' --p:re-plannad so 1 t follow·s a 
certain pattern or sequence~ 
focuses on certain definite 
questions 
8 - ''unstructureda'f - no pre-planned pattern, informal 
conversational type of discussion, 
the thoughts of one person for 
the most part are prompted by the 
words. of prebious speakerso 
Fihq! ~valuation Procedures 
Io .f&.] 9 s ~ ~ssuainr._Ell! (for those teachers who are doj.ng this)~ 
#1&2= No names are needed 9 merely age and occupationo ~3~4~5= Check items which are true for each individualo 
tr6o Check items O\'lned &. write in ttanything else11 o 
·...,.. :.•-.t."t,... .: ~ -t'hP U.\.lmb~r ofl volumes or subscrintions., 
,¥8o Sane as it6o ·~ ........ ~...... t" 
.¥9" Check items which are true for the individuaL, 
''10 11 ' . 
.. . o,; ....... van: e as : 9 G 
llo fu2!! .lli?. 1!81 ~ About Thes~ Qrowing=lte, Discussiop_§? 
lo Fill in the heading o 
2o Read aloud the section"To the Pupilrr » st~ressing the need for 
being honest 9 even though he may seem criticalo 3o nead the girections aloud for each item 9 pupils followin~o 4o Complete t/1 94a & 5 & 6 as you read themo 5o Give pupils ample time to go back and \'lrite in kf2 1,3 9 4b & 4co Teacher may help phraee and spell if necessaFJo 
6o After the papers are collected 9 teachers please encircle your idea of the true answer to U5 on each papero (You may put a 
second circle around one wordB or encircle a different one 
from the pupil's choiceo) This is your only evaluation on 
the effectiveness of the experiment as far as individual 
pupil 9 s behavior is concerned~ s~thoughtful consideration 
will be appreciatedo 
Concerning- the items: 
#lo Kxperimental Picture groups will do bo 
, Experimental Sketch groups will do ~: 
#2o Marks are to be placed on the lineso 
#3P~b 94c - Write ino #4av 5 96~7bS~ Encircle !!! or !2o 
IIIo Teacher ~valuation ~ ~ Progr~: 
#la 9 b~c= Clear 9 definite 8 complete enough so it was not hazy #ld= perfectly accurate~ usable statistically as an accu~ate record 
e~ close to perfect !I usable for eescriptive purposes but not 
as "statistical evidencllt"($ee 4ho) 
r- too unreliable to be of anz statistical value(See 4~} 
~ontributed nothingo 
#2G=Sufficient explanation initially9 usable later when questions 
aroseo 
b- Stf~icient content in the Concepts~ adequate questioning help» 
suggestive enough but not too restricting~ adequate help 
with use of Behavioral Activity~, Action Report and Behavior 
Invent>ory m- ___ ....... 
a~ Clarify the kind of lessons these were to be~ basic prin-
ciples:') purposes 
evf= Elimimate confusions and questions before teachers were 
anxious 
g~ Set patternv clarify kind of lessons these were to beo 
3- ~C::O----CB:IQJI. 
4-c= See 5eo 
g- Within their abilities!) appropriate!) feasible 
h~ TiminQ" elem1=mt. ~nntP.n'l". 
Fin~ l!:valuation Pro~cE._reJ:! ( 2) 
i= Possible to select items 9 possible to carry them out~ under= 
stand able 
j o Action Report was to be checked either daily as a group 
activity 9 .or individually on the pupil';/own timeo Which= e~er plan your Class £ollowed 9 was it difficult to see_ that 
the Action Report ~ checked? 
5ob&C= are to be answered by all Experimental teachers o . 
e- Did you find yourself reverting to the1Usual teacher=approach= 
being directive» using many questions~ approving or dis-
approving what the pupils said? 
Monday 
f= "education"."" a course, instruction 11 more than just one preparatory meeting 
*********************** 
Testing ~chedule 
Ba}!:side Wickes Pontiac A;e122naus Bran cis Wx_man 
CaloPreso So So CaloPerso SoSo CaloPerso ·SaSo 
Tuesday SRA Aritho SRA Aritho SRA 
-
Aritho 
**'~I edne sday Detroit Detroit Detroit Detroit Detroit Detroit 
} 
rj 
Thursday S.oSo SRA 
c,riday Aritho CaloPerso 
!2 ~ Eiven whenever convenient: 
1= Friendship Choices 
So So SRA So So 
Aritho CaloPerso Aritho 
2= Sociogram Questionnaire 
3= How Do You Feel About These Growing=Up Discussions? 
4= Let's Get Acquainted (not evaluatio~ 9 or course) 
Renuhnders: 
-
SRA 
CaloPerso 
1= Behavior Inventory checking will be concluded on Friday~ June So 
2,.. Teachers within one building please try to give tests during the 
same session9 even during the same period if possible 9 to avoid 
contamination by discussion during recess or noon periodso 
~* 3= On lledne sday the tests for ~~onday and Tuesday will be exchanged9 
so each teacher will have the ones she needs for Thursday and 
Fridayo 
\ 4= 5= 1 
v 
' 
Please fill in'the headings on the various testso 
Please keep a record or absenteeso Perhaps make=ups can be arranged 
next weeko 
me ______________ School«=:.. ___ ..._ .... Teacher ______ """'"""' 
~  Pug:U:,: A very important part of this experiment is for you to tell 
how you feel about ito Answer the questions thoughtfully 
and honestly 9 even.though you seem to b~ very criticalc 
ao Would you rather have discussed pictures than stories? 
b9 Would you. rather have discussed little stories than pictures? 
Here are the 10 themes you discussedo 
ao Place a check to the right of those you likedo · 
·b~. Place a cross ~o the rl.gpt. o:r those you did not care about~ 
lo Group Membership 
2~ Being a Good Sport 
3o Cooperation in Our Homes 
4o Accepting Being Different 
5o .Being Tempted 
6 o Being Afraid 
7o Accepting Authority 
So Being a Responsible Citizen 
9~ Need for Faith 
10~ Constructive Use of Leisure 
List other tl:emes you would like to have discussedo .. 
ao On the whole~> did you like these dis cu.ssions? 
bo Tell reasons why you liked themo 
.I 
~o Tell reasons why you did not like themo 
f -J,~ 
}
Do you think :hese discussions helped you to~ more grown up? 
~id you get ideas from the discussions •hat helped you with 
'/your own problems? 
~ould you suggest that all sixth~graders should have a Chance 
~fto have these discussions? ·· I . • 
r 
,<Do you think it would be helpful to continue them in Grade 7? 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes' No 
Yes Np 
Yes No 
School.-=---------- Program~...._= Level C.:...===----== 
;rcl teachers do :.tems marked *; Experimental teachers. do those marked #a) 
Concerning the ~l:,~at!o!; Procedures~ 
, \'~·as the purpose of the t eating adequately explained? 
, Were teachers givel\ adequate instructions for sociometric prodedures? 
, ~lere teachers giver adeguate instructions for standardized testing? 
, Does the Behavior l1vantory give an exact» reliable record of pupil 
behavior for your c:S.ass t:1ese past eight weeks? 
, Does t.he Behavior In'ren tOl"Y give an approximate record of pupil' 
behavior for your class these past eight weeks? 
, Was the Behavior lnvento~ of little value to the experiment? 
Concerning f..!'~JL~tion 2£ _:~achez;.g .£2!: ~ !eaching: 
, ?las the Teacher 11 s Hand boot adequate as a source of reference? 
~ Did the Lesson Guides give ~nough help? . 
j Did the AddendaD Experimental Aids and Review Suggestions gi.ve 
enough supplementary help? 
) Did the first preparatory meeting give sufficient background for 
understanding the experimental teaching? 
) Did the other meetings proviie adequate coverage for group 
questions? 
) 'lJas the experimenter's 'f\Teeklr contact with the individual tenchers 
adequate· to keep their quest:1.ons answered promptly? 
~·lara the demonstration lessons adequate help? 
Concerning Qhoice g1 1'hemes: 
' 
most 
J Place a check under ~valuation for those you consideredjpertinento 
) Place a cross under for those you thought of little valueo 
Theme 
Group !l·~eiiibership 
Evalo 
1~0~ 
Reason for Lack of Value lo ~ .,..,. .. cn::t=:::t 
Yes Nc 
Yes Nc 
Yes Nc 
Yes Nc 
Yes Nc 
Yes Ne 
Yes N~ 
Yes Nc 
Yes N( 
Yes Nc 
Yes N~ 
Yes NE 
Being a Good Sport 
Cooperat5. on in Our.· Homes 
Accepting Being vifferent 
Being Tempted 
2o_ 
3o_ 
4o==-=on 
5o==--6.,_ 
2 .. ____________________________ ~ 
Being Afraid 
Accepting Authority 
Being a R~sponsible Citizen 
Need for !'aith 
Constructive Use of Leim1re 
?c===-~L, 
9 .. =--=-
10-
0--= 
3o ____________________________ ___ 
4o------=====--=----------==---= 
5 .. ______ -=-==-----------=---==== 60------------~=--------A--=--­?o-0 --------------So _________ =--==-=----------=------= 9o 100--=---~-=--------------====-== 
What pertinent them§§ would you suggest which were omitted? 
.... so-
Teach~r Evaluation (2) 
Concerning the !eacbinK fr2jgrgm: 
' 
Place a check under Evaluation for the pictures (Sketches) which you 
considered most effectiveo ·=--
Place a cross under ~valuation for those you considered least effectiveo 
m=r= rmr=: 
Theme 
lo Group Membership 
2o Being a Good Sport 
Reason for Ineffectiveness lo ~ o 
2o ... ...........,...,_ 
3o Cooperation in Oqr Homes 
4o Accepting Being Uifferent 
5e Being Tempted 
3o------=-----=--=--=--=-=-=== 
4o-==-------------==-=--==-==== 
6o Being Afraid 
7 o Accepting Authority 
8Q Being a Responsible Citizen 
9(i) Need for Faith 
lSo Constructive Use of Leisure 
g:_== __ ==----~-----=~--M==.====-=======-=---= 
7o=-=----=--==-=----------==== 
Bo-------===-----------==--=== 
9o==-----=---=--=----==-===-== 
lOo-=----------==----=--===-=== 
Did you £eel the permissive atmosphere helped to foster freedom of 
expression? . 
Did you feel that free association and lack of structuring promoted 
discussion which might not have occurred in a lesson more closely 
pre~planned and controlled? . )o you feel that discussions were too loosely organized to be of 
value to the pupils? 
Did the Behavioral Activities prove difficult to carry out? 
Did the Behavioral Activities seem to have value .for t~e pupils? 
Did the B ehavior Inventory prove difficult to checlt? 
Was the Action Report difficult for pupils to check? 
Was it difficult for pupils and teacher to plan time for·checking 
the Action Report? 
Did the Action Report seem to have value as a follow-up activity? 
;oncerning ~b.jectives 9J: ~ Program: 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Would you.support group gui9anca discussions concerning personal= 
social adjustment as a valuable experience for every sixth-grader Yes No 
once a week? · 
Would you l'ecommend pictures· as a more effective technique than stories? 
Yes N o 
Would you recommend stories as a more effective technique than 
pictures? Yes No 
Do you think these discussions help teachers to learn about their· 
pupils~ perso.nal ... social adjustment needs? Yes No 
Did you find it difficult to use permissive~ free associational 
technique? Yes No 
Do ypu think education in group guidance is essential for a Bixth= 
grade teacher before it is possible to guide such discussions ·as 
these effectively? Yes No 
~ncerning ~ ~ommema! ~ Recommendations: 
1 
-51 .. 
During the past eight weeks the Guidance Department 
of the elementary schools has b'eer:1 sponsl!)ring an expar:t .... 
ment in which some sixth=graders had a new kind of' lessono 
These pupils have talked about 'If growing up" 9 and dis= 
cussed their attitudes and behavior as young people about 
to enter junior high school,., By comparing them with pup:i.ls 
who did not have these lessons we may find that these dis=-
cussions are valuable enough to be continued another yearo 
The accompanying inventory is an attempt to find out 
whether parents have noticed any changes iu their chil= 
dren 11 a att~:tudes or beha\~"ior wh:l.le these discussions were 
going ono Each pupil in the eoxpe:r.:lment. f.l some of whom had 
these lessons and some did nut 9 will take home one of 
these inventol~esc It is hoped that the parents~ or who= 
ever the pupil lives with~ will answer t.ha guestl.ons for 
us,. 11!! l19J1 £o~-au~.PU8 but the more replies we reo;> 
eeive the betterTea we shall have about the value o£ 
the discussionso In this way the parents can help us judge how much the pupils seemed to carry these dis= 
cussions into actiono I~ is l~ im£Rrtant that lQ* do 
not discuss these guest!Oni:~~t y~r cHlfa;QlUit c eei 
lfhat~~ink = rs the correctinswero_._, __ 
Will you please complete this form within a day or 
two and return it to the teacher? You will notice the 
child 11 s name a.nd parent Y s name .are not reques·tedo There 
will be no check by any one which will identify answers 
given .for indi'Y'idu.al pupils~; sinee this is a grottp study" 
not a study or individualso Your cooperation is very much 
appreciated& 
~~»Experimenter 
Boston University 
School of Education 
101..,_ ------"-----== Tea~her==-··=---~=--.. ----.... """"'-·-= Date--------===--=--~=~ 
Lse encir~le the persons helping to complete this inventoryg 
~t- l._~h.!J:. g.~and;e~ren.;t;. AYP~ Uncle Others(write in)_ ...--= ... -----· _________ _,.,._ ..._"'-'= 
~ctionsg 
-. 1..:::= For each question below decide what you think :La the correct answero 
You may cheek under "Very much so" P or "Some" 9 or "Not at all")) oJr, 
if you do not know» eheck under "Can not say"o Place your checks in 
the columns to th~ righto The1~ will be 15 marks altogethero 
b Very Not Can not 
uch so Some at all 
_s .. a.x .. --=-Ias he(she) done more lately to help around home? ;. - --" '"'"""' 
las he(she) been more friendlt lately toward a 
~hy or lonely child? J· 
las he(she) recently been tryin~ not to "get 
mad" about things he(she) doean t like? !. 
ias he(she) been joining in group a~tivities 
nore .lately? ~. 
ias he(sha) recently been "gossiping" or 
'tattling" less than previously? ~ 
las he(ehe) been more willing recently to share ~. )r let someone else "be first"? 
~as he(she) been trying lately to over~ome some 
7. ~hildiah fear? 
~~ ~ 
~as he(sbe) been more obediently lately? f, ~ 
- - ~~ H.as he(she) tried lately to be a helpful 
tt. I• citizen? •\ I, 
Has he(ahe) recently £0lt less concerned about :! 
bis (her) being different from other ~hildren~, 101 II 
.l as to looks!) home$.! abilities), ateo? 
l\ 
""' II Has he(sbe) used his(her) leisure time to good II 1/r I purpose lately? II ,, 
-'1!'-. no.-• 
- '"-j ' Has he(she) re~ently been less critical or 
others who are different from himself(herself)r I~· ~ as to looks~ home religious faith~ etc~? ~ 
---== "'::T'Wfr • 
·= - - -
~ -=~ 
Has he( she) been more respectful. to adulils lately?/~ ! . 
... ,.n=e: ,., _ _, _ .. it• ~ ~~· -" __ ,, l¥ Has he(she) reeently $hown more interest in his ' (her own £aith or that or his(her) triends? i I 
::r:r: •r -.-....~~-·-.. ....... ~~ .-e.--~ -~· - ""'.:::.. -=.a;._·::u·::. __....,.......:;, 'II- ! j 
Pl~::t~~ ~he~tt ruy~$~~ "J'f'> "N ~" g 
"' ~t,Jlt:\f0 dxild ta.tked a'bout these lessons while th~y \tere going on? Yer; k11o 
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APPENDIX A: 8 
INTERRELATION OF CONTENT OF THEMES, 
PICTURE COMPOSITION AND BEHAVIORAL ACTIVITIES 
Theme Picture Composition Behavioral Activit~* 
SI.* Scene 
Peer Group Schoolroom: group ·Language Arts: oral-
Membership E and isolate ~roup discussions --
•Wha t We Do in OUr 
Club 11 
Being a Good Livingroom: TV Language Arts: 
Sport .E program-one "mad," written -- ''Things 
others enjoying That Make Me 1 Mad • u 
chosen show 
Cooperation Kitchen: Mother Language Arts : week-
in Our and children all end diary --
Home E working "My Family~ Me 11 
Accepting Recreation field: Language Arts : 
Being boy on crutches biographical study 
Different B watching Little of someone who 
League game overcame a handicap 
Being Camp: girl steal- Language Arts: 
Tempted G ing from luggage, written--individual--
unexpected uTemptations I Have 
observer Had., 
*SI -- Sex Interest: B-boy applies to pict·ure 
composition, not theme 
itself (all themes 
applicable to both) 
G-girl 
E-either (both) 
**Effort to include: Group and individual; home, school and 
community; variety of Language Arts 
experien~es 
May prove revealing to teacher, therapeutic to pupil, or both. 
APPENDIX A: 8--Continued 
Theme 
SI* 
Being 
Afraid B 
Accepting 
Authority G 
Being a 
Responsible 
Citizen E 
Need for 
Faith E 
Constructive 
Use of 
Leisure 
Time B 
*SI -- Sex Interest: 
Picture Co~osition Behavioral Activit~* 
Scene 
Camp: boy afraid Language Arts: role 
to go swimming playing--needless 
fears 
Home: Mother call- Langua§e Arts: group--
ing children, oral--'How Much Should 
children ignoring Parents 1Boss 1 
her Children?" 
'• 
Home : mixed group Field activity: 
singing carols to mixed, class, 
elderly couple individual-co~unity 
service of own choice 
Children at Language Arts: written 
Prayer: inter- --individual--uTimes 
denominational When MY Faith Helped 
Men 
. 
Home: boys at Language Arts: exhi-
work on hobbies, bition--Hobby Hour, 
father partici- oral or written -
pating explanations 
B-boy 
G-girl 
E-either (both 
applies to picture 
composition, not theme 
itself (all themes 
applicable to both) 
**Effort to include: Group and individual;:mome, school and 
community; variety of Language Arts 
experiences 
May prove revealing to teacher, therapeutic to pupil, or both. 
Constructive Use of Leisure ........,...,._=-......., ............... __ _ 
~0 ~· 
Wasted spare minutes in 
school Q 
. 
Worked on my hobby t¥!1 
.. 
Got into trouble while 
playing ..-
D1d a service to my 
community 
Took part in my club 
·0 meeting 
Read a book or magazine -
~which is a2Eroved· 
Played games indoors 
J. ..)hareo 
lrnv1ted a shy child 
to join the grQup 
.1A· shy child volunteered 
to join the ~oup 
~.omeone looked lonely 
Jomeone was too 11 boasy 11, 
Argued or fought. 
.... 
' 
., 
~ ~ 
~ . 
I 
ACfiCN a~Cd~ ~~ 
Qrotw. I·iemberfi!,hip 
i-~Ono rueao 
l:t -"0 
0 
0 \ 
r 
v ..; 
0 C> 
. !!!S.· 
0 
cv:r 
1tiedo 
__.._ 
• 
0 
0 
v 
t3 
,. 
Thurs. ltl.·· 
~ Qf' 
~ ~ 
if' 
-
Thur.So ?rio ~
CZS_ 
c--- v 
I 
0:. 00 
-

APPENDIX A: 12 
.§es·~~ pata .~~~erning f.'tR!*--~ 
(Adapted: B a'K.ter & Cassidy!} .Qr..o--YR. ~g~~.en.c~) 
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ne ______ ·-------------------------------~==· Program~~= Group J.~evel.....,. ==~= ..... -.
me Address ~==-----------------------------------= Phone C"":'7W = 
lvlothet- 9 s Name ther
11 
s Name ---·--------------- --·-·~=-,~-·------------
rriage Status _____ ,....... __ Pupil Living with Parents==...,._-,........,._---==-__,...,..,....., ___ -== ........... == . 
Mother's Occupation~----~---·--· 
ligious Faith----==-------
;resting Recor,S 
2erimenji pat~~: 
Cali£ornia 
Detroit 
SRA 
Social Studies 
Arithmetic 
Reading Level __ _ 
I 
Date GC:ceo=====m=oo=e Attendance ,....·-·=-== 
-· 
Brothersg 
PS?:'O n==rt '.M:Jo 
lo 
2o 
)a 
4o 
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APPENDIX A: 13 
Occupation(if working) 
~s apartment......,.,.., one=family house ~ 
\jitJl i.fhgm ~ ,tS;,nril_x l!~g grandparents._...._ 
aunt 
uncle-::_ 
uncle 
boarderiOr roomer ~ 
sl~ates 
basebalt== bat _........., 
root}ia!l .............. 
anything elseg lc 
Books ownedg comics 
~ · .... ¥ = personal:-I'ibr-ary 
magaziner sU:bscript'rOn -= 
2o 
3o 
basketball 
bicycle ~ 
tennis r~et --.... 
sled 
...........,.., 
Other .~.c:r..e!J;Ji,~oit¥. })..l'PV:~.§~qns.s play yard -== 
rumpus room 
anything els"i!'1\o 
2o )Q 
go to camp~ 
ow a camp= 
!as:at~ .!~i:r..it!e.§. ~ ~ f'am!,gg stay home -...... 
day trips_ 
long trips=== 
scouts--= 
campfire 
church scli'OOl 
~ 
finish high school ___ 
college --= 
~burch club 
nyn ~ 
neighborhood -=-
school ibr apecialiv.ation 
go to work at 16 --= 
... ........, 
APPENDIX A: 14 
. 
PROFILE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 
HOME ENVIRONMENT 
Socio-Economic Levels 
Fact ~- ------ J:) \.1 ~ .--
-- -·- -- --
.d T A B c D 
P TS c T P TS c T p TS c T p TS 
. . . 
1 • Wage Earner A 26 29 29 84 26 23 16 65 26 22 18 66 22 32 29 83 
B 3 7 3 13 2 4 9 15 1 7 9 17 11 1 1 13 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _o 
2. Type of A 11 9 7 27 2 11 2 15 5 7 9 21 1 6 3 10 Occupation B 17 31 21 69 16 15 12 43 15 17 18 50 11 11 12 34 
c. 3 3 7 13 12 6 20 38 8 12 11 31 31 16 17 64 
3. Type of A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Income B 19 16 10 45 7 15 6 28 11 9 7 27 6 11 6 23 
c 12 23 24 59 23 17 28 68 17 28 30 75 38 23 24 85 
4 • Number- of A 9 18 12 39 11 14 11 36 -10 13 10 33 7 13 10 30 Children B 19 12 1~ 50 13 ll 10 34 15 14 12 14 17 11 8 36 c 2 5 11 6 3 3 12 3 6 5 14 9 7 14 30 
5. Other Family A 28 31 28 87 28 21 22 71 23 32 26 81 25 30 31 86 Members in B 2 4 5 ll 2 5 3 10 5 0 2 7 4 l l 6 Home c 0 0 2 2 0 0 l l 0 1 0 l 3 0 0 3 
~ -~ 
-------
ro 
~ 
APPENDIX A: 14--Continued 
Socio-Economic Levels 
Factor and Type 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
A B c D 
p TS c T p TS c T p TS c T p TS c T 
6. Type of A 30 35 32 97 30 26 20 76 26 31 24 81 28 31 29 88 
.Dwelling B 0 0 3 3 0 2 6 8 2 2 4 8 3 1 2 6 
. c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1· Nationality A 30 33 34 97 29 28 26 83 28 33 28 89 32 32' 31 95 
B 0 3 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o -o 0 0 0 0 
8. Race A 30 36 34 100 30 28 25 83 28 33 28 89 33 33 31 97 
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g. Place of· A 24 '33 28 85 26 23 20 69 26 26 23 75 27 26 28 81 
Birth B 5 2 6 13 3 5 6 1# 2 5 4 ll 6 6 3 15 
c 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
10. Religious A 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 
Faith B 3 7 14 24 18 20 14 52 12 13 10 ~§ 5 6 10 21 c 8 13 11 32 10 8 12 30 13 19 17 9 8 21 38 
ro 
'0\ 
~­
....... 
~lj 
Factor and Type 
1. Recreational 
Facilities 
2. Informal 
Play 
Equipment 
3. Memberships 
in Organ~-
izations 
4 • Vacationing 
5. Interest in 
Reading 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
e 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
c 
APPENDIX A: 15 
PROFILE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 
SOCIALIZING EXPERIENCES 
Socio-Economic Levels 
A B 
-
c 
-- -- -- -- -- --p TS c T p TS c T p TS c T 
15 11 17 43 10 15 13 38 12 14 14 40 
17 21 10_ 48 20 8 6 34 4 5 4 14 
27 35 37 99 41 26 10 77 15 15 18 48 
22 24 20 66 19 16 15 50 17 14 10 41 
6 9 14 2~ 10 12 11 33 11 13 14 38 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 6 4 10 
20 21 17 58 11 19 15 45 14 18 13 45 
29 43 41 113 34 22 15 71 17 21 14 52 
19 10 23 52 10 8 7 25 .a g: 6 21 
20 28 25 73 19 18 19 56 21 21 18 60 
30 31 27 88 26 17 16 59 2~ 28 18 69 3 25 21 49 6 5 4 15 7 4 15 
22 21 16 59 18 26 12 56 9 23 13 45 
25 24 §~ 82 26 18 14 58 22 20 18 60 26 32 92 25 25 17 67 27 28 24 79 
r 
-~-- ~------------
D 
--p TS 
12 11 
4 5 
22 21 
10 19 
15 11 
5 2 
9 10 
22 20 
11 13 
16 20 
18 25 
15 8 
4 15 
12 27 
26 26 
--
c T 
10 33 
7 16 
30 73 
-
21 50 
4 33 11 
10 29 
23 65 
10 34 
21 57. 
25 68 
9 32 
l~ 34 
20 59 
28 80 
ro 
-3 
-3 
Factor and Type 
6. Hobbies 
1· Access to 
Telephone 
8. Educational 
Outlook · 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
c 
A 
B 
c 
APPENDIX A: 15--Continued 
Socio-Economic Levels 
A 
P- -TS c- -T 
19 ll 7 37 
15 15 9 39 
16 21 25 62 
30 36 32 98 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 2 
25 28 30 83 
3 6 3 12 
2 1 l 4 
B 
P- -TS c- -T 
9 19 8 36 
15 23 16 54 
14 4 10 28 
23 26 22 71 
0 0 0 0 
7 2 4 13 
26 24 19 69 
4 4 4 12 
0 0 3 3 
c 
P- TS C- T 
10 20 21 51 
15 25 27 67 
ll 4 l 16 
27 30 27 84 
0 0 0 0 
l 4 l 6 
18 19 23 60 
6 12 5 23 
3 l 0 4 
D 
P- TS C- T 
15 6 12 33 
19 21 12 52 
15 12 16 43 
20 26 23 69 
0 0 0 0 
14 7 8 29 
18 18 24 60 
7 ~0 8 25 
5 4 0 9 
1\) 
-:J 
co 
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APPENDIX A: 16 
ALLOCATION OF CLASSES TO THEIR PROGRAMS 
Socio-Econ. Order of' Order of' Type of' 
School Level* Drawing School Class Placement Program 
- -
-
l F H l. l H 
w A,-A; C w A&C 3rd Control 
H.N C-groups 
F A, D, D B B&C lst Exp-P 
2 
B B, c 
' 
w B&C 2nd Exp-TS 
w2 B, c 2. p B 4th Control 
A D Remainder 
p B of'. B 
. 
Groups 
3. F A & DN 5th Exp-P 
Remainder wl AF 6th Exp-TS 
of' A 
Groups 
*Letter 4. 
exponent Remainder A D 7th Exp-TS 
is of' D 
nH teacher's Groups F 8th Control 
initial 
l. To prevent pupils in dif'f'erent programs f'rom exchanging ideas 
wherever possible two classes in the same building were given 
the same program. These classes had to be on dif'f'erent levels • 
In wl and F this was impossible because each school had three 
classes in the experiment. 
2. Programs were assigned in arbitrary order as groups were drawn 
by lot. 
3. Sequence of' drawings; (l)"C 11 ; (2) lef't-over 11B"; (3) lef't-over 
n A 11 ; ( 4) lef't-over "D" • . , 
4. Where there were two classe~ of' the same level in one building, 
the teacher whose name came f'irst in the alphabet was given the 
same program as the other level. Thus in school F, teacher of' 
group level A was given the same program as teacher N of' level 
D, drawn bef'ore teacher H also of' level D. 
APPENDIX A : 17 
LESSON GUIDE FOR DEMONSTRATION: 
ACCEPTING DIFFEftENCES IN OTHERS 
Concepts: 
People are basically alike,--problems, joys, sorrows, 
likes, dislikes. 
There is no such thing as 11black, 11 11white, 11 11yellow11 
race. . . 
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Making someone else happy brings happiness to the doer. 
An effective group member accepts people as they are. 
People are unlike in other things beside race,--
nationality, faith, temperament, physical appearance. 
All of our friends and family members are different from 
us in some way. 
We can find something we like about almost everybody, 
even though our family and friends may not agree 
with us. 
Sometimes as we grow up and do our own thinking we find 
we may not believe exactly as our parents do. 
Negroes in this part of the country are a minority group. 
A minority group is not always treated nicely by the 
majority group because it is not accepted--it is 
usually different in some respect from the majority. 
Cultural differences often are the basis of non-acceptance. -
Q.uestions: 
What is happening in this picture? 
How do you feel as you look at it~ Why? 
How do these children feel? 
Which one do you think is the happiest? Why? 
What do you think about this idea: Dift'erenc.e in race 
sometimes makes people dislike each other? 
and this: Sometimes there is something besides race 
that makes pe·ople different 
--makes them unaccepted 
and this: Our friends are different from each of us. 
Could this have happened: a (white -- Negro) boy giving 
ice cream to two (Negro -- white) boys? 
How do you think their parents will feel about this? 
APPENDIX A: 17--Continued 
Why did Sally do this? Would you have done it? Why? 
What can sixth-graders. learn to do so they wilL get . 
along and accept each other, without feeling some-
one is 11different"? 
Behavioral Activity: 
Individual class choice (not to be carried for this 
lesson) 
Making cover design of Action Report Booklet 
Action Report: 
Pass out the one for this lesson. Show the children 
how they will use the forms for the other lessons. 
Collect (not to be used). 
Pass out the Booklet cover with the Preface in it. 
Picture: 
Read the Preface with the children and describe 
how the Booklet will be compiled. Leave with the 
children for them to make the cover design. 
Not to be ~ut on display (not part of the. experimental 
series) 
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APPENDIX A: 19 
One sWL~Y afternoon eleven-year~old Linda was a1tt1ng on 
th~ ateps of her houeeo Her little bro·&her, Buddy, \fa.s coasting 
be.ck and fo:t:~th on the sidewalk in his wagono ·rhey were negro 
childl'•en.who had Just moved into this ne1ghborhoodo They did 
not see Jally 9 their white neighbor, ride by on her b1cyolao 
A few ~1nutes later there were three people instead of two 9= 
Linda on her atops 8 Buddy 1n his coasteP wagon, and ~ally 
straedl1ng her b1cycleo Each child was happily l1ck1ns a 
doubleciaeckar ioe cream cone~ 
************** 
lc. What happened at the end or the story? 
2~ Who do you think was th~ happiest? Why? 
3o Which child in the story would you like to be? Why? 
4o What do you think about this idea: Difference in race some~ 
times ma%es people aisl1Ke eacn otnero 
5o Discuss this~ Jometimes there is somethins else besides race 
that makes people different (or one personJo 
6~ What can sixth grade children learn to do so they will get 
along without disliking each other 9 or feeling that someone 
else is 11d1fferent 11 ? · . 
7Q Oould this h~ve happened: a negro child g1v1n~ ice cream to 
two white chlldz•en? 
8 .. How do you think t"leir p~rents would feel 'lbout. this 'l 
9 .. wny did 3ally do t"h1.s 'i ~lfould you have done t'e? \'lhy? 
l. 
2. 
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APPENDIX B: l 
ITEMS RELATIVE TO COMPUTATIONS FOR SOCIOMETRIC DATA 
\ 
Pupil Population 
Group Boys Girls Total 
P: A 18 15 33 
B 14 "16 30 
c 16 1~ 28 
D 16 20 36 
Total 64 63 127 
TS: A 21 15 36 
B 13 15 28 
c 14 20 34 
D 21 12 33 
Total 69 62 131 
C: A 21 14 35 
B 20 6 26 
c 13 15 28 
D 19 15 34 
Total 73 50 123 
Total Test 
Population 206 175 381 
uNu for the several computations: 
a. Friendship Choices Made: class membership 
b. Friendship Choices Received: absent: total number 
making choices 
c. Choice Status: class membership 
3. Procedure for Obtaining Friendship Choice Scores 
' 
a. Weighting: 
Rank Weight 
1 (high) 4 
2 3 
3 2 
4 (low) 1 
APPENDIX B: 1--Continued 
b. Score: 
Total of each weight x number of times 
given or received 
c. Interpretation: 
"Made" -- individual's acceptance of his 
group~ 11social expansivenessn 
11Recei ved'' ' . individual 1s acceptance by 
his group, ugroup status~" 
"stimulus value" 
4. Sociogram Choices for Best Friend Correlation with 
Fr~endship Choices Received: 
a. Weighting: 
b. Score: 
Rank 
-
l {high 
2 
3 (low) 
Weight 
3 
2 
l 
Total of each weight x number of times 
received 
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5· Sociogram Choices for three questions treated separately~ 
Choice Status = total received 
N - l 
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APPENDIX B: 2a 
STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF DISCUSSION LESSON NO. 10 
PICTURE CLASS : D LEVEL 
Pupil: It looks like the outside is kind of dark. It looks 
l:!-ke a storm. 
Pupil: It looks like a storm because of clouds. Trees are 
bending; looks like palm trees. 
Teacher: What does it mean when you say make good use of 
leisure time? 
Pupil: It means when you have nothing to do, do something 
you want to do. 
Teacher: Do you think the boys are using their leisure time 
to advantage? 
Pupil: Yes, a boy near my house used to make model planes. 
Teacher: He used his leisure time advantageously. What 
would you say about this statement: It is fun some-
times to spend leisure time with friends. 
Pupil: Yesterday in our leisure time my girlfriend and I 
played togethe~. I helped to hang up clothes. 
Teacher: Think of some ways you could use this leisure time 
adwantageously. 
Pupil: When my grandmother is sick and has to go to the 
doctors, I go do housework for her. 
Pupil: I go down near the water and work on speedboats. 
Teacher: Do you think by making models it will help you 
when you are bigger? 
Pupil: MY father sells them after finishing them. 
APPENDIX B: 2a--Continued 
Pupil: I will go down after school and help my father put 
his boat in the water$ 
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Teacher: Do you think it will help you decide what you want 
to do when you get older~ 
Pupil: My uncle built a big fishing boat. 
Teacher: Is there any other way you can use your leisure 
time? 
Pupil: You can make other things like furniture. 
Teacher: Do you have to make things? Is there any other way? 
Pupil: Girls like to sew. My sister had a baby girl and my 
mother is teaching me how to knit and crochet so I could 
make things for the baby. 
Teacher: What else could you do? 
Pupil: You could read. 
Teacher: Yes, you could read. That is a way of using your 
leisure time. 
Pupil: Riding a bicycle • 
Teacher: That is exercise. 
Pupil: My next door neighbor is always reading. 
Teacher: That is the way he spends his leisure time. 
Pupil: Doing homework. 
Teacher: That is a very good way. We all like to do certain 
things. 
Pupil: Every time I go to the library~ I get 3 or 4 books. 
I spend 3 hours each aay reading them. 
Pupil: On Saturday and Sunday I spend all day caddying. 
Teacher: That is a good way and you 1ll probably learn 
something about golf. It is good exercise. 
Pupil: My uncle has a big desk full of trophies of golfing 
and bowling. 
APPENDIX B: 2a--Continued 
Teacher: That is a form of' exercise. 
Pupil: There is a program on television showing true 
stories. One man used to go down the golf' course 
and fool around and then he was champion. 
Pupil: There are horses around my house and we like to 
ride them. 
Teacher: Being sixth graders should you have a variety 
of' lei~ure time activity? 
~upil: Yes~ you should have a variety. 
Teacher: Think of' something you would like to do. 
Pupil: In the summer I play baseball. In the winter we 
play football • 
Pupil: I'd rather go down to the golf' course. 
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Pupil: You could have hobbies to go down the cellar. You 
could work on a plane or boat. 
Pupil: I play baseball and football. Every Wednesday 
night I play basketball. A couple of' years ago I 
couldn't do much because I was living on the boat in 
Galilea so now I have a variety of' things. 
Teacher: Do you think if' you had hobbies or quite a f'ew 
hobbies you could get into trouble? Those that get 
into trouble have no hobbies. Do you have a hobby of' 
any kind? 
Pupil: Children that get in trouble are those that have 
nothing to do. If' they had hobbies and sports they 
wouldn't get into trouble. Clyde started these sports 
to keep the boys out of' trouble around our way. 
Teacher: If' youP~ave a hobby or hobbies, your time is so 
occupied you cannot get into trouble. 
Pupil: Some boys have cars and have races. 
Teacher: Would you do that? 
Pupil: No~ you could get killed the way they drive. 
APPENDIX A: 2a--Continued 
' Pupil: If I am not reading, I'm eithe_r taking care of my 
fish or.riding my bicycle. 
Pupil: We have a soap b?X cars that we ride. 
Teacher: That is a good hobby because you learn how to ride. 
Pupil: I try to learn different tricks on my bicycle. 
Pupil: Last Christmas·! got a book and one rainy day I read 
it all day. My mother didn 1 t know I was home. She 
thought I had been out all day. 
. 
Teacher: If you know how to spend your leisure time, you 
never have a day that is boring. Can?you think of 
hobbies you can do now that you can do in your spare 
time when you get older and do something more with it. 
Pupil: Some girls like cooking and sewing. 
Teacher: That is right • They could go into dressmaking •. 
Pupil : Crafts • 
Teacher: That is something that carries over. 
Pupil: Some people like to build boats. One man 82 took·one 
year to build a boat and they called it Noah's Ark. 
Pupil: I like to collect dolls. 
Pupil: Some people like to make puppets •. When they grow up 
they could make them and sell them. 
Pupil: I started to build a model house • When I grow up 
I'll try to build a house for my family. 
Teacher: What do you think about this statement? Do you 
like to spend your leisure time doing anything helpful? 
Pupil: We go over to mow my grandmother's lawn. 
Pupil: I go down to Pawtuxet and do odd jobs to amuse myself. 
I maybe could wait- on boats. 
Teacher: That will keep you busy. If they pay for gasoline, 
you could learn to make change. 
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Pupil: MY mother woke me up yesterday morning and asked me 
if I wanted to go to work. I went and worked all day 
helping to move a hardware store. 
Teacher: That was a good use of leisure time • You 
probably wouldn't know what to do all day unless you 
had a lot of good hobbies. -
Pupil: I am going to do baby sitting this summer for the 
girl that works in the new high school. 
Teacher: You will learn to take care of children. 
Pupil: Every Friday I go to my sister's for the weekend 
and help take care of the baby. I dust and help with the 
dishes. 
Teacher: How about helping others in a church or in a 
community? Is there anyone that does that? 
I 
Pupil: My sistep helps in church. I go down and help her 
change candles. 
Teacher: Do you think that while you are using your leisure 
time~ you learn something, or is it just wasted? 
Pupil: Yesterday we put up a ceiling and I helped put up 
the wood. 
Teacher: You learned something doing that. 
Pupil: I help my father. He is trying .to make a mechanic 
out of me. 
Pupil: If you waste time it won•t come back again. When you 
get older those things that you didn 1t do you now know 
that you should have done something. 
Teacher: If you spend your time reading you learn something. 
Can you think of any community sponsored activities that 
you can do in your leisure time? 
Pupil: Boy Scouts • 
. 
Teacher: Yes. 
APPENDIX B: 2a--Continued 
Pupil:' At 7:30 in our church they have a Youth Group. 
Pupil: 4-H Clubs, Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts. 
Teacher:. Anything else? 
Pupil: Youth Center. 
Pupil~ Civil Air Patrol. 
Teacher: That helps you take care of your spare time 
especially if you are interested in that fielq. Do 
you sometimes like to spend the time by yourself or 
do you prefer to spend it with other people? 
Pupil: With other people is best. 
Teacher ~ Any particular reason? 
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Pupil: You have no one to talk to when you're by yourself. 
Teacher: Anyone else have anything to say about spending 
it with other people? 
' 
Pupil: I go skating every weekend and it isn't fun to go 
alone. 
Pupil: A month ago I went up to the skating rink with my 
friend. I had never been before and it took me a few 
hours to learn. It wouldn't have been any fun going 
alone. 
Pupil: I like to be at home sometimes alone. 
~eacher: Some people like to be by themselves. They like to 
read and·not be bothered by other pe0ple. Can someone 
summarize what we have halked about? Give me an idea 
about what the picture is about. 
Pupil: We decided that a group of boys that didn't have any-
thing to do because it was raining out got together down 
the cellar. 
Pupil: Make your leisure time useful. 
Teacher: Anything else? 
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Pupil: Don't waste it. 
Pupil: Use your time learning something. 
Pupil: Make your leisure time helpful like in a community. 
Teacher: When you have your spare time at the end of the 
day~ remember to spend it wisely. Use our spare time 
advantageously. Get a few hobbies so that when we do 
have time we won't waste it. Help others in the 
community. Reading. 
APPENDIX B: 2b 
STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF DISCUSSION LESSON NO. 10 
PICTURE CLASS : A LEVEL 
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Teacher: This is the last or 10 pictures. l) Something is 
. happening in the picture. 2) There is a story behind 
the picture we are going to try to find. I'll give you 
a few minutes to look it over and think about anything 
you would like to say about it. ' 
Pupil: It looks as though the two boys in the front are 
making a model plane. It could be one boy just made it 
and the other boy is admiring it. The boy in the back-
ground is working on a sailboat. 
Pupil: It looks as though the boys in the foreground are 
getting ready to paint and the boy in the background is 
working with cardboard. 
Pupil: It might be a club that works on model planes. 
Pupil: It could be one of the sectionsof the Boys' Club 
where they do all the modeling. 
Pupil: In the window it looks as if it is dark out • They 
have a light that comes down used in making model planes 
to have better light. 
Pupil: It shows boys working together. 
. . 
Teacher: Girls could be in this pic~ure as well. What else 
might it suggest? 
Pupil: Different religion. 
Teacher: It shows people working together. 
Pupil: It looks as if they are brothers. The boys in the 
foreground are working happily. The boy in the back-
ground has a frown. 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued 
Pupil: It looks as if they are in the basement of their 
cellar and probably interested in air planes. It 
could be they have formed a club and are making model 
planes. 
Pupil: The person in the background seems to be an adult. 
It could be their father and could suggest a family 
activity. 
Pupil: If he is the father; he could be fixing tools so 
that they would be neat. 
Teacher: Can we all agree on one pomnt from facial 
expressions and ac-tivity. Are they having a good time 
or sad? Shall we vote? Good time; it is unanimous. 
Why are they having a good time? 
Pupil: Maybe they are enjoying what they are doing. 
Pupil: It could be their favorite hobby and they like it 
very much. 
Pupil • It 1 s probably their hobby and they care happy about 
it because they don't get much chance to do it. 
Pupil: The boy on the left could be a professional. The 
boy on the right is telling him what's bad and good 
about it. 
Pupil: When I think something is good and I have some boy 
tell me it 1s wrong, I get mad. 
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Teacher: Would anyone else like to comment on it. The 
statement was made that the people in the picture are 
working on a hobby of some sort; that they were doing 
something they like to do that is why they were having 
a good time; learning-to do something new from a 
professional; enjoying themselves because they haven't 
too much time to do it. Repeat the statement about not 
having too much time.· 
Pupil: Everyone has a hobby they like, but they don't have 
much chance to get at it. 
Teacher: How many people agree that there are times that we 
are expected to do certain things~ There are other times 
when we have time to do things fo~ ourselves. Perhaps 
we could talk about hobbies. 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued 
Pupil~ I like to bowl. I go every two weeks. 
Pupil: I like to build boat models. MY most recent one 
is an aircraft carrier. Also every Sunday morning I 
read the Travel Section and send for folders. 
Pupil: I like to climb trees and collect boats that run 
by electric motors. 
Pupil: I like archery. MY favorite hobby is boating, 
sailing, water skiing. 
Pupil: One hobby I have is stamp collecting. MY friend 
collects old coins. 
Pupil: I collect stamps. MY father collects book ~tch 
covers. 
Teacher: Are we allowed to work on our hobby any time we 
please? 
Pupil: No, because we have to work outside or go to school. 
Teacher: What do we call the period of time we have to do 
things? 
Pupil: work. 
Teacher: That is a certain period of time we have to do 
something. What time were you talking about? 
Pupil: Doing chores for your ·mother. 
Teacher: What time is that? 
Pupil: Spare time. 
Teacher: What is another word for that? 
Pupil: Leisure time. 
Teacher: Do you think this picture pertains to work time 
or leisure time? 
Pupil: Deisure time. 
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Teacher: How many think it pertains to work .time? Leisure 
time? We all agree that this pictures their hobbies in 
leisure time. If leisure time is spare time~ how should 
it be spent? -
> 
Pupil: It should be spent usefully~ with a hobby. Not 
doing things against the law. 
Pupil: You should take advantage of that time because you 
don't have it all the time. 
Pupil: In leisure time when you are going your models it 
is a little work. Putting it together is not really 
hard but sometimes it is not really easy. 
Pupil: Some people get annoyed when their leisure time is 
interrupted. When I 1m listening to ball games and my 
mother asks me to go to the store I don't like it. 
Pupil: This picture could bring out the point~ work before 
play. 
Teacher: In what way? 
Pupil: Going to school and chores you have to do around 
the house. 
Pupil: ·Doing those chores before doing your hobby. 
Pupil: When I 1m doing somethmng I always do the hard part 
first. MY friend when he's eating~ he eats the stuff 
that he doesn't like first so that he can enjoy the 
other stuff more. 
Pupil: You should do the things you know you're going to 
have to do so that whan you're doing won't be interrupted. 
Pupil: I was supposed to do the· lawn and Sunday we got 
invited to a beach party. I had to do the lawn first. 
Teacher: Someone brought up a statement you can put work 
into your hobby during leisure time. Perhaps that could 
start a discussion of some sort. How many think that 
during leisure time work should be done? It should be 
all play? It should be a mixture of work and play? We 
agree·oq~ leisure time should be spent at work and at 
play. Could we think of some useful ways of spending 
our leisure time? 
~ 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued 
Pupil: When you go to the store\to buy some more stamps 
for your collection, at the same time you could go to 
the store for your mother if she had asked you 
previously. 
Pupil: Boy Observer Corps. 
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Pupil: A good use of leisure time would be in any community 
service. 
Pupil: Some time when I know we have a spelling test, I 
bring the words with me and study them in the car when 
we go riding. 
Teacher: Anyone else have any ideas on how to spend our 
leisure time? 
Pupil: I 1m a stamp collector. I put work into it. I have 
a box of- envelopes with names of co~ntries and put stamps 
belonging to that country in them. 
Teacher: How many people in the room believe that sixth 
graders should have a variety of leisure time hobbies? 
Could you give something that you think you should have? 
Pupil: Stamp collection, airplane collection, boats, 
sailing. 
Pupil: Everybody shouldn 1t have the same hobby. You 
shouldn 1t force yourself to have many hobbies just to 
have a variety. 
Teacher: Girls don 1t you have any leisure time activities? 
Pupil:· It 1s up to the person if he wants a variety in his 
hobbies. When one person starts a stamp collection, he 
would do it for a good many years. 
Pupil: I 1m making a rug in my leis~re time. 
Pupil: A good way to spend leisure time is to help your 
parents • Boys could help fathers in the garden. 
' ~ / Pupil: In my~leisure time I go out and play. On Saturday 
and Sunday my father has a boat and we go down there 
and fix it. 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued . 
Teacher: There are two different ways we can spend our 
leisure time. We menti·oned them but haven't pin-
pointed them. What are the two. ways? 
Pupil: Working and playing. 
Pupil: Stamp collecting is boring to some people. 
Teacher: Is there any other way you can spend your leisure 
time besides working and playing~ 
Pupil: Relaxing. 
Teacner: Any other way? 
Pupil: Reading • 
Pupil: Sleeping. 
Pupil: c.ommunity service. 
Teacher: Yes~ we could classify all of these as work ~v 
play. It was mentioned earlier another way that was 
not advisable. 
Pupil: Doing things against the law. 
Pupil: Going out and getting into trouble. 
Teacher: Spending leisure time doing troublesome things. 
I think we could have a little discussion on that. 
Do you think it could happen very often that we could 
get into trouble by not spending our leisure time in 
a constructive way? 
Pupil: I think sixth-graders can find many things to do. 
Teen-agers want real excitement and get into trouble 
when they get bored. 
Pupil: Some sixth-graders go over and break windows when 
a new house is being buil~but most of us try to behave. 
Pupil: A man is building some houses in Apponaug. My 
friend moved up ther~and when the windows were put in~ 
. they would break them. They'd cut the wi~es when they 
were put up,. too • . 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued 
Teacher: Can we put the girls into any situation like 
this? 
Pupil: When there is no school, that is when you get 
restless. You should find something to do. 
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Teacher: How do you think constructive use of leisure time 
will affect your adult life? 
. 
Pupil: When you get to be 16 and go to the Boys 1 Club, you 
have already learned to do constructiye work. 
Pupil: If you have an interesting hobby, when you grow up 
it may turn out to be a job for you. 
PUpil: If one of your hobbies is playing the piano or some 
instrument, you could turn out to play in an orchestra. 
Teacher: We mentioned some ways you could spend leisure 
time constructively, effects of wasted leisure time, 
effects of leisure time on our adult life. How many 
peop.le feel that if time is wasted and spent doing 
nothing trouble may arise in the lives of people? Use-
ful use of leisure time will effect your adult and 
teen-age· life. Could some of the girls give any 
suggestions as how it might affe~t theirs? 
Teacher: You all agree that perhaps leisure time is a good 
time to learn something new. Who would like to comment 
on that. 
Pupil: I didn't know how to swim last year and in my spare 
time my Dad taught me how to swim. 
Pupil: When I go to my Grandmother 1s farm in Cleveland, I 
feed the cows in my leisure time. At harvesting time, 
I help with the bales of hay. Most of the time during 
the hunting season, I brush up on my target practice. 
Pupil: In your spare time you could learn new ways of 
doing arithmetic. 
Pupil: In the summer time I never have too much to do, but 
I can always get busy out on the boat,and if the water 
isn't too rough, I go swimming. 
APPENDIX B: 2b--Continued 
Teacher: Is there any other leisure time activity that 
you would like to talk about? 
Pupil:_ I like to play golf. 
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Pupil: Every night that I can~ I play baseball. It's the 
best thing for this time of year. 
Teacher: We have talked now about leisure time activities 
that we have that we enjoy; about having many of them, 
about having one; about doing them by ourselves, about 
doint it with other people; learning new things by our-
selves when we have a few moments~ but also playing 
with other people. Most of the activities we have 
mentioned concern leisure time for our own pleasure. 
Could we continue the discussion along other:lines. 
What other leisure time might we have? 
Pupil: If you 1re with another friend you should both 
compromise. 
Pupil: Often on holidays the family wants to go some place; 
you can go with them and have a lot of fun. 
Pupil: Go on a picnic or go on.a family activity. 
Pupil: A boy for his leisure time wanted to know how old 
was the oldest man in the world. The article was in the 
paper telling he is 148 years old. 
Teacher: I think perhaps we have brought everything into 
the·discussion we have time for. I·will review again 
what we have talked about--leisure time byoourselves 
and with other people; leisure time working and playing 
and also nothing to do during leisure time; about the 
effects of poor use of leisure time; learning new 
things; doing some kind of creative work,and giving 
service to others. This is all we have time for. 
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